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ER”, “WARNING”, “CAUTION” and

on its vehicles. Therefore, the equip-
ptional and may not be applicable to
lly marked with “♦”.) If you have any
your particular vehicle), consult your

mational purposes only. 
mation in effect at the time of printing.
ions or designs set out in this manual

 are not drawn to scale.
 dealer.

voided, will lead to death or serious

ided, may lead to fatal injury, serious

ided, may lead to minor or moderate
When reading the manual
In this manual, read very carefully those sections which have signs “DANG
“NOTE”. They are particularly important.
.

UD Trucks Corporation offers a variety of options, components and features 
ment described in this manual may or may not be identified as standard or o
your particular vehicle. (As a guideline, major optional equipment are genera
questions (including whether the information in this manual is applicable to 
nearest authorized UD Trucks dealer.
This manual, and all information contained in this manual, is provided for infor
All information and specifications in this manual are based on the product infor
We reserve the right to discontinue models, or change information, specificat
without notice and without incurring any liability to you.
Diagrams and illustrations in this manual are for illustration purposes only, and
We recommend you to have your vehicle serviced at an authorized UD Trucks

Abbreviations used in this manual
CAN: Controller Area Network
ATM: Automatic Transmission

DANGER Indicates a potentially hazardous situation that, unless a
personal injury.

WARNING Indicates a potentially dangerous situation that, unless avo
personal injury or damage to the product.

CAUTION Indicates a potentially dangerous situation that, unless avo
personal injury or damage to the product.

NOTE Indicates good practice.



If you have any questions concerning this manual, you are welcome to contact your nearest authorized UD Trucks

 (VDA).

.

Main brake type Parking brake type

Air brake Wheel 
parking brake
dealer.

AdBlue® is a registered trademark of the Verband der Automobilindustrie e.V.

This manual describes the handling of the vehicles listed in the following table

Vehicle series
Vehicle model

Engine type
With leaf suspension With air suspension

Truck:
CD series

－ CDB4CA GH8TA

－ CDB5CA GH11TB

Truck:
CW series

CWB4CL CWB4CA GH8TA

CWB5CL CWB5CA GH11TB, TC, TD

Truck:
CG series

CGB4CL CGB4CA GH8TA

CGB5CL CGB5CA GH11TB, TC, TD

Tractor:
GK series GKB5CL GKB5AA GH11TC

Tractor:
GW series GWB5CL GWB5CA GH11TC, TD
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Foreword
Thank you for purchasing a UD Trucks vehicle. This
manual has been prepared to provide the necessary
information for the operation, inspection and mainte-
nance of the UD Trucks vehicle.
Obtaining optimum performance from your new UD
Trucks vehicle will depend largely upon the care
exercised by you in the operation and maintenance
of the vehicle. We strongly recommend that you read
this manual thoroughly and familiarize yourself with
the information and procedures contained within.
Only in this way it is possible to ensure proper opera-
tion and maintenance, with a minimum of difficulty,
and with the utmost safety. 
This manual is based upon information which is
applicable to the standard version of this series.
Should you have any problem understanding the
information, or should your vehicle require some ser-
vicing which is not included in this manual, contact
the nearest authorized UD Trucks dealer for assis-
tance.
We recommend to keep this owner’s manual and the
warranty manual in your vehicle.
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STOP VEHICLE
Engine oil temperature high 5-30

DRIVE CAUTIOUSLY
Engine oil temperature high 5-30

CHECK ENGINE OIL
Low engine oil level 5-31
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Engine oil pressure low 5-29
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Engine start inhibited
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AdBlue empty Engine start 

inhibited at next stop
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orque reduction is imminent 5-38
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orque reduction at next stop 5-38

i-display and indicators
Page

Message
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Page

on Indicator(s) Color Message

Red
STOP VEHICLE

Engine coolant temperature 
high

5-6
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Engine coolant temperature 
high

5-6
15-16
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Amber

Amber

Red

Red
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Amber
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Amber T
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er
CONTACT WORKSHOP
Incorrect AdBlue quality.

Torque reduction at next stop.
5-43

er
CONTACT WORKSHOP
Incorrect AdBlue quality.

Speed limited in --- h.
5-43

er

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Incorrect AdBlue quality.

Speed reduction to 20 km/h 
imminent.

5-43

er
CONTACT WORKSHOP
Incorrect AdBlue quality.

Speed reduced.
5-43

er
CONTACT WORKSHOP

No AdBlue dosing.
Torque reduction in --- h.

5-45
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CONTACT WORKSHOP

No AdBlue dosing.
Torque reduction at standstill.

5-45

er
CONTACT WORKSHOP

No AdBlue dosing.
Speed limited in --- h.

5-45

er

CONTACT WORKSHOP
No AdBlue dosing

Speed reduction to 20 km/h 
imminent.

5-45

multi-display and indicators
Page

r Message
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Amber
REFILL AdBlue

Torque is reduced.
Speed reduction is imminent.

5-38

Amber
REFILL AdBlue

Speed reduction to
20 km/h is imminent

5-38

Amber
REFILL AdBlue

Speed limited. Adblue tank 
empty.

5-38

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

Emissions critical.
Torque reduction in --- h.

5-39

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

Emissions critical.
Torque reduction at next stop.

5-39

Amber

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Emissions critical.

Torque reduced. Speed limited 
in --- h.

5-39

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP
Emissions critical. Speed

limited to 20 km/h is imminent.
5-39

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

Emissions critical.
Speed reduced.

5-39

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP
Incorrect AdBlue quality.
Torque reduction in --- h.

5-43
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Fuel Filter clogged 5-41

STOP VEHICLE
Engine derated. 

Engine overspeed
5-28

STOP VEHICLE
Engine system failure

5-35
6-33

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Engine system failure 5-35

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Transmission functionality 

reduced
6-132

STOP VEHICLE
Engine coolant level low

5-31
13-76
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Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

No AdBlue dosing.
Speed reduced.

5-45

Amber DRIVE CAUTIOUSLY
Brakes overheating 5-48

Red STOP VEHICLE
Gearbox oil temperature high

5-33
6-132

Amber DRIVE CAUTIOUSLY
Gearbox oil temperature high

5-33
6-132

Amber Clutch overheating 10-20

Amber REFUEL
Fuel level low 5-4

Amber START WATER DRAINING
Water in fuel filter 13-31

‒ Gray
CHECK HANDBOOK

Conditions not fulfilled to 
perform water draining

13-31
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IMMEDIATELY
UDPC level critical

6-33

er
START UDPC

REGENERATION 
Park vehicle safely

6-29

y UDPC regeneration started. 6-30

y UDPC regeneration stopped 6-30

y UDPC maintenance is needed 6-33

k UDPC regeneration ongoing. 6-30

STOP VEHICLE
Park brake failure 5-47

er
ATTENTION

Roller bench mode active. 
Turn off before driving

5-22

er Park brake not applied 5-47
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Page
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Red
CORRECT AdBlue

Incorrect AdBlue quality.
Engine start inhibited.

5-42

Red

CORRECT AdBlue
Incorrect AdBlue quality.

Engine start inhibited at next 
stop.

5-42

Amber
CORRECT AdBlue

Incorrect AdBlue quality.
Engine start inhibited in -- km

5-42

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

UDPC Regeneration switch 
malfunction

6-24

Red CONTACT WORKSHOP
Emission system malfunction 5-45

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Emission system malfunction 5-45

Amber High exhaust temperature
due to regeneration 6-25
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STOP VEHICLE
Clutch system malfunction 6-132

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Clutch malfunction 6-132

ECREASE VEHICLE SPEED
Vehicle speed too high 5-2

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Airbag malfunction 6-15

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Seatbelt pre-tensioner 

malfunction
6-18

STOP VEHICLE
Alternator failure 5-40

REDISTRIBUTE LOAD
Uneven load 10-40

Key not valid 5-54

i-display and indicators
Page

Message
 8 Illustrated table of contents

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Brake pads uneven wear 13-83

Amber
REPLACE BRAKE PADS 

SOON
Brake pads worn

13-84

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Truck ABS malfunction 6-110

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP
Truck ABS malfunction
Check wheel bearing

6-110

Amber
PUT AUXILIARY BRAKE 

STALK IN NEUTRAL
Auxiliary brakes disabled

5-64

Red STOP VEHICLE
Gearbox failure 6-132

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

Transmission system 
malfunction

5-36
6-132
6-134
15-17

‒ Black Limp home mode activated 6-135
15-18

Red ATTENTION
Gearbox air pressure low

6-132
10-11
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Red D
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‒ Gray
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STOP VEHICLE
Cab tilt unlocked 6-150

er WARNING!
Cab tilt unlocked 6-150

er
CONTACT WORKSHOP
Steering wheel switches 

malfunction
5-68

y START NOT POSSIBLE
PTO is active 10-2

k PTO activated 5-72

y Hill start assist will soon be 
deactivated 6-38

k Power grip 
activated 6-40

k Power mode 
requested 6-40

multi-display and indicators
Page

r Message
Illustrated table of contents

Gray Keyfob battery low 4-5

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Switch malfunction 5-54

Red
STOP VEHICLE
Electrical fault. 

Loss of functionality
5-36

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

Electrical fault. 
Reduced functionality

5-36

Amber REPLACE LAMP
Left brake light malfunction 5-40

Amber REPLACE LAMP
Right brake light malfunction 5-40

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Trailer brake lights malfunction 5-40

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
HLVA malfunction 5-46
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CONTACT WORKSHOP
ter axle diff-lock malfunction

5-73
5-75

CONTACT WORKSHOP
ter wheel diff-lock malfunction

5-75
5-79

FIRST PRESS LEFT
DIFF-LOCK SWITCH

Wrong operation selected
5-75

Differential lock activated
5-73
5-75
5-79

ll differential locks activated 5-75

TRAILER WITHOUT ABS
Traffic Eye Brake not 

available
5-47

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Gear lever malfunction 6-131

PUT GEAR SELECTOR
IN NEUTRAL

Door open

6-131
10-19
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Page
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‒ Gray Power mode
deactivated 6-40

‒ ‒ Black Keep engine running. Adjusting
to parked load distribution... 6-41

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

Automatic level and 
bogie control malfunction

6-114
15-19

Red Drive level not selected 6-114

Black Ferry function active 6-119
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er
ATTENTION TO KEEP BRAKE
Traffic Eye Cruise deactivated

Brake released
6-61

er
USE BRAKES

Dangerous distance to 
vehicle in front

6-65

y DECREASE SPEED
Reduced brake capacity 6-65

er Traffic Eye Cruise deactivated 6-63

er
TRFFIC EYE CRUISE

MALFUNCTION
Traffic Eye Cruise deactivated

6-66

y Auto Cruise deactivated 6-45

er Traffic Eye Brake disabled 6-51

er
CHECK RADAR

Driver Support Systems not
 available

6-52
6-66

multi-display and indicators
Page

r Message
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‒ Gray DEPRESS BRAKE PEDAL
Before selecting gear

6-131
10-13

Amber FOCUS ON DRIVING
Driver Alert Support 6-85

Amber TAKE A BREAK
Driver Alert Support 6-85

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

Driver Alert Support 
malfunction

6-86

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
UDSC malfunction 6-110

Gray SLIPPERY ROAD
Extra torque active 5-64

Red USE BRAKE IMMEDIATELY ! 6-46

Gray Traffic Eye Brake was 
activated 6-46
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WAIT TO START
Starter overheated 10-2

IDLE TIME EXCEEDED
Engine shutdown 10-8

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Service required 5-17

ATTENTION
Upcoming service 5-17

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Remote control 

switch malfunction
6-113

i-display and indicators
Page
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Amber
CHECK CAMERA

Driver Support functionality 
reduced

6-53
6-67
6-73
6-87

Red Attention left side ! 6-76
6-77

Red Attention right side ! 6-79
6-80

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
BSIS/LCS system malfunction 6-81

Amber CHECK SIDE RADAR
BSIS/LCS sensor blocked 6-82

Amber LOOK FORWARD
Driver Monitor 6-101

Amber FOCUS ON DRIVING
Driver Monitor 6-102

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Driver Monitor malfunction 6-102
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Gray

Gray
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Gray
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Action

top the vehicle and contact an authorized 
D Trucks dealer for inspection.

top the vehicle and operate the accelera-
r pedal in the sequence shown.

elease the brake pedal as instructed on 
e multi-function display.
epress the brake pedal fully as instructed 
 the multi-function display.

elease the brake pedal as instructed on 
e multi-function display.

he brake pedal test has finished. Normal 
iving can be performed.

top the vehicle and contact an authorized 
D Trucks dealer for inspection.

he brake test was performed incorrectly. 
etry it from the first.
Illustrated table of contents

Other Indicators

Multi-display
Color Icon Indicator(s) Message

Red STOP VEHICLE
Accelerator pedal failure

S
U

Amber
PERFORM THROTTLE TEST
Throttle sensor malfunction.
Throttle inhibited during test

S
to

Gray –

BRAKE PEDAL TEST
Stop vehicle and release brake pedal fully

R
th

BRAKE PEDAL TEST
Depress brake pedal fully

D
on

BRAKE PEDAL TEST
Release pedal fully

R
th

BRAKE PEDAL TEST
Test correctly performed.
Brakes working correctly

T
dr

BRAKE PEDAL TEST
Test correctly performed.

Brake fault remains.

S
U

Gray – BRAKE PEDAL TEST
Test cancelled. Incorrectly performed.

T
R
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R

e vehicle and contact an authorized 
ucks dealer for inspection.

e air at high idle.

he vehicle and charge air at high 

Am

he vehicle and charge air at high 

ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.
ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

he speed and drive carefully.

Am ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

R e vehicle and contact an authorized 
ucks dealer for inspection.

Am

ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.
ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

Am ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

C Action
ed

STOP VEHICLE
Truck brake failure

Stop th
UD Tr

STAY PARKED
Brake pressure low Charg

STOP VEHICLE
Brake pressure low

Stop t
idle.

ber

ATTENTION
Brake pressure

Stop t
idle.

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Truck brake malfunction

Conta
for ins

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Trailer brakes reduced performance

Conta
for ins

WARNING!
Poor brake performance Drop t

ber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Brake pad thickness cannot be measured

Conta
for ins

ed STOP VEHICLE
Air system failure

Stop th
UD Tr

ber

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Air system malfunction

Conta
for ins

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Air compressor overused

Conta
for ins

ber ATTENTION
Reverse gear and manual mode not possible

Conta
for ins

olor Icon Indicator(s) Message
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ontact an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
r inspection.
ontact an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
r inspection.
top the vehicle and contact an authorized 
D Trucks dealer for inspection.
ontact an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
r inspection.
ontact an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
r inspection.

heck conditions for Idling control.

pply parking brake.

hift the gear lever or gear selector in neu-
al.

top the equipment on chassis.

ontact an UD Trucks dealer for inspec-
n.

ontact an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
r inspection.

Action
Illustrated table of contents

Amber

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Clutch malfunction

C
fo

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Worn clutch

C
fo

Red STOP VEHICLE
Engine derated. Crankcase pressure critical.

S
U

Amber

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Boost pressure derated

C
fo

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Injection malfunction

C
fo

Gray –

CHECK ACTIVATION CONDITIONS
Idling control inactive C

APPLY PARK BRAKE
Idling control inactive A

PUT GEAR SELECTOR IN NEUTRAL
Idling control inactive

S
tr

Gray – Engine stopped from chassis S

Amber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

Engine lamp malfunction on instrument 
panel

C
tio

Amber CONTACT VEHICLE
PTO activation problem

C
fo

Color Icon Indicator(s) Message
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G

e gear lever or gear selector into 
l.

 the operation conditions for PTO.

Am ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

G he equipment on chassis.

G e gear lever or gear selector into 
l.

Am ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

Am

ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

t use equipment on chassis. Contact 
horized UD Trucks dealer for 
tion.

Am  the coolant level. Contact an autho-
D Trucks dealer for inspection.

Am ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

C Action
ray –

PUT GEAR SELECTOR IN NEUTRAL
PTO inactive

Shift th
neutra

CHECK CONDITION
PTO inactive Check

ber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Start impossible

Conta
for ins

ray – START NOT POSSIBLE
Engine start inhibited by chassis Stop t

ray START NOT POSSIBLE
GEAR SELECTOR not in neutral

Shift th
neutra

ber CHECK EQUIPMENT
Bodybuilder electrical fault.

Conta
for ins

ber

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Active-Safety malfunction.

Electrical fault.

Conta
for ins

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Do not use bodybuilder equipment.

Do no
an aut
inspec

ber MONITOR COOLANT LEVEL MANUALLY
Sensor malfunction

Check
rized U

ber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Fuel level cannot be measured

Conta
for ins

olor Icon Indicator(s) Message
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ontact an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
r inspection.

et the vehicle height to neutral position 
ing the remote controller.

et the vehicle height to neutral position 
ing the remote controller.

ontact an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
r inspection.

ontact an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
r inspection.

se the brake to avoid a collision.

affic Eye Brake is activated
ontact an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
r inspection.
onsult this manual to check the functions 
 the driver support system.

se brake to reduce clutch load.

top the vehicle and charge air.

Action
Illustrated table of contents

Amber AUTO CRUISE MALFUNCTION
Auto Cruise deactivated

C
fo

Red Drive level not selected S
us

Gray Truck not at drive level S
us

Gray Loading level 1 could not be reached. C
fo

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP
LDWS malfunction

C
fo

Red USE BRAKE IMMEDIATELY! U

Gray – Traffic Eye Brake enabled Tr

Amber

CONTACT WORKSHOP
Driver Support Systems not available

C
fo

CHECK HANDBOOK
Driver Support functionality reduced

C
of

Gray – USE BRAKE
Increased clutch life U

Red STOP VEHICLE
Trailer EBS failure S

Color Icon Indicator(s) Message
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R e brake to avoid a collision.

Am ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

Am ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

G er has not locked.
 the connecting condition.

G  has connected.
 the connecting condition.

Am
umper cables are connected 
ly, contact an authorized UD Trucks 
 for inspection.

Am ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

Am ct an authorized UD Trucks dealer 
pection.

C Action
ed STOP VEHICLE Use th

ber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Trailer ABS malfunction

Conta
for ins

ber
CONTACT WORKSHOP

Fifth wheel indication malfunction.
Check if locked.

Conta
for ins

ray – Fifth wheel not locked. Coupl
Check

ray – CONFIRM CORRECT COUPLING
Fifth wheel locked

Trailer
Check

ber CHECK CABLE HARNESS
Trailer EBS electrical connection fault

If the j
secure
dealer

ber CHECK ENGINE OIL LEVEL
Engine oil level sensor malfunction

Conta
for ins

ber CONTACT WORKSHOP
Transmission oil temperature faulty

Conta
for ins

olor Icon Indicator(s) Message
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2 - 2 Introduction

W
You
ma
nolo
trol
UD
rials
exis
tion
ran
nea
dea icle identification 

ber (VIN) plate
vehicle identification number
is attached above the right step
 cab.
arranty
r UD Trucks vehicle has been

nufactured using the latest tech-
gy and under strict quality con-

 to fulfill your expectations.
 Trucks warrants defects in mate-
 and faulty workmanship which
t in the product under the condi-
s specified in the separate “War-
ty Manual”. Please contact your
rest authorized UD Trucks
ler.

Terms and conditions
The UD Trucks warranty does not
cover faults due to incorrect usage
or faults which occur in a vehicle that
has not undergone the specified
periodical maintenance. For details,
refer to the separate “Warranty Man-
ual”.

UD Trucks genuine 
parts

The quality and performance of
UD Trucks genuine parts is guar-
anteed by UD Trucks.
Be sure to use UD Trucks genu-
ine parts and lubricants.
UD Trucks genuine parts are
available from authorized UD
Trucks dealers. Genuine parts
can be identified by the labels or
stickers on the package.

Veh
num
The 
plate 
of the
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ehicle specification label
e vehicle specification label con-

ins the vehicle type, chassis num-
r, engine type, etc. It is attached
ove the left second step of the
b.
Introduction

Chassis number and 
engine number

Chassis number
The chassis number is stamped on
the right frame near the front wheel.

[Example]

Engine number
The engine number is stamped on
the left side of the cylinder block.

[Example]

V
Th
ta
be
ab
ca

NOTE
The chassis number and engine
number are necessary when reg-
istering or inspecting the vehi-
cle.
In addition, when ordering a part
or when requesting repair work,
informing these numbers will
make the process smoother.

JNCMCG0G1MU-000123
Serial 
number

GH11*XXXXXX*
Serial 
number
Engine type
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Pe
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Da
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The
sho
(dri
veh
able
of t

odical inspection
 maintain your vehicle’s perfor-
nce and to drive safely and

mfortably, conduct the speci-
d periodical inspection and
intenance.
ere are two types of periodical
intenance: time-based and
tance-based.

-based periodical 
ection
type of inspection should be
cted at the time intervals spec-
or that part, such as every 6
s, every 12 months, etc.
 4 Introduction

riodical inspec-
n

Periodical inspection and mainte-
nance is necessary to ensure the
safety and performance of the
vehicle.
Periodical inspections consist of
the daily (pre-driving) inspection,
periodical inspection and periodi-
cal replacement of parts.
It is recommended to carry out
the periodical inspection to
ensure safe and comfortable
vehicle operation and long ser-
vice life.

ily (pre-driving) 
pection

 daily (pre-driving) inspection
uld be performed by the user
ver) once a day before driving the
icle to ensure safe and comfort-
 driving at all times. For details

he inspection procedure, refer to

“Daily (pre-driving) inspection” (page
12-1).

New vehicle inspection
The new vehicle inspection at the
first 5,000 km of operation is con-
ducted without charging for labor
(lubricants and parts will be
charged). Prepare the warranty
manual and contact your nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.

Peri
To
ma
co
fie
ma
Th
ma
dis

Time
insp
This 
condu
ified f
month
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andling a new 
ehicle
e service life and performance of

vehicle depend greatly on how it is
ndled during the initial break-in
riod. To extend the service life and
t the best performance from your
hicle, observe the following rec-
mendations.

reak-in inspection
 sure to conduct the break-in

spection. Prepare the warranty
anual and contact your nearest
thorized UD Trucks dealer.

reak-in precautions
uring the initial 5,000 km of opera-
n, do not race or strain the engine.

perate the engine at about 70% of
e maximum engine speed. After
at, raise the allowable engine
eed limit gradually.
Introduction

Distance-based periodical 
inspection
Lubricants and filter elements are
mainly affected by the distance
driven rather than the period of time
used. Therefore, the inspection and
replacement of such items should be
conducted based on the distance
driven, irrespective of the period of
time used.

Periodic replacement 
parts
To ensure safety, we recommend
you to periodically replace the critical
parts that are directly related to
safety. Such parts will deteriorate if
used beyond the replacement period
and it is difficult to determine
whether their service life has
elapsed or not by the standard peri-
odical inspection. Therefore, we rec-
ommend you to replace the periodic
replacement parts with new ones at
their replacement period even if no
irregularity is found.

H
v
Th
a 
ha
pe
ge
ve
om

B
Be
in
m
au

B
D
tio
O
th
th
sp

NOTE
The periodic replacement is
conducted at the customer’s
responsibility and expense. It
is not a warranty item.
If the inspection and replace-
ment period for a part is indi-
cated by both time period and
distance driven, apply which-
ever comes first.
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Ha
lo
da
You
with
var
the
The
incl
ope
ma
sum
spe
The
Tru
qua
Tru
(wo
Que
info
nea
dea
ndling of the 
gged vehicle 
ta

r UD Trucks vehicle is equipped
 an electrical system that records

ious types of information about
 truck and how it is being used.
 information that is saved
udes vehicle status (position,
ration, control, and failure infor-

tion), mileage, speed, fuel con-
ption, selected gear, and engine

ed.
 information is used by UD
cks for product development and
lity assurance purposes. UD
cks and its authorized dealers
rkshops) will use the information.
stions regarding the use of the

rmation can be directed to your
rest authorized UD Trucks
ler.

Open source soft-
ware
Your UD Trucks vehicle contains var-
ious software programs. Some of
those programs are open source
software, which means that, among
other things, you may have the right
to access the source code. This
depends on the license terms for the
respective software, as agreed
between UD Trucks with its affiliated
companies and the respective licen-
sors.
For further information about UD
Trucks’ use of open source software
and about where you can access the
relevant source code, as well as the
applicable copyright notices and
developer credits, license terms and
legal disclaimers, please visit
www.udtrucks.com/opensource.
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 position and steering 
l position

page 4-8, 4-16) 

serve the following when
justing the seat.
Sufficiently depress the ped-
als.
The steering wheel can be
easily operated while your
shoulders are against the
seatback.
The seat belt can be worn cor-
rectly.

 WARNING

 sure that the vehicle is
ped when adjusting the seat
the steering wheel to set the
ct driving posture. Adjust-
the seat or the steering
l while driving could lead to
cident. Never do it.
 2 For safe operation

fore driving

tting in and out of the 
b
ecking the cab
A GPS/telecommunication antenna
is installed on the roof of the cab.
If the roofs of the cab and the rear
body are covered with snow, it
may fall on the antenna when
braked, causing damage to the
antenna. Before getting in the
cab, check for snow on the roof
and remove if necessary.
On some models equipped with
an overrider on the front bumper,
do not step on the overrider when
checking the cab. If doing so, you
may fall off from the overrider or
the overrider may fall off.
If lumps of dirt or snow on the
harnesses or brake hoses around
the engine or under the vehicle
are not removed, they will
become larger as the vehicle

travels. This may result in the
harnesses or brake hoses
becoming damaged due to vibra-
tion. Conduct checks and clean-
ing before and after driving.

When opening the door
(See page 4-3)
Check both front and rear of the
vehicle to make sure that it is safe
before opening the door. Suddenly
opening the door without checking
for safety is very dangerous because
it could result in a collision with a
vehicle coming from behind, striking
a pedestrian, or other accident.

Seat
whee
(See 

Ob
ad
•

•

•

Make
stop
and 
corre
ing 
whee
an ac
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o not place items on the 
strument panel or the 
ashboard.

o not use curtains while 
riving.

 WARNING

o not drive while items are
laced on the instrument panel
r the dashboard. Doing so
ould impede the driving field of
ision and items that fallen down
r thrown could hinder driving
nd result in an accident.

 WARNING

o not drive with curtains in use.
his may obstruct driving visibil-
y and lead to an accident.
For safe operation

Adjust the steering wheel to the
position where it can be easily
operated while gripping it with
both hands.
Make sure that the steering
wheel is securely locked in place
after adjusting the steering wheel
position.

Obtaining the field of 
vision

Do not hang accessories 
from the windshield or other 
areas.

D
in
d

D
d

 WARNING

Do not hang accessories or
decorations from the wind-
shield or attach seals, films,
etc., on it. Doing so could
block the forward field of
vision and result in an acci-
dent. 
Do not attach accessories or
seals on the windows. Doing
so could not only block the
field of vision but the suction
cup could act as a lens and
start a fire.

D
p
o
c
v
o
a

D
T
it
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 4 For safe operation

aring and adjusting the 
t belt 
e page 4-16)

Cleaning around the 
pedals

Accelerator and brake pedal 
operation
(See page 12-17)

 WARNING

lways put on the seat belt
efore driving and do not take

t off while driving. Place the
houlder belt across the shoul-
er and the lap belt across the
elvis.
utting on or taking off the
eat belt while driving is very
angerous. Never do it.

 WARNING

Be careful not to let mats, gravel,
empty cans or bottles, or other
items get underneath the accel-
erator pedal or brake pedal.
Items getting stuck under the
pedals could cause the brake
not to work well, the accelerator
pedal not to return well, or the
brake to drag, all of which could
lead to an accident.
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hile driving

tarting the engine

hen starting the engine
ee page 10-2)
fore starting the engine, make
re that the transmission is shifted
 the neutral position and the park-
g brake is set to the PARK position.

e cautious of exhaust gas
ee page 10-2)

 WARNING

tarting the engine in insuffi-
iently ventilated areas, such as
 garage or warehouse, could
esult in inhalation of harmful
xhaust gases, so be careful that
is does not happen. Especially,

o not leave the vehicle idling
r a long period of time.
For safe operation

Floor mat

Before you start driving, 
make sure that the floor mat 
is properly secured. 
(See page 13-81)

Dangerous items

Do not carry fuel or aerosol 
cans in the cab.

Flammables in the 
engine compartment

Make sure that no flamma-
bles or other foreign materi-
als are left in the engine 
compartment.
(See page 12-2)

W

S

W
(S
Be
su
to
in

B
(S WARNING

Do not carry containers contain-
ing fuel, aerosol cans, or similar
containers in the cab. Doing so
is very dangerous because they
may catch fire or the containers
rupture in some cases.

S
c
a
r
e
th
d
fo
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Wh

Sta
(Se

r displays
page 5-2)

W
y
t
c

 WARNING

onscious of the meter dis-
 and the warning indicators
 driving. Ignoring the warn-
and continuing to drive
 lead to a malfunction or
ent and is very dangerous.
ritical warning appears,
diately stop the vehicle in a
location and contact the

est authorized UD Trucks
r.
 6 For safe operation

en starting off

rt-off precautions
e page 10-29)

While driving

Maximum speed of vehicle - 
Speed limiter device 
(See page 5-2)
Vehicles equipped with the speed
limiter cannot be further accelerated
by operating the accelerator pedal
when the vehicle reaches a specified
speed limit.
For speed limits, refer to the “Speed
limiter device (SLD)♦” (page 5-2).

Mete
(See 

NOTE
hen starting off, look with

our eyes to make sure that
here are no people or obsta-
les around the vehicle.

There are blind spots that can-
not be checked by only using
the vehicle’s mirrors. When
stopped at a traffic signal, etc.,
be conscious of the area
around the vehicle and make
sure that it is safe before start-
ing off.

Be c
plays
while
ings 
could
accid
If c
imme
safe 
near
deale
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arking brake lever opera-
on
ee page 6-7)

 DANGER

e sure to apply parking brake
hen you leave your vehicle.

 WARNING

o not operate the parking brake
ver while driving. Doing so
akes driving unstable and is

ery dangerous.
For safe operation

Prolonged use of main 
brake
(See page 10-34)
Continuously using the main brake
for a long period of time could
decline the braking effect due to
overheating. Do not leave your foot
on the brake pedal while driving.

How to use the auxiliary 
brakes
(See page 5-64)

P
ti
(S

 CAUTION

Be careful when using them on
slippery roads, such as wet
road. Especially on icy roads,
avoid operating the auxiliary
brake because doing so may
make the vehicle unstable.

B
w

D
le
m
v
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Air
(Se
Lea
insi
per
dow
Sw
driv

ing

n parking
lect a flat place. Set the park-
 brake lever to the parking
sition to apply the parking
ke, and make sure that the
er is locked in place. Also
eck to make sure that the vehi-
 is completely held in place.
ock the wheels when parked
 a hill.
 8 For safe operation

 conditioner operation
e page 7-3)
ving the air conditioner set to
de air recirculation for a long
iod of time will cause the win-
s to fog up and impair visibility.

itch to outside air introduction and
e after the fogging has cleared.

Coasting

Car navigation system oper-
ation
The car navigation system should
not be operated by the driver while
driving for safety. Furthermore, the
driver should look at the navigation
screen as short as possible while
driving. Being distracted by the
screen could lead to an accident.

Park

Whe
Se
ing
po
bra
lev
ch
cle
Ch
on

 DANGER

Do not turn the ignition switch to
the OFF position while driving.
Coasting with the engine off is
dangerous and absolutely
should not be done. Com-
pressed air will not be supplied
to the brakes when the engine is
off, so that the brakes will not
work. The power steering sys-
tem also will not work, so it will
be difficult to turn the steering
wheel, which will hinder steering
operation.
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o not use the bed while 
riving

 DANGER

 the bed is used while driving,
e person could be thrown

round during a collision or
mergency braking, and thus, it
 dangerous. Do not use the
ed while driving.
For safe operation

If it is likely that the brake system
will freeze when parked in a cold
location, use wheel chocks in
order to prevent the vehicle from
moving. (Vehicles with ESCOT-VI
cannot be parked with the gear
engaged.)
Do not take a nap in the driver’s
seat with the engine running.
Always turn off the engine when
taking a nap.
If you nap while leaving the
engine running, you could acci-
dentally depress the accelerator
pedal or move the gearshift lever
or gear selector causing the vehi-
cle to start off, which could result
in an accident. In addition, the
overheating of the engine
exhaust pipe could cause a fire or
exhaust gas could leak into the
cabin and cause carbon monox-
ide poisoning.
When parking the vehicle, select
a location that is lawful, safe, and
will not interfere with traffic.

Just after driving, or when leaving
the vehicle parked with the engine
running for a long time, park the
vehicle away from the easily com-
bustible materials such as dry
grass and paper. When just after
driving, or when UDPC (UD Par-
ticulate Cleaning) is in the regen-
eration mode, temperature of the
exhaust pipes, muffler, and
exhaust gas is very high, which
can be a cause of fire if flamma-
bles are around. In addition, you
may be burnt by the high exhaust
gas.

D
d

If
th
a
e
is
b
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 CAUTION

connect the propeller shaft.
ving with the shaft con-
ted will damage the trans-
sion.

 not disconnect the axle
ft unless the axle is faulty.
 10 For safe operation

hen there is a 
oblem

 tire becomes flat

 tire becomes flat while 
ving
e page 15-6)
 tire becomes flat or bursts while
ing, calmly grip the steering
el tightly, slowly brake to reduce
ed, and stop the vehicle in a safe
tion. Abrupt braking could pull

 steering wheel out of your hands. 

Towing

When towed
(See page 15-5)

 DANGER

ntinuing to drive with a flat or
rst tire will cause the tire to
erheat and could cause a fire.

 WARNING

Not only will the brakes not work
when the engine is stopped, but
it will also be hard to turn the
steering wheel, so only use a
tow truck to tow the vehicle.

Dis
Dri
nec
mis
Do
sha
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peration of ESCOT

mergency driving by the 
SCOT system
ee page 15-17)
ake sure that the shift lever is in
e “N” position when turning ON the
ergency switch. 
For safe operation

Discharged battery

When using booster cables
(See page 15-15) 

Overheating

Measures to take when the 
vehicle overheats 
(See page 15-16)

Suddenly turning off the engine
when the vehicle overheats could
cause the engine to seize up.
Continue to run the engine at idle
until the temperature drops.
When supplying coolant, be care-
ful not to be burnt. The coolant
reserve tank cap is hot, and
steam and hot water may gush
out from the reserve tank as the
cooling system is very hot and
under high pressure.

O

E
E
(S
M
th
em

 DANGER

Use heavy-duty booster cables
for heavy-duty vehicles.
Observe the connection order
when drawing power from a
vehicle with a normal battery.
The generation of sparks
during connection could cause
a serious accident.
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Ta
th

Co
su

Ha
res
(Se

ection and supply 
bricants

ection, supply, and 
ge of lubricants
page 14-3)

Do
an
en
ha
aft
if 
co

 WARNING

not inspect, supply, or
ge engine, transmission, or
rential gear oil immediately
 driving because they are
You could be burned by the
il.
 12 For safe operation

ke good care of 
e vehicle

olant inspection and 
pply

ndling the coolant 
erve tank cap
e page 13-69, 13-76) Long Life Coolant 

(UD Trucks Genuine LLC)
(See page 13-74, 13-80)
Always use UD Trucks genuine Long
Life Coolant VCS2 to prevent engine
and radiator damage from coolant
freezing.

Insp
of lu

Insp
chan
(See 

 WARNING

 not carelessly touch the cool-
t reserve tank cap when the
gine is hot, such as when it
s overheated or immediately
er driving. The cap is hot and
opened, steam or hot water
uld spray out and burn you.

Do 
chan
diffe
after
hot. 
hot o
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H11 Engine

ater draining of fuel filter
H8 Engine: See page 13-20)
H11 Engine: See page 13-31)

 CAUTION

 water enters into the fuel sys-
m, it could cause operational
alfunctions and other prob-
ms. When the message “Water
 fuel filter” is displayed, imme-

iately drain out the water.
For safe operation

Drive belt

Drive belt tension inspec-
tion
(See page 12-12)

Handling the fuel filter

When replacing the fuel fil-
ter 
(GH8 Engine: See page 13-14)
(GH11 Engine: See page 13-21, 
13-27)

GH8 Engine

G

W
(G
(G

 DANGER

Stay clear from the drive belt
and rotating parts when the
engine is operating.
Perform drive belt inspection
after the engine is stopped and
has cooled down.

 WARNING

Make sure that the fuel filter is
installed correctly. If it is not
installed correctly, fuel could
leak and cause a fire.

If
te
m
le
in
d
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Fu

Us
(Se

unt of fuel
page 5-4)
 fuel early and always keep the
early full. This prevents con-
tion in the fuel tank and the
e from running out of fuel. Also
reful to keep water and dust
etting in the tank when fueling.

leeding of fuel system
 Engine: See page 13-33)
1 Engine: See page 13-34)

B
d
s
D
f
t
a
e
t  CAUTION

leeding of the fuel system is
ired when the vehicle has
ut of fuel. If the bleeding is
ficient, the engine will not
 or will stop after a while.
 14 For safe operation

el tank

e the specified fuel
e page 10-51)

If your vehicle has addi-
tional fuel tank(s)
(See page 10-39)

Always close the connection
valve during and immediately
after fueling.
If the connection valve is open
when the tank is nearly full of
fuel, the fuel will flow to one of the
tanks when driving or parking on
a hill, which could cause fuel to
spill from the filler port, which
could cause a fire.

Amo
(See 
Try to
tank n
densa
vehicl
be ca
from g

Air b
(GH8
(GH1

 CAUTION

e sure to use the low sulphur
iesel fuel (S10: Sulphur con-
tituents 10 ppm or less).
o not use gasoline, kerosene,

uel oil, etc. Using a fuel other
han diesel fuel could result in
 fire, malfunction of the
xhaust emission control sys-
em, or damage to the engine.

Air b
requ
run o
insuf
start
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andling of the battery

hen charging the battery
ee page 13-38)

 WARNING

eep flame and heat away from
e battery during charging. The

ydrogen gas generated during
harging could ignite and
xplode.
For safe operation

Refueling at self-service pet-
rol station, etc.
When refueling at a self-service pet-
rol station, etc., be sure to observe
the following items to prevent an
accident such as a fire caused by
static electricity or spilling of the fuel.

Fuel piping
Check that there are no fuel leaks
from the fuel tank and fuel piping. If
there is a fuel leak, it could cause a
fire.

H

W
(S

 WARNING

Make sure that the engine is
stopped.
Before opening the fuel tank
cap, be sure to touch a metal
part to discharge static elec-
tricity.
Always perform the fueling by
one person.
Securely insert the nozzle into
the filler port. Lifting the nozzle
to add more fuel after the auto
stop activates is dangerous
because the auto stop will not
activate again and fuel may
spill out.

Please observe the precau-
tions posted on the petrol sta-
tion, etc. If the filling cannot be
performed normally, call the
station attendant and obey his/
her instructions.

K
th
h
c
e
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Ba
(Se

tremely cold climates

dshield washer

shield washer fluid
re to use UD Trucks genuine
hield washer fluid.
 antifreeze will interfere with
ld of vision and could lead to
cident. Do not use antifreeze
sher fluid.

Lo
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 CAUTION

ing the battery discharged
ake it easier for the battery

 to freeze, which could dam-
he battery. Keep the battery
 with battery fluid and
ged.
 16 For safe operation

ttery terminals
e page 13-38)

When disconnecting or con-
necting the battery cables
(See page 13-39)

In ex

Win

Wind
Be su
winds
Using
the fie
an ac
as wa

 CAUTION

ose or corroded battery termi-
ls could make it difficult to
rt the engine and to charge
 battery, which will shorten
 life of the battery. Securely

nnect the battery cables and
at the terminals with chassis
ase.

 WARNING

Be sure to set the vehicle in the
service mode before disconnect-
ing or connecting the battery
cables. Otherwise, a spark may
occur between the battery termi-
nal and the battery cable termi-
nal, which may result in a
serious accident. Moreover, it
may ignite the hydrogen gas
generated from the battery to
explode the battery, causing a
serious injury.

Leav
will m
fluid
age t
filled
char
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o prevent trou-
les

lectrical outlets in the 
ab♦

ake sure that the device to 
e used does not exceed the 
ectric capacity of the out-
ts. 
ee page 8-7)
e allowable load of the electrical
tlets in the cab are 10A (12V-
0W) and 10A (24V-240W). The

lowable load of each outlet is indi-
ted on the cap of the outlet.
ceeding the allowable load or

ugging the device to an incorrect
tlet could result in a fire.
For safe operation

Jacking up the vehicle

When changing a tire
(See page 13-43, 13-54)

When using the jack, firmly apply
the parking brake and chock the
wheels.
Make sure that the jack is firmly
attached to the jack-up point
before beginning to jack up the
vehicle.
Do not start the engine while the
vehicle is jacked up. Also, do not
go underneath the vehicle while it
is jacked up.

T
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 WARNING

When jacking up the vehicle to
change a tire, perform on a sta-
ble, hard, level ground where
the jack can be used safely.
Using the jack on sloped or
soft surfaces could cause the
jack to tip over and the vehicle
to drop.
On models with differential
lock, do not jack up the vehicle
with the differential lock
engaged (differential lock
switch in “ON” position). If a
jacked-up wheel is turned in
such a condition, the wheel
which is on the opposite side
of the locked differential and
on the ground may turn, and
the vehicle may fall off the
jack.
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er window opera-

n closing the windows
page 7-2) 

 WARNING

 sure that no one has his/
ead or hands extended out-
the window before operat-
he switch. If the window is
d when a body part is
ded outside the window,
erson could be caught by
indow and injured.
 18 For safe operation

Cigarette lighter♦

Cigarette lighter operation
(See page 8-8)
The cigarette lighter is heated to a
high temperature when used. Leav-
ing the cigarette lighter pushed in or
using it incorrectly could cause a
malfunction of it or start a fire. Han-
dle it with care.

Pow
tion

Whe
(See 

Make
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dding electrical 
evices

o not perform wiring on 
ur own.

 WARNING

o not perform any wiring or
hanging of fuses on your own
 install after-market electrical

evices. Doing so could result in
lectrical component malfunc-
ons or wiring overheating that
ould result in a fire.
For safe operation

Modification

Do not make unauthorized 
modifications.

Contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer for advice
before installing accessories, etc.

Installation of a wireless 
device

Do not install a wireless device
which is not approved by regula-
tions.
Before installation, consult the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer. If the wireless device is
installed incorrectly, the function
of the electronic control system
may be adversely affected by
radio noise, resulting in a vehicle
breakdown or malfunction.

Do not add additional pneu-
matic units.

A
d

D
yo

 WARNING

Installing parts that are unsuit-
able for the vehicle’s perfor-
mance and function could lead
to a malfunction or an accident.

 CAUTION

Never add additional pneumatic
units to air-suspension vehi-
cles. Doing so is dangerous
because the pneumatic system
uses high system pressure.
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acement of light bulbs
page 13-61)

Us
ca
tho
co
tha

 CAUTION

e UD Trucks genuine parts
en replacing light bulbs.
ing non-genuine parts or
lbs other than those of the
cified capacity could result
a malfunction or device
age.

 not touch the glass part of
ogen light (headlight) bulbs.
ing so will markedly shorten
 useful life of the halogen
t.
 20 For safe operation

iagnostic tool used by 
r workshops is supposed 
be connected to this vehi-

not connect an accessory to the
a link connector. Doing so may
se a failure to the vehicle or a
lfunction, which would not be cov-
d under the warranty.
 Trucks is not responsible for the
ults caused by connecting equip-
nt other than a diagnostic tool
d by our workshops.

placement of fuses
e page 15-7)

Repl
(See 

 DANGER

e fuses of the specified
pacity. Using fuses other than
se of the specified capacity

uld cause circuit overheating
t could result in a fire.

 CAUTION

Do not use a fuse of a different
circuit as a temporary fix. Doing
so may cause a malfunction to
the circuit of the removed fuse. Us

wh
Us
bu
spe
in 
dam
Do
hal
Do
the
ligh
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ashing the vehicle

hen washing the vehicle
ee page 10-53)

Some electrical components
contain electronic circuits
which, if they become wet,
could render the vehicle out of
order or cause malfunctions.
The engine and cabin in partic-
ular contain many electrical

 CAUTION

ake measures when washing
our vehicle to ensure that no
ater will be splashed on electri-
al components (starter motor,
enerator, sensors, relays, elec-
onic units, lamps, EGR valve,
rbocharger, actuators, etc.).
void high pressure washing
team cleaning) of the electrical

omponents, wiring connectors,
lectrical wires, etc., on the
hassis.
For safe operation

Contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer for replace-
ment of the headlight LED unit.

Electrical welding pre-
cautions

Observe the following when 
conducting electrical weld-
ing work.

Contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer for advice
before performing an electrical
welding work.

W

W
(S

 CAUTION

When performing electrical
welding, the current of the
welder could flow back into the
ground circuit and damage the
electronic control unit, prevent-
ing it from functioning normally.
Be sure to observe the following
items.

Turn the ignition switch to
the OFF position.
Disconnect the battery’s
negative (−) terminal. Refer
to “When disconnecting the
battery cables” on page 13-
39.
Be sure to ground the
welder close to the weld
contact area.
When the work is com-
pleted, check to make sure
that all units are functioning
normally.
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gine overheating can lead to
 failure of EGR system com-
nents. If the engine overheats,
ve your vehicle inspected and
rviced at the nearest autho-
ed UD Trucks dealer.

 airbag system
page 6-12)
sure correct use of the SRS
bag system by following the
ormation in this manual.
ilure to follow the information
n lead to system failures or
lfunctions, possibly resulting in

rious injuries.
e seatbelt must be worn at all
es. The airbag is not a substi-
e for the seatbelt. An airbag
ne cannot restrain the occu-
nt from flying off the seat.
 22 For safe operation

components, so do not directly
wash these areas with water.
When washing the vehicle, cover
the engine air intake to prevent
water and foreign materials from
entering the engine.

When washing the vehicle’s
undercarriage, do not directly
apply the steam or water from a
pressure washer on the steering
shaft joint, front axle drag link, tie
rod dust covers, or, on vehicles
with air suspensions, the rear
axle stabilizer anchor rubber dust
cover. Doing so could cause a
malfunction.

EGR system

To avoid possible damage, do not
step on or otherwise apply a load
to any of the EGR system compo-
nents.

En
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SRS
(See 
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 WARNING

Be careful not to touch any of
the components of the EGR sys-
tem (EGR valve, EGR piping,
EGR cooler, coolant piping, and
turbocharger actuator.) while the
engine is running or immediately
after the engine stops. These
components are extremely hot
and can cause a burn injury.
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hen leaving the vehicle
hen leaving the vehicle, always
ke children with you and never
ave them alone in the vehicle. Chil-
en could accidentally cause the
hicle to start off or could cause a
e or other accident. In addition, this
 dangerous because the inside of
e vehicle will become very hot
ring hot weather and the children
uld suffer heat stroke.
For safe operation

When children are rid-
ing in the vehicle

Method for loading children 
in the vehicle

Do not hold a child while riding in
the vehicle. It might not be possi-
ble to hold a child if there is sud-
den braking or a collision from
behind, which could result in
injury.
The seat belts are for adults.
When a child are riding in the
vehicle, use an appropriate child
seat or booster seat.

Do not allow children to play 
with the controls in the vehi-
cle.

Allowing children to operate the
window could result in a hand or
head trapped by the window,
causing an injury. For safety rea-
sons, lock the window lock switch
and allow operation from only the
driver’s seat.
Absolutely do not allow children
to touch the vehicle’s driving con-
trols or equipment. Doing so
could result in an accident or
vehicle malfunction.
Do not allow children to put their
arms or heads outside the vehicle
windows. They could be struck by
another vehicle or an obstacle or
they could strike the window
frame during sudden braking and
suffer an injury.
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Ex
co

* A
th
e.

C automatically burns 
apped soot. (Regenera-

 WARNING

e exhaust piping, the muf-
, the areas around these
ponents and the exhaust

 are hot while the regenera-
n mode is active and are still
t after the engine stops. Do
t stop the vehicle near fallen
ves, waste paper or other

mables.
mmables near the vehicle
 catch fire. Hot exhaust gas
 cause burns.
haust emission 
ntrol system

The exhaust emission control
system uses a UDPC (UD partic-
ulate cleaning) filter to trap PM
(particulate matter), and a urea
SCR system catalyst to convert
NOx into water and nitrogen. The
result is reduced emissions of PM
and NOx.
When the amount of soot trapped
in the UDPC filter reaches the
limit, UDPC automatically goes
into the cleaning (regeneration)
mode in which the soot is burned
off. How often it goes into the
cleaning mode depends on how
the vehicle is driven by the driver.
The urea SCR system cuts NOx
in the exhaust gas by injecting a
urea water solution (AdBlue®*)
into the muffler to break down
NOx into water and nitrogen.
dBlue® is a registered trademark of
e Verband der Automobilindustrie
V. (VDA).

Observe the following points to
prevent system failures.

UDPC (UD Particulate 
Cleaning)
When the amount of soot collected
in the filter reaches the limit, UDPC
automatically burns off the soot (a
process called “regeneration”). This
prevents excessive accumulation of
soot in the filter, maintaining the
UDPC’s cleaning performance at the
optimum level.

UDP
off tr
tion)

Th
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erform manual regenera-
on when “Start regenera-
on immediately” message 
 displayed and the exhaust 

ission control system 
arning indicator flashes.
ee page 6-29)
“Start regeneration immediately”

essage is displayed on the multi-
splay and the exhaust emission
ntrol system warning indicator
shes, promptly carry out manual
generation to burn off the soot
pped in the UDPC filter.
For safe operation

P
ti
ti
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NOTE
Regeneration (burning off soot
in the filter) may not be com-
pleted depending on how the
vehicle is being driven. If the
“Start regeneration immedi-
ately” message is displayed on
the multi-display and the
exhaust emission control sys-
tem warning indicator flashes,
manually burn off the soot by
pressing the manual regenera-
tion switch.
AFI (After-treatment fuel injec-
tion) injects fuel into the
exhaust piping to assist the
regeneration.

UDPC may raise the idling
speed when the following con-
ditions are met. This is to
increase the exhaust gas tem-
perature for regeneration of fil-
ter and is not a failure.

Exhaust gas temperature is
too low for too long period
(such as when the engine
has been running at idle for
an extended period of time).
Regeneration is suspended
and the idling speed returns
to normal upon driver input
such as shifting the trans-
mission into gear to start
driving. If regeneration is
suspended too early, it may
restart after the vehicle is
stopped.
The regeneration mode
starts automatically while
driving.
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 dosing system
rea dosing system (urea water
 and nozzle) continues to oper-
r few minutes after the ignition
 is turned off. Therefore, wait
least 5 minutes before discon-
g the battery cable or electrical
 connectors when servicing

hicle, etc.
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I (After-treatment fuel injec-
n) injects fuel into the
aust piping to assist the
eneration.

NOTE
cking sound may be heard
 around the AdBlue tank
 the engine is operating.
is an operating sound of the
ue pump and is not a mal-
tion. This sound may con-
 a maximum of 10 minutes
 the engine is idling. 
Urea
The u
pump
ate fo
switch
for at 
nectin
system
the ve

 WARNING

o not carry out manual regen-
ration in closed or poorly
entilated places such as a
arage or warehouse. There is
 risk of carbon monoxide poi-
oning from the exhaust gas.
o not carry out manual regen-
ration near fallen leaves,
aste paper or other flamma-
les. The exhaust piping, the
uffler, the areas around these

omponents and the exhaust
as are hot while the cleaning
ode is active, and may cause

earby flammables to catch on
ire. To prevent possible burn
njuries, do not touch the
xhaust piping, the muffler, the
reas around these compo-
ents or the exhaust gas.
aved road surfaces on which

he vehicle is parked may
ecome discolored from the
eat of regeneration.

 CAUTION

Continuing to drive the vehicle
with the “Start UDPC regenera-
tion” message displayed and the
exhaust emission control sys-
tem warning indicator flashing
can result in a clogged filter or
system failure.

NOTE
During manual regeneration,
the engine speed will increase.
This is to increase the exhaust
gas temperature to burn off
trapped soot (regeneration)
and is not a failure.
During manual regeneration
after the vehicle has been
washed or driven in the rain,
white smoke may be generated
around the muffler. This is
water vapor from around the
muffler and is not a problem.
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o not kick or strike the 
uffler.

 CAUTION

he muffler contains a catalyst,
o do not kick or strike the muf-
er. Doing so could damage the
atalyst.
For safe operation

Muffler
To maintain its efficiency, the
UDPC filter needs to be cleaned
regularly to remove ash that
accumulates in the filter since,
unlike soot, it cannot be burned in
the regeneration process. Con-
tact the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer regarding ash
removal.
To maintain its efficiency, the cat-
alyst for urea SCR system needs
to perform periodical UDPC
maintenance regeneration. If not
performed, a warning is displayed
on the multi-display. Contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer regarding the UDPC main-
tenance regeneration.
Use UD Trucks genuine parts for
any replacement needs that may
arise due to damage or other rea-
sons.

Do not touch the water that 
comes from the muffler.

D
m

 CAUTION

Do not touch the water that
comes from the muffler. It is
slightly acidic due to the action
of the oxidizing catalyst in the
muffler. If it gets on the skin,
etc., flush well with water to
wash it off.

T
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Th
ha
ist

t satisfies the ISO22241-1 to
 AdBlue tank. 
e specified AdBlue is colorless
d odorless (urea 32.5%, water
.5%) and begins to freeze at 
1°C. When the outside air tem-
rature is low and the vehicle
s been exposed to cold tem-
ratures for a long time, the
Blue gauge might not show the
rrect solution level.
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 28 For safe operation

e muffler of this vehicle 
s the following character-
ics.

Do not modify the tailpipe.

Urea water solution 
(AdBlue®)

Fill the tank with the speci-
fied amount of urea water 
solution (AdBlue).
(See page 10-9)

Only add urea water solution
(AdBlue) specified by UD Trucks

tha
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NOTE
he exhaust emission control
ystem cleans and then dis-
harges the exhaust gas, so
he exhaust gas smells differ-
ntly than that of conventional
iesel-powered vehicles.
ome white smoke might
ome from the exhaust pipe
hen the engine is started, but

his is just steam and is not a
roblem.
ome white smoke might
ome from around the muffler
hen burning soot (regenera-

ion). This is just steam arising
rom water around the muffler
nd is not a problem.

 CAUTION

Changing the orientation or
length of the tailpipe could
degrade the exhaust gas clean-
ing effect, so do not modify the
tailpipe. When the construction
of the body requires that the tail-
pipe be modified, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer for advice.
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cosmetics. No personal qualifica-
tions are required for handling it.
Use the UD Trucks genuine 5-
liter portable tank or a special
container recommended by the
AdBlue dealer to hold AdBlue.
General containers, containers
that have been used for other
applications, and dirty containers
will not maintain the quality of
AdBlue. Never use them.

mporary Measures
Blue is a very safe liquid, but it

ight cause very slight irritation for
me people. If it is spilled on the
dy, wash it off with water, and if it

 swallowed by mistake, drink 1 or 2
ps of water or milk. If milk is not
ailable, drink water. In all case,
nsult physician.
For safe operation

Precautions for handling 
AdBlue
Handling Precautions

Urea water solution (AdBlue) is
colorless and transparent, odor-
less, and harmless, and therefore
is a safe substance even if it con-
tacts the body. It is also used in
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 CAUTION

Be sure to use the specified
AdBlue. If a substandard urea
water or water is filled in the
AdBlue tank, it may cause a
malfunction of the urea dosing
system. Furthermore, if diesel
fuel, kerosene, petrol, etc. is
mistakenly added to the
AdBlue tank, it could cause a
fire or damage. This could
worsen the exhaust gas emis-
sions and the engine may
become unable to restart. If
something other than the
specified AdBlue is filled, have
the tank inspected and ser-
viced by the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

Do not drive the vehicle when
the AdBlue tank is empty. This
will not only worsen exhaust
gas emissions, restarting of
engine will be prevented in this
condition. Always fill the tank
ahead of time to leave plenty of
leeway for driving.

NOTE
If AdBlue is spilled when filling
the tank, quickly use a cloth,
etc., to wipe it up and then flush
the area with a large amount of
water.
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Wh

Sto

E
 (Fatty Acid Methyl Esters),
nown as “biodiesel”, is avail-

in certain markets both in its
tate and as a mixture in diesel
AME is also known, for exam-

s rapeseed methyl ester (RME)
sunflower/soya methyl ester
). To be able to use this fuel in
truck it must satisfy the
214 standard.

ine oil

 use the specified 
ne oil.

 CAUTION

ys use the specified engine
 maintain the exhaust emis-
control system in good con-
n for a long time.
en Fires or Leaks Occur
AdBlue is nonflammable, but
quickly move it to a safe location
if there is a fire.
If AdBlue is spilled, wash it away
with water. It can be disposed of
by first diluting it with a large
amount of water and then pouring
it into the sewage system. How-
ever, it must be treated as indus-
trial waste in areas with nitrogen
restrictions.

rage Method
Seal the container and store it in
a covered area with good ventila-
tion. Even if it freezes, there will
be no change in its quality after it
thaws and it can be used as is.
There are no problems with dete-
rioration, etc., of AdBlue as long
as it does not lose water due to
evaporation, etc. Therefore, store
AdBlue in a sealed container.

Fuel

Only use the specified fuel.

FAM
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 CAUTION

Always use the low-sulphur die-
sel fuel (S10: Sulphur constitu-
ent 10 ppm or less) applicable
for your area’s ambient tempera-
ture. If fluids other than those
specified are used, there is an
adverse effect on the engine or
the exhaust emission control
system, etc., and generation of
white smoke or a failure may
occur.
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4 - 2 Getting in and out of the cab

G
of

Wh
ca

n getting out
 getting out, use the reverse
ss used to get in.

 CAUTION

n getting in and out of the
be sure to observe the three
ts of contact rule. Other-
, you may fall off and be
ed.
etting in and out 
 the cab

en getting into the 
b
Make sure that the surrounding
area is safe and then open the
door.
Firmly grip the front assist handle
with your right hand and the rear
assist handle with your left hand.
Place your right foot on the first
step and step up.
Place your left foot on the second
step.
Place your right foot on the sec-
ond step.
Hold the steering wheel and sit in
the driver’s seat.

Whe
When
proce

 CAUTION

If the steps are covered with
snow or ice, clean them off and
then climb carefully to avoid
slipping.

Whe
cab, 
poin
wise
injur
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 CAUTION

e sure to check both behind
nd in front of the vehicle to
ake sure that it is safe before
pening the door. Suddenly
pening the door is very danger-
us because it could be struck
y a vehicle coming from
ehind, etc.
Getting in and out of the cab

Doors

Opening and closing the 
doors

When opening the door from the
outside, pull the outside handle
while pressing the push button.
When closing the door, hold the
handle and push the door closed.

When opening the door from the
inside, pull the inside handle
toward you and push the door
outward. When closing the door,
hold the window protector and
pull the door closed.

 WARNING

Make sure that the door is
closed completely before driv-
ing. The door could open if the
vehicle is driven with the door
ajar.
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4 - 4 Getting in and out of the cab

Lo
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the outside

ral door lock using the key
 the ignition key is used to lock
lock the driver’s door, it also
or unlocks the passenger’s

 at the same time.

NOTE
azard lights might not flash
 lock and unlock operations
erformed quickly in succes-
 Double-check the doors to
 sure that they are locked.
cking and unlocking 
 door

ide door lock
m the inside

ntral door lock using the 
ver’s seat lock knob
rating the driver’s door lock knob
 locks and unlocks the passen-

’s door.

Outside door lock
Inserting the ignition key and
turning it toward the rear will lock
the door and turning it toward the
front will unlock the door. Return
the key to the insertion position
and remove it.
The door can also be locked by
pushing in the lock knob and then
closing the door while holding
down the door handle push but-
ton. 

From 

Cent
When
or un
locks 
doors

NOTE
Be sure not to leave the ignition
key in the cab.

The h
if the
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make
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ow keyfob battery indica-
on
the battery power of the keyfob has
wered, “Keyfob battery low” mes-
ge is displayed on the multi-dis-

ay. Replace the battery quickly
hen this display appears. For
placement of the battery, refer to
attery replacement of keyfob”
age 13-89) in “Inspection and
aintenance”. (One CR2032 lithium
ttery is used.)
Getting in and out of the cab

Keyless entry system
The keyless entry system enables
you to lock/unlock all doors away
from the vehicle (approximately 1 to
3 m) using a remote controller (key-
fob).

How to use keyfob
Door lock button:
All doors will be locked by pushing
this button, and the hazard lights will
flash once.

Door unlock button:
All doors will be unlocked by pushing
this button, and the hazard lights will
flash twice. If any door is not opened
within approximately 30 seconds
after pressing the UNLOCK button,
all doors will be locked automatically.

The remote control will not function
under the following conditions.

Any door is not completely
closed.
The remote controller is too far
away from the vehicle.
The battery of the remote control
is completely discharged.
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ty window♦

safety window is provided in
 left side door to check directly
 left side of the vehicle. In

dition to the reflected images in
 rear view mirrors, the direct
ht through the safety window
kes it easier to check safety
 the left side of the vehicle
ch as when making a left turn.
e inner glass of the safety win-
w can be opened to clean the
dow when it becomes cloudy

dirty. (Be careful of the parts to
en and close the glass when
aning.)
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ou lose your keyfob, con-
t an authorized UD Trucks
ler about the theft-preven-

n measurement.
Safe
A 
the
the
ad
the
sig
ma
on
su
Th
do
win
or 
op
cle

NOTE
he hazard lights might not
lash as specified when lock-
ng and unlocking is repeat-
dly performed in quick
uccession, but this is not a
alfunction. Double-check the

oors to make sure that they
re locked.
fter locking the door using

he keyfob, make sure that the
oor is locked by trying to
pen the door with the door
andle.
he locking/unlocking by the
eyfob may be performed
ithin the range of approxi-
ately 20 m from the driver’s

eat.
he operating range of the key-

ob depends upon the condi-
ions around the vehicle. Make
ure that the keyfob is within 3
 from the door to make it

urely function.

Maximum 8 keyfobs can be
used. Contact an authorized
UD Trucks dealer for purchas-
ing or how to start using addi-
tional keyfobs.
The door lock knob and the
remote controller may tempo-
rarily stop working if the doors
are repeatedly unlocked and
locked in quick succession.
This is due to the protection
function and is not a malfunc-
tion.
Though the keyfob is water-
proof, it may be damaged
when it gets wet. If the keyfob
gets wet, immediately wipe it
off.
Contact an authorized UD
Trucks     dealer if the keyfob
was washed in a washing
machine or if it was soaked in
water for a long time.
Do not drop or strike the key-
fob.
Do not leave the keyfob for a
long time in a hot area.
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 CAUTION

Do not open or close the pas-
senger’s door window with the
inner glass of the safety win-
dow opened. Your hand may
be caught in the door glass
when the window is opened.
Do not open or close the pas-
senger’s door with the inner
glass of the safety window
opened.
Getting in and out of the cab

Water that entered inside the
safety window (inside the door)
will be drained, however, wipe off
any water droplets with a towel or
the like after a car wash etc.

How to open and close
Open the passenger’s door.
Pull the catch lever and open the
safety window.
When closing the window, press
the catch part while pulling the
catch lever. Make sure the safety
window is closed securely.

 CAUTION

The safety window is provided to
ensure safety such as when
turning left. Never cover the
safety window as this would nar-
row the view on the left side of
the vehicle.
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shion, and pull up the rear lifter
ver to adjust the height of the rear
 the seat cushion. Adjust the seat
shion to the desired position.

rmrest adjustment
e armrest can be moved by hand

 adjust its angle.
rst, lower it all the way to the bot-
m and then lift it up to the position
at is comfortable for driving. To
just to a lower position, fold it to
e retract position, lower it fully, and
adjust the position.

eat cushion forward/rear-
ard adjustment
hile pushing the slide lever at the
nt of the seat to the right, adjust

e seat cushion to the desired posi-
n. The seat cushion can be
justed two positions forward from
e standard position.
Getting in and out of the cab

Forward/rearward adjust-
ment
Pull up the lever at the front of the
seat and adjust the seat to the posi-
tion where the pedals can be fully
depressed. Release the lever and
jiggle the seat until it locks in place.

Seatback angle adjustment
Pull up the lever on the right side of
the seat and adjust the seat to the
position where the top of the steering
wheel can be grasped.

Lumbar support
Turn the knob on the right side of the
seat to adjust the fit of the lower
seatback. Using this is especially
effective when driving long dis-
tances.

Seat lifter
There are two seat lifter levers on
the right side of the seat.
Pull up the front lifter lever to adjust
the height of the front of the seat
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 DANGER

Never adjust the seat while driv-
ing. It could lead to an accident.

 CAUTION

Only recline the seat when
resting.
Do not put your hands or feet
into the movable portion of the
seat suspension. They may be
caught and injured.

NOTE
Adjust the driver’s seat to a
position where you can easily
operate the switches and pedals.
After completing adjustments,
jiggle the seat to make sure that
it is firmly locked in place.
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Se
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at suspension lock lever
h the seat suspension lock lever

he front of the seat to the right to
 the suspension’s vertical move-

nt (at the standard position).
 this as needed to match the

d conditions.

ock absorber adjustment 
er
l up the adjustment lever on the
t side of the seat makes the rid-
comfort softer.
ust the shock absorber to set
r favorite riding comfort.

NOTE
the force of the air spring
kes it difficult to release the
spension lock, operate the
k lever while pulling up the

at.
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Getting in and out of the cab

Belt in seat♦
The seat is equipped with a three-point seat belt and air suspension.
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back angle adjustment
p the lever on the right side of
at and adjust the seat to the
n where the top of the steering

 can be grasped.

lder adjustment
up the shoulder adjustment
on the right side of the seat and
 the center of the seatback to
sired position. The angle can

justed within 16° forward of the
ard position. Release the lever
d the seatback.

bar support
e switches on the right side of
at to adjust the support at the
bolsters (SB), upper lumbar
and lower lumbar (LL). Using
 especially effective when driv-
ng distances.

Ne
ing

O
r
D
i
s
c
D
p
s
a
m
p

Forward/rearward adjust-
ment
Pull up the lever at the front of the
seat and adjust the seat to the posi-
tion where the pedals can be fully
depressed. Release the lever and
jiggle the seat until it locks in place.

Seat
Pull u
the se
positio
wheel

Shou
Pull 
lever 
adjust
the de
be ad
stand
to hol

Lum
Use th
the se
side 
(UL) 
this is
ing lo

 DANGER

ver adjust the seat while driv-
. It could lead to an accident.

 CAUTION

nly recline the seat when
esting.
o not put your hands or feet

nto the movable portion of the
eat suspension. They may be
aught and injured.
o not drive with the seat sus-
ension air discharged. The
eat suspension will not work
nd you will not be able to
aintain the correct driving
osture.

NOTE
Adjust the driver’s seat to a
position where you can easily
operate the switches and ped-
als. After completing adjust-
ments, jiggle the seat to make
sure that it is firmly locked in
place.
The suspension may be locked
if sudden shaking is applied
when driving on rough roads.
If the lock is not released auto-
matically, park the vehicle in a
safe place and push the air
dump valve on the right side of
the seat to completely dis-
charge the suspension air.
Then recharge the air.
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eat belt
e seat is equipped with a three-
int seat belt. (See page 4-16.)

ack pocket
pocket is provided on the back

de of the seat. This can be used
hen using the bed.

NOTE
The back pocket is intended to
hold lightweight items such as
tablet devices, smartphones,
mobile phones and mini note-
book PCs.
Do not put anything over 500
grams. The pocket may be
damaged.
Getting in and out of the cab

Seat lifter
Pull up the seat lifter lever on the
right side of the seat to raise the
seat. Push down the lever to lower
the seat. Adjust the seat cushion to
the desired position.

Shock absorber adjustment
Pulling up the adjustment lever on
the right side of the seat makes the
riding comfort softer. Adjust the
shock absorber to set your favorite
riding comfort. You can adjust in 10
steps.

Air dump valve
Push the lower part of the button on
the right side of the seat to quickly
release the air and lower the seat.
Push the upper part of the button to
raise the seat and return it to its orig-
inal position. This makes it easier to
get on and off the vehicle.

Armrest adjustment
Turn the dial at the lower side of the
armrest front end to adjust the angle.

Seat cushion forward/rear-
ward adjustment
Pull up the lever at the front of the
seat and adjust the seat cushion to
the desired position. The seat cush-
ion can be adjusted five positions
forward from the standard position.

Seat tilt adjustment
Pull up the lever at the front of the
seat and adjust the seat tilt to the
desired position with ELR (emer-
gency locking retractor).
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Se
Pus
side
cus
sea

istant seat
e height of the headrest can be
justed at 3 levels by moving
 headrest by hand.
sh the headrest lock release
tton to return the headrest to
 standard position. 
addition to being used as a
ular assistant seat, it becomes

part of the bed by folding the
at forward (made fully flat). The
at cushion can also be lifted up
form a work space for chang-
 clothes, etc., or space for
rage.
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Do
the
sh
it m
at heater♦

h the heater switch on the right
 of the seat to warm the seat
hion and the lower part of the
tback.
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 WARNING

e careful when using highly
eat-retaining items such as
ushions and blankets, as
verheating of the seat may
ause low-temperature burns
r malfunction.
he following people should
e careful when using the seat
eater, as it may cause low-
emperature burns.

Those with sensitive skin
Those who are very tired

 CAUTION

 not place heavy objects on
 seat or pierce the seat with

arp objects (such as wires) as
ay cause a malfunction.

NOTE
The heater will not operate
until its temperature drops,
even if the switch is turned on.
The heater may not operate
when the temperature inside
the cabin is high, but this is
not a malfunction.
Use the heater with the engine
running. When the engine is
off, the seat heater will not
operate to prevent the battery
from running down.
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enter seat♦
e center seat can be used as the
dinary passenger seat, and it also
 used as part of a bed by folding
e seatback forward (full-flat).

hen using as a bed

Apply the parking brake.
Pull up and fold the center seat-
back forward.
Operate the reclining lever and
fold down the seatback of the
assistant seat forward.
Getting in and out of the cab

To lift up the seat cushion, hold
the front edge of the cushion and
raise it until it locks.
To lower the cushion, pull up the
cushion lock release lever to
release the lock and lower it by
holding the front edge of the
cushion. There is no lock to keep
the cushion in the down position.
The seatback is locked when it is
folded forward. To raise the seat-
back, pull the reclining lever and
lift up the seatback. Trying to
forcefully pull up the seatback
could result in an injury or it could
damage the seat.

C
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1.
2.

3.

 CAUTION

Make sure that the seat cush-
ion is locked in place when it is
raised. It is dangerous if the
cushion is not locked because
it could fall down. This could
also damage the seat.

Do not use it as a seat when
the seat cushion is raised.
Doing so could result in an
injury or it could damage the
seat.
Before folding the seatback
forward, return the headrest to
its standard position. Other-
wise, the headrest hits the
instrument panel, being unable
to make it flat.
Do not rest on or put your
weight on the headrest when
the seatback is folded forward.
Doing so could result in an
injury or it could damage the
seat.
When lowering the seat cush-
ion with an item placed on the
floor, carefully lower the seat
cushion while confirming that
it does not interfere with the
placed item.
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Ti
st
Ad

t belts
 DANGER

ot put on, take off, or adjust
seat belt while driving

use it could lead to an acci-
.

 WARNING

ays wear the seat belts for
ety. Drivers and passengers
 required to wear seat belts
law.
just the shoulder strap so
t it crosses over the shoul-
 and not the neck. Wear the
ist belt over the pelvis. Do
t place the waist belt over
 stomach. If doing so, the
mach will be subjected to
ong force during a crash,
., resulting in a serious
ry.
lt and telescopic 
eering wheel
justment method
First, adjust the seat position.
Hold the steering wheel securely
with a hand.
Pull the lock lever toward you to
release the lock.
The telescopic adjustment allows
the steering wheel to be moved
up or down.
The tilt adjustment allows the
steering wheel to be moved for-
ward or backward.
After the steering wheel has been
moved to a comfortable position,
push the lock lever forward to
lock the steering wheel in place.
Finally, jiggle the steering wheel
to make sure it is securely locked
in place.

Sea

 DANGER

Never adjust the steering wheel
while driving because it could
lead to an accident.
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nsion reducer (driver’s 
at only)
The tension reducer is activated
when the seat belt is worn with
the ignition switch in the ON posi-
tion.
After wearing the seat belt, the
ELR’s retracting force is reduced,
putting less stress on the chest
and lower abdomen.
To unbuckle the seat belt, press
the red button on the buckle end.
The tension reducer is disen-
gaged and the belt is automati-
cally retracted.
Getting in and out of the cab

Driver’s seat and assis-
tant’s seat

The driver’s and the assistant’s
seats are equipped with the
three-point seat belt with ELR
(emergency locking retractor).
While taking care not to twist the
belt, insert the tongue into the
buckle until it clicks and locks in
place. The degree of safety pro-
vided by the seat belt will
decrease if the belt is twisted.
To release the seat belt, press the
red button at the end of the
buckle. The belt will automatically
wind up. Always hold the tongue
while returning the belt to its
retracted position.

Te
se

 CAUTION

Do not wear a seat belt over a
child who are being held.
In the case of a child, if the
shoulder strap crosses the
neck or the waist belt does not
cross the pelvis, the child
should be seated in a child
seat or a booster seat. In addi-
tion, a child that cannot sit up
on its own should be placed in
a baby seat.
Make sure that the baby seat,
child seat, or child booster
seat is installed correctly.
For information about how to
install these seats, refer to the
instruction manual that came
with the seat.
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ing the seat belt when 
ant

pregnant woman should also
ar a seat belt to protect her
ring an accident.
ce the waist belt below and off
 abdomen.
ce the shoulder strap across
 shoulder but off of the abdo-
n.
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Precautions for wearing 
seat belts
If a driver is going to drive without
wearing the seat belt, the warning
indicator will illuminate to warn the
driver. If the driver has started the
vehicle and reaches approx. 15 km/h,
the buzzer sounds.
If the vehicle exceeds approx. 40km/
h with the driver still not wearing the
seat belt, the buzzer sounds louder
again.

Seat belt warning indicator

Wear
pregn

A 
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Pla
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NOTE
ormally, the seat belt with
LR can be freely extended
nd contracted, but it automat-

cally locks when the belt is
ulled rapidly or the vehicle
tops suddenly. Pull the belt
ut slowly.
eplace the seat belt if it is
amaged or inoperable.
eplace all seat belts that were

n use when an accident
ccurred.
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 WARNING

 baby seat, child seat, or child
ooster seat cannot be installed
orrectly in the center seat. Do
ot install them in this seat.
Getting in and out of the cab

Belt adjustment button 
(driver’s seat only)

Adjust the seat belt after adjust-
ing the position of the seat.
Move the shoulder strap anchor
up and down while depressing
the anchor button to position the
shoulder strap to match the
shoulder.
Adjust the waist belt to match the
pelvis position.

Center seat♦
While taking care not to twist the
belt, insert the tongue into the
buckle until it clicks and locks in
place. The degree of safety pro-
vided by the seat belt will
decrease if the belt is twisted.
To release the seat belt, press the
red button at the end of the
buckle.

2-point seat belt

To prevent the tongue of the
unused belt from flying around
while driving, fasten it in the
buckle and place it on the seat.

A
b
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n
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M

Sp
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safe

zzer will sound. (GH11 Engine
ly)

Th
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NOTE
speed limiter does not oper-
f the vehicle speed exceeds
limit when coasting down.
n going downgrade,
rve the speedometer and
lerate by applying brake as
ssary.
eters

eedometer
 needle indicates the vehicle
ed in kilometers per hour.
erve the speed limit and drive
ly.

Speed limiter device (SLD)♦

Vehicles equipped with the speed
limiter cannot be further acceler-
ated by operating the accelerator
pedal when the vehicle reaches
100 km/h (For Singapore: 60 km/h).

On vehicles with SLD, the SLD
indicator is displayed (green)
when the ignition switch is turned
ON.
If the vehicle speed reaches 105
km/h or 120 km/h (depending on
the specifications of your vehicle)
when coasting on a downslope,
the overspeed warning will be dis-
played on the multi-display and

bu
on

NOTE
e meter needles might move
ghtly when the ignition switch
turned to ON. This is to detect
 zero position of the meter

edles and is not a malfunc-
n.
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Standard air pressure:
1100 – 1250 kPa 
{11.2 – 12.7 kgf/cm2}

 WARNING

If the air pressure gauge indi-
cation is in the red zone, and if
the warning indicator illumi-
nates and the warning buzzer
sounds, stop driving the vehi-
cle. The brakes will become
inoperative.
Do not drive until the air pres-
sure gauge indication rises to
the standard air pressure.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Tachometer
The needle of the tachometer
indicates the engine speed in rev-
olutions per minute.
The green zone is a guide for
economical driving. Drive in the
green zone as much as possible
to conserve fuel.
The red zone shows the overrun
operation zone. Be careful that
the needle does not enter the red
zone.
Green zone: 

900 to 1,700 rpm
(GH8 Engine)
800 to 1,400 rpm
(GH11 Engine)

Red zone: 
2,800 rpm and higher
(GH8 Engine)
2,100 rpm and higher
(GH11 Engine)

For more information regarding
overrun, refer to “Correct driving
operation”.

Air pressure gauge
These gauges show the air pres-
sure in the air tanks.
If the segments show the stan-
dard air pressure while driving,
the air system is normal.

 CAUTION

Do not exceed the maximum
allowable rpm. Driving beyond
this (in red zone) overstresses
the engine components and
could cause the engine to mal-
function.
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Ad
The
app
solu

NOTE
he vehicle is driven with the
l almost empty, the engine
tem warning (amber) may
ear.
his case, if the warning dis-
ears when restarting the
ine after refueling, there is

 problem.
on-UD-genuine fuel tank is
talled, indication of the fuel
ge may be inaccurate.
 4 Meters, indication lamps and switch

Blue gauge
 AdBlue gauge indicates the
roximate amount of urea water
tion (AdBlue) in the AdBlue tank.

F denotes FULL, and E denotes
EMPTY.
When the ignition switch is turned
OFF, the indicator disappears.

When the level in the AdBlue tank
is low, a warning message will be
displayed to warn the driver. For
how to fill the AdBlue, refer to
“AdBlue low level warning
(Except Hong Kong)” (page 5-
37).

Fuel gauge
The fuel gauge indicates the approx-
imate amount of fuel in the fuel tank. 

F denotes FULL, and E denotes
EMPTY. 
When the ignition switch is turned
OFF, the indicator disappears.
Refuel well in advance. Be sure
to use the low sulphur diesel fuel
(S10: Sulphur constituent 10PPM
or less).
When the fuel level becomes low,
the Fuel level low warning
appears. If this warning appears,
refill the fuel in the earliest oppor-
tunity.
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dometer
e odometer indicates the total dis-

nce the vehicle has been driven in
.

NOTE

he maximum display is
,999,999 km.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Odo/trip meter

Odo/trip changeover switch
Pushing the changeover switch
(less than 1 second) changes the
odometer and trip meter displays
as follows: 
ODO  TRIP A  TRIP B 
ODO  ... 
If the changeover switch is
pushed for more than 1 second in
the trip meter mode, only the dis-
played trip meter will be reset.
(For example, if TRIP A is dis-
played, only Trip A will be reset.) 

O
Th
ta
km

NOTE
To reset the trip meter, keep
pushing the changeover
switch until the meter displays
“0.0”. After resetting, release
the switch to start measuring.
The odometer and another trip
meter continue measuring
during resetting. 
As an example, you can mea-
sure the distance driven from
the last refueling by Trip B,
while measuring the distance
from the starting point by Trip
A. T

9
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he overheat warning appears,
mediately stop the vehicle in a
fe place and continue idling at
higher idling speed to cool
wn the engine coolant.
er the coolant temperature
ps, stop the engine and check
 coolant level, and then
pect the cooling system for
ks.
 6 Meters, indication lamps and switch

p meter
 trip meter indicates the distance
ndividual trips in km. (The figure
wn at the first decimal place is in
 m unit.) 
 trip meter can register two differ-

 trip distances; Trip A and Trip B.
 trip meter A and B display up to
9.9 km. When the distance sur-
ses this amount, it returns to “0”.

uges
m “Gauges” screen under “MON-
RING” screen of the multi-dis-
, the following gauges can be
layed.

Coolant temperature gauge
This gauge indicates the engine
coolant temperature.
For how to display this gauge,
refer to “Multi-display” (page 5-
10).

When the gauge indicates noth-
ing, the engine coolant tempera-
ture is very cold.
If the coolant temperature signifi-
cantly rises, an overheat warning
with a 2-phase indication (amber:
moderate, red: severe), will
appear.
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ngine oil temperature 
auge

This gauge shows the engine oil
temperature.
If the engine oil temperature
exceeds the specified tempera-
ture, the oil temperature warning
with a 2-phase indication (amber:
moderate, red: severe) will be
displayed to notify the driver.
For more information regarding
the warning, refer to “Warnings
(Multi-display)” (page 5-28).
Meters, indication lamps and switches

E
g WARNING

Carelessly opening the reserve
tank cap could allow steam or
hot water to spray out and
burn you.
Follow the handling instruc-
tions below.

If the coolant temperature
gauge indicator is close to
the red zone or overheat
warning is displayed, keep
the engine idling and do not
touch the cap until the cool-
ant temperature lowers suf-
ficiently.
Grip the cap with a thick
cloth and gradually loosen
the cap.

When opening the reserve
tank cap, make sure that the
engine is completely cool.
When the cap is opened
quickly while the coolant is
hot, steam or hot water may
come out. This is very dan-
gerous.   After the coolant
temperature becomes low,
hold the cap with a rag and
open it gently.

 CAUTION

Do not suddenly stop the engine
when it has overheated. Doing
so could cause the engine to
seize up. 
Keep the engine idling until the
coolant temperature drops
before turning off the engine.
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Tra
tur

ntaneous fuel con-
ption gauge
is gauge shows the instanta-
ous fuel consumption.
en stopping at idle, the value
indicated by L/h (liters per

ur).
en running, the value is indi-

ted by the unit specified on
el unit” screen. When “km/h”

selected, better fuel economy
obtained when the bar is at the
ht side of the gauge, and when
100km” is selected, it is better
en the bar is at the left side of
 gauge.
r details, refer to “Economical
ving” (page 10-46) in “Correct
ving operation”.
 8 Meters, indication lamps and switch

nsmission oil tempera-
e gauge
This gauge indicates the trans-
mission oil temperature.
If the transmission oil tempera-
ture exceeds the specified tem-
perature, the oil temperature
warning with a 2-phase indication
(amber: moderate, red: severe)
will be displayed to notify the
driver.
For more information regarding
the warning, refer to “Warnings
(Multi-display)” (page 5-28).

Exhaust emission control 
system meter

The meter shows the level of soot
trapped by the filter in the muffler.
For details on the exhaust emis-
sion control system meter, refer
to “UDPC (UD Particulate Clean-
ing)” (page 6-21) in “Controls and
functions”.
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AS gauge
This gauge shows the attention
level of driver obtained from the
driver alert support system.
For details, refer to “Driver Alert
Support (DAS)” (page 6-84) in
“Controls and functions”.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Voltmeter
This meter operates when the
ignition switch is in the ON posi-
tion, and it shows the battery volt-
age when the engine is stopped
and the generator charge volt-
age when the engine is running.
The normal value is 24V when
the engine is stopped and 28V
when it is running.
If charging becomes impossible
while the engine is running, the
charge warning is displayed to
notify the driver of the trouble.
For more information regarding
the warning, refer to “Warnings
(Multi-display)” (page 5-28).

DNOTE
The meter indication will not
decline below the battery voltage
while driving even if charging is
insufficient or inoperative.
Always be conscious of the
meter indication and check the
state of charging.
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Dig
Thi
ren

Th
en
the
dig
ma

n the 
een Information shown

r Time, odo/trip meter and 
ECO mode

e Warning messages and 
meter indications

r Indicators
 10 Meters, indication lamps and switch

ital speedometer
s meter digitally displays the cur-
t vehicle speed.

Multi-display
The multi-display shows a wide
range of information including a
calendar, the coolant temperature
meter, the exhaust emission con-
trol system meter, trip manage-
ment data, service and inspection
messages, instructions for
ESCOT system operation and
control modes for the Traffic Eye
Brake systems. Whenever nec-
essary, the monitor interrupts the
current screen to show warnings
and indicators to alert the driver.
For the operation of each system,
refer to “Controls and functions”.
The multi-display shows a range
of information in the correspond-
ing areas on the screen.

NOTE
ough there may be a differ-
ce between the readings of
 normal speedometer and the
ital speedometer, this is not a
lfunction.
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Meters, indication lamps and switches

Changing the screen of 
the multi-display

The initial screen is displayed
when the ignition switch is turned
to the ON position.

The initial screen changes to the
“Home” screen after approx. 3
seconds.
The multi-display can be con-
trolled by the steering switches at
the right spoke of the steering
wheel.
OK: To select and set an item
Back: To return to the previous
screen
Home: To return to the home
screen
Cursor: To move the cursor on
the screen
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Ho itoring screen
following vehicle information
e selected from this screen.

cle message
cancelling a warning message,
hen two or more warnings
, you can check the current
g(s) from this screen.
 14 Meters, indication lamps and switch

me screen
Up to 10 icons can be placed at
the upper part of the screen.
Select “+” (ADD/REMOVE) icon
using the cursor buttons. From
this screen select the item(s) to
be added as icon(s).
Move the cursor on the item to be
added and press the OK button.
The selected item is ticked and
an icon is added on the screen.

Menu screen
Pressing the OK button on the
Home screen (other than ADD/
REMOVE menu screen) changes
the screen to the MENU screen
(NENPI COACH screen).
From this screen, “MONITOR-
ING”, “MAINTENANCE” or “SET-
TING” screen can be selected
using the cursor buttons (right
and left).

Nenpi coach screen
For details, refer to “Nenpi
Coach♦” (page 6-137) in “Con-
trols and functions”.
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auges screen
r the gauges which can be
lected from this screen, refer to
auges” (page 5-6).

NOTE
If UD-genuine additional fuel
tank is installed, the correct
values are not displayed when
the connecting valve is closed.
If non-UD-genuine additional
fuel tank is installed, the dis-
played values are inaccurate.
The actual distance to empty
may be shorter than the dis-
played value depending on the
driving style and traffic condi-
tion.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Vehicle data screen
Various vehicle data can be
checked from this screen.

The following items can be
selected.

Total fuel consumed
The total fuel consumption and the
total fuel consumption while idling
from the shipment of the vehicle are
displayed.

Total AdBlue consumed
The total AdBlue consumption and
the total AdBlue consumption while
idling from the shipment of the vehi-
cle are displayed.

Total average consumption
The average consumption of fuel
and AdBlue from the shipment of the
vehicle are displayed.

Total vehicle distance
The total distance driven (odometer
value) is displayed.

Total engine data (Hour meter)
The total engine operating time and
the total engine idling time from the
shipment of the vehicle are dis-
played.

Distance to empty
The quantity of remaining fuel and
the distance which can be covered
by the remaining fuel are displayed.
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Tri
The
ma
scre

Fue
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Ad
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with
trip

ld the odo/trip changeover
itch on the combination meter.

NOTE
ile resetting, the trip hour
ter indicates “0”.
e trip hour meter does not

nt while resetting.
p computer screen
 following trip meter-related infor-

tion can be selected from this
en.

l consumed
 fuel consumption and the fuel
sumption while idling within the
ance covered by the trip meter (A
) are displayed.

Blue consumed
 AdBlue consumption and the
lue consumption while idling
in the distance covered by the

 meter (A or B) are displayed.

Average consumption
The average consumption of fuel
and AdBlue within the distance cov-
ered by the trip meter (A or B) are
displayed.

Average speed
The average vehicle speed within
the distance covered by the trip
meter (A or B) is displayed.

Trip distance
The distance covered by the trip
meter A (or B) (trip meter value) is
displayed.

Engine data (Trip hour meter)
The engine operating time and
the engine idling time within the
distance covered by the trip
meter (A or B) are displayed.
The trip hour meter (A or B) dis-
plays up to 99,999 hours. When
the time surpasses this amount, it
returns to “0”.
To reset the trip meter (A or B),
select “Reset Trip A (or B)” and
press the OK button, or push and

ho
sw
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ervice information screen
The service information of vari-
ous components can be dis-
played on the multi-display. The
information items to display or not
to display the monitor are set at
an authorized UD Trucks dealer.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Maintenance screen
The following maintenance items 
can be selected from this screen.

Diagnostics
The operating conditions of the
various components can be
checked from this screen.

The following items can be
selected from this screen.

ECU & DTC list
Failure of the electronically-con-
trolled parts such as ECU can be
checked.

Cluster self-test
The operations of the needles, indi-
cators, multi-display and speaker of
the combination meter can be
checked.

Water draining (GH11 
Engine only)
For details, refer to “Water draining
of fuel filter” (page 13-31) in “Inspec-
tion and maintenance”.

UDPC maintenance
This is for workshop use only.

S
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(Ex

(Ex

en the amber warning is dis-
yed, check the service infor-
tion screen to confirm the item
ich requires maintenance and
ntact the nearest authorized
 Trucks dealer for inspection

d service.
On the service information
screen, the “engine operating
hours”, “driving distance” or
“days” to the next inspection
period, whichever is the shortest,
is displayed.

ample) Engine operating hours

ample) Driving distance

(Example) Days

When set to display inspection
and maintenance information, a
warning is displayed on the multi-
display when the inspection
period of each item is approach-
ing.
When the inspection period of
any item is approaching, a gray
warning appears on the multi-dis-
play. Then, when the inspection
period is reached, an amber
warning is displayed when the
ignition switch is turned on.
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etting screen
e following settings can be per-

rmed from this screen.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

The maintenance items to be dis-
played on the maintenance
screen, and the remaining time/
distance until the next inspection
period of each item can be set
and reset at an authorized UD
Trucks dealer. It is also possible
to enable the customer to reset
the remaining time/distance until
the next inspection period by
operating the multi-display. For
details, contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.
If the system is set so that the
duration to the next inspection
period can be reset by operating
the multi-display, “Reset” and
“Back” will be displayed at the
bottom of the screen below the
inspection and maintenance
information that can be reset by
the customer.

(Example) Air filter

If “Reset failure” is displayed, per-
form reset again.
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Co
tio

ess the cursor button (up or
wn) while the number blinks to
ange the number. (Press and
ld the cursor button to continu-
sly increase/decrease the
mber.)
ess the cursor button (right or
t) to move the cursor.
en the OK button is pressed in
 clock setting mode, the sec-

d of the clock will be set to “00”
d the display will return to the
rmal display screen.
When the second is in the 00
to 29 range, the second will be
reset to “00”.
When the second is in the 30
to 59 range, the minute will
advance by 1 and the second
will be reset to “00”.

the Back button is pressed in
 setting mode, the “Confirma-

n” screen appears to confirm if
 edited content should be

ved or not.
mbination meter illumina-
n
The combination meter illumina-
tion illuminates at the set bright-
ness when the lighting switch is
set in the 1st or 2nd position or
the front fog light switch is turned
on.
Brightness can be adjusted from
the setting screen of the multi-
display when the lighting switch is
in the 1st or 2nd position.
Changing the brightness of the
combination meter will also
change the brightness of the
multi-display.

Time and date

The date and time on the display
and their display format can be
set from this screen.
Select the item to be set on the
time and date setting screen, and
the editing screen of the selected
item is displayed.
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uel consumption gauge 
nit

The unit of the fuel consumption
gauge can be selected from this
screen.
The unit “km/h” or “L/100 km” can
be selected.

NOTE
etting is not available while
riving the vehicle.
ark the vehicle in a safe loca-
on, and then select the unit.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

The display format of the date
and time can be changed from
“Format” under “Time & Date”
screen as follows.
• Time: 12H or 24H
• Date: Year - Month - Day

          Day - Month - Year
          Month - Day - Year

Language

To select language, select from
the language setting screen.
English or Japanese can be
selected.
The screen returns to the “Set-
tings” screen when OK or Back
button is pressed.

F
u

NOTE
Setting is not available while
driving the vehicle.
Park the vehicle in a safe loca-
tion, and then input the time and
date.

NOTE
Setting is not available while
driving the vehicle.
Park the vehicle in a safe loca-
tion, and then select a language.
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Ro NOTE
e roller bench mode cannot
turned ON/OFF during driv-
.
e roller bench mode is can-
led when the ignition switch
urned off.
pections using a chassis
amometer or speedometer

ter must be done with the
ler bench mode turned on.
 sure to turn off the auxiliary
ke switch at this time. For
icles with ESCOT, put the
rshift lever in the “M” posi-

n, and shift gears with the +/
utton.
ller bench mode

The roller bench mode is the
mode which makes the traction
control inoperative. This mode is
used when spinning wheels
during periodical inspection, etc.
The roller bench mode can be
turned ON/OFF on the roller
bench mode setting screen.

When the roller bench mode is
turned ON, the “Roller bench
mode active” warning is dis-
played. Be sure to turn this mode
OFF after the inspection.

 CAUTION

If the roller bench mode is
turned ON, the traction control is
inoperative. It is unsafe to drive
the vehicle in this condition. Be
sure to turn OFF this mode
before starting normal driving.
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For detailed operation, refer to
“Driver support system♦” (page 6-
46) in “Controls and functions”.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Traffic Eye Brake automatic 
return♦

The automatic return function of
the Traffic Eye Brake can be
turned ON/OFF on the Traffic Eye
Brake automatic return setting
screen.
For detailed operation, refer to
“Driver support system♦” (page 6-
46) in “Controls and functions”.

BSIS/LCS warning
On the BSIS/LCS warning switch-
ing screen, BSIS/LCS warnings
can be switched off.
Even if the alarm is canceled, the
indicator illuminates when a mov-
ing object is detected on the side
of the vehicle, and the alert to the
driver is not canceled.

NOTE
This automatic return function
cannot be turned ON/OFF during
driving.

NOTE
When the ignition switch is
turned to the OFF position once
and then returned to the ON
position, the BSIS/LCS warning
will return to ON.
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Dri ic Sign Recognition♦

 the Traffic Sign Recognition
itching screen, Traffic Sign
cognition can be switched off.

r details of operation, refer to
river support system♦” (page 6-
) in “Controls and functions”.

Wh
tur
an
po
tor

NOTE
n the ignition switch is
d to the OFF position once
then returned to the ON
ion, the Traffic Sign Recog-

n will return to ON.
 24 Meters, indication lamps and switch

ver Monitor
On the Driver Monitor switching
screen, driver status monitor can
be switched off.

For detailed operation, refer to
“Driver status monitor♦” (page 6-
100) in “Controls and functions”.

Setting2 screen
The following settings can be per-
formed from this screen.

Traff
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NOTE
en the ignition switch is
ned to the OFF position once
d then returned to the ON
sition, the driver status moni-
 will return to ON.
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river Alert Support
On the Driver Alert Support
switching screen, Driver Alert
Support can be switched off.

For details of operation, refer to
“Driver support system♦” (page 6-
46) in “Controls and functions”.

NOTE
hen the ignition switch is
rned to the OFF position once

nd then returned to the ON
osition, the Driver Alert Sup-
ort will return to ON.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

MOIS warning♦

On the MOIS warning switching
screen, MOIS warnings can be
switched off.
Only the blinking of the warning
indicator, warning message on
the multi-display, and warning
buzzer when there is a possibility
of a collision can be set to OFF
on the frontal collision warning
switching screen. Steady illumi-
nation of the warning indicator
upon detection of a hazard can-
not be set to OFF.

For detailed operation, refer to
“Driver support system♦” (page 6-
46) in “Controls and functions”.

DNOTE
When the ignition switch is
turned to the OFF position once
and then returned to the ON
position, the MOIS will return to
ON.
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Bu
In c unds.

Re
Am
Info
Pa
Re
HS
Tur
Lig n ON position
DA
DA

Tra ches to the foregoing vehicle 

Tra lision
Se
UD
LD

BS  increases and the turn signal switch 

Dri e direction of travel or has a very 

Dri ir eyes or seems to be sleepy
Ge  not depressing the brake pedal
zzers 
ase if several warnings occur, only one type of buzzer with the highest priority so

Buzzer Operation condition
d warning Red warning is displayed
ber warning Amber warning is displayed
rmation Gray information or advice is displayed

rking brake warning Door is opened without applying the parking brake, etc.
verse buzzer Shift lever or gear selector is set to “R” position
A release warning HSA is automatically cancelled
n signal Turn signal lights or hazard lights are operating
ht ON warning Ignition key is set in OFF position while the light switch is i
S warning (Level 1) Low attention level of driver is detected
S warning (Level 2) Low attention level of driver continues

ffic Eye Brake pre warning The Traffic Eye Brake is operated when the vehicle approa
exceeding the specified following distance limit.

ffic Eye Brake warning The Traffic Eye Brake is operated due to the danger of col
at belt warning The seat belt is not fastened.
SC operation warning UDSC is in operation
WS warning There is a danger of crossing over the lane dividing line.

IS/LCS warning When the possibility of a collision with the detected vehicle
is operated to the left

ver status monitor warning (Level 1) When the system determines that the driver is not facing th
bad driving posture

ver status monitor warning (Level 2) When the system determines that the driver has closed the
ar change unable warning When the gear position cannot be changed, such as when
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 to the explanation of that warning.

n or bicycle in front while driving at a low 
tion
Meters, indication lamps and switches

For required driver actions following the occurrence of a warning buzzer, refer

MOIS (Level 2) When there is a possibility of collision with a pedestria
speed

Buzzer Operation condi
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W
di

ine overrun warning 
en the engine rpm exceeds
 maximum allowable rpm, a
zzer sounds and the warning is
played.
e tachometer’s red zone
ows the overrun speed range
er the maximum allowable rpm,
 make sure that the meter nee-
 does not enter the red zone.
arnings (Multi-
splay)
When necessary, the multi-dis-
play displays warning messages
and/or indicators to warn the
driver.
The red (severe) warning will
reappear in every 30 seconds
even the driver cancels the dis-
play (by pressing OK, Back, or
Home button) until the cause of
the warning is removed.
The amber (moderate) warning
will not reappear if the driver has
cancelled the display. The warn-
ings once displayed can be
checked on the “Vehicle mes-
sage” under Monitoring menu of
the Multi-display.
The gray message will be dis-
played for 5 or 8 seconds,
depending on the display condi-
tion.
The basic pattern for the warning
display contents is given below.

Eng
Wh
the
bu
dis
Th
sh
ov
so
dle

NOTE
The multi-display also displays
warning messages, comments, a
calendar, clock, trip manage-
ment, inspection and servicing
message, and ESCOT operation
mode display in addition to
warning displays.
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 WARNING

e careful not to get burned
uring inspections conducted

mediately after driving
ecause the engine is still very
ot.

 CAUTION

ever drive while this warning
essage is shown. A drop in the
il pressure could cause the
ngine to seize up.

NOTE

his vehicle is provided with the
ngine protection function
hich deters torque to prevent
e engine from being damaged

y abnormal oil pressure.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Engine oil pressure 
warning

If the engine oil pressure
decreases below a specified
pressure while the engine is run-
ning, a buzzer sounds and a
warning is displayed.
When the warning is displayed,
immediately stop the vehicle in a
safe location and contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

 CAUTION

Do not exceed the maximum
allowable rpm. Driving beyond
this range overstresses the
engine components and could
cause the engine to malfunction.
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En
wa

NOTE
vehicle is provided with the
e protection function

h deters torque to prevent
ngine from being damaged
normal engine oil tempera-
gine oil temperature 
rning

When the engine oil temperature
exceeds a specified tempera-
ture, a buzzer sounds and an
amber warning (moderate) is dis-
played.
If the engine oil temperature
increases further, the color of the
warning will turn red (severe),
and at the same time a buzzer
will sound to warn the driver.
If the red warning is displayed,
stop the vehicle in a safe location
and continue fast idling until the
oil temperature drops.
After the oil temperature drops,
stop the engine and check the oil
level and oil leaks.
If the engine oil temperature does
not lower, have the system
inspected and serviced by the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

 WARNING

Be careful not to get burned
during inspections conducted
immediately after driving
because the engine is still very
hot.

 CAUTION

Do not continue driving when
the red warning is displayed and
the buzzer sounds.

This 
engin
whic
the e
by ab
ture.
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oolant level warning
When the coolant level
decreases below a specified
level, a red warning is displayed,
and at the same time a buzzer
sounds to warn the driver.

The coolant level should be
checked when the coolant tem-
perature is low.
If the temperature gauge indica-
tor is still within the normal zone,
stop the vehicle in a safe location,
stop the engine, and then add
coolant. When supplying the
coolant, also check the cooling
system for leaks.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Engine oil level warning
This warning appears if the
engine oil level is below the spec-
ified level when the engine is
stopped and the ignition switch is
in ON position.
When this warning is displayed,
check the engine oil level and oil
leaks.

C

NOTE
When the vehicle is parked on a
slope, a warning may be dis-
played even if the amount of oil
is appropriate. If this happens,
check whether the oil level warn-
ing is displayed when the vehi-
cle is on a level surface.
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hen opening the reserve
ank cap, make sure that the
ngine is completely cool.
hen the cap is opened

uickly while the coolant is
ot, steam or hot water may
ome out. This is very dan-
erous.   After the coolant
emperature becomes low,
old the cap with a rag and
pen it gently.

 CAUTION

 not continue driving when
s warning is displayed.
ntinuing to drive with too lit-

coolant should never be
ne because it could cause
rheating.
If the temperature gauge indica-
tor is in the high temperature
zone, stop the vehicle in a safe
location, and keep the engine
idling until the coolant tempera-
ture drops to the normal range.

The coolant reserve tank is a
pressurized type. Carelessly
opening the cap could allow
steam or hot water to spray out
and burn you. Follow the han-
dling instructions below.
Raise the lever in the center of
the cap (until the sound of air
escaping stops) to reduce the
internal pressure.

Wrap the cap with a thick cloth
and gradually loosen the cap. If
steam sprays out, immediately
close the cap and reduce the
pressure again.

 WARNING

Carelessly opening the reserve
tank cap could allow steam or
hot water to spray out and
burn you.
Follow the handling instruc-
tions below.

If the coolant temperature
gauge indicator is close to
the red zone or overheat
warning is displayed, keep
the engine idling and do not
touch the cap until the cool-
ant temperature lowers suf-
ficiently.
Grip the cap with a thick
cloth and gradually loosen
the cap.
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utomatic transmission 
uid temperature warn-
g
When the transmission oil tem-
perature exceeds the specified
limit, an amber warning (moder-
ate) is displayed to warn the
driver.
When the red warning is dis-
played, park the vehicle in a safe
location and keep the engine run-
ning at a higher idling speed until
the oil temperature decreases. 
Turn the engine off after the oil
temperature has decreased, and
then check for oil leakage.

 CAUTION

o not continue driving when
e red warning is displayed and

 buzzer sounds. Doing so could
amage the transmission.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Transmission oil tem-
perature warning

When the transmission oil tem-
perature exceeds the specified
limit, an amber warning (moder-
ate) is displayed to warn the
driver.
If the transmission oil tempera-
ture rises further, the warning will
turn red (severe) and a buzzer
sound.
When the red warning is dis-
played, park the vehicle in a safe
location and keep the engine run-
ning at a higher idling speed until
the oil temperature decreases. 

Turn the engine off after the oil
temperature has decreased, and
then check for oil leakage.
If the oil temperature does not
decrease, contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer for
inspection and maintenance.

A
fl
in

NOTE
This vehicle is provided with the
engine protection function
which deters torque to prevent
the engine from being damaged
by the abnormal coolant level.

 WARNING

Be careful not to get burned
during inspections conducted
immediately after driving
because the transmission is still
very hot.
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d
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erate the engine at a fast idle
th the idl ing control switch
ated to the right of the steering
lumn.
e the engine until the coolant

perature gauge needle points
the middle of the gauge.
ile idling the engine, check the

id level. If the level is on the
 side of the HOT band, add

id through the filler tube. Do not
erfill.
the warning light still remains
, stop the engine. Have the
nsmission checked by an

thorized UD Trucks dealer.
Be
du
im
be
ve
If the oil temperature does not
decrease, contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer for
inspection and maintenance.

1. When the warnings are dis-
played, immediately move the
vehicle to a safe place. Apply the
parking brake and shift the trans-
mission to the neutral position.

2. Op
wi
loc
co

3. Idl
tem
to 

4. Wh
flu
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ov

5. If 
on
tra
au WARNING

 careful not to get burned
ring inspections conducted
mediately after driving
cause the transmission is still
ry hot.

 CAUTION

Failure to take the following pre-
cautions may result in serious
damage to the transmission:

When the warning is dis-
played, do not stop the engine
until you have performed steps
2 to 5.
Never drive the vehicle while
the warnings are displayed.
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 CAUTION

Do not drive while the red
warning is displayed. Doing so
may damage the engine.
If the engine stops or is clearly
producing an abnormal noise
or vibration, contact the near-
est authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

NOTE
This vehicle is provided with
the engine protection function
which deters torque to prevent
the engine from being dam-
aged by the engine system fail-
ure.
If the vehicle is operated with
low fuel level (all the segments
disappeared), the amber warn-
ing may be displayed. If it goes
off after refueling, there is no
problem.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Engine system warning
When the engine system mal-
functions due to the following
causes, an amber warning (mod-
erate) is displayed.
• Faulty engine control system
• Faulty UDPC system (clogged

filter on system failure)
When the amber (moderate)
warning is displayed, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer for inspection and mainte-
nance.
If the malfunction becomes more
severe, the warning will turn red
(severe) and a buzzer sounds.

When the red (severe) warning is
displayed, immediately park the
vehicle in a safe location and
contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.
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Au
sy
The
war
me
tran
det

icle electronic con-
system malfunction 
ning
en a network system, sensor,
ECU of vehicle electronic con-
l system malfunctions, an
ber or red warning is dis-
yed.

the amber (moderate) warning
displayed, have your vehicle
ecked at the nearest autho-
ed UD Trucks dealer.
tomatic transmission 
stem warning
 automatic transmission system
ning, warning message and com-
nts will be displayed when the
smission control module (TCM)

ects a malfunction.

The automatic transmission sys-
tem warnings will be displayed
when the TCM detects a malfunc-
tion. At this time a diagnostic
trouble code (DTC) is set in the
TCM and transmission cannot be
shifted. Depending on the mal-
function, the TCM does not
respond to gear shifting operation

and the gear becomes fixed in
the current gear.
When a malfunction occurs and
shifting becomes impossible in
the N position, turn the ignition
switch to OFF position to stop the
engine and restart it. If the mal-
function is intermittent, the TCM
will reset and driving will become
possible.
If the warnings still remain on,
stop the engine. Have the trans-
mission checked by an autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

Veh
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 CAUTION

When a vehicle is stopped and
engine speed is raised for a long
time with the gear shifted to
other than the N position, the
fluid temperature increases and
the transmission will be dam-
aged. Do not keep the engine in
this condition for more than 30
seconds.
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If the AdBlue level reaches
empty, the “AdBlue TANK
EMPTY” warning is displayed
and the warning buzzer sounds.
In this state, the engine will
become unable to restart if it is
stopped.

If the AdBlue level has reached
“Empty” and the engine cannot
restart, refill the tank with the
specified AdBlue with the ignition
switch in ON position till the warn-
ing message disappears.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

If the red (severe) warning is dis-
played, immediately stop the
vehicle in a safe location and
contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.

AdBlue low level warn-
ing (Except Hong Kong)

When the level of AdBlue in the
tank is low, the low AdBlue level
warning indicator appears to
warn the driver.

When the AdBlue level becomes
low, refill the specified AdBlue in
the earliest opportunity.

NOTE
Refill the AdBlue in the earliest
opportunity to prevent AdBlue
from becoming empty.
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lue low level warn-
(For Hong Kong)
en the AdBlue level in the tank
ers, the low AdBlue level
rning is displayed.

en the AdBlue level becomes
, refill the specified AdBlue in
 earliest opportunity.
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rtunity to prevent AdBlue
 becoming empty.
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 CAUTION

f you continue to drive without
dding AdBlue after the warn-
ng is displayed and the engine
s stopped with the level of
dBlue being “Empty”, the
ngine will not restart.
f the engine cannot be
estarted, refill the AdBlue with
he ignition switch in “ON”
osition.

NOTE
Try to add AdBlue ahead of
time so that the tank does not
become empty.
The warning may not disap-
pear even the AdBlue is
refilled sufficiently. In this
case, turn OFF the ignition
switch, wait for approx. 10 sec-
onds, and then turn ON the
ignition switch. If the warning
disappears, there is no prob-
lem.

Refil
oppo
from
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The torque will be reduced, and
the speed will be further limited.

 CAUTION

o not drive with this warning
isplayed. This condition wors-
ns the exhaust emission condi-
on, so have your vehicle
spected and serviced at the
earest authorized UD Trucks
ealer.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

If you continue to drive the vehi-
cle with the AdBlue tank empty,
warnings are displayed in the fol-
lowing order. The torque will be
reduced, and the speed will be
further limited.

Exhaust gas detection 
system warning (For 
Hong Kong)

This warning is displayed when
an abnormality occurs in the
exhaust gas detection system
and alerts that the engine torque
or speed is reduced. If the warn-
ing is displayed, have your vehi-
cle inspected and serviced at
your nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.

If you continue to drive the
vehicle with an abnormality in the
detection system, warnings are
displayed in the following order.
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Ch
If a
circ
war
sou

a malfunction occurs on the
iler’s stop lamp, “CONTACT

RKSHOP – Trailer brake
hts malfunction” message is
played. Have your vehicle
pected by the nearest autho-
ed UD Trucks dealer.
 40 Meters, indication lamps and switch

arge warning
 problem occurs with the charging
uit or generator while driving, a
ning is displayed and a buzzer
nds to warn the driver.
Immediately stop the vehicle in a
safe location, stop the engine,
and check the generator drive
belt.
If the belt is normal, the charging
system could be faulty, so contact
the nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer. If the charging is insuffi-
cient, refer to “Discharged bat-
tery” (page 15-15) in “Emergency
procedures”.

Stop lamp malfunction 
warning
When a stop lamp does not illumi-
nate due to burnout, short circuit,
open circuit, connector disconnec-
tion or failure, a warning is displayed
to alert the driver when the brake is
applied.

Stop lamp burnout, open cir-
cuit or failure

In case of lamp burnout, open cir-
cuit or failure, a warning is dis-
played when the brake pedal is
depressed.

If 
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 CAUTION

Do not drive while the warning
display is shown. Doing so
could result in damage to the
electronic components due to
over-voltage, a discharged bat-
tery or overheated generator.
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 CAUTION

Leaving the filter clogged
could damage the element and
allow dirty fuel to enter the fuel
pump and nozzles, which
could shorten the useful life of
the engine.
The fuel filter element is not
supposed to be used until the
warning message is displayed.
Replace it regularly.
This warning may be displayed
before the replacement period
depending on the operation
condition. Replace the fuel fil-
ter when this warning is dis-
played irrespective of the
replacement period.
If the warning message is dis-
played occasionally even
though the element has been
replaced, have the system
inspected and serviced by the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Clogged fuel filter warn-
ing
If the fuel filter element becomes
clogged, a warning is displayed to
warn the driver.

 CAUTION

Vehicles with burnt out tail
lamps or stop lamps are at risk
of rear-end collisions. Do not
drive your vehicle if any of the
lamps do not come on. A poorly
maintained vehicle violates the
law. 

NOTE
Do not install additional lamps in
the tail or stop lamp circuit.
Doing so will alter the circuit
capacity, preventing normal
operation of the warning func-
tion.
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Ad
(E

under the above condition, the
gine is stopped and cannot be
tarted, a buzzer sounds and

ngine start inhibited” message
displayed.

en “Engine start inhibited”
ssage is displayed with the
ition switch in ON position,
pty the AdBlue tank and add
 specified AdBlue until the
Blue gauge indicates “F”.
he red warning changes to the
ber warning (“Engine start
ibited at next stop.”), start the
gine. A buzzer continues to
und at this moment but it’s nor-
l.
Blue quality warning 
xcept Hong Kong)
If fluid other than the specified
urea water (AdBlue), such as
water, diesel fuel or kerosene, is
filled in the AdBlue tank, a warn-
ing is displayed.
In this state, remaining cruising
distance (0 to 300 km) is indi-
cated under the warning in the
multi-display.
When this amber warning show-
ing the remaining cruising dis-
tance is displayed, stop the
engine. With the ignition switch in
ON position, empty the AdBlue
tank, and fill the specified AdBlue
until the AdBlue gauge indicates
“F”.
The warning will disappear when
the vehicle is driven for a while.
(It may take 1 hour or longer.) If
the warning does not disappear,
have your vehicle inspected and
serviced at the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

If the vehicle is driven over the
remaining cruising distance, the
warning changes to red (“Engine
start inhibited at next stop.”) and
a buzzer sounds. In this condi-
tion, the engine cannot be
restarted if it is stopped.
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dBlue quality warning 
or Hong Kong)
If a fluid other than the specified
urea water (AdBlue), such as
water, diesel fuel or kerosene, is
filled in the AdBlue tank, a warn-
ing is displayed and alerts that
the engine torque or speed is
reduced.
If the warning is displayed, stop
the engine and turn the ignition
switch to the ON  position. Empty
the AdBlue tank, and fill the spec-
ified AdBlue until the AdBlue
gauge indicates “F”.
The warning will disappear when
the vehicle is driven for a while.
(It may take 1 hour or longer.) If
the warning does not disappear,
have your vehicle inspected and
serviced at the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

The warning message will disap-
pear when the vehicle is driven
for a while. If not, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer for service.

A
(F

 CAUTION

Be sure to fill the specified
urea water (AdBlue) to the
AdBlue tank. Filling the sub-
standard urea water or water
may result in a fault of the urea
dosing system. In addition, fill-
ing the fluid other than the
urea water such as diesel fuel,
kerosene or petrol may cause
a fire or system malfunction. If
such a fluid is filled in the tank,
contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer for inspec-
tion and maintenance.
The engine cannot be restarted
if it is stopped after the
“Engine start inhibited” warn-
ing is displayed.

Be sure to set the ignition
switch to “ON” position when
filling the AdBlue after the
AdBlue quality warning has
been displayed.
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 CAUTION

 sure to fill the specified
a water (AdBlue) to the
Blue tank. Filling the sub-
ndard urea water or water
y result in a fault of the urea
sing system. In addition, fill-
 the fluid other than the
a water such as diesel fuel,
osene or petrol may cause

ire or system malfunction. If
h a fluid is filled in the tank,
tact the nearest authorized

 Trucks dealer for inspec-
n and maintenance.
 sure to set the ignition
itch to “ON” position when
ng the AdBlue after the
Blue quality warning has
n displayed.
If you continue to drive the vehi-
cle with wrong urea water or
water in the AdBlue tank, warn-
ings are displayed in the following
order. The torque will be reduced,
and the speed will be further lim-
ited.
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rea dosing system 
arning (For Hong 
ong)
If an abnormality occurs in the
urea dosing system control, a
urea dosing system warning cor-
responding to the situation is dis-
played and alerts that the engine
torque or speed is reduced.
If the warning is displayed, have
your vehicle inspected and ser-
viced at the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Urea dosing system 
warning (Except Hong 
Kong)

When the urea dosing system is
faulty, this amber warning is dis-
played. If the warning is dis-
played, have your vehicle
inspected and serviced at the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
If the vehicle is driven for approx.
300 km after the amber (moder-
ate) warning is displayed, a
buzzer sounds and the display is
changed to the red (severe)
warning.
If the red warning is displayed,
immediately have your vehicle
inspected and serviced at the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

U
w
K

 CAUTION

Do not drive with this warning
displayed. This condition wors-
ens the exhaust emission condi-
tion, so have your vehicle
inspected and serviced at the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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NOTE
freight shall be loaded

ly considering the balance
e axle weights.
If you continue to drive the vehi-
cle with an abnormality in the
urea dosing system control,
warnings are displayed in the fol-
lowing order. The torque will be
reduced, and the speed will be
further limited.

Auto levelizer warning 
(except for tractor)

The auto levelizer automatically
adjusts the headlight beam angle
in accordance with the vehicle
loading condition.
If the auto levelizer fails when the
headlights are on, a warning is
displayed and the headlight beam
angle is fixed to the current posi-
tion.
If the warning is displayed, have
your vehicle inspected and ser-
viced at the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.
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a malfunction occurs in the parking
ake system, the following red
arning is displayed.

 CAUTION

 this amber warning is dis-
layed, immediately apply the
arking brake. Otherwise, the
ehicle may start rolling.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Non-ABS (trailer) infor-
mation (tractor)

If a trailer without ABS is con-
nected, this information is dis-
played and a buzzer sounds to
alert the driver.
When this message is displayed,
it can be hidden by using a steer-
ing switch, depending on the
market and the specifications of
the vehicle. The warning buzzer
does not sound on these vehi-
cles.
If a trailer without ABS is con-
nected, the Traffic Eye Brake
would not operate.
This information does not appear
when driving without connecting
a trailer or when driving with a
trailer with ABS connected.

Parking brake warning
If a door is opened with the igni-
tion switch in OFF position and
the parking brake not applied, a
warning is displayed and a
buzzer sounds to warn the driver.
If a door in opened with the igni-
tion switch in ON position or with
engine running, brake pedal and
accelerator pedal released, and
the parking brake not applied, a
warning is displayed and a
buzzer sounds to warn the driver.
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icators

e warning indicator
 air pressure drops and the
 indicator falls near the red
 the warning indicator will illu-
e and the buzzer will sound to
the driver. The buzzer will stop
the vehicle stops.
one: 
Pa (6.6 kgf/cm2)   or less
the warning indicator illumi-
tes, immediately stop the vehi-
 in a safe location and leave
 engine idling to increase the
 pressure.
he warning indicator does not
n off even though idling is con-
ued, contact the nearest autho-
ed UD Trucks dealer.
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Brake fade warning
This warning appears when the
brake pads become too high tem-
perature due to frequent applica-
tion of the main brake.
When this warning is displayed,
the stopping power of the main
brake has lowered, therefore the
brake pedal should be depressed
harder than normal.
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 CAUTION

the red warning is displayed
d a buzzer sounds, park the
hicle in a safe place and con-
t the nearest authorized UD
cks dealer for inspection and

rvice.

 CAUTION

If the warning is displayed,
decelerate using the auxiliary
brakes and stop at a safe place.
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ngine control warning 
dicator
This warning indicator illumi-
nates when a problem occurs in
the engine control system.
This warning indicator blinks or
illuminates when the ignition
switch is turned ON. If there is no
abnormality or the exhaust gas
abnormal level is “medium”, the
indicator goes out within 15 sec-
onds after the engine starts.
This warning indicator also illumi-
nates when the urea dosing sys-
tem is faulty or when AdBlue is
empty. When this warning indica-
tor illuminates, also check if the
urea dosing system warning or
low AdBlue level warning is dis-
played or not.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

E
in WARNING

Immediately stop driving if the
low air pressure warning indi-
cator illuminates, the warning
buzzer sounds, or the air pres-
sure gauge indicator is in the
red zone. Not doing so is very
dangerous because the
brakes, clutch, or gearshift
may stop working.
Immediately stop the vehicle in
a safe location when this warn-
ing indicator illuminates. Con-
tinuing to drive in this
condition could cause the
parking brake to operate,
which would make driving
impossible.
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Ind
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NOTE
n the engine control warn-

dicator has illuminated due
w AdBlue level (empty), the
ing indicator may not go
by refilling the AdBlue. In
case, set the ignition switch
F position, wait for approx.
conds and then restart the
e. If the indicator goes out,
 is no problem.
icator illuminating condition when
 ignition switch is turned to the
 position

If the engine control warning indi-
cator continues to illuminate or
does not illuminate when the igni-
tion switch is turned ON, have
your vehicle inspected and ser-
viced at the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.eration 

tatus
 When 
normal

When faulty

Exhaust 
gas at 

abnormal 
level 

(medium)

Exhaust 
gas at 

abnormal 
level 
(high)

ngine 
opped Blinks Blinks Blinks → 

ON

ngine 
nning OFF ON → 

OFF ON 

 CAUTION

Do not drive while the engine
control warning indicator is
illuminated. This could cause
decreased fuel economy or
decreased power, so have your
vehicle inspected and serviced
by the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.
If the engine stops or is clearly
producing an abnormal noise
or vibration, contact the near-
est authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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 CAUTION

he braking will not be stable
hen this warning indicator illu-
inates while driving, so be cau-
ous about operation of the
rake pedal (avoid riding the
rake pedal in particular) and
ave your vehicle inspected and
erviced at the nearest autho-
ized UD Trucks dealer.

NOTE
ow the warning indicator illu-
inates and goes out after the
nition key is turned ON differs
epending on the trailer’s ABS
ystem.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

ABS warning indicator
This warning indicator illuminates if
there is an abnormality in the ABS
(Anti-lock Brake System). Under nor-
mal operation, this warning indicator
illuminates when the ignition switch
is turned to the ON position to start
the engine and it goes out after 3
seconds if there is no abnormality in
the ABS.

ABS (trailer) warning 
indicator (tractor)
When the trailer is equipped with
ABS, this indicator illuminates to
warn the driver when there is a prob-
lem in the trailer ABS system.
This warning indicator will illuminate
when the ignition switch is turned to
the ON position, and it will go out a
few seconds later or when the vehi-
cle speed exceeds 7 km/h.
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UD
The
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S warning indicator♦
 or illuminates steadily to warn
MOIS is activated. For details
IS, refer to “Moving Off Infor-

n System (MOIS)♦” (page 6-
 “Controls and functions”.
 52 Meters, indication lamps and switch

SC warning indicator
 UDSC warning indicator flashes
n the UDSC system is operating
 illuminates when it is faulty. For

ails of the UDSC, refer to “UDSC
 ASR” (page 6-104) in “Controls
 functions”.

TEB warning indicator
The TEB warning indicator flashes
when the Traffic Eye Brake system is
operating and illuminates when it is
faulty. For details of the Traffic Eye
Brake, refer to “Traffic Eye Brake
(Collision damage alleviating sys-
tem)♦” (page 6-46) in “Controls and
functions”.

MOI
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ower mode indicator 
ght (ATM)♦
e indicator light will come on when

e power mode switch is set to the
wer mode.
hen the switch is pushed once, the
wer mode will activate.
hen the switch is pushed again,
eration stops (normal mode).

hile the power mode is operating,
e indicator is displayed on the
ulti-display in the selector switch.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Master warning indica-
tor

The master warning indicator illu-
minates together with other warn-
ing and/or warning indicator to
warn the driver of malfunction.
There are two types of warning
indicators - for red and amber
warning messages and for gray
message.
In addition, if more than one mes-
sages exist (but only one can be
displayed), an indicator informing
this is displayed.

When the multiple message indi-
cator is displayed, the contents of
the messages can be checked
from the “Vehicle message”
screen under the MONITORING
screen. For details, refer to “Vehi-
cle message” (page 5-14).
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is vehicle has an immobilizer
stem. This system electroni-
lly performs verification
tween the ignition key and the
hicle for theft prevention. If the
rification result is faulty, a
rning is displayed and the
gine would not start.

ou lose a key, a new key must
 registered to the immobilizer
stem. Confirm your key number
d contact the nearest autho-
ed UD Trucks dealer to pur-
ase and register a new key.
Switches
If any switch on the instrument panel
described in this or other section is
faulty, a warning is displayed in the
multi-display. If the warning is dis-
played, have your vehicle inspect
and service at the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

Ignition key
The ignition key is used in the
ignition switch and to lock and
unlock the doors. The vehicle
comes with two keys, so use one
key and keep the other in a safe
place as a spare.
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CC: This is the position used to
op the engine. It is also the position
at is used to listen to the radio,
c., when parked with the engine
opped.
N: This is the position used when
e engine is running. Never turn the
y to any other position while driv-
g.
ART: This is the position used to

art the engine. The key automati-
lly returns to the ON position when
leased.
ever turn the key to the START
sition after the engine has started.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Key number plate
The key number is engraved on the
key number plate so that only the
owner will know the key number.
Remove this from the key you nor-
mally use and store it in a safe place
other than in the vehicle. (The key
number is not engraved on the key.)

Ignition switch

LOCK (OFF): This is the position
that turns off the power to the
engine. It is also the position in
which the key can be inserted and
removed and in which the steering
wheel can be locked. Turning the
steering wheel after removing the
key will automatically lock the steer-
ing wheel to prevent theft.
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 WARNING

Do not leave children alone in
the vehicle. If you have to leave a
child in the vehicle, be sure to
remove the ignition key to avoid
an accident.

NOTE
When leaving the vehicle, be
sure to remove the key and lock
the doors to prevent theft.
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g control ON/OFF 
ch
en this switch is turned ON,
 switch illuminates in amber
d the idling speed can be
justed using the idling control
itch.
en this switch is turned OFF,
 idling speed is adjusted auto-
tically.
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 WARNING

ever move the vehicle with
he ignition key removed or
ith it in the LOCK position.
he steering wheel could be

ocked and become unable to
teer.
ever turn the ignition switch

o any position other than the
N position while driving.

f turned to the ACC position,
he engine will stop, which will
ake it very difficult to turn the

teering wheel, and the brakes
ill not work as well as normal.
urthermore, if turned to the
OCK position, the steering
heel could be locked, making

he steering impossible.
f a ignition key with immobi-
izer is lost, you cannot start
he engine. In such a case,
ontact the nearest authorized
D Trucks dealer.

 CAUTION

To avoid damage to the starting
system, do not turn the key to
the START position while the
engine is in operation.

NOTE
When the steering wheel is
locked, if the key is difficult to
turn, jiggle the steering wheel
right and left and turn the key
to “ACC” or “ON” position.
If the engine stalls, return the
key to LOCK (OFF) position
once and then turn to the
START position.
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ling control resume 
witch

If this switch is pressed when the
idling speed is adjusted by the
idling control switch, the idling
speed is set to the default value.
If the switch is pressed again, the
engine speed returns to the previ-
ous speed.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Idling control switch
This switch is used to control the
engine idling speed. Pressing the
upper side of the switch
increases the engine speed and
pressing the lower side
decreases it.
The idling control switch is opera-
ble only when the parking brake
is applied and the shift lever or
gear selector is in “N” position.

Standard idling speed:
500 to 600 rpm (GH8 Engine)
400 to 500 rpm (GH11 Engine)

(For Singapore CG series:
450 to 550 rpm)

Id
s CAUTION

To adjust the idling speed manu-
ally, be sure to turn off the quick
warm-up switch.

NOTE
The idling speed may increase
temporarily after the engine is
subjected to high load.
When the engine coolant tem-
perature is too low, the idling
speed may become higher
than normal even with the
parking brake released.
If the engine is kept at high idle
for a long time, the fuel con-
sumption will worsen.
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Qu
 CAUTION

cept when warming up the
ine, be sure to turn off the

ick warm-up switch. Other-
e, the fuel efficiency at
ng may lower.
 sure to turn off the quick
rm-up switch when operat-
 the transmission PTO.
fore turning on the quick
rm-up switch, turn off the
ng control ON/OFF switch.

NOTE
en the vehicle starts off or
en the engine is raced, the
ick warm-up system is can-
led.
he engine coolant tempera-
e rises excessively while
erating the quick warm-up
tem, the system is can-
led.
 58 Meters, indication lamps and switch

ick warm-up switch
The warm-up system increases
the idling speed when the engine
coolant temperature is low to
shorten the warm-up time and
enhance the room heating effect
while stopping for an extended
period. 
The engine speed during warm-
up system operation varies
depending on the engine coolant
temperature.
Engine speed during warm-up
system operation:

500 to 910 rpm (GH8 engine)
400 to 800 rpm (GH11 engine)

This system can only be used
when the parking brake is
applied.
When the quick warm-up switch
is pressed to turn on the quick
warm-up system, the switch illu-
minates in amber.

For how to operate the system,
refer to “How to start and stop the
engine” (page 10-2) in “Correct
driving operation” or “Air condi-
tioner”.

 WARNING

Never warm up the engine in a
poorly-ventilated area.
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NOTE
On some models, the auto lev-
elizer function which automati-
cally adjusts the vertical angle
of the headlights is provided.
If the engine is started while
some lights are turned on, the
lights will go off. This is to
reduce the load of batteries
when the starter is operating
and is not a malfunction. The
lights will illuminate when
cranking is finished.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Stalk switch (right side) 
The stalk switch (right side) com-
bines the lighting switch, headlight
position change switch, passing
switch, and turn signal switch.

Lighting switch
Turn the knob on the end of the lever
to turn on the lights and switch illumi-
nations.

* 1: ON when the engine is started.
* 2: Illuminates at the set brightness.

Knob
OFF 1st 2nd

Lights

Headlights OFF OFF ON

Position light (front) OFF ON ON

Daytime running 
light ON *1 OFF OFF

End outline marker 
light OFF ON ON

License plate light OFF ON ON

Position light (rear) OFF ON ON

Meter illumination OFF *2 *2

Switch illumination OFF ON ON
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the indicator flashes quickly, it
icates that a turn signal light
lb is burned out.

tor
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Turn signal switch
This is used to signal a right turn
or a left turn by flashing the turn
signal light, and turn signal indi-
cator also flashes.
The lever is automatically
returned to its neutral position
after it is operated when the
steering wheel returns to the
straightforward position.

When the lever is moved to a
mid-position and released, the
lever will return to the neutral
position and appropriate turn sig-
nals flash once. The turn signals
continue to flash if the lever is
held in this position. (Lane
changer function)

If 
ind
bu

Indica

og may temporarily form
nside the lens of exterior
ights, such as headlights,
uring rain or in a car wash. A

emperature difference
etween inside and outside of
he light causes the fog inside
he lens. This is not a malfunc-
ion. This fog formation is the
ame phenomenon as the fog
hat is generated on a window
lass during rain.

f, however, water gathers
nside the light unit or large
rops of water collect inside
he lens, contact the nearest
uthorized UD Trucks dealer.

NOTE
Note that the lever might not
return to its neutral position
when the steering wheel is only
turned a little bit. When this
occurs, return it to the neutral
position by hand.
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igh beam indicator

assing switch
is is used to signal other vehicles

hen you are passing, etc. The high
am of the headlights illuminate

hile the lever is pulled toward you.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Headlight position change 
switch

Lowering this lever while the
headlights are on will turn on the
high beam headlights. Always
use the low beam headlights
when there is a vehicle ahead of
you or there is an oncoming vehi-
cle.
The high beam indicator lights up
when the high beam headlights
are turned on.

H
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 WARNING

Use light bulbs of the specified
wattage for the turn signal
lights. Using a bulb other than
the specified bulb or increas-
ing the number of the turn sig-
nal lights could prevent the
burnt bulb detection function.
If LED lamps are used for the
turn signal lamps on the trailer
or the mounted body, the turn
signal lamps may blink abnor-
mally fast. The appropriate
blinking rate of the turn signal
lamps is 60 to 120 times per
minute.
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He
sw

 CAUTION

 not use this function on
blic roads. Otherwise,
ver’s front clear vision may
lost significantly.
he headlight beam angle is
roper, the headlight beams

y dazzle the driver of the
coming or forwarding vehi-
. If the headlight beam is
inting on the windshield of
 oncoming vehicle or on the
rview mirror of the forward-
 vehicle, lower the beam
le.

NOTE

 sure that the headlight
 angle is at the standard

 position when adjusting
ight beams after the head-
s have been replaced, etc.
adlight levelizer 
itch♦

This function is optional and
should be used out of public
roads. (For example, off-road in
construction fields, etc.)
The switch is used to adjust
(lower) the headlight beam verti-
cal angle to compensate for the
vehicle loaded state when driv-
ing at night. This can be used
when the lighting switch is in the
second position.
Pushing the upper side moves
the beam upward and pushing
the lower side moves the beam
downward.
The beam angle is temporarily
displayed on the multi-display (by
the figure -3 to 0) when the switch
is operated.
“0” is the standard position for the
switch. The switch should be
ensured to select “0” position
before back to the public road
driving.
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termittent wiping time 
justment switch
 turning the timer switch with the

iper switch is in the “INT” position,
e intermittent wiping interval can
 adjusted to a desired interval (2,
5, 9 or 12 seconds).
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Stalk switch (left side)
The stalk switch (left side) combines
the hazard switch, auxiliary brake
switch, wiper and washer switch and
ESCOT auto shift down switch.

Wiper and washer switch
Turning this switch turns on the wip-
ers.
INT: Intermittent operation
LO: Operates at a low speed
HI: Operates at a high speed

The washer fluid is sprayed and
the wipers operate several times
when the switch at the end of the
lever is pressed.
Operating the wipers when the
wiper blades are stuck or frozen
to the glass will cause the wiper
stop function to operate and tem-
porarily stop the wipers (for about
10 seconds). When this happens,
turn off the wiper switch and
remove what is causing the wiper
blades to stick before operating
the wipers again.

In
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 CAUTION

Do not operate the washer
when the washer liquid is
empty. Operating the washer
when there is no washer fluid
could cause the washer motor
to seize up.
Do not continuously spray the
washer fluid for more than 20
seconds. Doing so could
cause the motor to seize up.
Turning on the wipers when
the windshield is dry could
scratch the glass, so spray the
washer fluid before operating
the wipers.
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Ha T-VI

MATIC TRANSMISSION
zard switch
When this lever is pulled up, all
the turn signal lights and turn sig-
nal indicators will flash regardless
of the position of the ignition
switch.
The lever automatically returns to
its original position when
released. To turn off the hazard
lights, pull the level up again.
The hazard lights are used when
making emergency stops on the
road because you have a
mechanical trouble, etc., or for
other emergencies.

Auxiliary brake switch
Exhaust brake & EEB (Extra 
Engine Braking)

If you release your foot from the
accelerator pedal when this
switch is activated, the exhaust
brake & EEB will be applied in
accordance with the lever posi-
tion and the exhaust brake indi-
cator will illuminates.
The current lever position is indi-
cated in the sub display.
The exhaust brake & EEB may
be temporarily released in the fol-
lowing cases. Even if temporarily
released, they will re-engage
after returning to the original con-
ditions.
• When the accelerator pedal is

depressed.
• When the engine speed is low. 
• When the ABS operates
In addition, the EEB may not
engage when the engine coolant
temperature is low.

ESCO

AUTO
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 CAUTION

When warming up the engine
in winter, avoid using the
exhaust brake & EEB until the
engine becomes warm. If these
brakes are operated repeatedly
when the warming up is insuf-
ficient, they may be damaged
due to high viscosity of the
engine oil.
The exhaust brake & EEB may
not operate when the engine
oil temperature is low because
the exhaust brake & EEB
release system activates to
prevent faulty operation.
The exhaust brake & EEB may
operate while shifting even if
the auxiliary brake switch is
turned to OFF. This does not
indicate a malfunction.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Exhaust brake indicator

If this switch is in other than OFF
position when the auxiliary brake
is inoperative, the following warn-
ing is displayed.

 WARNING

Use of the exhaust brake or EEB
on the slippery road (roads with
packed snow or/and ice, wet
roads and etc.) could cause the
lock-up of the rear wheels and
slip. Be careful especially when
the tractor is not coupled to the
trailer or the vehicle is not fully-
loaded.
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T auto shift down switch
ore information regarding the
T auto shift down switch, refer
COT auto shift down switch

exhaust brake & EEB switch)”
 6-126) in “Controls and func-
.
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ESCO
For m
ESCO
to “ES
(and 
(page
tions”

NOTE
he exhaust brake & EEB

mproves the engine braking.
se them as an auxiliary brake
hen driving a downgrade or
ighway. The exhaust brake &
EB do not operate when the
ngine is at idling speed.
he exhaust brake and EEB
ill be activated regardless
hether the tractor is coupled

o the trailer.
f the auxiliary brake indicator
oes not turn on, the exhaust
rake & EEB may be faulty. Set
he auxiliary switch to OFF
osition and have your vehi-
le inspected and serviced at
our nearest authorized UD
rucks dealer.

When the exhaust brake
switch is set to a position
other than “OFF”, the main
brake blending function will
not operate even if the brake
pedal is depressed while the
brake blending OFF switch is
in the “AUTO” position.
If the wheels slip when using
the exhaust brake & EEB while
driving on slippery roads or
over bumps, etc., a message
warning a slippery road is indi-
cated on the multi-display. In
this case, ABS operates, the
exhaust brake & EEB are tem-
porarily cancelled and the indi-
cator goes off, but this is
normal ABS operation and is
not a malfunction. Drive care-
fully while taking into consid-
eration of the road conditions,
the following distance, and
other factors.
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NOTE
hen the switch is in the

AUTO” position and the
xhaust brake switch is set to a
osition other than “OFF”, the
uxiliary brakes are applied in
ccordance with the position of
e exhaust brake switch when
e accelerator pedal is

eleased, but the main brake
lending function will not work.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Brake blending OFF 
switch

When the brake pedal is
depressed, the auxiliary brakes
are also applied in combination
with the main brake. (Brake
blending)
This brake blending OFF switch
releases this brake blending func-
tion.
When the switch is in the “AUTO”
position, the auxiliary brakes are
applied when the brake pedal is
depressed even if the exhaust
brake switch is in the “OFF” posi-
tion.
When the switch is in “OFF” posi-
tion, the brake blending function
is cancelled and the switch illumi-
nates in amber.

 CAUTION

Appropriate use of the auxil-
iary brakes will extend the ser-
vice life of the main brake
pads. Normally, set this switch
in “AUTO” position. If you feel
that the braking force is too
much when driving with no
load, set the switch in “OFF”
position.
If the road surface is slippery
by snow or other reason, set
the switch in “OFF” position.
When the road grip recovers,
set the switch in “AUTO” posi-
tion.
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Ho cks dealer for inspection and
rvice.
 68 Meters, indication lamps and switch

rn switch
The horn switch is in the center of
the steering wheel.
Push the pad (horn switch) to
sound the horn.

Steering switch
The switches to control the multi-
display are on the right spoke and
the switches for setting the cruise
control, etc. are on the left spoke
of the steering wheel.
The switches illuminate when the
light switch is in the ON position.
For the switches to control the
multi-display, refer to “Multi-dis-
play” (page 5-10).
On the left side are the cruise
control switches, ECO MODE
switch, inter-vehicle distance
setting switch, etc. For the
operation method of the switches,
refer to “Auto cruise♦” (page 6-
41), “ECO MODE switch” (page
6-124) (page 10-31), and “Driver
support system♦” (page 6-46) in
“Controls and functions” or
“Correct driving operation”. 
If any abnormality is found in the
steering switch, a warning is dis-
played on the multi-display. Con-
tact the nearest authorized UD

Tru
se
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dicator
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Front fog light switch
Pushing this switch turns on the
front fog lights regardless of the
position of the lighting switch.
The switch illuminates in amber
when the front fog lights are on.
The following lights will also turn
on when the front fog light switch
is turned on.
• Position lights
• License plate light
• End outline marker lights

Indicator

Rear fog light switch♦
When the lighting switch is in the
OFF position or the 1st position
and the front fog light switch is
ON, pushing this switch turns on
the rear fog lights.
When the lighting switch is in the
2nd position, pushing this switch
turns on the rear fog lights
regardless of whether the front
fog light switch is ON or OFF.
The switch illuminates in amber
when the rear fog lights are on.

In
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Turn on Turn off

Turn off

Turn on Turn off

Turn off

Open Close

Turn on Turn onClose Open

Open

NOTE
e room light can be operated after turning off the ignition switch,
t it will be shut down after a while.
continue the operation of the light, turn the ignition key to ACC and
n to OFF position or unlock and lock the door once. 

r details, contact the nearest authorized UD Trucks dealer.
om light switch
Setting the room light switch to ON position turns on the room light
regardless of whether or not a door is open or closed.
The room light turns off when the room light switch is set to OFF position.
When the room light switch is in the DOOR position, the room light will
turn on when the driver’s door or the assistant’s door is opened, and will
turn off when both doors are closed.

State of the doors
Room light switch position

Driver’s side Assistant’s side

river’s 
door

Assistant’s 
door ON OFF DOOR ON OFF DOOR
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NOTE
he working light automatically
oes off during cranking to pro-
ct the battery, and automati-

ally returns on after cranking.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Fluorescent light switch
The light comes on when the
switch is pushed. The light turns
off when the switch is pushed
again.
The fluorescent light can be used
for a while after the ignition switch
is set in OFF position.

Working light switch♦
The working light comes on when
the switch is pressed. This can be
used when unloading freight at
night for example. Always turn off
this light while driving.
The switch illuminates in amber
when it is turned on.
When the engine is not running,
the light will go off at a specified
time.
The working light goes off auto-
matically when the vehicle speed
reaches 10 km/h or higher.
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Be shing this switch awhile. The
itch illuminates in amber, PTO
turned on, and “PTO activated”
d PTO indicator are displayed
 the multi-display. The PTO
icator remains on as far as the
O is in operation. The switch
minates in amber. Engine
eed control is switched from
 accelerator pedal control to
 external control (except for

me models such as dump
cks). 
shing the switch again turns
O off, switches the engine con-
l from the external control to
 accelerator pedal control, and
 PTO indicator disappears.
acon lamp switch♦
When this switch is pressed, the
beacon lamp on the roof lights
up. To turn off the beacon lamp,
press the switch again.
Even when the beacon lamp
switch is on, the beacon lamp
goes out when the ignition switch
is turned to the OFF or ACC posi-
tion.

Transmission PTO 
switch♦

This switch connects or discon-
nects the drive force from the
transmission to the hydraulic
pump, etc.
Make sure that the shift lever is
placed in the “N” position and the
gear position indicator displays
“N” before operating the switch
(both when turning it ON and
OFF).
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NOTE
The working light automatically
turns off when the engine is
cranking to reduce the load of
batteries and it turns on when
the cranking is finished.
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ter-axle differential 
ck switch♦ (CG, CW 

nd GW models)
This switch suspends (locks) the
differential operation of the differ-
ential (inter-axle differential)
located between the front rear
axle and the back rear axle. 
When this switch is turned on, it
illuminates in amber. Then, when
the differential lock is engaged,
the message “Differential lock
activated” is displayed on the
multi-display. 
Use the inter-axle differential lock
only to get out of a sandy, muddy
or icy patch where some wheels
of rear axles are slipping badly, or
when driving on such slippery
road surfaces.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

In
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 CAUTION

Always turn this switch off when
driving. Leaving it on disables
the engine speed control by the
accelerator pedal, so it is very
dangerous to drive with this
switch on.

NOTE
Always turn this switch off
before starting the engine. The
engine cannot be started when
this switch is on.
Before operating PTO, turn off
the idling control ON/OFF
switch.
When controlling the engine
speed by other than the accel-
erator pedal for PTO, etc., be
sure to turn off the quick
warm-up switch.
Confirm that “PTO activated”
message is displayed on the
multi-display before starting to
operate PTO. If the message is
not displayed, the PTO system
is faulty. Turn off the PTO
switch and have your vehicle
inspected and serviced by the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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 CAUTION

er displaying the “Differen-
 lock activated” message, it
y take several seconds for
 front and rear axles to lock

pletely.
 not turn on the differential
k switch while the wheels
 spinning and the differen-
 is operating. Doing so may

age the differential lock.
 not engage the differential
k while driving on paved
ds or under other normal
ving conditions. Doing so
 cause premature tire wear,
ormal noise, vibration or

ferential system failure.
he rear wheels are allowed

slip repeatedly without
aging the differential lock,

 differential system may
. Use the differential lock to
ickly get out of the difficult
ch.
If the inter-axle differential lock
fails, a warning is displayed on
the multi-display. If the warning is
displayed, have your vehicle
inspected and serviced at the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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Push the inter-axle differential
lock switch to turn it ON and stop
(lock) the operation of the inter-
axle differential first. When the
switch is turned ON, the switch
lights up in yellow. The differential
locks start to operate and “Differ-
ential lock activated” is displayed
on the multi-display.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Inter-wheel differential 
lock switch♦ (CG, CW 
and GW models)

This switch stops (locks) differen-
tial operation between the right
and left wheels on the rear front
axle and the rear rear axle.
Use the inter-wheel differential
lock switch together with the
inter-axle differential lock switch
only for escaping when one of the
two wheels on the drive axle slips
on sand, mud, icy roads, etc., or
when traveling on such a road
surface.

NOTE
Engaging the differential lock
makes the vehicle’s turning
radius larger.
Drive the vehicle under 30 km/h
when the differential lock is
engaged. If the differential lock
switch is turned on while driv-
ing over 30 km/h, the differen-
tial lock would not be engaged
until the vehicle speed lowers
below 30 km/h.
Even when the differential lock
switch is turned off and the
“Differential lock activated”
message on the multi-display
disappears, the differential
lock may not be immediately
disengaged.
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NOTE

 inter-wheel differential lock
h is pushed before the

-axle differential lock
h, “FIRST PRESS LEFT

-LOCK SWITCH” is dis-
d on the multi-display.
When the inter-axle differential
lock is activated, push the inter-
wheel differential lock switch to
turn it ON. When the switch is
turned ON, it lights up in amber.
When the inter-wheel differential
locks for the front rear axle and
the rear rear axle are fully locked,
“Differential lock activated” is dis-
played on the multi-display.
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If an abnormality occurs in the
inter-wheel differential lock, one
of the warnings below is dis-
played on the multi-display. If a
warning is displayed, have your
vehicle inspected by your nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.
Meters, indication lamps and switches

After the inter-wheel differential
lock is activated, the “All differen-
tial locks activated” message dis-
appears, but the lower left
indicator is displayed continu-
ously.

To deactivate the inter-wheel dif-
ferential lock, push the inter-
wheel differential lock switch to
return the mode to inter-axle dif-
ferential lock operation. When the
inter-axle differential lock switch
is pushed, it is deactivated. This
is not displayed on the multi-dis-
play. If the inter-axle differential
lock switch is pushed while the
inter-wheel differential lock is
activated, all differential locks are
deactivated.
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en the differential lock
itch is turned off, the differ-
ial lock is still operating
til “Differential lock acti-
ed” message on the multi-
play disappears.

NOTE
gaging the differential lock
kes the vehicle’s turning
ius larger.
ve the vehicle under 30 km/h
en the differential lock is
aged. If the differential lock

itch is turned on while driv-
 over 30 km/h, the differen-
 lock would not be engaged
til the vehicle speed lowers
ow 30 km/h.
 CAUTION

SR functions to synchronize
he right and left wheel rota-
ions when turning on the dif-
erential lock switch. At this

oment, ASR indicator
lashes. The differential lock
ould not be engaged until the

ight and left wheels are syn-
hronized. Therefore, it may
ake several seconds to
ngage the differential lock
ompletely after the differential

ock starts to operate.
f ASR is deactivated, this syn-
hronizing function would not
perate. In such a case, per-

orm the following operations
efore turning on the differen-

ial lock switch.

• Reduce the wheel speed dif-
ference between right and
left wheels.

• Release the accelerator
pedal.

• Lower the vehicle speed
below 30 km/h.

Do not turn on the differential
lock switch while the wheels
are spinning and the differen-
tial is operating. Doing so may
damage the differential lock.
Do not engage the differential
lock while driving on paved
roads or under other normal
driving conditions. Doing so
can cause premature tire wear,
abnormal noise, vibration or
differential system failure.
If the rear wheels are allowed
to slip repeatedly without
engaging the differential lock,
the differential system may
fail. Use the differential lock to
quickly get out of the difficult
patch.
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Inter-wheel differential 
lock switch♦ (CD and GK 
models)

This switch suspends (locks) the
differential operation of the differ-
ential between the left and right
wheels of the drive axle. When
this switch is turned on, it illumi-
nates in amber. Then, when the
differential is locked completely,
“Differential lock activated” is dis-
played.
Use the differential lock only to
get out of a sandy, muddy or icy
patch where one of the drive
wheels is slipping badly, or when
driving on such slippery road sur-
faces.

The differential lock may not
be disengaged immediately
after the switch is set to OFF.
In that case, use the following
methods to disengage the dif-
ferential lock.
• When driving off:

Turn the steering wheel
slightly to the left and right.
This will bring the differen-
tial system into action,
releasing the differential
lock.

• While driving:
Ease up the accelerator
pedal slightly. This will
remove any load on the dif-
ferential lock, letting it dis-
engage.
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educe the wheel speed dif-
erence between right and
eft wheels.
elease the accelerator
edal.
ower the vehicle speed
elow 30 km/h.

 not engage the differential
k while driving on paved
ds or under other normal
ving conditions. Doing so
 cause premature tire wear,
ormal noise, vibration or

ferential system failure.
he rear wheels are allowed

slip repeatedly without
aging the differential lock,

 differential system may
. Use the differential lock to
ickly get out of the difficult
ch.
en the differential lock
itch is turned off, the differ-
ial lock is still operating
til “Differential lock acti-
ed” message on the multi-
play disappears.
If the inter-wheel differential lock
fails, a warning is displayed on
the multi-display. If the warning is
displayed, have your vehicle
inspected and serviced at the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

 CAUTION

ASR functions to synchronize
the right and left wheel rota-
tions when turning on the dif-
ferential lock switch. At this
moment, ASR indicator
flashes. The differential lock
would not be engaged until the
right and left wheels are syn-
chronized. Therefore, it may
take several seconds to
engage the differential lock
completely after the differential
lock starts to operate.
If ASR is deactivated, this syn-
chronizing function would not
operate. In such a case, per-
form the following operations
before turning on the differen-
tial lock switch.

• R
f
l

• R
p

• L
b
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SR OFF (Traction con-
ol OFF) switch
e ASR OFF switch is used when
u want to temporarily allow the
es to slip a little when driving on
avel, muddy, or deep snowy roads,
 when you want to drive while rev-
ng the engine a little bit.
hen you need to cancel the ASR
hile driving, push the switch once
 stop ASR operation. The ASR
FF indicator illuminates and the
itch illuminates in amber. Note

at the ABS is available even when
e ASR is cancelled.
sh the switch again to restore the
R function (the indicator turns off).

hen the ASR is cancelled, turning
e ignition key to the ACC position
d then to the ON position will auto-

atically engage the ASR.
Meters, indication lamps and switches
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NOTE
Engaging the differential lock
makes the vehicle’s turning
radius larger.
Drive the vehicle under 30 km/h
when the differential lock is
engaged. If the differential lock
switch is turned on while driv-
ing over 30 km/h, the differen-
tial lock would not be engaged
until the vehicle speed lowers
below 30 km/h.

The differential lock may not
be disengaged immediately
after the switch is set to OFF.
In that case, use the following
methods to disengage the dif-
ferential lock.
• When driving off:

Turn the steering wheel
slightly to the left and right.
This will bring the differen-
tial system into action,
releasing the differential
lock.

• While driving:
Ease up the accelerator
pedal slightly. This will
remove any load on the dif-
ferential lock, letting it dis-
engage.
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Ind

er mirror switch♦
is switch is used to adjust the
gle of the rear view mirrors on
 driver’s side and assistant’s
e. It can operate when the igni-
n switch is in the ON position.
sh either side of the selector
itch to select the mirror to be
justed and then move the
just switch up or down, left or
ht to adjust the view to the rear.
 82 Meters, indication lamps and switch

icator

For details of the ASR indicator,
refer to “ASR (Traction control)”
(page 6-107) in “Controls and
functions”.
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NOTE
Always leave the ASR acti-
vated (switch OFF) during nor-
mal driving. In addition, when
using this switch to free the
vehicle from a muddy road,
etc., push the switch again to
reactivate the ASR immedi-
ately after the vehicle has been
freed. If the ASR is left can-
celled (switch ON), it will not
operate when it is needed.
Contact the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer for
advice before mounting tires
that are not the specified size.
Even the inter-wheel differen-
tial lock switch is turned ON, it
does not operate if the ASR
OFF switch is in ON position.
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Power mirror retraction 
arm switch♦

By operating this switch, the mir-
ror retraction arm on the passen-
ger side can be activated to fold
or unfold the mirror when driving
in a narrow place like a parking
slot at low speed, while the igni-
tion switch is in the ON position.
Press the CLOSE side of the
switch to fold the mirror frontward
in one action. Press the OPEN
side of the switch to return the
mirror to the normal position in
one action.
If the mirror cannot be operated
with the switch, move the mirror
manually.　Have your vehicle
inspected and serviced at your
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer as soon as possible.
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 CAUTION

 removing the fogging of
irrors, immediately turn off

witch. Otherwise, it can be a
e of dead battery.
Mirror heater switch♦
Turning this switch on activates
the heaters in the mirror (right
and left rear view mirrors) to clear
the fogged mirrors. The switch
illuminates in amber while the
heater is activated. 
The switch turns off automatically
after 60 minutes, but be sure to
turn off the switch after use and
check that the switch illumination
has gone out.

 CAUTION

ever drive with the mirror
olded, as you will not be able
o see the rear of your vehicle
n the mirror. Set the mirror to
he normal position before
riving.
o not move the mirror by
and unless it cannot be oper-
ted with the switch. The arm-
etaining force may decrease
nd functions may be

mpaired.
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ower mode switch 
TM)♦

is switch is located on the selector
itch to the left of the driver’s seat.
lect the normal or power mode

ith the mode change switch
pending on the driving condition.
hen the switch is pushed once, the
wer mode will activate.
hen the switch is pushed again,
wer mode operation stops (normal

ode).
Meters, indication lamps and switches

Static trailer brake 
check switch (Tractor)

This switch can be used after
changing the trailer to check
whether the connection is com-
plete by slowly starting the tractor
with the trailer brake applied.
When starting, the trailer brake
operates while the switch is
pressed with the trailer con-
nected.
When the connection is com-
plete, the tractor will not be able
to move forward, so you can be
sure the trailer is completely con-
nected.
When the vehicle speed exceeds
10 km/h or when the switch is
released, the trailer brake is
released.
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 WARNING

If the trailer brake would not
operate when this switch is
pressed after confirming the
message “Confirm correct
coupling” on the multi-dis-
play, the trailer brake system
may be faulty. Have the system
inspected and serviced at the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
Traveling with incomplete con-
nection may cause disengage-
ment of the tractor and trailer
leading to an accident, so be
very careful.
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Le

Ge
VI)

r selector switch 
)

e Allison automatic transmis-
ns have 6 forward and 1
erse gear ranges.
e selector switch is located on
 left of the driver’s seat.
en the selector switch is

shed into “R” position, the
ckup lights come on, the
ckup buzzer sounds and the
ck buzzer sounds in the cabin.
e backup lights and buzzer are
ated on the rear of the vehicle.
e engine starts in the “N” posi-
n.
vers

arshift lever (ESCOT-

The shift lock function is pro-
vided. When moving the shift
lever from the “N” position to any
other position, the brake pedal
must be depressed. 
Make sure that the vehicle is
completely stopped before shift-
ing from forward to reverse, or
from reverse to forward.
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 CAUTION

Do not drive with your hand rest-
ing on the gearshift lever. Doing
so could result in an accidental
shifting.
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Controls and functions

Selector switch
The Range selector switch is
used to shift the gear to the
desired driving range from among
6 forward ranges and the reverse
range. When the switch is
pushed, the selected range is dis-
played on the left side of the digi-
tal display above the selector
switch. The range can be
selected with the  or 

switch. By pressing  1 time
while traveling forward, you can
select the same gear as the
range currently being used. By
pressing  1 time while travel-
ing forward, you can move the
selection range 1 step higher.
The selected range is displayed
on the left side of the digital dis-
play of the selector switch, and
the range in operation on the right
side.

For service icons, refer to “Trans-
mission oil filter” (page 13-36) in
“Inspection and maintenance”,
“Replacement of automatic trans-
mission fluid” (page 14-7) in “Ser-
vice of lubricants”.
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Re everse Position ―
osition is used when moving
hicle backwards. The backup
omes on and the back buzzer
s in the cabin.
eutral Position ―
osition is used when starting
ngine, for warming up the

e, and when stopped.
riving Position ―
osition is used during normal
. Shifting between gears 1 - 6
e automatically, according to

e load and speed.
fth Range ―
osition is used when a small

nt of engine braking is needed.
g between gears 1 - 5 is done
atically.
urth Range ―

position is used when engine
g is needed while the vehicle
scending a slope. Shifting
en gears 1 - 4 is done auto-
lly.
3 1 to 3 1 to 3

2 1 to 2 1 to 2

1 1 1

engin
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Range
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Digital display Automatic 
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sion range
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• Do not shift from N (Neutral)
to a forward range or from N
(Neutral) to R (Reverse) to
avoid sudden movement of
the vehicle.

• Do not shift from a forward
range to N (Neutral). Select-
ing N (Neutral) does not
apply vehicle brakes unless
an auxiliary system to apply
the parking brake is
installed.

D (Drive) and other forward
ranges may not be obtained
due to an active inhibitor. The
range selected may not be
obtained, resulting in unex-
pected vehicle motion. Always
apply the service brakes when
selecting D (Drive) or other for-
ward ranges.
Controls and functions

(3): Third Range ―
This position is used when strong
engine braking is needed while the
vehicle is descending a slope. Shift-
ing between gears 1 - 3 is done
automatically.
(2): Second Range ―
This position is used when strong
engine braking is needed. Shifting
between gears 1 - 2 is done auto-
matically.
(1): First Range ―
This position can be used during
rough road conditions, when freeing
the vehicle from mud or deep snow,
when driving at very slow speed
through narrow spaces, when climb-
ing or descending steep slopes, or
when the maximum amount of
engine braking force is required. The
transmission remains in 1st gear and
does not shift.

 WARNING

Always apply the service
brakes when selecting R
(Reverse). The selected range
may not be obtained, resulting
in unexpected vehicle motion.
Do not allow the vehicle to
coast in N (Neutral), as there is
no engine braking and you
could lose control. Coasting
can also cause severe trans-
mission damage.
While the service brakes, park-
ing brake, or emergency brake
is not applied:
• Do not shift from R

(Reverse) to N (Neutral).
Selecting N (Neutral) does
not apply vehicle brakes
unless an auxiliary system
to apply the parking brake is
installed.
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 CAUTION

ot idle in R (Reverse) or D
e) for more than 5 minutes.
g so may cause transmis-
overheating and damage.

ys use N (Neutral) if you
 to idle for more than 5 min-
he transmission incorpo-
ates a hold feature to prohibit
pshifting above the range
elected during normal driv-

ng. For downhill operation,
elect a lower transmission
ange. If the engine-governed
peed is exceeded in the held
ange, however, the transmis-
ion may upshift to the next
igher range. To avoid loss of
ehicle control, use the vehicle
rakes to prevent exceeding

he engine-governed speed in
he held range.
f you just downshift or just
se service brakes when going
ownhill, there is a risk of los-

ng control and causing injury
nd/or property damage. To
void loss of control, use a
ombination of downshifting,
raking, and other retarding
evices.

Downshifting to a lower trans-
mission range increases
engine braking and helps you
to maintain control. The trans-
mission has a feature to pre-
vent automatic upshifting
above the lower range
selected. However, during
downhill operation, if the
engine-governed speed is
exceeded in the lower range,
the transmission may upshift
to the next higher range. This
will reduce braking and could
cause a loss of control. Apply
the vehicle brakes or other
retarding device to prevent
exceeding the engine-gov-
erned speed in the lower range
selected.
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rking brake warning indicator

To release the brake, pull up the
lock knob to release the lock and
then return the parking brake
lever to the driving position.

NOTE
he parking brake warning indi-
ator may remain awhile after
rning the ignition switch in
FF position but this is not a
alfunction. 
Controls and functions

Parking brake lever
When parking, pull up the parking
brake lever to the parking posi-
tion (until the lock is applied).
When the lever is pulled up, the
spring brakes operate and the
parking brake warning indicator
illuminates.

Pa
NOTE

If the gear shifts up and down
repeatedly while driving (i.e.
shift hunting), set the gear to
Low.
You must first stop the vehicle
before shifting from a forward
gear to Reverse, or from
Reverse to a forward gear.
The maximum speed varies by
range. Select an appropriate
range depending on the situa-
tions.
When shifting to lower speed
gears, the transmission shifts
within a range in which an
engine overrun is not caused.
If the vehicle speed becomes
excessively high on a
downslope, etc., the transmis-
sion may upshift to a higher
range than the selected range
due to activation of the safety
device. If this happens, use the
service brake to drive at a safe
speed.

T
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 WARNING

er pulling the parking brake
the parking position, jiggle
 lever slightly to make sure
t it is locked in place. If it is

t locked in place, there is the
ger that the parking brake

l suddenly be released and
 vehicle may start moving.
 not operate the parking
ke lever while driving
ept in emergencies. Mistak-
y applying the parking
ke could cause the rear
eels to lock up, which could
ede vehicle operation and

ult in a serious accident.
ou must park on an incline,
ly the parking brake and
ck the wheels.
 8 Controls and functions

In the event that there is a prob-
lem in the brake piping and the
braking force has declined, the
parking brake can be used for
emergency braking by pulling up
the brake lever.
If the lever is pulled all the way up
at once when doing this, the
wheels may lock up depending
on the load conditions. Be careful
when applying the parking brake.
If a problem in the pneumatic pip-
ing which causes a drop of air
pressure for the spring brake sys-
tem occurs during driving, the
brake warning indicator will illumi-
nate and the buzzer will sound
when the air pressure drops a cer-
tain amount.

Brake warning indicator

If the air pressure in the parking
brake line drops a certain amount
due to a breakage of the pneu-
matic piping or some other prob-
lem, the parking brake warning
indicator will illuminate to warn the
driver.
If the air pressure in the parking
brake line has dropped, the park-
ing brake might not be released
even when the parking brake
lever is lowered. In this case,
refer to “Manual release of spring
brake (wheel parking brake)”
(page 15-3) in “Emergency pro-
cedures” and release the parking
brake.
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st position (Tractors)
The parking brake lever for trac-
tor have a test position. The test
position is used on hills and other
inclines to check if only the trac-
tor’s spring brake can be used to
park. Always check this function
when parking.
Push in the lock knob and pull the
parking brake lever from the park-
ing position to the test position.
The trailer brake will be released
and only the tractor’s spring
brake will be applied.

The lever automatically returns to
the park position when released.
Controls and functions

TeIf the brake warning indicator
or parking brake warning indi-
cator illuminates due to a
breakage of the pneumatic pip-
ing or some other problem,
immediately stop the vehicle in
a safe place. Continuing to
drive in this condition could
cause the parking brake to
operate, which would make
driving impossible.

 CAUTION

Do not hold or step on the
parking brake lever when it is
in the park position while mov-
ing to the bed, etc. Doing so
could damage the lever.

The parking brake cannot be
released if the air pressure is
insufficient even when the
parking brake lever is
released. If the parking brake
cannot be released, confirm
that the parking brake lever is
in the park position and rev up
the engine to resupply the air
pressure.
Avoid operating the gearshift
lever or gear selector as much
as possible while stopping
(while the engine is stopping)
to suppress the consumption
of compressed air.
When frequently operating the
parking brake, keep an eye on
the air pressure gauge and
resupply the air if the air pres-
sure drops near the red zone.
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e lever is locked at the RAISE
LOWER position when the lock
tton is released.
e dump body lowers, irrespec-
e of whether the engine is
erating or not, if the dump lever
pushed down to the LOWER
sition when the dump body is
raised position.
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When moving the lever from the
park position to the test position,
move it smoothly without stop-
ping midway.

Dump lever♦ 
(Dump trucks)
The dump lever is used to raise or
lower the dump body. Operate this
lever after turning on the transmis-
sion PTO switch. The dump buzzer
will sound when the dump body is
raised.

Operating procedure
Pull the lever up with the lever
end lock button pressed, and the
dump body will rise. Push down
the lever, and the dump body will
lower. The rising speed of the
dump body is controlled by the
amount of accelerator pedal
depression.
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 WARNING

f the vehicle moves when the
ever is pulled in the test posi-
ion, quickly return the lever to
he park position and depress
he brake pedal.
n this case, move your vehicle
o a flat or less inclined place
nd check again.

 CAUTION

lease the parking brake before
ving. The brakes could be
maged if the parking brake is
t released.
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NOTE
Check the safety of the sur-
rounding area before dumping.
Gently perform the dump oper-
ation.
Controls and functions

Precautions during dumping 
operation
A dump truck is sometimes serviced
with the dump body raised. In such a
case, observe the following safety
precautions.

Be sure to empty the dump body
before raising it for inspection or
maintenance.
Before getting under the raised
dump body for inspection or
maintenance, be sure to set and
lock the dump lever in the cab to
the RAISE position, and put a
safety block under the dump
body or apply other safety mea-
sures to prevent accidental lower-
ing.
Never attempt to get under the
raised dump body without a
safety measure in place and the
dump lever locked.
To ensure safe operation, also
use a rigid bar to support the
dump body.

For further details of the operation
and handling of the dump body, refer

to the instruction manual for the
dump body.

 CAUTION

Always keep the dump lever in
the lower position while driv-
ing.
Do not operate the dump lever
when the PTO operation mes-
sage is not displayed. If the
PTO operation message is not
displayed, there may be a
problem. Turn off the PTO
switch and have your vehicle
inspected and serviced by the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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Mi
(M

onent locations of the SRS air-
ystem
xer lever♦ 

ixer trucks)
This lever operates the rear body
(drum) of mixer truck. This lever
is interlocked with the operating
lever on the chassis.
Be sure to place the mixer lever
in the MIX position and the lock
lever in the ON position during
driving.
For details of the operation and
handling of the mixer, refer to the
instruction manual of the mixer
manufacturer.

SRS airbag system
The SRS (Supplemental
Restraint System) airbag system
will become operable when the
ignition switch is in the ON posi-
tion. For models equipped with
the SRS airbag system, the ELR
(Emergency Locking Retractor)
seat belt with pretensioner is
installed on the driver’s seat.
Using the ELR seat belt with pre-
tensioner enhances the effective-
ness of the SRS airbag system.
Always wear the seat belt. If a
frontal collision occurs causing a
severe impact, the airbag
instantly inflates to reduce the
impact to the driver’s head. At the
same time, the seat belt preten-
sioner instantly retracts the seat
belt to remove any additional
slack in the seat belt resulting
from the clothes worn by the
occupant or the change of pos-
ture.

Comp
bag s
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modification, consult the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.

andling the components of 
e SRS airbag system
e SRS airbag housing located in

e steering wheel pad must not be
plied with excessive force, for
ample, hitting the steering wheel
d hard. This may result in a mal-

nction of the SRS airbag system,
d in the worst case, may cause
rious or fatal injuries.

hen the SRS airbag sys-
m is deployed

o not touch the components of the
S airbag system immediately

ter airbag inflation. Several airbag
stem components will be hot and
ntact with them may cause severe
rns.
Controls and functions

Precautions for the SRS 
airbag system
Always observe the points described
below in order to maintain optimum
performance of the SRS airbag sys-
tem.

When installing vehicle 
accessories

Do not put a cover or a sticker on
the SRS airbag housing.

Radio waves that are emitted
from a wireless device may
adversely affect the control unit of
the SRS airbag system. If install-
ing a wireless device in your vehi-
cle, contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.
Do not modify the front area of
the vehicle. This may change the
impact to the sensor of the SRS
airbag system and could result in
a malfunction of the SRS airbag
system. If you are intending a
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 WARNING

When installing a vehicle acces-
sory or when servicing the area
around the driver’s seat, the pre-
cautions detailed in this section
must be observed. If they are not
observed, the SRS airbag sys-
tem may not activate properly or
may inflate improperly. Further-
more, this may result in serious
or fatal injuries.
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 not place your hands or
s on the deployment area
r put your head or chest
se to the deployment area
the airbag system. Do not
ve gripping the steering
eel with the palm of your
d facing you. If the airbag

lates, this may result in a
ious injury. Also, you may

rn yourself.
en discarding the vehicle,
 airbags and the seat belt
h pretensioner must be dis-
sed of in accordance with
 stipulated procedures.
ntact the nearest autho-
d UD Trucks dealer.
 WARNING

lways wear the seat belt. The
irbag is not a substitute for
he seat belt. Only using the
irbag will not prevent the
river from flying out of the
eat in the event of a collision.
lways wear the seat belt
roperly while seated in the
orrect posture. If the seat belt

s not worn properly, this may
mpair the effectiveness of the
irbag system and could result

n a serious injury.
o not replace the steering
heel with a non-genuine one.
lso, do not affix a sticker on

he horn pad. The SRS airbag
ystem may not function prop-
rly.

When repairing the areas
around the steering wheel,
instrument panel and pedals,
or installing an audio device,
contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer in order to
avoid adverse effect against
the SRS airbag system.
Do not disconnect the SRS air-
bag connector.
Do not perform circuit diagno-
sis for the SRS airbag system
using an electronic tester, etc.,
and do not modify the SRS air-
bag system circuit. These may
result in a malfunction of the
SRS airbag system and could
cause a serious accident.
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peration of the SRS 
irbag system

If a frontal collision occurs and its
impact is severe enough to cause
serious damage to the driver, the
seat belt pretensioner retracts the
belt in order to instantly remove
any slack. At the same time, the
airbag that is stored in the steer-
ing wheel immediately inflates.
The airbag immediately deflates
after inflation.
Controls and functions

Airbag warning indica-
tor

When the ignition switch is set to
“ON” position or the engine is
started, the airbag warning indi-
cator illuminates and then goes
off.

If the SRS airbag system is faulty,
the airbag warning indicator illu-
minates and a warning is dis-
played on the multi-display. If
these warnings are displayed,
have your vehicle inspected and
serviced at the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer immedi-
ately.

When the airbag warning indica-
tor appears, the SRS airbag sys-
tem will not function properly.

O
a

 WARNING

If the airbag warning indicator
does not appear when the igni-
tion switch is turned to the ON
position or continuously
appears while the ignition switch
is in the ON position and the
engine is running, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer for service immediately.
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e SRS airbag generates an
losive sound and white

oke when it functions, but it
not a fire. The white smoke
harmless but you should
id inhaling too much. If the
idue left by the function of
 SRS airbag contacts your
s or skin, wash it off with

ter quickly. It may cause irri-
ion.
ce functioned, the SRS air-
 system would not function
in. Be sure to replace a
ctioned SRS airbag with a
 one at your nearest autho-
d UD Trucks dealer.
 CAUTION

e airbag becomes hot when
lated. Do not touch the airbag
 at least 30 minutes.

NOTE
he SRS airbag system func-
ions when a heavy impact,
hich may cause a serious
amage to the driver, is
pplied to the front of the vehi-
le. In combination with the
ody restraining action of the
eat belt, it mitigates the dam-
ge to the driver’s head, face,
r upper body.
he SRS airbag system may
ot function on a light frontal

mpact. In addition, even when
 heavy frontal impact is
pplied, it may not function if
he driver wears the seat belt
roperly and there is little pos-
ibility of his/her suffering a
erious damage.

Even the deformation of the
front of vehicle is severe, there
may be the cases that the
impact to the cabin is not so
hard to function the SRS air-
bag system. Whether the SRS
airbag system functions or not
is not always coincide with the
level of the deformation and
damage of the vehicle.
Be sure to read “When the SRS
airbag system functions / does
not function”.
Because the SRS airbag
inflates so quickly, the driver
may receive a blow or be
scratched by the airbag when
it functions.
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 WARNING

Always wear the seat belts for
safety. Drivers and passengers
are required by law to wear
seat belts.
Never put on, take off, or
adjust the seat belt while driv-
ing because it could lead to an
accident.
Adjust the shoulder strap so
that it crosses over the shoul-
der and not the neck. Wear the
waist belt over the pelvis. Do
not place the waist belt over
the stomach because it will be
subjected to strong forces
during a crash, etc.
Controls and functions

How to wear the seat 
belt
The SRS airbag system is effective
when used with the ELR seat belt
with pretensioner. Wear the seat belt
correctly following the instructions
below.

Avoid twisting the belt, and insert
the tongue into the buckle until it
locks in place. The degree of
safety provided by the seat belt
will decrease if the belt is twisted.
To release the seat belt, press the
red button on the end of the
buckle. The belt will automatically
wind up. Always hold the tongue
while returning the belt to its
retracted position.
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Pre
sea
If a
wea
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driv
veh
the
If t
km/
the
loud

NOTE
rmally, the seat belt with
R can be freely extended
 retracted, but it automati-

ly locks when the belt is
lled rapidly or the vehicle
ps suddenly. Pull the belt
t slowly when wearing.
place the seat belt if it
omes damaged or inopera-

.
place all seat belts that were

use when an accident
urred.
cautions for wearing 
t belts

 driver is going to drive without
ring the seat belt, the warning
cator will illuminate to warn the
er. If the driver has started the
icle and reaches a certain speed,
 buzzer sounds.
he vehicle exceeds approx. 40
h with the driver still not wearing
 seat belt, the buzzer sounds
er again.

Seat belt adjustment button
Adjust the seat belt after the seat
position is adjusted.
To adjust the shoulder belt to the
best position for your shoulder,
push and hold the anchor button
and then move the shoulder belt
anchor up or down.
Wear the waist belt over the pel-
vis.

If the seat belt with pretensioner
is faulty, a warning is displayed
on the multi-display. If this warn-
ing is displayed, have your vehi-
cle inspected and serviced at the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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hen the SRS airbag sys-
m does not always func-
on
epending on the degree of impact,
e SRS airbag system may not
nction in the following cases.

ollision against a tree or an utility
le
Controls and functions

When the SRS airbag 
system functions / does 
not function
Refer to the following examples.

When the SRS airbag sys-
tem functions
The SRS airbag system functions in
the following cases if the impact is
severe.

Frontal collision with another vehicle

Frontal collision against a hard wall

Depending on the degree of impact,
the SRS airbag system may function
if the lower side of the vehicle hits a
projecting object such as a culvert,
bollard, curb, etc. on a road while
driving.
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Fal

Dia

n the SRS airbag sys-
does not function
RS airbag system does not
n even in a frontal collision if
pact is not severe or in the fol-
 cases. Also, after the SRS
 system functions once, it

not function again if the vehicle
bjected to another severe
t.

 another vehicle from rear
ling into a large hole or a ditch

gonal collision

Offset collision with a small amount
of overlap or at a slow collision
speed

Collision under an overhead obsta-
cle

Whe
tem 
The S
functio
the im
lowing
airbag
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Execute the regeneration in
accordance with the amount of
soot by referring to the following
table.

NOTE
DPC automatically starts the
ombustion of soot (regenera-
ion process) when a specified
mount of exhaust soot is
rapped by the filter. The com-
ustion process may not be
ompleted depending on the
perating conditions. In this
ase, the exhaust emission con-
rol system indicator flashes
nd a warning message is dis-
layed on the multi-display,
rompting manual regeneration.
Controls and functions

Hit by another vehicle from side

Overturn or rollover

UDPC (UD Particu-
late Cleaning)

The UDPC system uses a filter to
trap soot (particulate matter) in
the exhaust gas, and it continu-
ously regenerates the filter (by
burning off the soot) using an oxi-
dizing catalyst.
When continuous regeneration
cannot be performed due to low
vehicle speed, etc., the automatic
regeneration process is activated
in order to carry out combustion
(regeneration) and prevent
excessive accumulation of soot in
the filter, thus maintaining the fil-
tering function at an optimum
level.
When the automatic regeneration
function cannot be activated
because of low-speed driving,
driving with frequently repeated
engine start/stop cycle, etc., man-
ual regeneration is required after
stopping the vehicle.
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Am
a leaning method

 high-load driving, regeneration is 
sly to burn off soot.

tion reaches the limit, the system 
ff the soot.

safe place and carry out manual 

pected and serviced at the nearest 
 dealer as soon as possible.

icle in a safe place and have the 
 serviced at the nearest authorized 
ount of soot 
ccumulation Vehicle state C

Small Normal driving During high-speed or
performed continuou

Automatic regeneration When soot accumula
automatically burns o

• Exhaust emission control system indicator flashes
• “Start UDPC regeneration” message displayed.

Stop the vehicle in a 
regeneration.

“Contact workshop immediately” message displayed. Have your vehicle ins
authorized UD Trucks

 Large “Stop vehicle” message displayed.
Promptly stop the veh
vehicle inspected and
UD Trucks dealer.
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Controls and functions

Outline of the system Exhaust emission control 
system indicator

The exhaust emission control
system indicator is displayed
depending on the conditions as
follows.

When the exhaust emission con-
trol system indicator flashes in
amber, stop the vehicle in a safe
place and press the manual
regeneration switch to start man-
ual regeneration.

Operating 
condition Color Illumination 

pattern

During automatic 
regeneration Green Steady on

Requiring man-
ual regeneration Amber Flashing

During manual 
regeneration Amber Steady on
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Ma en the switch is turned off, the
stem resumes to the regenera-
n-acceptable condition.

his switch is turned on (switch
minates in amber) during the
nual regeneration, it will stop
er a while. (It takes approx. 2
nutes to stop regeneration.
ring that time the engine
eed will increase, but vehicle
n continue operation.)
 24 Controls and functions

nual regeneration switch
This switch is used to manually
carry out combustion of the soot
trapped in the filter (regeneration
process) to sustain the function of
the exhaust emission control sys-
tem. For further details, refer to
“Method for manual regeneration
operation” (page 6-30).

If the switch is faulty, a warning is
displayed on the multi-display.

Regeneration stop switch
This switch is to stop the auto-
matic or manual regeneration.
If this switch is turned on (switch
illuminates in amber) during the
automatic regeneration, it will
stop after a while. (It takes
approx. 2 minutes to stop regen-
eration. The vehicle can continue
operation.)
When the regeneration is
stopped, the regeneration stop
indicator appears and automatic
regeneration is deactivated.
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Controls and functions

Exhaust emission control 
system meter

The exhaust emission control
system meter indicates the accu-
mulated level of soot in the filter.
Check the meter as required.
For how to display this meter,
refer to “Gauges” (page 5-6) in
“Meters, indication lamps and
switches”.

High temperature warning 
indicator

This warning indicator appears
together with the warning mes-
sage when the temperature of the
muffler, exhaust pipe, or exhaust
gas becomes high.
This condition can be a cause of
fire. Check that there is no flam-
mable around the vehicle.
Be careful not to touch the
exhaust system. Otherwise you
may get burnt.
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* 1:

* 2:
* 3:

Soo

Soo Level 3 Level 4

Exh
me 10

Aut  Inactive

Ma Disabled

Eng Active

Ind

(*2)
(Amber)

(*3)
(Red)
 Exhaust emission control system indicator flashes (amber), 
master warning indicator illuminates (amber), and manual regeneration request appears.
 Master warning indicator illuminates (amber), and inspection request message appears.
 Master warning indicator illuminates (red), and stop vehicle request message appears.

t accumulation level display

t accumulation state Level 0 Level 1 Level 2

aust emission control system 
ter 0 – 3 4 – 7 8 – 9

omatic cleaning Inactive Active

nual cleaning operation Not required Enabled Required

ine torque limiter Inactive

icators

(*1)
(Amber)
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utomatic regeneration
To prevent excessive soot accu-
mulation in the filter, the system
automatically burns off the soot.
During automatic regeneration,
the idling speed rises. Also, the
fuel consumption (including
AdBlue consumption) will be dif-
ferent from that during normal
driving. The driving sensation
may feel differently, but this is
normal.
If the regeneration stop switch is
turned on (switch illuminates in
amber) during the automatic
regeneration, it will stop after a
while. (It takes approx. 2 minutes
to stop regeneration. The vehicle
can continue operation.)
When the regeneration is
stopped, the regeneration stop
indicator appears and automatic
regeneration is deactivated.
When the switch is turned off, the
system resumes to the regenera-
tion-acceptable condition.
Controls and functions

Soot accumulation state: Level 0
At Level 0, manual regeneration
operation is not required.

Soot accumulation state: Level 1
When the green exhaust emis-
sion control system indicator illu-
minates, the automatic
regeneration starts operation.
During automatic regeneration,
the exhaust emission control sys-
tem indicator illuminates and the
idling speed rises but it’s not a
malfunction. The manual regen-
eration can also be performed.

Soot accumulation state: Level 2
When the amber exhaust emis-
sion control system indicator
flashes and the “Start UDPC
regeneration” message is dis-
played on the multi-display, per-
form the manual regeneration
within 200 km of driving.

Soot accumulation state: Level 3
When the “Contact workshop
immediately” message is dis-
played on the multi-display, the
torque limiting control is applied
to lower the engine output. Have

your vehicle inspected and ser-
viced at the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer immediately.

Soot accumulation state: Level 4
When the “Stop vehicle” mes-
sage is displayed on the multi-
display, immediately stop the
vehicle in a safe place and con-
tact the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.

A

 CAUTION

Continue to drive at Level 3 may
cause a failure of UDPC. Have
your vehicle inspected and ser-
viced at the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer as soon as
possible.
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e automatic regeneration
es place after a specified
e of engine operation even
 accumulation of soot is
all.
he starter switch is turned
 and then on while the auto-
tic regeneration is stopped

the regeneration stop
itch, the system resumes to
 regeneration-acceptable
dition.

e automatic regeneration is
pped when the engine is
pped. For effective regener-
n, keep the engine running

til the regeneration is com-
ted as much as possible.
tomatic regeneration may
rt even when little soot has
umulated. This is to main-
 the performance of the

ffler.
 WARNING

he exhaust piping, the muf-
ler, the areas around these
omponents and the exhaust
as are hot immediately after
riving and while the regenera-

ion mode is active. Do not
top the vehicle near fallen
eaves, waste paper or other
lammables.
lammables near the vehicle
an catch on fire. Hot exhaust
as can cause burns.

NOTE
No operation is needed for the
automatic regeneration.
AFI (After-treatment fuel injec-
tion) injects fuel into the
exhaust piping to assist the
regeneration.
Set the shift lever or gear
selector in “N” position during
stopping. The idling speed will
rise further to promote burning
of soot. On vehicles with
ESCOT, the idling speed rises
while the brake pedal is
depressed even when the shift
lever is in the D or M position.
When the vehicle is stopped
and the parking brake is
applied, automatic regenera-
tion will be interrupted in about
5 minutes. Regeneration will
be resumed after the vehicle
starts running and the condi-
tions are met. In some cases,
regeneration may be repeated
several times.
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NOTE
sing the vehicle under any of
e following conditions, the

utomatic regeneration function
ay not function sufficiently. For
is reason, the “Start UDPC

egeneration” message appears
ore frequently than usual.
When the vehicle is driven
mostly at low speed
When engine start/stop is
repeated frequently
When the vehicle is frequently
driven only short distances
When the engine is stopped
every time before it is warmed
up
Controls and functions

Manual regeneration 
(When the exhaust 
emission control sys-
tem indicator flashes in 
amber)

If the vehicle is mostly operated
at low speeds or with frequent
engine starts and stops, the auto-
matic regeneration may not clean
the soot in the filter sufficiently.
In this case, the soot must be
manually burnt off. The exhaust
emission control system indica-
tor flashes in amber and “Start
UDPC regeneration” message is
displayed.

 CAUTION

When the exhaust emission con-
trol system indicator flashes in
amber and the “Start UDPC
regeneration” message is dis-
played, press the manual regen-
eration switch within 200 km of
driving to carry out manual
regeneration to burn off the soot
in the filter. Continuing driving in
level 2 will result in a rise to level
3. The engine torque will be lim-
ited according to the accumula-
tion of soot resulting in
decreased engine output.
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Me
reg

1.

2.

 soon as the regeneration
rts, the “UDPC regeneration

going.” message is displayed
 the multi-display, and the

ing speed rises.
thod for manual 
eneration operation

When the exhaust emission con-
trol system indicator flashes in
amber and “Start UDPC regener-
ation” message appears, carry
out the manual regeneration to
burn off the soot in the filter using
the following procedure.
Manual regeneration operation
will normally be completed in
about 30 minutes, although it
depends on the driving conditions
just before the regeneration oper-
ation or the engine warm-up con-
ditions.
Stop the vehicle in a safe place.
Confirm that there is no flamma-
bles around the exhaust pipe.
Never perform the regeneration
at a poorly-ventilated place, such
as garage or warehouse.
With the engine idling, set the
shift lever or gear selector in “N”
position. Confirm that the parking
brake is applied. Do not step on
the accelerator pedal.

3. Press the manual regeneration
switch. “UDPC regenerat ion
started” message is displayed on
the multi-display.

4. As
sta
on
on
idl
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Do not carry out manual regen-
eration near fallen leaves,
waste paper or other flamma-
bles. The exhaust piping, the
muffler, the areas around these
components and the exhaust
gas are hot while the cleaning
mode is active, and may cause
nearby flammables to catch on
fire. To prevent possible burn
injuries, do not touch the
exhaust piping, the muffler,
and the areas around these
components or the exhaust
gas. Paved road surfaces on
which the vehicle is parked
may become discolored due to
the heat of regeneration.
Controls and functions

5. When the manual regeneration is
completed, the exhaust emission
control system indicator and
“UDPC regeneration ongoing”
message disappear and the
“UDPC regeneration stopped”
message appears, and after a
while, the idling speed returns to
the original value.

6. After completion of the manual
regeneration, the vehicle can be
driven normally.

7. To interrupt the manual regenera-
tion, press the regeneration stop
switch. When the manual regen-
eration is interrupted, the multi-
display shows “UDPC regenera-
tion stopped” message. In this
case, the manual regeneration
has not completed. Be sure to
perform the manual regeneration
again as soon as possible.

 WARNING

Do not carry out manual regen-
eration in a closed or poorly
ventilated place, such as a
garage or warehouse. Doing
so can result in carbon monox-
ide poisoning from the exhaust
gas.
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nual regeneration cannot be
formed under the following
ditions:
hen the engine coolant

emperature is low. (Carry
ut manual regeneration
fter warming up the
ngine.)
hen the accelerator pedal

s pressed down.
hen the shift lever or gear

elector position is other
han neutral.

hen the parking brake is
eleased.
he manual regeneration has
errupted or if the vehicle is
ven before the regeneration
finished, the regeneration
 not completed and the
aust emission control sys-
 indicator starts flashing
in. Restart the manual
eneration immediately.
NOTE
hile manual regeneration is

n progress, the idling speed
ncreases. This is to increase
he exhaust gas temperature to
urn off the trapped soot

regeneration) and is not a fail-
re.
FI (After-treatment Fuel Injec-

ion) system injects fuel into
he exhaust piping to assist
egeneration.
or vehicles equipped with the
TO switch, before turning the
anual regeneration switch to

ON”, be sure to turn the PTO
witch to “OFF”. Manual
egeneration will not start.

On vehicles equipped with air
suspension, return the vehicle
height to neutral to perform the
manual regeneration.
Manual regeneration termi-
nates earlier when performed
immediately after engine oper-
ation rather than when the
muffler is cool. When the muf-
fler is cool, regeneration is
performed after engine warm-
up, and thus it takes longer
due to the warm-up. Engine
warm-up time is normally
about 5 to 10 minutes, depend-
ing on the ambient tempera-
ture. It is recommended to
perform the manual regenera-
tion immediately after stopping
the vehicle (engine warmed-up
state).
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When the red “Stop vehicle” mes-
sage is displayed and a buzzer
sounds, immediately stop the
vehicle in a safe place and con-
tact the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.

 CAUTION

Do not continue driving while
the “Contact workshop imme-
diately” message is displayed.
Doing so may result in a failure
of the UDPC filter.
If the “Stop vehicle” message
is displayed, stop the vehicle
immediately in a safe place.
Controls and functions

When the exhaust emis-
sion control system 
warning is displayed

If the vehicle is driven while the
exhaust emission control system
indicator lamp continues flashing
until the soot accumulation level
exceeds the limit, warning mes-
sage is displayed on the multi-
display to alert the driver. Note
that the warning is classified into
two levels: amber and red.

The warning display suggests
that the filter is clogged or the
system is malfunctioning.

When the amber “Contact work-
shop immediately” message
appears, have your vehicle
inspected at the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.
When the above message is dis-
played, the exhaust emission
control system decreases the
engine torque to protect the sys-
tem.

Even though automatic regen-
eration is in progress, manual
regeneration can be performed
using the above-mentioned
process.
When the idling operation is
continued for a long time, the
idling speed may rise to pre-
vent white smoke. This is nor-
mal.
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odic cleaning for 
fler integrated with 
C and urea SCR 
em

 maintain its efficiency, the
PC filter must be cleaned reg-
rly to remove accumulated ash
ich, unlike soot, cannot be
rned in the regeneration pro-
ss. Contact the nearest autho-
ed UD Trucks dealer for ash

oval.
 maintain its performance, the
PC maintenance regenera-

n of the catalyst for urea SCR
stem must be performed regu-
ly. If not performed, the
haust emission control system
rning (amber) is displayed on
 multi-display. Contact the
arest authorized UD Trucks
aler for UDPC maintenance
eneration.
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 34 Controls and functions

As the UDPC maintenance
regeneration period approaches,
a gray warning is displayed on
the multi-function monitor. It
changes to an amber warning
when the period is reached.
When the gray warning appears,
the timing of UDPC maintenance
regeneration period is approach-
ing. Contact the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer for
preparation of UDPC mainte-
nance regeneration.

When the amber warning is dis-
played, UDPC maintenance
regeneration is necessary. Have
your vehicle serviced at the near-
est authorized UD Trucks dealer.
For details, refer to “Periodic
cleaning for muffler integrated
with UDPC and urea SCR sys-
tem” (page 6-34).
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NOTE
hen the exhaust emission

ontrol system warning is dis-
layed, the manual regenera-
ion cannot be performed.
he vehicle is equipped with
rotection functions to carry
ut torque reduction to protect

he exhaust emission control
ystem when there is an
xcessive accumulation of
oot in the UDPC.
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The hill start assist function is
activated when the ignition switch
is set in the ON position.
To cancel this function, use the
hill start assist OFF switch.
While the hill start assist function
operates, a message is displayed
on the multi-display and the hill
start assist indicator appears.

If the shift lever is in “N” position,
the hill start assist would not func-
tion.
Controls and functions

Hill start assist 
function♦

The hill start assist function helps
the driver to maintain the braking
effort for the time (approximately
1 to 2 seconds) that is necessary
to release the brake pedal and
depress the accelerator pedal
when starting the vehicle on an
uphill grade. This enables to start
moving the vehicle on an uphill
grade without using the parking
brake and changing the pedals
depressed rapidly.

 CAUTION

Be sure to clean muffler inte-
grated with UDPC filter at regular
intervals. Otherwise, there is a
risk of worsening fuel consump-
tion and decreased output.

NOTE
Ash is mainly generated from
the components of engine oil
additives. To minimize the gener-
ation of ash, use only the speci-
fied engine oil.
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he hill start assist function
es not work properly and the
S warning indicator illumi-
es, push the hill start assist
F switch   to cancel this
ction.
en the ABS warning indica-
 or brake warning indicator
minates, the hill start assist
ction will not operate. 

NOTE
hill start assist function

ates only on an uphill grade.
es not operate on a level or
hill grade. Also, it may not

ate on an uphill grade,
nding on the gear position.
 CAUTION

he hill start assist function
pplies the brakes temporar-

ly. Never leave the driver’s
eat while the hill start assist
unction is operating. Always
pply the parking brake when

eaving the driver’s seat. 
he hill start assist function
ould not operate if the shift

ever is in “N” position.
f it takes longer to release the
rake pedal and depress the
ccelerator pedal, the braking
ffort is automatically can-
eled and the vehicle may roll
ackward. Change the
epressing pedals quickly to
tart the vehicle.
se the parking brake if the
topping time becomes longer.

Do not push the hill start assist
OFF switch or turn the ignition
switch to any position except
the ON position while the hill
start assist function is operat-
ing. The braking effort will be
canceled and the vehicle will
roll down the slope.
If shifting gear to the neutral
position or to a position that
allows the vehicle to move in
the descending direction, the
braking effort is canceled and
the vehicle will roll down the
slope.
If the vehicle moves while the
hill start assist function is
operating, depress the brake
pedal further or apply the park-
ing brake.
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onditions for canceling the 
raking effort
 cancel the hill start assist func-
n:
Turning on the hill start assist
OFF switch.
Shift the gear to a position other
than the position that allows the
vehicle to move in an uphill direc-
tion. Alternatively, shift the gear to
the neutral position.
Release the brake pedal, but do
not depress the accelerator
pedal. (Braking is released after
sounding the warning buzzer and
displaying the “Hill start assist will
soon be deactivated” message in
the multi-display.)
Release the brake pedal and
depress the accelerator pedal.
(Start the vehicle.)
Controls and functions

Hill start assist OFF switch
This switch is to cancel the hill
start assist function.
When this switch is pushed, the
switch illuminates in amber and
the hill start assist function is can-
celed. To reactivate the function,
push the switch again. The
amber illumination goes out.

Operating procedure

Conditions for maintaining 
the braking effort

Check that the amber illumination
of the hill start assist OFF switch
and the ABS warning indicator
are turned off, and then release
the parking brake.
When keeping the brake pedal
depressed while stopping the
vehicle on a slope and engaging
a gear in the position that allows
the vehicle to move in an uphill
direction, the hill start assist func-
tion will operate, and the hill start
assist indicator will illuminate.

C
b
To
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NOTE
Even when the hill start assist
function is cancelled, it will be
resumed if the ignition switch is
turned to ACC or OFF position
and then set to ON position.
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Re
sta

Wa

he following warnings appear,
 hill start assist function will
t work: 
ABS warning indicator illumi-
nates 
Brake warning indicator illumi-
nates
A malfunction occurs in the
ESCOT system

the ABS warning indicator illu-
nates or the ESCOT system
lfunctions, immediately con-
t the nearest UD Trucks dealer
 inspection and maintenance. 
en the brake warning indicator
minates, immediately stop the
hicle in a safe location, and
ve the engine in idling to
rease the air pressure.
leasing the brake when 
rting

Release the brake pedal and
depress the accelerator pedal
releases the braking effort. 
If it takes longer to release the
brake pedal and depress the
accelerator pedal, the braking
effort may be canceled automati-
cally. Change the depressing
pedals quickly to start the vehicle.

rning
When the brake pedal is released
while hill start assist is operating,
the system will warn the driver of
brake release using a message
on the multi-display. Keep the
brake pedal depressed just
before starting.
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 CAUTION

The hill start assist function
helps the driver to change the
depressing pedal from the brake
pedal to the accelerator pedal
when starting the vehicle on an
uphill grade. Keep the brake
pedal depressed or apply the
parking brake while keeping the
vehicle stopped.
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NOTE
Road grip may not perform
adequately if the air pressure
in the air reservoir is low. Make
sure that the air pressure is
sufficient before using.
Road grip is not activated
when the switch is pressed at
vehicle speeds above 15 km/h.
The road grip indicator does
not illuminate if road grip is
activated when the ignition
switch is in the ACC position.
Air may be supplied to the air
springs when the road grip
switch is pressed even when
the parking brake is applied,
such as immediately after the
ignition switch is turned to the
ON position. This is normal
because it is not for activating
road grip but to bring the vehi-
cle height to the neutral
standby position.
Controls and functions

Road grip 
(low friction road 
start assist sys-
tem)♦ (CD series)
Road grip is a function that assists
starting on slippery roads and hills.

Precautions for use
Use road grip when starting on
slippery roads or hills.
Road grip is activated at vehicle
speeds below 15 km/h. It is auto-
matically deactivated when the
vehicle speed exceeds 15 km/h.
Road grip deactivates when the
parking brake lever is pulled
during activation, but this is nor-
mal.
Road grip temporarily increases
the load distribution of the drive
axle while remaining within the
legal axle load, to assist starting.
Therefore, it may not operate
when the vehicle is loaded, but
this is normal.
Road grip may not operate if the
air pressure in the air reservoir is
low, but it will operate if the air
pressure is increased.
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Op ad grip is activated, the “Keep
distribution...” message is dis-
 system returns to the standby
erating procedure
When the road grip switch is
pressed, the switch illuminates in
amber. “Power mode requested”
is displayed on the multi-display,
the indicator blinks, and the sys-
tem enters the standby state.
If the parking brake is released in
this state, road grip will start oper-
ating.
When the vehicle speed exceeds
15 km/h, or the road grip switch is
pressed again, the switch illumi-
nation goes out, “Power mode
deactivated” is displayed on the
multi-display, and operation is
stopped.

When the parking brake is applied while ro
engine running. Adjusting to parked load 
played for about 3 seconds, and then the
state.
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 DANGER

or safety reasons, do not use
uto cruise under the following
oad conditions.
Roads with heavy traffic, such
as in urban areas
Roads with sharp curves and
steep descents
Slippery (wet, icy, snowy
roads, etc.) roads

 CAUTION

When canceling auto cruise
driving, be particularly careful
of following vehicles.
For safety reasons, always
turn OFF the auto cruise main
switch when not using the auto
cruise.
Auto cruise might be canceled
when a constant vehicle speed
cannot be maintained, such as
when driving up steep inclines.
Controls and functions

* Adjusting message Auto cruise♦
Auto cruise is a device that allows
the vehicle to maintain a constant
speed without stepping on the accel-
erator pedal while driving on high-
way and other areas.
The range in which the vehicle
speed can be kept constant is 30
km/h to road speed limit or 140 km/h,
whichever is lower.
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 Cruise Main Switch
g the auto cruise main switch
 turns on the auto cruise “ON”
tor and sets the vehicle in the
where it can be driven with
 control.

tor
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Components
The following switches are mounted
on the steering wheel.

Auto
Settin
to ON
indica
state 
cruise

Indica

NOTE
he auto cruising is maintained
ven a manual gear change is
erformed on an upgrade, etc.
hen driving in auto cruise

nd the vehicle speed exceeds
he set speed, such as when
riving downhill, the auxiliary
rakes (exhaust brake and
EB) will operate to automati-
ally control the speed.
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When driving in auto cruise and
the vehicle speed exceeds the
set speed, such as when driving
downhill, the auxiliary brakes
(exhaust brake and EEB) will
operate to automatically deceler-
ate in order to control the speed.

NOTE
There may be a slight differ-
ence between the set vehicle
speed and the speedometer
indication, but this is normal.
The vehicle speed cannot be
set when the auxiliary brake
lever switch is in the ON posi-
tion.
Controls and functions

−/SET Switch
This switch is used to set the auto
cruise vehicle speed and to deceler-
ate the vehicle. The auto cruise
“SET” indicator illuminates when the
switch is pushed and the vehicle
speed is set.

+/RES Switch
This switch is used during auto
cruise driving to accelerate the vehi-
cle or return to auto cruise mode
after it has been temporarily can-
celed (resume function).

Cruise control vehicle speed 
setting

Push the auto cruise main switch.
Confirm that the auto cruise ON
indicator appears.

Depress the accelerator pedal to
accelerate, and when the vehicle
has reached the desired speed
(approx. 30 km/h or faster), push
the −/SET switch. The auto cruise
SET indicator will appear, set
cruise speed is displayed on the
sub display, and the vehicle will
run in auto cruise.
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NOTE
e +/RES switch is pressed
 the cruise speed is set to

highest settable speed, no
er acceleration takes place.
accelerate temporarily
accelerate temporarily while driv-
in auto cruise, such as to pass a
icle, depress the accelerator
al to accelerate. When accelera-
 has finished, remove your foot
 the accelerator pedal. The vehi-

speed will return to the originally
speed.

anging vehicle speed (To 
rease the set vehicle speed)
tinue to push the +/RES switch

il the desired speed is reached,
 then release the switch to set

 new speed.

If you want to accelerate quickly,
depress the accelerator pedal to
accelerate and then push the −/SET
switch when the desired speed is
reached.

Chan
(To d
spee
Contin
to dec
speed
to set

If you
depre

he auto cruise vehicle speed
annot be set while changing
ears even if the −/SET switch

s pushed. If the auto cruise
ET indicator does not appear,
et the vehicle speed again
fter the gear change opera-
ion has finished.
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When the system temporarily
cancels auto cruise for safety,
such as when the Driver Alert
Support activates, “Auto Cruise
deactivated” is displayed on the
multi-display.
Controls and functions

ate and then push the −/SET switch
when the desired speed is reached.

Temporal canceling of auto 
cruise

During auto cruise driving, auto
cruise will be temporarily can-
celed in any of the following situa-
tions. When canceled, the auto
cruise “SET” indicator goes out.

• When the “CANCEL” switch is
pressed

• When the brake pedal is
depressed.

• When the auxiliary brake is
applied.

• When the shift lever or gear
selector is shifted to neutral.

• When the vehicle speed drops
below 15 km/h.

If the vehicle speed after temporal
cancellation is above 15 km/h, push-
ing and releasing the +/RES switch
(resume function) will return the
vehicle to auto cruise driving at the
previously set vehicle speed.

NOTE
If the −/SET switch is pressed
when the cruise speed is set to
the lowest settable speed, no
further deceleration takes place.
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fic Eye Brake (Colli-
 damage alleviating 
em)♦
ffic Eye Brake uses millimeter-
ve radars and a camera to
asure the distance to the vehi-
 or pedestrian in front and the
ative speed with them. If the
hicle approaches closer than
 appropriate distance, it

unds an alarm to alert the
ver.
a risk of collision is detected
d the emergency action is
uired by the driver, the system

unds an alarm and “Use brake
mediately!” message is dis-
yed on the multi-display to
e the driver for collision avoid-

ce action.
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nceling auto cruise
o cruise can be canceled by
ssing and holding the CANCEL
tch during auto cruise driving, or
pressing the switch again when
o cruise is temporarily canceled.
en canceled, the auto cruise
” indicator goes out.

Driver support 
system♦

The driver support system sup-
ports the safety drive using the
information from the millimeter
wave radar, camera, and other
various sensors.
The driver support system con-
sists of the following:
• Traffic Eye Brake (Collision

damage alleviating system)
• Traffic Eye Cruise (Adaptive

cruise control)
• Lane Departure Warning Sys-

tem (LDWS)
• Smart BSIS (Blind Spot Infor-

mation System) and Smart
LCS (Lane Change Support)

• Driver Alert Support (DAS)
• Moving Off Information Sys-

tem (MOIS)
• Traffic Sign Recognition
For details of each system, refer
to the applicable chapter.
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 CAUTION

Though Traffic Eye Brake con-
trols braking using the main
brake according to the dis-
tance to the vehicle or pedes-
trian in front and the relative
speed with them, the system is
not designed to automatically
stop your vehicle or avoid a
collision in every situation.
Traffic Eye Brake recognizes
pedestrians by their size,
shape, and movement.
Depending on the movement,
posture, etc., the object may
not be recognized as a pedes-
trian.
Controls and functions

If the driver fails to take action,
the system lightly applies the
main brakes to further urge the
driver to take action.
If the driver’s action is supposed
to be insufficient to avoid a colli-
sion, full braking is applied to
decelerate the vehicle to avoid a
collision, or even if a collision
occurs, to alleviate the damage.
When the Traffic Eye Brake has
applied heavily and the vehicle is
stopped, “Emergency brake was
activated” message is displayed
on the multi-display.
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erating conditions
 Traffic Eye Brake is operable
er the following conditions:
Ignition switch is in “ON” position.
Vehicle speed is at 10 km/h or
higher.

Conditions when the Traffic 
Eye Brake is inoperative
If the vehicle is under the following
condition, TEB indicator appears
and the Traffic Eye Brake becomes
inoperative.

The system is temporarily
released.
The system is malfunctioning.

Syst
If you
vehic
close
tance
The s
the dr

hen driving, always check
he distances to the vehicles
nd pedestrians in front and
our surroundings. Apply the
rake as necessary to slow
own to keep an appropriate
istance from other vehicles
nd pedestrians, and drive
afely.
or further details, refer to
Precautions for using the
raffic Eye Brake” (page 6-54).
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hen your vehicle is stopped 
 the system’s full braking
When the vehicle stops due to
the operation of the Traffic Eye
Brake, the hazard lamps auto-
matically blink to alert the follow-
ing vehicles.
After stopping, the system
releases the brakes when the
driver performs any of the follow-
ing operations:
• Release the brake pedal
• Depress the accelerator pedal
• Shift gears to reverse
• Apply the parking brake
Controls and functions

When a risk of collision is 
detected and an emergency 
action is required

An alarm sounds, “Use brake
immediately!” message is dis-
played on the multi-display, and
TEB indicator flashes to urge the
driver to take action.
If the driver fails to take action,
the system lightly applies the
main brakes to further urge the
driver to take action.

If the driver’s action is sup-
posed to be insufficient to 
avoid a collision
Full braking is applied to decelerate
the vehicle to avoid a collision, or
even if a collision occurs, to alleviate
the damage.

W
by
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tivating the Traffic Eye 
e
e Traffic Eye Brake can be
activated by pressing the TEB
F button. When the Traffic Eye

ake is deactivated, the TEB
icator illuminates.

 reactivate the Traffic Eye
ake, press the TEB OFF button
ain.
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Changing the warning dis-
tance♦

The alarm issuing distance can
be changed by the following dis-
tance setting switch on the steer-
ing wheel.
Every time the switch is pressed,
the setting distance is changed
as: “Middle” → “Long” → “Short”
→ “Middle” → “Long” and so on.
The set distance is indicated on
the multi-display.
When a vehicle ahead is
detected, the current setting dis-
tance is displayed on the sub dis-
play.

Deac
Brak
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 CAUTION

hen the Traffic Eye Brake is
pplying a light or full brake, it
eleases the brake if the driver
erforms the following action:
Fully depress the accelera-
tor pedal. (Kick-down)

f the Traffic Eye Brake applies
he heavy braking three times,
he system is turned off and
he TEB indicator illuminates.
n this case, the Traffic Eye
rake would not operate until

t is restarted by an authorized
D Trucks dealer. This condi-

ion has no problem for normal
riving but it is recommended
o reactivate the Traffic Eye
rake in the earliest opportu-
ity.
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ault in the brake system
If EBS (ABS) or UDSC is mal-
functioning, the Traffic Eye Brake
is deactivated.
If ABS of the connected trailer is
malfunctioning, or if the trailer
without ABS is connected, the
Traffic Eye Brake is deactivated.
When the Traffic Eye Brake is
deactivated by any of the above
reason, “Traffic Eye Brake dis-
abled” message is displayed on
the multi-display and a buzzer
sounds.
Controls and functions

FNOTE
When the Traffic Eye Brake is
deactivated, it will be reacti-
vated automatically (auto-
matic return function) if the
following condition is satis-
fied and the TEB indicator
goes out.
• When the vehicle is driven at

approx. 80 km/h or higher
for 1 minute

This automatic return function
can be turned on or off from
the Menu screen on the multi-
display. For details, refer to
“Traffic Eye Brake automatic
return♦” (page 5-23) in
“Meters, indication lamps and
switches”.

When “OFF” is selected, the
Traffic Eye Brake would not be
reactivated even the vehicle is
driven at approx. 80 km/h or
higher for 1 minute.
When the ignition switch is
turned off and then on, the
automatic return function is
resumed.
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 millimeter wave radar is 

 front (cover) of the millimeter
radar is dirty, “Check radar”
ge appears on the multi-dis-
lean the area quickly.
Depending on the market and the
specifications of the vehicle, the
following can be hidden or deacti-
vated. The warning buzzer does
not sound on these vehicles.
• The message and indicators

on the multi-display monitor
• Master warning indicator
The TEB indicator cannot be
deactivated.

Fault in the Traffic Eye 
Brake system
If any fault is detected in the Traffic
Eye Brake, the Traffic Eye Brake is
deactivated and the TEB indicator
illuminates on the multi-display.
When the fault is cleared, the system
is reactivated automatically.

If the
dirty
If the
wave 
messa
play. C

 CAUTION

If the TEB indicator illuminates
frequently or stays illuminated,
there may be a fault in the sys-
tem. Contact the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer in the
earliest opportunity.
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 CAUTION

If the “Check camera” mes-
sage appears, park the vehicle
at a safe place and wipe clean
the front area (windshield) of
the camera with soft cloth.
The message will disappear
when the vehicle is driven for a
few minutes or when the igni-
tion switch is turned off and
on.
A message may be displayed
when strong light is received
or depending on the road con-
ditions, but this is not a failure.
After driving for a while, the
display disappears.
If the message would not dis-
appear, the camera may be
faulty. Contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer in
the earliest opportunity.
Controls and functions

If the camera or its surround-
ing is dirty

The camera is located behind the
windshield and is used to detect
stationary vehicles.
If the camera’s field of view is hin-
dered by dirt or the like, “Check
camera” message appears on the
multi-display.
In this condition, the Traffic Eye
Brake would not work against a
stationary vehicle.

 CAUTION

If the “Check radar” message
appears, park the vehicle at a
safe place and wipe clean the
front (cover) of the millimeter
wave radar with soft cloth.
The message will disappear
when the vehicle is driven for a
few minutes or when the igni-
tion switch is turned off and
on.
Depending on the road condi-
tions, a message may be dis-
played even if the radar is
clean, but this is not a failure.
After driving for a while, the
display disappears.
If the message would not dis-
appear, the millimeter wave
radar may be faulty. Contact
the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer in the earliest
opportunity.
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Pre
Tra

When a load is protruding
from the body of the vehicle
ahead
When the vehicle ahead is of
a special shape
When the vehicle in front is
sideways
When smoke, etc. generated
from the adjacent area inter-
feres with the front vision of
your vehicle
When the vehicle receives an
intense light (sunlight, head-
lights of oncoming vehicle,
etc.) from the front
When a sudden change in
brightness occurs, for exam-
ple, at the entrance or exit of a
tunnel
When the vehicle ahead is dif-
ficult to see in dim light (dawn,
dusk, etc.), at night, or in a
tunnel
When sunlight, etc. is strongly
reflected by the vehicle ahead
When the brightness of head-
lamps is insufficient due to
dirty lens, etc.
cautions for using the 
ffic Eye Brake

Do not be overly confident of the
Traffic Eye Brake.
Using the system does not allow
the driver to become inattentive
or absent-minded. The driver
must always be carefully looking
ahead and checking the traffic
conditions.
Be sure to drive safely by main-
taining an appropriate following
distance using the brakes to
reduce the speed as required,
while paying attention to the sur-
rounding conditions as well as
the distance to the vehicle ahead.

The Traffic Eye Brake does not
react to the oncoming vehicles.
Traffic Eye Brake may not be
able to accurately detect sur-
rounding conditions in the fol-
lowing situations, causing
non-activation of alarm issu-
ance or braking or issuing an
alarm while activating the
emergency brake without prior
notice.
• When the vehicle speed

exceeds the legal speed limit
• Fallen objects on the road
• Motorcycles, bicycles, pedes-

trians, animals, etc.
• In bad weather (such as rain,

fog, or snow)
• Vehicles with small metal part

area
• When the vehicle ahead or

vehicles in the other lanes are
splashing water or snow

• When a significant amount of
exhaust smoke (black smoke,
etc.) is emitted from the vehi-
cles ahead or vehicles around

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The Traffic Eye Brake may
react in any of the following sit-
uations:
• When the system detects a

vehicle in the adjacent lane or
objects nearby (signboard,
road sign, etc.). This is caused
by the road conditions (curved
road, entrance/exit of a curve,
lane closure or narrower lane
due to road construction), or
the conditions of your vehicle
or the vehicle ahead (because
of steering operation, lane
position, unstable driving due
to an accident or failure).
Controls and functions

• When the headlamp light axes
are out of adjustment

• When your vehicle is loaded
with an extremely heavy cargo
near the rear end of the truck
bed

• When another vehicle abruptly
cuts in front of your vehicle

• When the distance to the vehi-
cle ahead is extremely short

• When driving on a curved road
• When driving on a steep road

that repeatedly goes up and
down

• Offset collision
• Objects that do not reflect

radio waves
Pedestrian detection by Traffic
Eye Brake may be limited for
the following reasons:
• The pedestrian is short
• The pedestrian is holding a

large object like luggage or an
umbrella that hides part of
their body

• The pedestrian is wearing
something such as a rain pon-

cho that masks their body out-
line

• The pedestrian is stooping,
crouching, or lying down

• The pedestrian is pushing a
stroller, wheelchair, bicycle,
etc.

• Pedestrians are forming a
crowd of people

• The pedestrian is in a dark
place such as a tunnel or at
night

• The pedestrian is wearing
clothes similar in color to the
background, blending into the
landscape

• The pedestrian is near a wall
or other obstacle

• The pedestrian suddenly
jumps into view

• The pedestrian is near a metal
object (manhole cover, steel
plate, sign pole, etc.)
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Exa
veh
det
leftw
lane

ple 3: When a vehicle that is
ject of control is going off the

and your vehicle passes the
e as if overtaking it.

ple 4: When changing lanes to
a branch road, a guard rail, etc.
 of your vehicle is detected as
ject of control.
mple 1: When a right-turning
icle in a right turning lane is
ected as an object of control on a

ard curve with a right-turning

Example 2: While cruising at a low
speed on a congested road, when a
vehicle in the adjacent lane is
detected because of the swaying of
your vehicle or the vehicle in the
adjacent lane.

Exam
the ob
road 
vehicl

Exam
enter 
ahead
the ob
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ample 1: While driving on a con-
sted road following the vehicle
ead, when your vehicle acceler-
es and approaches the vehicle.

andling of the millimeter 
ave radar

The millimeter wave radar is a
device for sending and receiving
millimeter radio waves. Keep the
surface of the millimeter wave
radar cover (bumper grille) clean.
If it is dirty, wipe the dirt off using
soft cloth carefully so as not to
damage the surface.
Controls and functions

Example 5: When approaching and
overtaking the vehicle ahead.

Example 6: When driving a road with
almost no road shoulders or when
driving close to the roadside objects
such as guardrail or central divider
poles.

• When driving through a struc-
ture covering the road
• ETC gates
• Narrow tunnels
• Iron bridges
• Elevated bridges
• Pedestrian bridges, etc.

• When driving along or over a
metallic surface or object that
reflects radio waves
• Long vehicles such as

trucks, buses, towing vehi-
cles, etc.

• Manhole covers
• Iron plates laid on the road

at construction sites, etc.
• When driving inside the vessel

while onboard a ferry
• The pedestrian is on the road-

side
The Traffic Eye Brake may also
react in the following situa-
tions:
• When the driver accelerates

the vehicle by stepping on the
accelerator pedal

Ex
ge
ah
at

H
w
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 CAUTION

ver relocate the millimeter
ve radar as it may cause
lfunction.
 not remove the millimeter
ve radar body from the vehi-
. If it has been removed,
nment of the radar is
uired when reinstalled.
ntact the nearest autho-
d UD Trucks dealer.

he system malfunctions, the
son may be an axial devia-
n of the millimeter wave
ar or camera. Contact the
rest authorized UD Trucks
ler for axial alignment of
 radar or camera.
the millimeter wave radar
er (bumper grille), the milli-
ter wave radar body or its
unted section is deformed,
tact the nearest authorized

 Trucks dealer.
Avoid any strong impact to the
device as there is a risk of failure
or malfunction. Also, do not dis-
assemble it.
When washing the vehicle, do not
remove the millimeter wave radar
cover (bumper grille). If steam or
water from a high-pressure
washer directly hits the internal
components, it may cause a fail-
ure.

Do not attach any stickers or
mount any accessories that may
block the front view of the milli-
meter wave radar cover on the
radar cover (bumper grille), radar
body or its peripheral area. Do
not paint or mount a plated frame
at the peripheral area.
Do not install a license plate
frame as it may cause malfunc-
tion of the radar.
Since this device is certified for
conformance to the Technical
Standards based on the Radio
Act, the following requirements
must be observed:
• Do not remove the “Technical

Standards Conformance Cer-
tification Label”.

• Do not attempt to modify the
device.

• Illegal modification may be
penalized under the Radio
Act.
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raffic Eye Cruise 
daptive cruise con-

ol)♦
The Traffic Eye Cruise is an
adaptive cruise control system.
The Traffic Eye Cruise measures
the following distance and the rel-
ative speed difference between
your vehicle and the vehicle
ahead using the millimeter wave
radar and the camera and con-
ducts the auto cruise driving
while maintaining the following
distance appropriate for the set
cruise speed.
Controls and functions

Handling of the camera
Always keep the windshield at
the front of the camera clean.
Do not apply hard impact to the
camera.
Do not remove the camera from
the vehicle. If it has been
removed, alignment of the cam-
era is required when reinstalled.
Contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.

T
(A
tr

 CAUTION

If Traffic Eye Brake malfunc-
tions, the reason may be an axial
deviation of the camera. Contact
the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer for axial alignment
of the camera.
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 a vehicle ahead is 
ted
vehicle detection indicator
rs on the sub display. The sys-
ontrol the vehicle speed to
the following distance set by
iver.
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w to set
Push the Traffic Eye Cruise main
switch.
The Traffic Eye Cruise system is
activated to be ready to set the
cruise speed, and the Traffic Eye
Cruise “ON” indicator appears on
the sub display.

3. Depress the accelerator pedal to
increase the vehicle speed to the
desired set speed (approx. 30
km/h or higher).

4. When the desired vehicle speed
is reached, press the − /SET
switch. The Traffic Eye Cruise
“SET” indicator appears and the
set speed is displayed on the sub
display.

Operation of the system
When no vehicle ahead
The vehicle runs constantly at the
set cruise speed.

When
detec
The 
appea
tem c
keep 
the dr

 CAUTION

he Traffic Eye Cruise uses the
ain brake for its control, but

his system does not have the
unction to stop the vehicle
utomatically or to avoid a col-

ision automatically.
he Traffic Eye Cruise is

ntended to use on a highway
r motorway with gentle
urves and where frequent
peed changes are not
equired.
or details, refer to “Precau-
ions for using the Traffic Eye
ruise” (page 6-67).
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• When the “CANCEL” switch is
pressed

• When the brake pedal is
depressed

• When there is no longer a pre-
ceding vehicle

• When the driver’s or passen-
ger’s door is opened

• When the driver’s seat belt is
unfastened

• When the vehicle is stopped
for a long time (4 minutes or
more)

• When an abnormality has
occurred in the system
Controls and functions

When the preceding vehicle 
slows down and stops

Following the deceleration and
stop of the preceding vehicle, the
own vehicle also decelerates and
stops.
When the vehicle is stopped, the
warning indicator for brake hold
illuminates, and stays on while
the vehicle is stopped.

In the following cases, the warn-
ing indicator for brake hold cancel
illuminates, a warning display and
a buzzer sound alert the driver,
and then the brake hold is can-
celed.

 CAUTION

The Traffic Eye Cruise does
not perform the deceleration
control against a motionless
material or a vehicle running at
very low speed. Carefully
observe the conditions around
your vehicle and apply brake
as necessary. Drive safely.
While depressing the accelera-
tor pedal, the system does not
conduct the deceleration con-
trol even your vehicle is
approaching the vehicle
ahead. Drive safely while con-
firming the safety of the for-
ward direction of your vehicle.
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ging the following dis-
e setting♦

e standard following distance
 the Traffic Eye Cruise can be
anged using the following dis-
ce set switch.
ery time the switch is pressed,
 distance is changed “Middle”

 “Long” → “Short” → “Middle”
 “Long” and so on, and the cur-
t distance is displayed on the
lti-display.
en a vehicle ahead is

tected, the current setting dis-
ce is displayed on the sub dis-
y.
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 CAUTION

nding on the gradient of the
 or the amount of load, the
le may not start when the +/
switch is pressed. In this

, depress the accelerator
l until the vehicle starts.
When the vehicle in front starts
After stopping by following the
vehicle ahead, if the vehicle
ahead starts moving before the
brake hold warning indicator
lights up, your vehicle also starts
and resumes follow-up driving.
If the vehicle ahead starts moving
after the brake hold warning indi-
cator lights up, depress the accel-
erator pedal or press the +/RES
switch to start your vehicle and
resume follow-up driving.
When follow-up driving is
resumed, the warning indicator
for brake hold goes out.
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 WARNING

en the vehicle is stopped on
lope, if the brake hold is can-

led, the vehicle may start mov-
 and lead to an unexpected

cident. When the brake hold is
nceled, be sure to depress the
ke pedal or apply the parking
ke.

 CAUTION

en the vehicle is stopped by
ffic Eye Cruise, do not leave
 driver’s seat. The vehicle
y start moving, resulting in an
expected accident.

Depe
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vehic
RES 
case
peda
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• When the “CANCEL” switch is
pressed

• When the brake pedal is
depressed

• When the vehicle speed low-
ers below 15 km/h when there
is no preceding vehicle

• When the brake is applied by
the Traffic Eye Brake

• When the Driver Alert Support
activates an alarm
Controls and functions

Changing the set cruise 
speed
To increase the set cruise 
speed
Pressing the +/RES switch increases
the set cruise speed.

To decrease the set cruise 
speed
Pressing the −/SET switch
decreases the set cruise speed.

Temporal deactivation of the 
Traffic Eye Cruise

During Traffic Eye Cruise driving,
Traffic Eye Cruise will be tempo-
rarily canceled when any of the
following actions is taken. When
canceled, the Traffic Eye Cruise
“SET” indicator goes out.
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pletely deactivating the 
ic Eye Cruise
 Eye Cruise can be completely
led by pressing and holding
ANCEL switch of the steering
es during Traffic Eye Cruise
, or by pressing the switch

 when Traffic Eye Cruise is
rarily canceled. When com-
 canceled, the Traffic Eye
 “ON” indicator goes out.

Af
an
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to 
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an
or 
ret
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sw
When the system temporarily
cancels Traffic Eye Cruise for
safety, such as when the Driver
Alert Support activates, “Traffic
Eye Cruise deactivated” is dis-
played on the multi-display.

Com
Traff
Traffic
cance
the C
switch
driving
again
tempo
pletely
Cruise

NOTE
ter a temporary deactivation
d if there is a preceding vehi-
, the vehicle can be returned
Traffic Eye Cruise control by
ssing the +/RES switch. If
re is no preceding vehicle

d the vehicle speed is 15 km/h
higher, the vehicle can be

urned to Traffic Eye Cruise
ntrol by pressing the +/RES
itch.
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 CAUTION

If the connected trailer is not
equipped with ABS or its ABS
is faulty, the Traffic Eye Cruise
enters the restricted mode.
In the restricted mode, deceler-
ation is performed only the
auxiliary brakes (without using
the main brake), and therefore
the braking performance may
reduce severely. When driving
in this condition, observe the
traffic condition carefully and
depress the brake pedal as
necessary to drive safely.
When driving down a long
slope following a slow vehicle,
temporarily deactivate the
Traffic Eye Cruise to reduce
the possibility of entering the
restricted mode.
Controls and functions

Following distance warning
If it is determined that the appro-
priate following distance cannot
be maintained by the decelera-
tion control of Traffic Eye Cruise,
the driver will be alerted by a fol-
lowing distance warning display
and a buzzer sound.
If a following distance warning is
displayed or the following dis-
tance is short, depress the brake
pedal to decelerate and maintain
an appropriate following distance.

Protection of brakes
The Traffic Eye Cruise has the
protection function to limit the
application of the main brake to
prevent excessive application of
the main brake. When this func-
tion is activated, the Traffic Eye
Cruise enters the limit mode, and
“Decrease speed – Reduced
brake capacity” message is dis-
played on the multi-display to
warn the lowering of brake perfor-
mance.
When the main brake returns to
the normal condition, the Traffic
Eye Cruise returns to the normal
condition automatically.
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Fa
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e message will disappear
en the vehicle is driven for a
 minutes or when the igni-

n switch is turned off and
.
pending on the road condi-
ns, a message may be dis-
yed even if the radar is
an, but this is not a failure.
er driving for a while, the
play disappears.
he message would not dis-
ear, the millimeter wave
ar may be faulty. Contact
 nearest authorized UD
cks dealer in the earliest

portunity.
ult in the Traffic Eye 
ise system

ny fault is detected in the Traffic
 Cruise system, the Traffic Eye
ise is deactivated and the
AFFIC EYE CRUISE malfunc-
” message is displayed on the
lti-display.
en the fault is cleared, the system
activated automatically.

If the millimeter wave radar is 
dirty
If the front (cover) of the millimeter
wave radar is dirty, “Check radar”
message appears on the multi-dis-
play. Clean the area quickly.

 CAUTION

If the “Check radar” message
appears, park the vehicle at a
safe place and wipe clean the
front (cover) of the millimeter
wave radar with soft cloth.
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recautions for using the 
affic Eye Cruise
Do not be overly confident of the
Traffic Eye Cruise.
Using the system does not allow
the driver to become inattentive
or absent-minded. The driver
must always be carefully looking
ahead and checking the condi-
tions.
The Traffic Eye Cruise controls
the main and auxiliary brakes, but
be aware of the distance between
the preceding vehicle and the
surrounding conditions, and
depress the brake pedal as nec-
essary to ensure a safe distance
and safe driving.
Controls and functions

If the camera or its surround-
ing is dirty

The camera is located behind the
windshield and is used to detect
stationary vehicles.
If the camera’s field of view is hin-
dered by dirt or the like, “Check
camera” message appears on the
multi-display.
In this condition, the Traffic Eye
Cruise would not work.

P
Tr CAUTION

If the “Check camera” mes-
sage appears, park the vehicle
at a safe place and wipe clean
the front area (windshield) of
the camera with soft cloth.
The message will disappear
when the vehicle is driven for a
few minutes or when the igni-
tion switch is turned off and
on.
A message may be displayed
when strong light is received
or depending on the road con-
ditions, but this is not a failure.
After driving for a while, the
display disappears.
If the message would not dis-
appear, the camera may be
faulty. Contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer in
the earliest opportunity.
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 a frozen or snow-covered
d. The wheels may skid on

slippery road surface and
 may lose the vehicle con-

l.
 a steep downslope. The
eleration control of the
ffic Eye Cruise may not be
e to keep the set cruise
ed. When following a vehi-

 ahead, you may approach it
essively.
 a road with repeated steep
- and downslope. It is diffi-
t to detect the vehicle ahead
rectly and you may
roach it excessively, which
 be a cause of an accident.

a traffic condition with fre-
ent acceleration and decel-
tion. It is difficult to keep
 following distance con-
nt, and it is difficult to drive
a vehicle speed appropriate
 such conditions, which
y cause an accident.
The detection performance of the
millimeter wave radar and the
camera is limited. Use the Traffic
Eye Cruise on a highway or
motorway without frequent speed
change and with slight curves.

The Traffic Eye Cruise may per-
form deceleration control by main
and auxiliary brakes and issue a
warning when it detects a vehicle
in the adjacent lane or objects
nearby (signboard, road sign,
etc.). This is caused by the road
conditions (curved road,
entrance/exit of a curve, tunnel,
lane closure, narrower lane due
to road construction, road with
metal objects that reflect radio

waves sideways or upwards,
etc.), or the conditions of your
vehicle or the vehicle ahead
(because of steering operation,
lane position, unstable driving
due to an accident or failure). On
the other hand, it may temporarily
miss the vehicle ahead and may
approach to it.

 CAUTION

Do not use the Traffic Eye Cruise
under the following conditions
as it may lead to an accident.

In bad weather (rain, fog,
snow). In a dense fog or heavy
rain, the sensitivity of the milli-
meter radar lowers, which
makes the detection of the
vehicle ahead difficult, and the
correct following distance may
not be obtained.
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Avoid any strong impact to the
millimeter wave radar as there is
a risk of failure or malfunction. Do
not disassemble it.
When washing the vehicle, do not
remove the millimeter wave radar
cover (bumper grille). If steam or
water from a high-pressure
washer directly hits the internal
components, it may cause a fail-
ure.
Controls and functions

Handling of the millimeter 
wave radar

The millimeter wave radar is a
device for sending and receiving
millimeter radio waves. Keep the
surface of the millimeter wave
radar cover (bumper grille) clean.
If it is dirty, wipe the dirt off using
soft cloth carefully so as not to
damage the surface.

In traffic conditions where the
surrounding vehicles keep
changing lanes due to traffic
congestion, etc. It is difficult to
keep the following distance
constant, and it is difficult to
drive at a vehicle speed appro-
priate for such conditions,
which may cause an accident.
On a motorway, when going off
the main road (entering an
interchange or a rest area).
When following a vehicle
ahead running at a speed
slower than your vehicle’s set
speed, if the vehicle ahead dis-
appears because either vehicle
changes lanes, the system
increases your vehicle’s
speed, which may cause an
unexpected accident.
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ling of the camera
ays keep the windshield at
 front of the camera clean.
 not apply hard impact to the
mera.
 not remove the camera from
 vehicle. If it has been
oved, alignment of the cam-

 is required when reinstalled.
ntact the nearest authorized
 Trucks dealer.
Do not attach any stickers or
mount any accessories that may
block the front view of the milli-
meter wave radar cover on the
radar cover (bumper grille), radar
body or its peripheral area. Do
not paint or mount a plated frame
at the peripheral area.
Do not install a license plate
frame as it may cause malfunc-
tion of the radar.
Since this device is certified for
conformance to the Technical
Standards based on the Radio
Act, the following requirements
must be observed:
• Do not remove the “Technical

Standards Conformance Cer-
tification Label”.

• Do not attempt to modify the
device.

• Illegal modification may be
penalized under the Radio
Act.
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 CAUTION

Never relocate the millimeter
wave radar as it may cause
malfunction.
Do not remove the millimeter
wave radar body from the vehi-
cle. If it has been removed,
alignment of the radar is
required when reinstalled.
Contact the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.
If the system malfunctions, the
reason may be an axial devia-
tion of the millimeter wave
radar. Contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer
for axial alignment of the radar.
If the millimeter wave radar
cover (bumper grille), the milli-
meter wave radar body or its
mounted section is deformed,
contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.
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perating conditions
WS is activated under the follow-

g conditions.
The ignition switch is in ON posi-
tion.
Your vehicle speed is 50 km/h or
higher.

 CAUTION

The LDWS can issue an alarm
under the condition that it rec-
ognizes the lane-dividing lines.
The system has no such func-
tion for recognizing the road
shoulder or side gutter as a
road edge to issue an alarm.
Steer the vehicle as necessary
and drive safely.
For details, refer to “Precau-
tions for using LDWS” (page 6-
74).
Controls and functions

Lane Departure Warn-
ing System (LDWS)♦
The Lane Departure Warning Sys-
tem (LDWS) uses a camera to
detect the lane. If the vehicle
crosses the right- or left-lane dividing
line while driving at approximately 50
km/h or higher, LDWS alerts the
driver by displaying a warning and
sounding the buzzer.
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 CAUTION

If Traffic Eye Cruise malfunc-
tions, the reason may be an axial
deviation of the camera. Contact
the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer for axial alignment
of the camera.
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tivating LDWS
WS is deactivated by pressing
 LDWS OFF switch. In this

ndition, LDWS lamp illumi-
tes.

 reactivate LDWS, press the
WS OFF switch again.

NOTE
n the ignition switch is
d off and then on, LDWS is
d on.
activation of LDWS
S is deactivated and the LDWS

p illuminates under the following
ditions.
LDWS is deactivated temporarily.
LDWS is malfunctioning.

eration of LDWS
e vehicle crosses the right 

left lane dividing line
 system alerts the driver by an
m sound and flashing of the

S lamp.
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 CAUTION

The system does not alert under
the following conditions.

When the brake pedal is
depressed
When the turn signal switch is
operated
When the vehicle speed is
below 50 km/h
When the driver steered
quickly
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 CAUTION

If the “Check camera” mes-
sage appears, park the vehicle
at a safe place and wipe clean
the front area (windshield) of
the camera with soft cloth.
The message will disappear
when the vehicle is driven for a
few minutes or when the igni-
tion switch is turned off and
on.
A message may be displayed
when strong light is received
or depending on the road con-
ditions, but this is not a failure.
After driving for a while, the
display disappears.
If the message would not dis-
appear, the camera may be
faulty. Contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer in
the earliest opportunity.
Controls and functions

Malfunction of LDWS
When a fault occurs in LDWS, the
LDWS indicator in the multi-display
appears and the system is deacti-
vated. If the fault is solved, the
LDWS indicator will disappear and
LDWS will be reactivated automati-
cally.

If the camera or its surround-
ing is dirty

The camera is installed behind
the windshield.
If the camera’s field of view is hin-
dered by dirt or the like, “Check
camera” message appears on the
multi-display.
In this condition, LDWS would not
work. CAUTION

If the LDWS indicator appears
frequently or continuously,
LDWS is faulty. This does not
present a problem for normal
driving, however, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer in the earliest opportunity.
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Pre ling of the camera
ays keep the windshield at
 front of the camera clean.
 not apply hard impact to the
mera.
 not remove the camera from
 vehicle. If it has been
oved, alignment of the cam-

 is required when reinstalled.
ntact the nearest authorized
 Trucks dealer.
cautions for using LDWS
Do not be overly confident of
LDWS.
Using the system does not allow
the driver to become inattentive
or absent-minded. The driver
must always be carefully looking
ahead and checking the traffic
conditions.
Be sure to drive safely by steer-
ing the vehicle properly while
paying attention to the surround-
ing conditions.
LDWS cannot accurately
detect the lane dividing lines
and may not operate correctly
under the following conditions.
• Hardly detectable lane-divid-

ing line (obscure, not com-
mon, covered with puddles,
dirt or snow)

• Sharply curved road
• Erased line markings are still

visible
• Shadows, snow, puddles,

wheel tracks, road seams,
traces of repair, are found on
the road

• Road branching, merging, and
crossing

• The following distance to a
vehicle ahead is so short that
the detection range of the
camera is blocked.

• Raindrops, snowflakes, dirt
and the like are deposited on
the windshield.

• Headlamp brightness is insuf-
ficient due to dirty lens, etc., or
the light axes are out-of-
adjustment.

• When lane markings on the
road are difficult to see in dim
light (dawn, dusk, etc.), at
night, or in a tunnel

• Subjected to intense light (typ-
ically sunlight) from the head-
ing direction

• Sudden change of brightness
(at the entrance/exit of a tun-
nel)

• Road under construction and/
or lanes are provided tempo-
rarily
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mart BSIS (left side)
art BSIS detects moving objects

ch as bicycles on the left side and
tifies the driver with an indicator to
event accidents involving them
hen making left turns.

perating conditions
art BSIS is ready to operate

der the following conditions.
When the ignition switch is in the
ON position
When an object moving in the
same direction is detected on the
left side of the vehicle while driv-
ing at 30 km/h or less
When a moving object crossing in
front of the vehicle from the left
side is detected when the vehicle
is stopped
Controls and functions

Smart BSIS (Blind Spot 
Information System) 
and Smart LCS (Lane 
Change Support)♦
Smart BSIS and Smart LCS detect
moving objects on the right and left
sides of the vehicle using side milli-
meter wave radars mounted on both
sides of the vehicle and alert the
driver by turning on an indicator and
sounding an alarm to prevent acci-
dents when turning and changing
lanes.
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 CAUTION

If LDWS malfunctions, the rea-
son may be an axial deviation of
the camera. Contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer for
axial alignment of the camera.

 CAUTION

Smart BSIS and Smart LCS are
intended to assist drivers in
preventing misidentification
and are not for avoiding
drowsy or inattentive driving.
Their recognition performance
is limited. Do not overly trust
the system, always check the
safety of the surroundings
when driving, and drive safely.
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Op en a moving object crossing in
nt of the own vehicle from the
t side is detected when the
hicle is stopped, an indicator
 the passenger side door pillar
minates to alert the driver.

 CAUTION

indicator may be difficult to
n the following cases.
en the sunlight is strong
en the light from the head-
ts of the vehicle behind is

ting the indicator
eration of Smart BSIS
When an object moving in the
same direction is detected on the
left side of the vehicle and there
is a possibility of a collision if a
left turn is made, an indicator on
the passenger side door pillar illu-
minates to alert the driver.

When the possibility of a collision
with the detected object moving
in the same direction increases
and the turn signal switch is oper-
ated to the left, the indicator
blinks, a message is displayed in
the multi-display, and a buzzer
sounds.
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When the possibility of a collision
with the detected object moving
in the same direction increases
and the turn signal switch is oper-
ated to the left, the indicator
blinks, a message is displayed in
the multi-display, and a buzzer
sounds.
Controls and functions

Smart LCS (left side)
Smart LCS detects moving objects
such as vehicles on the left side to
prevent accidents when making lane
changes.

Operating conditions
Smart LCS is ready to operate under
the following conditions.

When the ignition switch is in the
ON position
When a moving object such as a
vehicle is detected on the left side
of the own vehicle while driving at
10 km/h or more

Operation of Smart LCS
When a moving object such as a
vehicle is detected on the left side
of the own vehicle, an indicator
on the passenger side door pillar
illuminates to alert the driver.
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ation of Smart BSIS
en an object moving in the

me direction is detected on the
ht side of the vehicle and there
a possibility of a collision if a
ht turn is made, an indicator on
 driver side door pillar illumi-

tes to alert the driver.
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Smart BSIS (right side)
Smart BSIS detects moving objects
such as bicycles on the right side
and notifies the driver with an indica-
tor to prevent accidents involving
them when making right turns.

Operating conditions
Smart BSIS is ready to operate
under the following conditions.

When the ignition switch is in the
ON position
When an object moving in the
same direction is detected on the
right side of the vehicle while driv-
ing at 30 km/h or less
When a moving object crossing in
front of the vehicle from the right
side is detected when the vehicle
is stopped
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 CAUTION

e indicator may be difficult to
e in the following cases.

hen the sunlight is strong
hen the light from the head-

ights of the vehicle behind is
itting the indicator
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mart LCS (right side)
art LCS detects moving objects

ch as vehicles on the right side to
event accidents when making lane
anges.

perating conditions
art LCS is ready to operate under

e following conditions.
When the ignition switch is in the
ON position
When a moving object such as a
vehicle is detected on the right
side of the own vehicle while driv-
ing at 10 km/h or more
Controls and functions

When the possibility of a collision
with the detected object moving
in the same direction increases
and the turn signal switch is oper-
ated to the right, the indicator
blinks, a message is displayed in
the multi-display, and a buzzer
sounds.

When a moving object crossing in
front of the own vehicle from the
right side is detected when the
vehicle is stopped, an indicator
on the driver side door pillar illu-
minates to alert the driver.
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 CAUTION

The indicator may be difficult to
see in the following cases.

When the sunlight is strong
When the light from the head-
lights of the vehicle behind is
hitting the indicator
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Op
 CAUTION

indicator may be difficult to
n the following cases.
en the sunlight is strong
en the light from the head-
ts of the vehicle behind is

ting the indicator
eration of Smart LCS
When a moving object such as a
vehicle is detected on the right
side of the own vehicle, an indica-
tor on the driver side door pillar
illuminates to alert the driver.

When the possibility of a collision
with the detected object moving
in the same direction increases
and the turn signal switch is oper-
ated to the right, the indicator
blinks, a message is displayed in
the multi-display, and a buzzer
sounds.
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 CAUTION

 the “BSIS/LCS system mal-
nction” message appears fre-

uently, although this does not
resent a problem for normal
riving, contact the nearest
uthorized UD Trucks dealer in
e earliest opportunity.
Controls and functions

Canceling Smart BSIS and 
Smart LCS warning

BSIS/LCS warning is activated
(ON) when the ignition switch is
turned to the ON position and is
ready to alert the driver with light-
ing/blinking of the indicator, warn-
ing messages, and an alarm
buzzer.
BSIS/LCS warning can be deacti-
vated by switching it to OFF on
the multi-display menu screen.
When deactivated (OFF), blinking
of the indicator, warning mes-
sages, and alarm buzzer are can-
celed. For the switching method,
refer to “BSIS/LCS warning”
(page 5-23) in “Meters, indication
lamps and switches”.

Malfunction of Smart BSIS 
and Smart LCS

If Smart BSIS and Smart LCS is
not functioning properly, it turns
off.
If an abnormality occurs in Smart
BSIS and Smart LCS, the mes-
sage “BSIS/LCS system malfunc-
tion” is displayed in the multi-
display, and Smart BSIS and
Smart LCS will not operate. If the
abnormality is resolved, they will
automatically return to the normal
state.
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• The direction of travel of
the moving object is not
the same as or is not per-
pendicular to the direction
of the own vehicle

• The distance between the
moving object and the own
vehicle is too close or too
far

When side millimeter wave
radar radio waves are
reflected or blocked (by snow,
trees, stopped vehicles, walls,
guardrails, metal structures,
etc.) or when obstacles are
detected as moving objects
When reversing, while turning
or the own vehicle is tilted
When the side millimeter
wave radar or its cover is bro-
ken, deformed, repositioned
When the side millimeter
wave radar or its cover is
painted, dirty, or the radar is
blocked by splashing water,
snow, mud, etc.
e area around the side mil-
eter wave radar is dirty
e front area of the side millimeter
e radar (cover) is dirty, the mes-
e “BSIS/LCS sensor blocked” is
layed in the multi-display. Clean
oon as possible.

Precautions when using 
Smart BSIS and Smart LCS

Smart BSIS and Smart LCS are a
type of driver assistance system
and their detection ability is lim-
ited. Do not overly trust the sys-
tem. Drive safely while carefully
checking the surrounding condi-
tions.
Smart BSIS and Smart LCS
may not operate properly in the
following situations.
• When driving on an undulating

road surface, driving on
curved sections

• When driving on a driving in
bad weather (heavy rain, fog,
blizzard, snow, etc.) 

• When moving object detection
is limited due to the following
reasons:
• The size of the moving

object is too small
• The speed of the moving

object is too slow, too high,
or the same speed as the
own vehicle

•

•

•

•
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directly hits the internal compo-
nents, it may cause a failure.
Since this device is certified for
conformance to the Technical
Standards based on the Radio
Act, the following requirements
must be observed:
• Do not remove the “Technical

Standards Conformance Cer-
tification Label”.

• Do not attempt to modify the
device.

• Illegal modification may be
penalized under the Radio
Act.
Controls and functions

• When changes were made to
the vehicle body such as tire
size

• When a trailer towed by the
own vehicle is detected as a
moving object

• When towing a wide trailer

Handling of the side millimeter 
wave radar

The side millimeter wave radar is
a device that transmits and
receives radio waves. Always
keep the surface of the side milli-
meter wave radar cover clean. If
it gets dirty, wipe it with a soft
cloth to avoid scratching.

Do not give a strong impact to the
side millimeter wave radar as it
may cause a failure or malfunc-
tion. Also, do not disassemble it.
When washing the vehicle, do not
remove the side millimeter wave
radar cover. If steam or water
from a high-pressure washer
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er Alert Support 
S)
river Alert Support (DAS) pre-

s the driver’s attention level on
 from the meandering of the

e detected by the camera and
 the driver when it determines
e attention level is low.
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 CAUTION

elocation of the side millime-
er wave radar may cause mal-
unctions. Never do this.
o not remove the side milli-
eter wave radar from the

ehicle. If removed, it will be
ecessary to adjust the axis of

he radar sensor after reinstal-
ation, so contact the nearest
uthorized UD Trucks dealer.
f the system malfunctions, the
xis of the side millimeter
ave radar may be off. It will
e necessary to adjust the axis
f the radar sensor, so contact
he nearest authorized UD
rucks dealer.

f the side millimeter wave
adar cover, side millimeter
ave radar body, or its mount-

ng parts get deformed due to
n accident, etc., contact the
earest authorized UD Trucks
ealer.

The system may not operate
normally when two or more
trailers are connected.
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hen low attention level con-
ues

AS sounds an alarm and “Take a
eak” message is displayed.

NOTE
 the auto cruise or Traffic Eye
ruise is operated, it is can-
elled temporarily.
Controls and functions

Operating conditions
DAS is operable under the following
conditions:

Ignition switch is in “ON” position.
Vehicle speed is 65 km/h or
higher.

When DAS is inoperative
DAS is inoperative when your vehi-
cle is in the following condition.

DAS is temporarily deactivated.

Operation of DAS
When low attention level is 
detected
DAS sounds an alarm and “Focus on
driving” message is displayed.
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 CAUTION

DAS can operate on a road
where the lane dividing lines
can be detected. It cannot
function on a road without
such lines. Drive safely while
observing the traffic condi-
tions.
For details, refer to “Precau-
tions for using DAS” (page 6-
87).
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unction of DAS
 a fault occurs in DAS, “Driver
Support malfunction” message
layed and the system is deac-
. If the fault is solved, DAS will
ctivated automatically.
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 CAUTION

 “Driver Alert Support mal-
tion” message appears fre-
tly, although this does not

ent a problem for normal
ng, contact the nearest
orized UD Trucks dealer in
arliest opportunity.
 86 Controls and functions

activating DAS
S can be switched to OFF on the
lti-display menu screen. When
to OFF, warning messages and

 warning sound are canceled. For
 switching method, refer to “Driver
rt Support” (page 5-25) in
ters, indication lamps and
tches”.

Displaying the condition of 
driver

The driver’s degree of concentra-
tion to drive estimated by DAS
can be displayed on the multi-dis-
play. (DAS gauge)
It is displayed on a 5-point scale.
When the vehicle speed is lower
than 65 km/h, or when the lane
dividing lines cannot be detected,
“DAS unavailable” message is
displayed.
When DAS is deactivated, “DAS
off” message is displayed.

Malf
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Alert 
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tivated
be rea

NOTE
en the ignition switch is
ned off and then on, DAS is
tivated automatically.
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recautions for using DAS
Do not be overly confident of
DAS.
Using DAS does not allow the
driver to become inattentive or
absent-minded. The driver must
always be carefully looking ahead
and checking the traffic condi-
tions.
Be sure to drive safely by steer-
ing the vehicle properly while
paying attention to the surround-
ing conditions.
DAS cannot accurately detect
the lane dividing lines and may
not operate correctly.
• Hardly detectable lane-divid-

ing line (obscure, not com-
mon, covered with puddles,
dirt or snow)

• Sharply curved road
• Erased line markings are still

visible
• Shadows, snow, puddles,

wheel tracks, road seams,
traces of repair, are found on
the road
Controls and functions

If the camera or its surround-
ing is dirty

The camera is installed behind
the windshield, and is used to
detect a stationery vehicle.
If the camera’s field of view is hin-
dered by dirt or the like, “Check
camera” message appears on the
multi-display.
In this condition, DAS would not
work.

P
 CAUTION

If the “Check camera” mes-
sage appears, park the vehicle
at a safe place and wipe clean
the front area (windshield) of
the camera with soft cloth.
The message will disappear
when the vehicle is driven for a
few minutes or when the igni-
tion switch is turned off and
on.
A message may be displayed
when strong light is received
or depending on the road con-
ditions, but this is not a failure.
After driving for a while, the
display disappears.
If the message would not dis-
appear, the camera may be
faulty. Contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer in
the earliest opportunity.
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Ha

ing Off Information 
tem (MOIS)♦

e Moving Off Information Sys-
 (MOIS) detects pedestrians

d bicycles in front of the own
hicle by using a camera, for-
rd millimeter-wave radar, and
ht/left side millimeter-wave
ars to alert the driver to their
sence.
 pedestrian or bicycle crossing
front of the own vehicle is

tected when starting or if a
destrian or bicycle in front of
 vehicle is detected when driv-
 at a low speed (10 km/h or
s), the warning indicator
mes on.

NOTE
function does not satisfy all
 requirements.
• Road branching, merging, and
crossing

• The following distance to a
vehicle ahead is so short that
the detection range of the
camera is blocked.

• Raindrops, snowflakes, dirt
and the like are deposited on
the windshield.

• Headlamp brightness is insuf-
ficient due to dirty lens, etc., or
the light axes are out-of-
adjustment.

• Subjected to intense light (typ-
ically sunlight) from the head-
ing direction

• Sudden change of brightness
(at the entrance/exit of a tun-
nel)

• Road under construction and/
or lanes are provided tempo-
rarily

ndling of the camera
Always keep the windshield at
the front of the camera clean.
Do not apply hard impact to the
camera.

Do not remove the camera from
the vehicle. If it has been
removed, alignment of the cam-
era is required when reinstalled.
Contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.
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 CAUTION

If DAS malfunctions, the reason
may be an axial deviation of the
camera. Contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer for
axial alignment of the camera.

This 
R159
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If the system judges that your
vehicle is approaching a pedes-
trian or bicycle in front when driv-
ing at a low speed (10 km/h or
less) and there is a possibility of
collision, the warning indicator
blinks, a warning message
appears on the multi-display, and
a warning sound is issued to
warn the driver.
Controls and functions

MOIS warning indicator
 CAUTION

Their recognition performance is
limited. Do not overly trust the
system, always check the safety
of the surroundings when driv-
ing, and drive safely.
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 camera or its surround-
 dirty

e camera is installed behind
 windshield.

he camera’s field of view is hin-
red by dirt or the like, “Check
mera” message appears on the
lti-display.
this condition, MOIS would not
rk.
 90 Controls and functions

MOIS can be switched off on the
multi-display menu screen. When
turned OFF, the lighting and
blinking of the warning indicator,
warning messages, and warning
buzzer are canceled. For the
switching method, refer to “MOIS
warning♦” (page 5-25) in “Meters,
indication lamps and switches”.
The warnings return to ON when
the ignition switch is turned OFF
and ON again.

Malfunction of MOIS
If an error occurs in MOIS, a
warning is displayed on the multi-
display, and MOIS is deactivated.
If a warning is displayed, have
your vehicle inspected and ser-
viced at your nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.
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The message will disappear
when the vehicle is driven for a
few minutes or when the igni-
tion switch is turned off and
on.
Depending on the road condi-
tions, a message may be dis-
played even if the radar is
clean, but this is not a failure.
After driving for a while, the
display disappears.
If the message would not dis-
appear, the millimeter wave
radar may be faulty. Contact
the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer in the earliest
opportunity.
Controls and functions

If the millimeter wave radar is 
dirty
If the front (cover) of the millimeter
wave radar is dirty, “Check radar”
message appears on the multi-dis-
play. Clean the area quickly.

 CAUTION

If the “Check camera” mes-
sage appears, park the vehicle
at a safe place and wipe clean
the front area (windshield) of
the camera with soft cloth.
The message will disappear
when the vehicle is driven for a
few minutes or when the igni-
tion switch is turned off and
on.
A message may be displayed
when strong light is received
or depending on the road con-
ditions, but this is not a failure.
After driving for a while, the
display disappears.
If the message would not dis-
appear, the camera may be
faulty. Contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer in
the earliest opportunity.

 CAUTION

If the “Check radar” message
appears, park the vehicle at a
safe place and wipe clean the
front (cover) of the millimeter
wave radar with soft cloth.
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When driving on an undulating
road surface, driving on
curved sections
When driving in bad weather
(heavy rain, fog, blizzard,
snow etc).
The detection of pedestrians
and bicycles is limited for the
following reasons:
• The pedestrian or bicycle

is very small
• The pedestrian or bicycle

is not moving
• The speed of the pedes-

trian or bicycle is very low,
high, or equivalent to that
of your vehicle

• The pedestrian or bicycle
is not moving in the same
direction or is not crossing
in front of your vehicle

• The pedestrian or bicycle
is too near or too far from
your vehicle

The detection of pedestrians
is limited for the following rea-
sons:
• The pedestrian is short
e area around the side mil-
eter wave radar is dirty
e front area of the side millimeter
e radar (cover) is dirty, the mes-
e “BSIS/LCS sensor blocked” is
layed in the multi-display. Clean
oon as possible.

Precautions when using 
MOIS

Do not overly trust MOIS.
MOIS does not operate in every
situation.
The system is not intended to
allow the driver to become inat-
tentive or absent-minded and fail
to look ahead or commit hands-
off driving.
Operate the steering wheel as
necessary while paying close
attention to your surroundings,
and drive safely.
In the following situations, sur-
rounding conditions may not
be detected accurately and
MOIS may not operate nor-
mally.
• Immediately after turning the

ignition switch to the ON posi-
tion

• When your vehicle is stopped
for a long time, such as for a
break, etc.

•

•

•

•
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the light axes are out-of-
adjustment.

• Subjected to intense light (typ-
ically sunlight) from the head-
ing direction

• Sudden change of brightness
(at the entrance/exit of a tun-
nel)
Controls and functions

• The pedestrian is holding a
large object like luggage or
an umbrella that hides part
of their body

• The pedestrian is wearing
something such as a rain
poncho that masks their
body outline

• The pedestrian is stooping,
crouching, or lying down

• The pedestrian is pushing
a stroller, wheelchair, bicy-
cle, etc.

• Pedestrians are forming a
crowd of people

• The pedestrian is in a dark
place such as a tunnel or
at night

• The pedestrian is wearing
clothes similar in color to
the background, blending
into the landscape

• The pedestrian is near a
wall or other obstacle

• The pedestrian suddenly
jumps into view

• The pedestrian is near a
metal object (manhole

cover, steel plate, sign
pole, etc.)

• When radio waves of the for-
ward or side millimeter wave
radar are reflected or blocked
(by snow, trees, stopped vehi-
cles, walls, guardrails, gates,
metal structures, etc.) or when
obstacles are detected as
moving objects

• When reversing, while turning
or the own vehicle is tilted

• When the side millimeter
wave radar or its cover is bro-
ken, deformed, repositioned

• When the side millimeter
wave radar or its cover is
painted, dirty, or the radar is
blocked by splashing water,
snow, mud, etc.

• When changes were made to
the vehicle body such as tire
size

• Raindrops, snowflakes, dirt
and the like are deposited on
the windshield.

• Headlamp brightness is insuf-
ficient due to dirty lens, etc., or
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Ha ling of the millimeter 
 radar
e millimeter wave radar is a
vice for sending and receiving
llimeter radio waves. Keep the
rface of the millimeter wave
ar cover (bumper grille) clean.

t is dirty, wipe the dirt off using
ft cloth carefully so as not to
mage the surface.

oid any strong impact to the
llimeter wave radar as there is
isk of failure or malfunction. Do
t disassemble it.
en washing the vehicle, do not
ove the millimeter wave radar

ver (bumper grille). If steam or
ndling of the camera
Always keep the windshield at
the front of the camera clean.
Do not apply hard impact to the
camera.
Do not remove the camera from
the vehicle. If it has been
removed, alignment of the cam-
era is required when reinstalled.
Contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.

Hand
wave
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 CAUTION

If the system malfunctions, the
reason may be an axial deviation
of the camera. Contact the near-
est authorized UD Trucks dealer
for axial alignment of the cam-
era.
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andling of the side millimeter 
ave radar

The side millimeter wave radar is
a device that transmits and
receives radio waves. Always
keep the surface of the side milli-
meter wave radar cover clean. If
it gets dirty, wipe it with a soft
cloth to avoid scratching.

Do not give a strong impact to the
side millimeter wave radar as it
may cause a failure or malfunc-
tion. Also, do not disassemble it.
Controls and functions

water from a high-pressure
washer directly hits the internal
components, it may cause a fail-
ure.
Do not attach any stickers or
mount any accessories that may
block the front view of the milli-
meter wave radar cover on the
radar cover (bumper grille), radar
body or its peripheral area. Do
not paint or mount a plated frame
at the peripheral area.
Do not install a license plate
frame as it may cause malfunc-
tion of the radar.
Since this device is certified for
conformance to the Technical
Standards based on the Radio
Act, the following requirements
must be observed:
• Do not remove the “Technical

Standards Conformance Cer-
tification Label”.

• Do not attempt to modify the
device.

• Illegal modification may be
penalized under the Radio
Act.

H
w CAUTION

Never relocate the millimeter
wave radar as it may cause
malfunction.
Do not remove the millimeter
wave radar body from the vehi-
cle. If it has been removed,
alignment of the radar is
required when reinstalled.
Contact the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.
If the system malfunctions, the
reason may be an axial devia-
tion of the millimeter wave
radar. Contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer
for axial alignment of the radar.
If the millimeter wave radar
cover (bumper grille), the milli-
meter wave radar body or its
mounted section is deformed,
contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.
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e system may not operate
rmally when two or more
ilers are connected.
When washing the vehicle, do not
remove the side millimeter wave
radar cover. If steam or water
from a high-pressure washer
directly hits the internal compo-
nents, it may cause a failure.
Since this device is certified for
conformance to the Technical
Standards based on the Radio
Act, the following requirements
must be observed:
• Do not remove the “Technical

Standards Conformance Cer-
tification Label”.

• Do not attempt to modify the
device.

• Illegal modification may be
penalized under the Radio
Act.

 CAUTION

Relocation of the side millime-
ter wave radar may cause mal-
functions. Never do this.
Do not remove the side milli-
meter wave radar from the
vehicle. If removed, it will be
necessary to adjust the axis of
the radar sensor after reinstal-
lation, so contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.
If the system malfunctions, the
axis of the side millimeter
wave radar may be off. It will
be necessary to adjust the axis
of the radar sensor, so contact
the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.
If the side millimeter wave
radar cover, side millimeter
wave radar body, or its mount-
ing parts get deformed due to
an accident, etc., contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

Th
no
tra
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SPEED LIMIT signs are dis-
played for a certain time after rec-
ognition. If a new speed limit is
recognized during this period, the
display switches to the new
speed limit.
Danger warning signs are dis-
played for a certain time after rec-
ognition.
If another traffic sign the same as
the one already recognized and
displayed is recognized, it is not
displayed additionally.

If the vehicle speed exceeds the
recognized speed limit, the speed
limit display on the multi-display
blinks to alert the driver.
Controls and functions

Traffic Sign Recogni-
tion♦

Traffic signs are displayed on the
multi-display to prevent drivers
from missing them.
Up to two traffic signs recognized
by the camera are displayed on
the Traffic Eye screen of the
multi-display and the digital
speedometer screen.

The traffic signs recognized are:
SPEED LIMIT and danger warn-
ing signs.

 CAUTION

Traffic Sign Recognition is a
function to support safe driving
by the driver. The traffic sign
detection function has its limits
and may fail to detect a traffic
sign or may show a wrong sign
in some situations. When driv-
ing, the driver must always
check the actual traffic signs.
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Ma
Re

 CAUTION

the “Check camera” mes-
e appears, park the vehicle

a safe place and wipe clean
 front area (windshield) of
 camera with soft cloth.

e message will disappear
en the vehicle is driven for a
 minutes or when the igni-

n switch is turned off and
.

essage may be displayed
en strong light is received
depending on the road con-
ions, but this is not a failure.
er driving for a while, the
play disappears.
he message would not dis-
ear, the camera may be

lty. Contact the nearest
horized UD Trucks dealer in
 earliest opportunity.
lfunction of Traffic Sign 
cognition
If an error occurs in Traffic Sign
Recognition, a warning is dis-
played on the multi-display, and
Traffic Sign Recognition is deacti-
vated. If a warning is displayed,
have your vehicle inspected and
serviced at your nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

If the camera or its surround-
ing is dirty

The camera is installed on the
windshield.
If the camera’s field of view is hin-
dered by dirt or the like, “Check
camera” message appears on the
multi-display.
In this condition, Traffic Sign Rec-
ognition would not work.
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• The traffic sign is covered with
mud, snow, frost, etc.

• The traffic sign is partially hid-
den by trees, dirt, etc., making
it difficult to read

• Lights (street lights, etc.) or
shadows are reflected on the
traffic sign

• The traffic sign is too large or
too small

• The traffic sign is installed too
low or too high

• Numbers on the traffic sign
are difficult to recognize (dis-
appearing, etc.)

• There is something similar in
color or shape near the traffic
sign to be detected (similar
sign, electric sign, billboard,
flag banner, structure, num-
bers on a guide sign, etc.)

• A traffic sign for another road
is installed near and facing the
road you are driving on (such
as a speed limit sign on a side
road branching off the main
road)
Controls and functions

Precautions for using Traffic 
Sign Recognition

Do not be overly confident of
Traffic Sign Recognition.
The system is not intended to
allow the driver to become inat-
tentive or absent-minded and fail
to look ahead or commit hands-
off driving.
Be sure to drive safely by steer-
ing the vehicle properly while
paying attention to the surround-
ing conditions.
Traffic Sign Recognition can-
not accurately detect the lane
dividing lines and may not
operate correctly under the fol-
lowing conditions.
• Sharply curved road
• The following distance to a

vehicle ahead is so short that
the detection range of the
camera is blocked.

• Raindrops, snowflakes, dirt
and the like are deposited on
the windshield.

• Headlamp brightness is insuf-
ficient due to dirty lens, etc., or
the light axes are out-of
adjustment.

• Subjected to intense light (typ-
ically sunlight) from the head-
ing direction

• Sudden change of brightness
(at the entrance/exit of a tun-
nel)

• The headlamps are not turned
on at night or in a tunnel, etc.

• The visibility is poor due to
bad weather (rain, snow, fog,
etc.)

• Water, snow, sand, etc. is
being blown up by vehicles in
front or oncoming vehicles

• The traffic sign is ahead of a
turn or curve

• The traffic sign is in a position
where it is hardly illuminated
by the headlamps of your
vehicle at night

• The traffic sign is faded or
bent

• The traffic sign is damaged or
deformed
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Ha ver status moni-
♦
river status monitor is a system
tect the driver’s facial orienta-
riving posture, and eye move-
 using a camera installed on
oor pillar on the driver’s seat
and is used to alert the driver
playing a warning and sound-
 alarm, and thus prevent inat-
 or drowsy driving.
ndling of the camera
Always keep the windshield at
the front of the camera clean.
Do not apply hard impact to the
camera.
Do not remove the camera from
the vehicle. If it has been
removed, alignment of the cam-
era is required when reinstalled.
Contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.

Dri
tor
The d
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the d
side, 
by dis
ing an
tentive

 CAUTION

If the system malfunctions, the
reason may be an axial deviation
of the camera. Contact the near-
est authorized UD Trucks dealer
for axial alignment of the cam-
era.
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peration of driver sta-
s monitor

hen the system detects 
e driver’s facial orienta-

on, driving posture, and 
e movements and deter-
ines that the driver is not 
cing the direction of travel 
r has a very bad driving 
osture
 addition to sounding an audible
arm, a message “LOOK FOR-
ARD” is displayed to alert the
iver.
Controls and functions

Operating conditions
Driver status monitor is ready to
operate under the following con-
ditions.
• When the ignition switch is in

the ON position
• Your vehicle speed is 30 km/h

or higher
• When the vehicle is going

straight ahead
No alarm will be given when the
steering wheel is turned a lot,
such as when driving on a sharp
curve, changing lanes, or turning
right or left.
An alarm will be given when the
steering wheel is not turned a lot,
even when the turn signal switch
is operated for changing lanes or
turning right or left. 
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 CAUTION

Driver status monitor does not
detect physical conditions
such as fatigue or health.
Their recognition performance
is limited. Do not overly trust
the system, take good care of
your physical condition, and
drive safely.
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unction of driver 
us monitor
driver status monitor is not
ctioning properly, it turns off.
n abnormality occurs in driver
tus monitor, the message

river Monitor malfunction” is
played in the multi-display, and
ver status monitor will not
erate. If the abnormality is
olved, they will automatically
urn to the normal state.
 102 Controls and functions

en the system detects 
 driver’s eye movements 

d driving posture and 
termines that the driver 
s closed their eyes or 
ms to be sleepy

addition to sounding an audible
m, a message “FOCUS ON
IVING” is displayed to alert the
er.

Driver status monitor 
ON/OFF switching

When the ignition switch is turned
to the ON position, driver status
monitor turns ON and will be
ready to alert the driver with a
warning message and an alarm
buzzer.
Driver status monitor can be
switched OFF on the multi-dis-
play menu screen. When
switched OFF, the warning mes-
sage and alarm buzzer are can-
celed. For the switching method,
refer to “Driver Monitor” (page 5-
24) in “Meters, indication lamps
and switches”.
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• When the driver’s eyes are
looking down to operate
switches or read instruments,
etc.

• When the driver squints their
eyes, such as when the light is
bright

• When it is difficult to distin-
guish the eyes due to
changes in facial expression
or eye makeup, etc.

• When the driver is wearing
glasses, sunglasses, a mask,
an eye patch, a hat, a helmet,
a towel, or any other object
that covers their eyes or face

• When the driver’s eyes or face
are hidden by the driver’s
hand, etc.

• When there is an obstacle
between the driver and the
camera

• When the camera is dirty
• When sunlight or illumina-

tions are reflected in the
driver’s glasses or sunglasses
Controls and functions

Handling of the camera
Always keep of the camera clean.
Do not apply hard impact to the
camera.
Do not remove the camera from
the vehicle. 

Precautions when using 
driver status monitor

The driver status monitor is a sys-
tem to assist driving; its recogni-
tion performance is limited. Do
not overly trust the system, take
good care of your physical condi-
tion, and drive safely.
Driver status monitor may not
operate properly in the following
situations.
• When the driver leans forward

or against the door or armrest
resulting in a bad driving pos-
ture

• When the driver raises their
hand around the head or
moves the posture during
stretching, etc.

• When the vehicle is shaking
due to strong winds or running
on rough roads

• When the driver is not in the
correct driving posture

 CAUTION

If the “Driver Monitor malfunc-
tion” message appears fre-
quently, although this does not
present a problem for normal
driving, contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer in
the earliest opportunity.
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C (UD stability con-

en a risk of unstable attitude
ch as skid or excessive roll
ses while making a turn or
rupt maneuver, UDSC warns
 driver by means of the buzzer
d the UDSC warning indicator
d takes action to maintain sta-
 vehicle operation.
SC attempts to suppress skid
t may result in jackknifing or
fting out and excessive roll that
y result in overturning.
• When the background is
reflected in the driver’s
glasses or sunglasses

• When the driver’s eyes are
hidden or shaded by the
glasses’ frame

• When the driver’s face is
exposed to direct sunlight

• When the driver’s face is in a
dark shadow compared to
strong light such as sunlight

• When the intensity of the light
illuminating the driver changes
rapidly

• When there are devices that
emit infrared rays behind or
around the driver

• When there are objects that
reflect infrared rays strongly
behind or around the driver

• When there is a picture of a
person or the face of a pas-
senger behind or around the
driver

• When the temperature around
the camera is very high

UDSC and ASR UDS
trol)
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 CAUTION

Although the UDSC and ASR
systems function to maintain the
vehicle stability, it is not
intended to enable driving
beyond the limits. Refrain from
reckless driving and always
drive safely.

NOTE
If the tires other than those of
the specified size is used, UDSC
and ASR may not function.
When using such tires, consult
your nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.
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DSC warning indicator
e UDSC warning indicator flashes
d the alarm buzzer beeps when

DSC is activated.

 CAUTION

 the UDSC warning indicator
eeps appearing when the igni-
on switch is turned on, UDSC is
ulty. Contact the nearest

uthorized UDSC dealer for
spection.
Controls and functions

Functions of UDSC

While running, if it is determined
that there is a risk of vehicle los-
ing stability from various sensor
data, the system restricts the
engine output and applies the
wheel brakes as necessary in an
attempt to maintain vehicle stabil-
ity.
While UDSC is activated, the
UDSC warning indicator flashes
and the alarm buzzer beeps to
warn that there is a risk of losing
stability.
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UD

Wh
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SC OFF
dicator UDSC function

ON Inoperative

OFF Operative

OFF Operating
SC OFF switch
The UDSC OFF switch is used
for temporarily canceling UDSC
to prevent wheel skid occurred by
brake application by UDSC while
driving on a gravel, muddy, or
deep snow-covered road.
To cancel UDSC, press the
UDSC OFF switch once. The
UDSC OFF switch illuminates in
amber and the UDSC OFF warn-
ing indicator appears.
Pressing the switch again
restores the UDSC operation.
(The amber illumination of the
switch and the warning indicator
go off.)

NOTE
en UDSC has been cancelled

 the UDSC OFF switch, if the
ition switch is turned OFF

d then ON, UDSC operation is
tored.

UDSC OFF
switch UDSC indicator UD

in

ON / Illuminates OFF

OFF / Goes out OFF

OFF / Goes out Flashing
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SR warning indicator
e ASR warning indicator flashes

hen ASR is activated.

 CAUTION

he ASR warning indicator
ppears if a fault occurs in ASR.
his does not present a problem
r normal driving, however,

ontact the nearest authorized
D Trucks dealer in the earliest
pportunity for service.
Controls and functions

ASR (Traction control)
The ASR system is designed to min-
imize spinning of the drive wheels on
a snow-covered, icy or muddy road
and improve the starting perfor-
mance, acceleration performance,
straight stability and hill-climbing
performance to increase the overall
safety and reduce the burden on the
driver.

Functions of ASR

By sensing the slip of a drive
wheel, the system controls and
applies the brake to the slipping
wheel to stop slipping.
The system controls the engine
speed when both the left and
right wheels continue spinning. It
controls the engine torque by
reducing the engine speed.
While ASR is activated, the
UDSC warning indicator flashes
to warn that the road surface is
slippery.
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AS

SR OFF switch, if the igni-
ASR is resumed.
urned ON when ASR is can-
, the synchronizing function
e.

R OFF
dicator ASR function

ON Inoperative

OFF Operative

OFF Operating
R OFF switch
The ASR OFF switch is used for
temporarily canceling ASR to
allow moderate wheelspin and/or
slightly higher engine speed
while driving on a gravel, muddy,
or deep snow-covered road.
To cancel ASR, press the ASR
OFF switch once. The ASR OFF
switch illuminates in amber and
the ASR OFF indicator appears.
Pressing the switch again
restores the ASR operation. (The
amber illumination of the switch
and the indicator goes out.)

NOTE
When ASR has been cancelled by the A
tion switch is turned OFF and then ON, 
If the inter-wheel differential switch is t
celled (ASR OFF switch in ON position)
of the differential lock would not operat

ASR OFF
switch ASR indicator AS

in

ON / Illuminates OFF

OFF / Goes out OFF

OFF / Goes out Flashing
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 CAUTION

If the off-road mode is used on
a paved road, the tire wear is
accelerated. Use this mode
depending on the road condi-
tion.
The off-road mode does not
function when ASR (traction
control) is turned off.
Controls and functions

Off-road mode
The off-road mode allows larger
wheelspin under ASR (traction
control) operation for smoother
rough-road driving.
This mode increases the permis-
sible slipping range of the drive
wheels (it allows a little more slip-
ping) on sandy, gravel, or snow-
covered road. This means that
the tires can “dig” their way for-
ward better without reducing pull-
ing power. Using this mode
improves the startability and
acceleration performance.
When the off-road mode is on,
the ECO OFF mode is selected
and the ECO mode indicator
goes out. For the ECO OFF
mode, refer to “ECO MODE
switch” (page 6-124) (GH11
engine only) .
To use the off-road mode, press
the off-road mode switch.

Off-road mode switch
This switch turns on and off the
off-road mode.
When the off-road mode is acti-
vated, the switch illuminates in
amber, and when it is deacti-
vated, the amber illumination
goes off.
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Wh
Rel  and/or ASR are as follows.

Remarks

Ma function in UDSC, it becomes 

UD
by 
swi

ative. In normal driving, be sure to 
ative (UDSC OFF warning indicator 
r).

AS
AS

ive. In normal driving, be sure to set 
(ASR OFF warning indicator does 
en UDSC and/or ASR is inoperative
ations between the indications (lamps and messages) and the operation of UDSC

Condition Lit lamp and displayed message

lfunction in UDSC

• UDSC warning 
indicator

• Master warning 
indicator

• UDSC warning 
message

If there is a mal
inoperative.

SC deactivated 
UDSC OFF 
tch

• UDSC OFF warn-
ing indicator

UDSC is inoper
set UDSC oper
does not appea

R deactivated by 
R OFF switch

• ASR OFF indica-
tor

ASR is inoperat
ASR operative 
not appear).
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 system (ABS and EBS) is faulty, the 
DSC may not function properly. There-
 becomes inoperative.

Remarks
Controls and functions

Brake system (ABS 
and EBS) is faulty

• ABS warning indi-
cator

• Master warning 
indicator

• “Truck ABS mal-
function” message

If the brake
control of U
fore, UDSC

Condition Lit lamp and displayed message
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by mode
en when the ignition switch is
the ACC or OFF position, the
hicle height can be maintained
 activating the standby mode.
e standby mode will be held for
out 90 minutes when the air
ssure in the air tank is suffi-
nt.
e cargo bed height is main-
ned as far as the air pressure
the air tanks is sufficient.
e standby mode cannot be
tivated when the air pressure is
er than 800 kPa.

r details of the standby mode,
er to “Standby mode start
thod” (page 6-118).

 CAUTION

g in and out of the cargo
with a forklift, etc. con-
s much pressurized air, so

air pressure may become
ficient faster.
 112 Controls and functions

ight control♦ 
ir-suspension 
odels)
ght control allows the height
ove the ground) of the cargo bed
oupler to be adjusted to make it
ier to load and unload freight at
ght terminals, etc. In addition, a
ndby mode” is provided, which
bles a desired vehicle height to
maintained for a certain period
n when the ignition switch is in
 ACC or OFF position regardless
he load. On tractor models, the
ht control allows the height of

 coupler to be adjusted to make
 connection/disconnection of
ler and cargo handling easier.
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 CAUTION

When the air suspension warn-
ing is displayed, it might not be
possible to obtain a stable vehi-
cle posture, so be very careful
while driving and have the vehi-
cle inspected and serviced at the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer as soon as possible.

Ridin
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Controls and functions

Height control compo-
nents

Remote controller (cargo 
bed or coupler vertical 
adjustment switch)
The controller is to vertically adjust
the cargo bed or coupler height and
is provided inside the cab.

If a malfunction occurs in the remote
controller, a warning is displayed on
the multi-display. When this warning
is displayed, contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.

NOTE
When stowing this away, face
the cord toward the front of the
vehicle and store it in the
holder.
Store the cord in the
depressed area in the console
at the bottom of the holder.
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ke sure that the indicator lamp
 the remote controller is not
minating before beginning a
rmal drive.
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 CAUTION

fore adjusting the coupler
ght, check around the vehi-
 to make sure that no peo-
 or obstacles are in the way
ensure everything is safe.
e vehicle height will not be
intained unless any button
er than the stop button on
 remote control switch is
ssed.
 114 Controls and functions

 suspension warning
 air suspension warning will be
layed to warn the driver when

re is a problem with the air sus-
sion system.

Precautions for using 
height control

Perform height control on a level
ground.
Fill the air tanks with air before
performing height control.
The truck bed automatically
returns to the neutral position
when the vehicle speed exceeds
15 km/h. (CW, CD and CG
series)
With a semi-trailer specification
vehicle, when the vehicle speed
exceeds 20 km/h when the vehi-
cle height is other than neutral, a
warning appears and a buzzer
sounds to warn that the vehicle
height is not in the neutral posi-
tion. To cancel the warning and
buzzer, set the height control to
the neutral position using the
remote controller or lower the
vehicle speed below 20 km/h.
(GK series)

Ma
on
illu
no

NOTE
the “Air suspension warning”
ssage or the indicator on the
ote controller remains on

d does not disappear, refer to
hen the air suspension warn-
 appears” (page 15-19) in

mergency procedures”.
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eight control operation 
structions

eight control operation
When the ignition switch is set to
ON position or when the stop but-
ton on the remote controller is
pressed, the indicator shown
below appears on the multi-dis-
play. In this state, the height con-
trol is inoperative.
Pressing any button on the
remote controller other than the
stop button or moving the parking
brake lever to the drive position
makes the height control opera-
tive and the indicator disappears.
Controls and functions

Instructions for filling the air 
tanks
1. Start the engine.
2. Run the engine at high idling to fill

the air tanks until the air pressure
gauges reach the specified air
pressure.

H
in

H

Press any button other than
the stop button on the remote
control switch when carrying
out cargo handling or connec-
tion/disconnection of the
trailer.
Do not carry out cargo han-
dling or connection/discon-
nection of the trailer when the
vehicle height cannot be main-
tained. Air will not be supplied
and exhausted, applying
excessive force to the suspen-
sion system and causing a fail-
ure.
Backing toward curbs or wheel
stops that are 100 mm or
higher could cause interfer-
ence with the rear end of the
rear suspension, so drive with
the cargo bed or coupler
height in the neutral (normal
driving) position.
Chock the tires when handling
freight. The vehicle might
move if this is not done.

It might not be possible at
times to operate height control
when the parking brake is
engaged. In such condition,
chock the tires and release the
parking brake before operating
the height control. 

NOTE
Increasing the engine speed will
shorten the filling time.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

utton
argo bed or coupler rises while
p button is pushed, until the
 limit is reached. You can stop
 desired height at any time by
ing the button. If the memory
 is pressed while holding the
tton, the cargo bed or coupler
ues rising (Hold mode). To
press the stop button.

 button
argo bed or coupler lowers
the Down button is pushed,

he lower limit is reached. You
top at the desired height at any
y releasing the button. If the
ry button is pressed while
g the Down button, the cargo
r coupler continues lowering
mode). To stop, press the stop
.

Fill the air tanks with air. The
height control cannot be per-
formed if the air pressure is below
800 kPa. (Refer to the previous
item for information regarding the
air filling method.)
Shift the gearshift or gear selector
lever to neutral.
Pull up the parking brake lever to
the park position.
The height control system turns
on by pressing any button on the
remote controller.
The height control can be per-
formed using the up and down
buttons. Remote controller

Up b
The c
the U
upper
at the
releas
button
Up bu
contin
stop, 

Down
The c
while 
until t
can s
time b
memo
holdin
bed o
(Hold 
button

 CAUTION

The vehicle height will not be
maintained unless any button
other than the stop button on
the remote control switch is
pressed when carrying out
cargo handling or connection/
disconnection of the trailer.
The vehicle height will not be
maintained by simply turning
the ignition switch to the ON
position. Check the indication
on the multi-display.
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To turn off the height control sys-
tem, turn the ignition switch from
ON to OFF position. If the height
control is performed with the igni-
tion switch in the OFF position,
the system can be turned off by
pressing and holding the stop
button (2 seconds or longer) or by
the automatic timer (90 minutes).
Controls and functions

Neutral button
When the cargo bed or coupler is at
a position other than the neutral
height, push the neutral button once
to automatically return the cargo bed
or coupler to the neutral height.

Stop button
To stop during automatic return,
push the stop button. The cargo bed
or coupler will stop at that height.

Memory button
This saves one cargo bed or cou-
pler height adjustment value. If a
frequently used height is set, the
cargo bed or coupler can be
adjusted to that height by just
pushing the memory button for
more than 2 seconds.
Adjust to a desired height using
the Up and Down buttons. In this
state, push the memory button for
5 seconds to store the height in
memory.
To use the memorized height,
push the memory button for 2
seconds.

Cancelling height control
Make sure that the ignition switch
is in the ACC or ON position, the
gear shift lever or gear selector is
in neutral and the parking brake
lever is in the park position.
Push the neutral button of the
remote controller to return the
cargo bed/coupler height to the
neutral position. When the cargo
bed/coupler returns to the neu-
tral position, confirm that the indi-
cator on the remote controller has
turned off.

NOTE
Do not leave the remote con-
troller on the dashboard or
another place where it could
be exposed to direct sunlight
and become very hot. Doing so
may deform it.
The neutral button and mem-
ory button do not need to be
held down during height
adjustment.
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 CAUTION

e standby mode retains the
go bed height for approx.
minutes. Be careful that the
icle height will change

ring cargo handling or con-
tion/disconnection of the

iler after about 90 minutes.
he ignition switch is oper-
d after adjusting the vehicle
ght by the height control,
 height maintaining func-
n (including the standby
de) turns off, and the vehi-
 height will not be main-
ed during cargo handling

connection/disconnection
the trailer.
e cargo bed height cannot

maintained even in the
ndby mode if the air pres-
e in the air tanks becomes
ufficient.
ndby mode start method 
Before activating the standby
mode, charge air in the air tanks
sufficiently. If the air pressure is
less than 800 kPa, the standby
mode cannot be activated.
With the engine stopped and the
ignition switch in ACC or OFF
position, pressing a button on the
remote controller (other than
STOP button) activates the
standby mode.
The standby mode is active for 90
minutes or as long as the air
pressure in the air tanks is suffi-
cient.

The standby mode is cancelled
when the STOP button is pressed
for 2 seconds or longer.

NOTE
e cargo bed or coupler might
t return to the neutral position
he air in the air tanks is insuf-
ient. In this case, start the
gine to fill the tanks with air
fore pushing the neutral but-
 again.
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peration procedure
Apply the parking brake.
While holding the Down button,
press the Memory button. (Hold
function is activated.)
Release both buttons.
Press the memory button for 5
seconds.
When the air in the suspension is
completely released and no dis-
charging sound is heard (vehicle
height has become the lowest),
set the ignition key in the “OFF”
position.
To cancel the ferry mode, with the
ignition switch in ON position,
press the neutral button on the
remote controller or release the
parking brake to return the height
to the normal height.

hen the vehicle height is set to the
rry height, “Ferry function active”
essage is displayed on the multi-
splay.
Controls and functions

Ferry mode

Precautions for use
The ferry mode is to lower the
vehicle height when transporting
the vehicle onboard a ferry by
releasing all the air in the air sus-
pensions. This reduces the possi-
bility of damaging the freight
while transporting in a ferry.
Tie down the truck to the ferry
after fully releasing the air of the
air suspension.
The ferry mode can be activated
by the remote controller.

O
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

W
fe
m
di

The cargo bed or coupler
height during standby mode
will be maintained when the
engine is restarted. Be sure to
return the cargo bed or coupler
height to the neutral height
before starting off.
The standby mode cannot be
used in the ferry mode.
During standby mode, the
parking brake warning indica-
tor lights up, but this is not a
malfunction.
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 ESCOT-VI, the system enters
 “ECO” mode when the igni-

n switch is turned to the “ON”
sition. This enables the use of
rious functions to support the
l-saving driving such as the
COT roll, soft cruise, and

celeration limiter. By pressing
 ECO MODE switch, the sys-
 switches between ECO

de and ECO OFF mode, and
ECO OFF mode, it is possible
drive with an emphasis on

wer performance suitable such
 when driving uphill.

T
a
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ESCOT VI System♦
The ESCOT-VI system assists
the driver in shifting the transmis-
sion in an easier and safer man-
ner. A vehicle equipped with
ESCOT-VI has no clutch pedal. It
can be started by only the opera-
tion of the accelerator pedal, and
it automatically shifts gears in
accordance with the vehicle
speed and the traffic conditions
when the shift lever is in the “D”
position. When the shift lever is in
the “M” position, the transmis-
sion can be shifted by simply
operating the +/− button at the
side of the shift lever at the pre-
ferred timing. The system pre-
vents improper shifting that
causes engine overrun, which
ensures the safe shift operation.

On
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NOTE
he standby mode cannot be
ctivated in the ferry mode.
lthough the vehicle height
ay not be lowered any further
y operating the ferry mode
ith the truck bed/coupler
eight set to the lowest by the
eight control, the ferry mode
ill be engaged when the

Ferry function active” mes-
age is displayed on the multi-
isplay.
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 CAUTION

When starting the engine, set
the shift lever in the “N” posi-
tion, apply the parking brake,
and depress the brake pedal.
The engine cannot be started
with the shift lever in other
than the “N” position.
To prevent an unintentional
start, hold the brake pedal
depressed when shifting from
“N” to “D” or “M” position.
Vehicles equipped with
ESCOT-VI cannot be parked
with the gear engaged. Even
when the vehicle is parked
with the gear engaged, the
system automatically shifts
gear to the neutral position
when the ignition switch is
turned off. Apply the parking
brake and use wheel chocks if
necessary.
Controls and functions

Switch and system dis-
play

Shift lever
The ESCOT-VI is equipped with the
shift lock mechanism to prevent
unintentional setting of the start gear
by touching the shift lever. When
moving the shift lever from the “N”
position, depress the brake pedal
and shift the lever while pushing the
lock button on the lever.
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Sh

 CAUTION

 indication is shown in the
 position indicator, a gear
 be engaged even the shift
r is in the “N” position.
n parking the vehicle, con-
that “N” is shown in the

 position indicator.
R
Setting the reverse gear

+/− Selecting the High/Low range of the reverse gear

N
Shifting to the neutral

+/− Selecting the High/Low range in the neutral position

D
Stopping Setting the forward gears (automatic shift mode)

+/− (Driving) Shift up and down

M
Stopping Setting the forward gears (manual shift mode)

+/− (Driving) Shift up and down
ift lever and +/− switch 
operation Function

If no
gear
may
leve
Whe
firm 
gear
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 CAUTION

heck the starting gear position
efore moving off. If the selected
ear is improper, select the
roper gear using the +/− button.
In the following situations, per-
form the manual gearshifting
with the shift lever in “M” posi-
tion and using the +/− button
to prevent the wheelspin,
engine stall or unnecessary
gear change.
• Steep up- or downgrade
• Slippery road surface

(snow-covered or icy road)
• Heavy traffic jam
Controls and functions

ESCOT indicator
The information for ESCOT sys-
tem is mainly indicated in the sub
display.
The gear position is indicated by
the figures 1 through 12 in the
gear position indicator.
When the ignition switch is turned
to the “ON” position, the ECO
mode indicator appears to indi-
cate the selected mode on the
display. +/− button

The +/− button is used to shift gears
and to select HIGH or LOW ranges
in the “R” or “N” position.

 CAUTION

If no indication is shown in the
gear position indicator, a gear
may be engaged even the shift
lever is in the “N” position.
When parking the vehicle, con-
firm that “N” is shown in the
gear position indicator.

C
b
g
p
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EC

the auto cruise system is acti-
ted in the ECO mode, the sys-

 operates in the “soft cruise”
de and performs the moderate

celeration for fuel economy.

T
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O MODE switch
The ECO MODE switch switches
the mode each time it is pressed.
The indicator of the selected
mode illuminates on the multi-dis-
play.

The ECO mode performs upshift
at rather low engine speeds for
fuel-saving drive. On the other
hand, the ECO OFF mode (ECO
mode indicator goes out) per-
forms upshift at rather high
engine speeds to obtain more
power when running upgrade,
etc.
In ECO mode, the acceleration
limiter is active. When the accel-
erator pedal is depressed, rapid
acceleration exceeding a prede-
termined level is suppressed,
resulting in a moderate accelera-
tion with good fuel economy. In
cases such as when accelerating
to overtake another vehicle, you
can press the ECO MODE switch
to change to ECO OFF mode
(ECO mode indicator goes out) to
obtain the vehicle’s original accel-
eration.

If 
va
tem
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NOTE
he +/− button can be operated
ither the vehicle is stopping
r moving.
he manual gearshifting by the
/− button can be performed
ven the shift lever is in the
D” position. When decelerat-
ng or driving on a downgrade,
ownshift the transmission to
ake best use of the engine

raking.
erform gearshifting by the +/−
utton when the shift lever is

n the “M” position.
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hen stuck in a snow or 
ud
Using the ECO OFF mode facili-
tates to get out of snow or mud
rather than using the ECO mode.
Move the vehicle back and forth
by “depressing” and “releasing”
the accelerator pedal to get out of
snow or mud.

NOTE
hen escaping out of snow or
ud, sufficient attention should
e paid to the surrounding traf-

ics.
During the soft cruise mode, the vehicle speed may lower temporar-
ily on an upgrade because this mode emphasizes on the fuel econ-
omy. This is normal.

W
m
b
f

Controls and functions

ECO MODE switch Gearshift timing Indicator lamp Auto cruise 
condition

1st position
(ECO mode)

Low engine speed shift-
ing mode

ECO indicator 
illminates Soft cruise

2nd position
(ECO OFF mode)

High engine speed shift-
ing mode Indicator goes out Normal cruise

NOTE
Switch the ECO mode according to the driving conditions. It is rec-
ommended to drive in ECO mode during normal driving.

W
m
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ES
sw
br

G

 WARNING

special attention not to lock
rear wheels to prevent the
le from skidding when the

ust brake & EEB or ESCOT
 shift down function is acti-
 on a slippery road (snow-

red, icy, or wet road, etc.).

NOTE
e shift-down operation
uld not take place when the
ft lever is in “M” position.
harder engine braking is
uired on a downgrade or
 like, shift down using the +/
utton.
the accelerator pedal is
ressed after downshifting,

 transmission will shift up
the former gear. This may
t take place on some driving

ditions.
COT auto shift down 
itch (and exhaust 

ake & EEB switch)
Use this switch to manually acti-
vate the ESCOT auto shift down
function to make effective use of
the engine braking.
When the shift lever is in the “D”
position and the switch is set to
the following position, the trans-
mission automatically shifts down
in conjunction with the return of
the accelerator pedal to the gear
speed that maximizes the effect
of the auxiliary brake.

GH8 Engine

GH11 Engine

GH8 engine 3rd and 
4th positions

H11 engine 4th position

Pay 
the 
vehic
exha
auto
vated
cove
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ick down select func-
on

This function allows the driver to
perform downshifting by the oper-
ation of the accelerator pedal in
an automatic gearshift mode.
While the accelerator pedal is
depressed and held over the
“depressing force change point”,
the system selects a lower gear
position which emphasizes on the
driving performance.
When downshifting is required to
drive on an upgrade or to pass a
vehicle, depress the accelerator
pedal beyond the depressing
force change point, and the
downshifting will take place
immediately.
If downshifting is not necessary,
operate the accelerator pedal so
as not to exceed the depressing
force change point.
Controls and functions

Shift navigation func-
tion

When driving at an uneconomical
engine speed, the navigator (tri-
angles) in the shift position indi-
cator illuminates to encourage
the driver to shift the gear up or
down.
The shift navigation function will
be activated when the shift lever
is in “M” position.

K
ti

When the switch is set to a
position other than “OFF”, the
main brake blending function
will not operate even if the
brake pedal is depressed while
the brake blending OFF switch
is in the “AUTO” position.
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the accelerator pedal is
urned to the point before the
ressing force change point
ediately after shifting

wn by depressing the accel-
tor pedal over the depress-
 force change point,

shifting may take place.
ep the accelerator pedal
ressed beyond the
ressing force change point

order to maintain the down-
fted gear position.
NOTE
Even if the accelerator pedal is
depressed beyond the
depressing force change point,
downshifting may not occur
depending on the gear posi-
tion and the engine speed at
that time.
Gearshift can be performed
using the +/− button even
when the vehicle is driven in
the automatic gearshift mode.
Use the +/− button as neces-
sary.
To drive on a steep upgrade,
depress the accelerator pedal
to shift down before approach-
ing the grade. This facilitates
maintaining the vehicle speed.
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• The vehicle is not driving on a
steep upgrade or downgrade.

When the ESCOT ROLL function
activates, the gear position indi-
cator in the sub display shows “N”
and the “ESCOT ROLL” indicator
appears in the multi-display.

 CAUTION

o not drive the vehicle by man-
ally shifting the gear in neutral.
riving in such a condition is
angerous. Doing so may also
esult in a transmission malfunc-
on.
Controls and functions

When the accelerator pedal is
gently depressed, the depress-
ing force change point is identi-
fied. When the pedal is then
depressed further, there will be a
certain amount of pedal travel.
The kick down select function
allows the driver to control accel-
eration within this pedal travel.

ESCOT ROLL function
The ESCOT ROLL function sup-
ports the economical drive. When
several specified conditions are
met, the system places the trans-
mission gear in neutral or disen-
gages the clutch to cut off the
engine braking effect. This pre-
vents the vehicle speed from
decreasing while the vehicle is
coasting and helps the vehicle to
accelerate again with lower fuel
consumption.
The ESCOT ROLL function will
be activated when the following
conditions are met:
• In the ECO mode
• The exhaust brake switch is in

the OFF position.
• The shift lever is in the “D”

position.
• The vehicle speed is 50 km/h

or higher.
• The accelerator pedal is not

depressed.
• The brake pedal is not

depressed.

NOTE
The pedal travel is approxi-
mately 10% of the total stroke of
the accelerator pedal. Check the
pedal travel when the engine is
stopped.
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 driveline protection function
ts the driver by applying the
ke intermittently if the vehicle
ves to the opposite direction
inst the direction of the selected
r position due to a slope, etc.
r example, the vehicle backs up
n a forwarding gear is selected,
he vehicle moves forward when
 reverse gear is selected.)

NOTE
pending on the driving condi-
n, fuel economy may not
prove.

 CAUTION

The driveline protection func-
tion only alerts the driver and
does not stop the vehicle.
When the driveline protection
function activates, depress the
brake pedal to stop the vehi-
cle.
While the driveline protection
function operates, the vehicle
may shake hard. This does not
indicate a malfunction.
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f the driving status and the operat-

Status Actions

ift lever is 
lty

Have your vehicle 
inspected at an autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

rt gear set 
ration is per-
ed without 

ressing the 
ke pedal.

Depress the brake pedal 
to set the start gear.
Controls and functions

Buzzer and operation messages
A buzzer and an operation message shown in the multi-display inform the driver o
ing methods.

Message Status Actions Message

－
Reverse gear is 
selected.
(Back-up buzzer)

Drive carefully while 
observing around the 
vehicle. Gear lever 

malfunction

Sh
fau

Door open

A door is opened 
when the start 
gear has been 
set automatically.
(Door ajar warn-
ing)

To get out of the vehicle, 
set the shift lever in “N” 
position and apply the 
parking brake.

Depress 
brake pedal

Sta
ope
form
dep
bra
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ES
ates and a warning message is
sary actions to be taken.
ge with higher risk.

C Action

A
rive in emergency drive mode and 

nspect the vehicle at the nearest 
uthorized UD Trucks dealer.

R
top the vehicle. 
ontact the authorized UD Trucks 
ealer for repair.

A rive carefully as the transmission 
luid temperature is high.

R
top the vehicle.
ower the transmission fluid tem-
erature.

A nspect the vehicle at the authorized 
D Trucks dealer.

A
top at a safe place.
un the engine at idle to increase 

he air pressure.

R
top the vehicle.
ontact the authorized UD Trucks 
ealer for repair.
COT System warning
If a malfunction occurs in the ESCOT system, the master warning indicator illumin
displayed in the multi-display. This message contains a comment indicating neces
If two or more warning messages are generated, the priority is given to the messa

olor Warning indications Warning message Status

mber
CONTACT WORKSHOP⇔
Transmission system malfunc-
tion

Fault in the transmission sys-
tem

D
i
a

ed STOP VEHICLE⇔
Gearbox failure

Vehicle should not be oper-
ated.

S
C
d

mber DRIVE CAUTIOUSLY⇔
Gearbox oil temperature high

Transmission fluid tempera-
ture is high.

D
f

ed STOP VEHICLE⇔
Gearbox oil temperature high

Transmission fluid tempera-
ture is high, which may result 
in faulty transmission.

S
L
p

mber
CONTACT WORKSHOP⇔
Transmission functionality 
reduced

Transmission function is 
reduced.

I
U

mber ATTENTION⇔
Gearbox air pressure low

Air pressure for transmission 
is low

S
R
t

ed STOP VEHICLE⇔
Clutch system malfunction

Vehicle should not be oper-
ated.

S
C
d
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Inspect the vehicle at the authorized 
UD Trucks dealer.

ra- --

oes not disappear after the air
tact the nearest authorized UD

ely.

Action
Controls and functions

Amber CONTACT WORKSHOP⇔
Clutch malfunction Fault in the clutch system

Black PTO activated Transmission PTO is in ope
tion

 CAUTION

If the “Gearbox air pressure low” warning message is displayed and it d
pressure is increased to the standard pressure, repair is necessary. Con
Trucks dealer for inspection and service.

NOTE
If a warning other than ESCOT warning exists, they are displayed alternativ

Color Warning indications Warning message Status
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Em
tio

rgency switch
is switch is used to change to
 emergency drive mode from
 normal drive mode.
is switch is located at the back
the shift lever cover.
ergency drive func-
n

Use this function if the ESCOT
system malfunctions.
If a fault occurs in the ESCOT
system, “Transmission system
malfunction” message is dis-
played in the multi-display.
While driving with the emergency
drive mode, the automatic gear-
shift function does not work. In
addition, the manual gearshift
function cannot be operated.
Only the starting gear position
can be selected.

Eme
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 CAUTION

Do not drive for a long dis-
tance in the emergency drive
mode. If the “Transmission
system malfunction” message
has been displayed, immedi-
ately have your vehicle
inspected by the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.
The hill start assist function
would not operate in the emer-
gency drive mode. Use the
parking brake appropriately
when starting on an uphill.
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Setting the shift lever to “D” or “N”
position during emergency driv-
ing, the gear will be in neutral.
The emergency drive mode con-
tinues until the ignition switch is
turned to the “OFF” position.
Controls and functions

Emergency drive mode
To enter the emergency drive
mode, perform the following pro-
cedure with the vehicle in stand-
still.

1. Depress and hold the brake
peda l .  (Keep  the  peda l
depressed until this procedure is
completed.)

2. While pressing the emergency
switch, move the shift lever from
“N” to “D” position. (This opera-
tion must be performed within 5
seconds after pressing the emer-
gency switch.)

3. Confirm that the “Limp home
mode activated” message is dis-
played on the multi-display.

4. Move the shift lever to “M” or “R”
position.

5. Set the starting gear by the +/−
switch.

6. Check the indication of the start-
ing gear on the gear position indi-
cator, release the brake pedal,
and depress the accelerator
pedal gradually to start off slowly.
When the system enters the
emergency drive mode, the “Limp
home mode activated” message
is displayed on the multi-display.
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Sta
Gear position

 → 3rd, or 3rd → 5th

 → 1st, or 5th → 3rd

verse (low)

ot be performed during the
 only be used to select the

 the gear position indicator
sition indicator may disap-

unction. In such conditions,

drive mode are: “1”, “3”, “5”

 changeover of the reverse
rformed. Only “R (low)” is
rt gear select pattern
In the emergency drive mode,
only the starting gear can be
selected using the shift lever and
+/− button.
After entering into the emergency
drive mode, the starting gear can
be selected with the vehicle in
standstill.
Confirm the set starting gear on
the gear position indicator,
release the brake pedal and
depress the accelerator pedal
gradually to start off.

Shift lever operation +/− switch operation

“D” → “M”

1st

+ switch 1st

− switch 3rd

“D” → “R” Re

 CAUTION

Shift operation by the +/− switch cann
emergency driving. The +/− switch can
starting gear.
The actual gear and the indication on
may differ or the display of the gear po
pear depending on the severity of malf
drive carefully.

NOTE
The selectable gears in the emergency 
and “R (low)”.
In the emergency drive mode, high/low
gear by the +/− switch cannot be pe
selectable for reverse.
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enpi Coach display
o types of Nenpi Coach screen
n be registered in the Home
reen: Overview and Advice. These
reens can be selected using the
ht and left cursor buttons on the

eering wheel.
r the “instantaneous fuel con-
mption” displayed on the Over-

ew screen, refer to “Economical
iving” (page 10-46) in “Correct
iving operation”.
Controls and functions

Nenpi Coach♦
The Nenpi Coach system evalu-
ates the driving of a driver from
the point of economical driving to
support the economical driving of
the driver.
The Nenpi Coach information is
displayed on the multi-display.
The cursor buttons, OK button,
return button and the home but-
ton on the steering wheel are
used to control it.
Two types of evaluations are pro-
vided. One is a score out of 100
points. Higher score means bet-
ter fuel economy and more envi-
ronmental-friendliness. The other
is advices for your driving
obtained from the result of the
evaluation.

The following four categories are
evaluated.
• Engine & gear
• Speed
• Anticipation
• Standstill
Each category has an icon. If the
icon is in green, you are
evaluated as driving in fuel-
saving and environmentally-
friendly manner.

N
Tw
ca
sc
sc
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That there might be functional
restrictions on some functions
depending on markets. For
details, contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.
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Me view
 selecting the “Overview” from
 menu screen, the overview of
 driving evaluation is dis-
yed.
 the overview screen, hours
ven, distance driven and over-
 score (from the left) are
own. These are the values for
 duration after the last reset-

g of the Nenpi Coach informa-
n. Refer to “Reset Nenpi
ach” (page 6-141) for how to
et the Nenpi Coach informa-

n.
the lower part of the screen,
 tendency of the driving (the

ores of the overview) for the
t 2 hours are shown as a
ph.

the tendency bar graph is not
played, turn the ignition switch
 and on again.
 138 Controls and functions

nu screen
The “Menu” screen is displayed
by pressing the OK button on the
Home screen. From the “Menu”
screen, “Monitoring”, “Mainte-
nance” and “Settings” screen can
be selected using the right and
left cursor buttons. For details of
these screens, refer to “Changing
the screen of the multi-display”
(page 5-11) in “Meters, indication
lamps and switches”.
On the menu screen, scores of
the four categories are displayed
as well as the score of the overall
evaluation. Higher score indi-
cates better fuel-saving and envi-
ronmental-friendly driving.
When the color of the icon of a
category is green, the category is
in good fuel-saving and environ-
mental-friendly condition; if the
icon is red, it is in bad condition,
and if the icon is amber, it is in
moderate condition.

The advice and score reset items
appear when scrolling down the
menu.

Over
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peed
By selecting the “Speed” from the
menu screen, detailed informa-
tion related to the vehicle speed
is displayed.
The following evaluations are
included.
• The proportion of driving over

the economical speed is dis-
played by the color of icon and
score. For the “economical
speed”, refer to “Economical
driving” (page 10-46) in “Cor-
rect driving operation”.
Controls and functions

Engine and gear
By selecting the “Engine & gear”
from the menu screen, detailed
information related to the engine
and transmission during driving is
displayed.
The following evaluations are
included.
• The proportion of driving

hours in ECO mode (D range
ECO mode), M range, and
ECO-OFF mode (D range
ECO OFF mode) is displayed
by the color of icon and score.
For fuel-economy driving, use
the ECO mode when allowed
to do so.

• The proportion of driving in top
gear is displayed by the color
of icon and score.

• The proportion of the fuel con-
sumption while driving in
green zone, and the duration
in the red zone (of tachome-
ter) is displayed by the color of
icon and score. For fuel-econ-
omy driving, drive in the green
zone as much as possible.
When the tachometer is in red
zone, the engine is overrun-
ning. Be careful not to drive in
red zone.

• The proportion of distance
driven with high engine torque
is displayed by the color of
icon and score. If this ratio is
large, it may be because you
are using high torque need-
lessly, vehicle is driven in
heavily-loaded condition, or
driven in serious driving condi-
tion.

S
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An

ving, reduce the idling time as
 as possible.

NOTE
nding on the specifications
e vehicle there are items

are not subject to evaluation
n Engine & gear, Speed,
ipation and Standstill. In
case the icon color will be
nd the score will be 0.
• The proportion of using cruise
control is displayed by the
color of icon and score. For
economical driving, use the
cruise control if the traffic and
road conditions allow. (Models
with auto cruise)

ticipation
By selecting the “Anticipation”
from the menu screen, detailed
information related to the antici-
pated driving is displayed.
The following evaluations are
included.
• The proportion of coasting is

displayed by the color of icon
and score. For economical

driving, use the coasting as
much as possible.

• At each vehicle stop, the num-
ber of brake pedal depression
is estimated and the result is
displayed by the color of icon
and score. Control the vehicle
speed so that you don’t need
to apply brake unnecessarily.

Standstill
By selecting the “Standstill” from
the menu screen, detailed infor-
mation while the vehicle is in
standstill is displayed.
This menu evaluates the engine
idling. The proportion of engine
idling is displayed by the color of
icon and score. For economical

dri
low
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eset Nenpi Coach
To reset the Nenpi Coach infor-
mation, select “Reset Nenpi
Coach” from the menu screen
and click “Yes”.
Once the Nenpi Coach informa-
tion is reset, all the information
presented to the driver (overview,
graph, scores of each item,
advices, distance driven, driving
duration, etc.) are reset.
The information is also reset
automatically when the ignition
switch is set in “ON” position after
stopping the engine for some
hours.
Controls and functions

Advice
By selecting the “Advice” from the
menu screen, the top three
advices (if available) for fuel-
economy driving obtained from
the evaluation of the driving are
displayed.
The currently most important
advice is displayed at the top.

Pop-up advice setting
By selecting the “Pop-up advice
setting” from the menu screen,
display of advices while driving
can be turned on or off.
When this function is set to OFF
position, display of advices while
driving and its buzzer is turned
off.

R
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n Message

Reduce speed to save fuel

Use Cruise Control to save 
fuel

Keep auxiliary brake in posi-
tion OFF to save fuel
To start driving evaluation and
display the results, it is necessary
to drive the vehicle for a certain
period of time after the reset.
Therefore, when the driving time
after the reset is short, the driving
time may not match the number
of bars of the tendency bar graph.

Advice while driving
If the points to be improved for
economical driving are identified
from the evaluation of the current
driving condition, the Nenpi
Coach system inform them
directly to the driver through the
multi-display and beep.
This display appears for several
seconds.
This display can be erased by
pressing the OK button, BACK
button or HOME button.

Of the advices, the top three
advices can be seen by selecting
the “Advice” from the “Home”
screen or selecting the “Advice”
from the Nenpi Coach menu.

Ico
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evolution tachograph♦
Revolution tachograph records
such vehicle operation condi-
tions as vehicle speed, time,
engine speed etc. It is equipped
with recording paper. Observe
the legal speed limit and drive
safely.
For operation of the revolution
tachograph, refer to the manufac-
turer’s operation manual.

 CAUTION

o not cut the 7-day chart sepa-
ated per day and set the sepa-
ated sheet in the 7-day
artridge. Doing so may make
e cartridge unable to take out
om the tachograph.
Controls and functions

Tachograph♦
Tachograph records such vehicle
operation conditions as vehicle
speed, time, etc. on the recording
paper in the unit. Observe the
legal speed limit and drive safely.
For operation of the tachograph,
refer to the manufacturer’s opera-
tion manual.

R

Avoid kick-down with gas 
pedal to save

Use ESCOT in D to save fuel

Avoid idling to save fuel

Avoid harsh braking

Avoid fast acceleration

NOTE
Advices may vary depending on
the vehicle specifications.

Icon Message

D
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 to open the front lid
he release knob in the cab
d you to release the front lid
nd then open the lid while pull-

e lock lever inside the lid.

Do
rat
rat
ca
the
fro
Opening and clos-
ing the front lid

Inspection items
The following items can be inspected
by opening the front lid.

Air filter (for the air conditioner)
Washer fluid

How
Pull t
towar
lock, a
ing th

 CAUTION

 not cut the 7-day chart sepa-
ed per day and set the sepa-
ed sheet in the 7-day
rtridge. Doing so may make
 cartridge unable to take out
m the tachograph.

 WARNING

Make sure that the front lid is
locked before driving.
When inspecting inside the
front lid, always make sure
that the wiper switch is OFF. If
the wipers operate, your fin-
gers, etc., could be pinched.
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above and in front of the cab so
that the cab will not strike any-
thing when tilted.
Pull up the parking brake lever to
the park position, put the gear-
shift lever or gear selector in neu-
tral, and chock the wheels.
Make sure that the engine is
stopped.
Open the front lid.
Securely close the doors.

aising the cab

 WARNING

When raising the cab, make
sure that there are no people
or obstacles in front of the cab.
Make sure that the tilt stopper
is fully extended when the cab
is tilted.
Controls and functions

How to close the front lid
Lower the front lid slowly.
Push the front lid around the lid
lock position until it clicks into
place.
Make sure that the front lid is
locked.

Cab tilt operation
A power tilt method that employs
hydraulic cylinders is used to tilt the
cab.

Tilt preparation
Stop the vehicle on a level
ground.
If things are on the seat or bed,
etc., be sure to move them out-
side the cab. Also check to make
sure that the console box lids are
securely closed.
When tilting the cab indoors,
make sure there is enough room

R

 WARNING

Do not stand in front of the cab
when tilting it or lowering it.
Also, do not get under the cab.

NOTE
The cab cannot be tilted without
opening the front lid.
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en the cab has been com-
tely tilted and the tilt stopper is

mpletely extended, the warning
zzer will shut off and the
draulic pump will stop.
nfirm that the tilt cylinder is
ly extended.

D
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A
w
t

Lift up the hook and pull the lock
lever towards you. The warning
buzzer will sound to notify that
the cab is being tilted up.

Raise the selection lever to the
UP position and pull the pump
lever until the cab is completely
raised.

Wh
ple
co
bu
hy
Co
ful

 CAUTION

o not operate the pump lever
ntermittently. Doing so could
amage the hydraulic pump.
eleasing the pump lever
hile the cab is rising will
ause the cab to stop in that
osition, but do not stop rais-

ng the cab midway except in
n emergency.
lways keep the pump lever
p while tilting the cab.
o not get on the cab mount’s
ubframe or apply a strong lat-
ral force while the cab is
ilted. Applying a strong force
ould damage the shock
bsorbers.
void continuous operation. It
ill shorten the useful life of

he hydraulic pump.
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 CAUTION

Do not operate the pump lever
intermittently. Doing so could
damage the hydraulic pump.
Releasing the pump lever
while the cab is rising will
cause the cab to stop in that
position, but do not stop rais-
ing the cab midway except in
an emergency.
Never go under the cab while
the warning buzzer is sound-
ing.
Avoid continuous operation. It
will shorten the useful life of
the hydraulic pump.
Controls and functions

Lowering the cab

Lower the selection lever to the
DOWN (Drive) position. The
warning buzzer will sound to
notify the operator that the cab is
being tilted down.

Pull the pump lever until the cab
is completely lowered. When the
cab lock is completely engaged,
the electric pump will stop, and
the warning buzzer will turn off.

Make sure that the hook is com-
pletely engaged with the lock
lever.

 DANGER

Make sure that all body parts are
away and safe from cab area
before lowering the cab.

 CAUTION

If the tilt lock is not completely
engaged, a buzzer will sound, so
check the lock again.

NOTE
Make sure that nothing has been
left around the engine, espe-
cially cloth (shop rags) and tools
close to the exhaust manifold.
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Til
ca
Wh
(ap
suc
cra
inte

Ra

ke sure that the stopper lever
in complete contact with the tilt
linder lock plate.
the cab is raised when these
 not in contact, the cab will tilt

yond the set angle, causing
mage to parts.

ering the cab
ing the normal operation to
er the cab, tilt down the cab to

position that allows the follow-
 operations to be performed.
turn the cover of the tilt stop-
r to its original position.
e the regular cab lowering
eration to lower the cab.

Do
me
tim
wa
so
ba
ati
me

Fo
tha
tilt
t operation in special 
ses (intermediate tilt)
en the maximum tilt angle
prox. 65°) cannot be obtained,
h as when servicing the truck in
mped indoor conditions, use the
rmediate tilt (45°).

ising the cab

Raise the cab to a height which
can perform the work described
below.
Rotate the cover as shown in the
drawing.

Raise the selection lever to the
UP position.
Continue pulling the pump lever
to raise the cab until the tilt cylin-
der stops extending and the tilt
stopper locks in place.

Ma
is 
cy
If 
are
be
da

Low
Us
low
a 
ing
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pe
Us
op

 CAUTION

 not leave the cab in the inter-
diate tilt position for a long
e. For intermediate tilt, the
rning buzzer will continue
unding, which could drain the
ttery. It could also have a neg-
ve impact on the hydraulic
chanism.

 CAUTION

r safety reasons, make sure
t the tilt stopper contacts the
 cylinder lock plate.
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recautions when connect-
g the battery

epending on the fault condition, the
ck position detection switch is not
erable. In addition, the warning
zzer may not sound. Due care is
quired to perform this procedure.

hen raising the cab
Open the front lid before tilting.
Press the pushbutton on the sub-
harness to operate the hydraulic
pump.
The cab will not automatically
stop, so continue operating the
hydraulic pump until the tilt cylin-
der stops extending.
Controls and functions

Cab tilt operation when 
there is an electrical 
system failure
If the cab tilt operation cannot be
performed due to an electrical sys-
tem failure or the like, the cab can be
tilted by connecting the battery
directly to the hydraulic pump using
a dedicated subharness. In this
case, have the vehicle inspected and
serviced by the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer as soon as possi-
ble.

Make sure that the transmission
is in the Neutral position.
Pull out the hydraulic pump motor
connector on the bottom front of
the pump lever box.

Use the dedicated subharness for
cab tilt hydraulic pump to connect
batteries directly to the pump and
apply 24 V power.
This subharness is available at
an authorized UD Trucks dealer.

P
in
D
lo
op
bu
re

W

 CAUTION

When connecting the alligator
clips of the subharness to the
battery terminal, be careful not
to contact the frame, etc. It is
dangerous because a spark may
occur.
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Wh you drive the vehicle with the
b not locked, a buzzer sounds
d a red warning message is
played on the multi-display. If
 red warning message is dis-
yed, stop the vehicle immedi-
ly and lock the cab securely.

Th
ing
ple
en lowering the cab
Continue pushing the button on
the subharness and pulling the
pump lever until the cab is com-
pletely lowered. (The hydraulic
pump runs even if you do not pull
the lever, but the tilt stopper will
be locked and the cab cannot be
lowered completely.)
The cab will not automatically
stop, so continue operating the
hydraulic pump until the tilt cylin-
der is completely retracted even if
the tilt lock engages. (When the
cylinder is completely retracted,
the operating sound of the motor
changes.)

Confirm that the hook is engaged
to the lock lever.

Cab tilt warning
If the cab is not lowered com-
pletely (not locked), an amber
warning message is displayed on
the multi-display when the igni-
tion switch is set in “ON” position.
Lower the cab until it is locked
and confirm that the warning dis-
appears.

If 
ca
an
dis
the
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ate

 CAUTION

e cab could fly up while driv-
 if the tilt cylinder is not com-
tely retracted.
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Ve
Effe
con
fort

Do
wi

Op
Thi
clos
and
ate
the

ing and closing the 
r’s side window
river’s side door window switch
 or closes the window manu-

y pushing or pulling the switch
 (1st stage) or automatically by
g or pulling it further (2nd

).

age (manual):
e window stops in its current
sition when the switch is
eased.
tage (automatic):
e window continues moving
til fully closed or fully open
en when the switch is released.
ntilation
ctively use the ventilation and air
ditioning to make yourself com-
able while driving.

or window (Power 
ndow)

en/Close switch
s switch is used to open and
e the door windows on the driver
 assistant’s side. It can be oper-
d when the ignition switch is in
 ON position.

Open
drive
The d
opens
ally b
lightly
pushin
stage

1st st
Th
po
rel

2nd s
Th
un
ev

 WARNING

When closing the windows,
make sure that no one has his/
her head or hands extended
outside the window before
operating the switch. Other-
wise, someone may be
pinched and injured by the
windows.
Do not leave children alone in
the vehicle. If children must be
left in the vehicle, be sure to
remove the ignition key.
When children are riding in the
vehicle, use the power win-
dow lock switch to lock the
assistant’s side window for
safety.
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ir conditioner

ir vent
Use the air conditioner when the
engine is running.
The engine cooling system is
used to heat the air for heating.
The air coming from the air vent
will not be warm until the coolant
temperature rises.
Air conditioner

Opening and closing the assis-
tant’s side window
An assistant’s side door window
switch is provided in both the driver
and assistant’s side doors. The win-
dow moves while the switch is being
pushed or pulled and stops when it is
released.

Window lock switch
When this switch is pushed, the
assistant’s side door window cannot
be opened or closed even when the
open/close switch is operated. To
open or close the window, push this
switch again to release the window
lock.

A

A
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Ha
filte
 4 Air conditioner

ndling the air conditioner air 
r

Both the outside and inside air
intakes have cartridge type air fil-
ters. The air conditioner will not
be effective if these air filters
become clogged, so inspect and
clean them periodically.
For information about how to
clean the air filter, refer to “Air fil-
ter for air conditioner” (page 13-5)
in “Inspection and maintenance”.
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ur driving pleasant.
Air conditioner

Manual air conditioner♦
Change the switch and dial selections to match the weather condition to make yo

Operation panel
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unction

D

ssor. However, the fan continues 
 the mode dial is in the “Defrost” 

justed manually.
duces airflow

h the heater core.

sing through the heater core.

by the temperature control dial set-

Lowers temperature

fixed to the Vent position.

air outlets are fixed to the Vent & 

 are fixed to the Foot position.

e air outlets are fixed to the Foot & 
Name Position Purpose and F

ial

Fan dial
OFF

To stop fan operation:
• This stops the blower fan and the compre

operating at the minimum flow level when
position.

Up to HI To adjust the fan speed: The fan speed is ad
• Turn right: Increases airflow, Turn left: Re

Temperature 
control dial

COLD Use maximum cooling: 
Blows cool air without passing the air throug

HOT Use maximum heating: Blows warm air pas

COLD to HOT

Adjust the temperature of the air: 
The temperature of the air can be changed 
ting.
• Turn right: Raises temperature, Turn left: 

Mode dial

Vent Sends air from the vent: The air outlets are 

Vent & Foot Sends air from the vent and foot vents: The 
Foot position.

Foot Sends air from the foot vents: The air outlets

Foot & Defrost 1 Sends air from the foot and defrost vents: Th
Defrost position.
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ts: 
efrost position.
the defrost vents than from the foot 

r outlets are fixed to the Defrost position.
esh air is introduced.
ompressor is operated.
 fan dial is set to OFF.

 mode (light on) and heater mode (light 

 operate

ion and outside air introduction.
air recirculation.
de air introduction.

nd Function
Air conditioner

Dial Mode dial

Foot & Defrost 2

Sends air from the foot and defrost ven
The air outlets are fixed to the Foot & D
(This divides the air to blow more from 
vents.)

Defrost

Sends air from the defrost vents: The ai
The fr
The c

• The minimum air will blow even if the

Switch

Air conditioner 
switch

The indicator light turns 
on/off each time this 

switch is pushed.

This switches between the dehumidifier
off).
• Light ON: The compressor operates
• Light OFF: The compressor does not

Fresh/Recircula-
tion switch

Alternates the illuminat-
ing indicator light between 
recirculation and fresh air 
introduction each time this 

switch is pushed.

It switches between inside air recirculat
• Inside air indicator ON: Set to inside 
• Outside air indicator ON: Set to outsi

NOTE
Do not operate the dials or switches while driving for safety.

Name Position Purpose a
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He
ating
Moving the mode dial to the Foot
position will blow warm air on the
feet.
The temperature control dial is
used to adjust the air tempera-
ture, and the fan dial is used to
adjust the air volume as desired.
When you want to heat up the
cab quickly or when you are in a
dusty location, push the Fresh/
Recirculation switch to select
recirculation.
When the windshield fogs up
easily, set the air vents to Foot &
Defrost.

NOTE
Mode dial Foot & Defrost 1
blows more air through the foot
vents than the defrost vents,
and Foot & Defrost 2 blows
more air through the defrost
vents than through the foot
vents.
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e idling.

Illustration

re 

-
t
e

Air conditioner

When napping in the bed or resting in the seat
Use the heater as instructed below to heat the cab in cold weather with the engin
When napping in the bed after driving

No. Operation method and description

1

Adjust the air conditioner temperature higher than normal.
• The air temperature in the cabin rises according to the adjustment of the temperatu

control dial.

2 Adjust the mode dial to the “Vent” position and direct the air vent toward the bed.
• Warm air is delivered to the bed.

NOTE
The air temperature in the cabin tends to drop because the tem
perature of the engine coolant becomes low while taking a nap. Se
the air conditioner temperature higher beforehand to keep th
cabin temperature comfortable.
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N Illustration
3

Push the air conditioner switch to turn off the A/C indicator light (heater mode).
• The air conditioner compressor stops.

4

Push the fresh/recirculation switch to illuminate the recirculation mode indicator light.
• The intake vent is fixed to recirculation position.

o. Operation method and description

NOTE

When the A/C indicator light is on (dehumidifier mode), the air con-
ditioner cools the incoming air before warming it. Thus, the air
temperature from the vent becomes lower.

NOTE

The air temperature from the vent becomes low when the fresh air
mode is selected because the cold outside air is warmed. The air
temperature from the vent becomes high when the recirculation
mode is selected because the warm inside air is warmed again.
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Illustration

p
a
n
s

k
d

Air conditioner

If you feel cold even after performing the previous operations (1) through (4), do as follows.

5

Turn on the quick warm-up switch.
• The engine speed will rise and the engine coolant temperature will rise.

No. Operation method and description

NOTE

The quick warm-up switch is used to shorten the engine warm-u
time or to improve the performance of heater when parking for 
long time. The engine coolant temperature tends to lower whe
parking for a long time. Using the quick warm-up switch assure
the sufficient heating performance.
For the precautions for the quick warm-up switch, refer to “Quic
warm-up switch” (page 5-58) in “Meters, indication lamps an
switches”.
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Wh

N Illustration

Th lant temperature gauge may
ind rease. However, performing
the
en resting in the seat after driving

o. Operation method and description

Push the fresh/recirculation switch to illuminate the recirculation mode indicator light.
• The intake vent is fixed to recirculation position.

NOTE
e heater utilizes heat from the engine coolant. While idling, the engine coo
icate a lower value because the temperature of engine coolant tends to dec
 steps above will allow sufficient performance of the heater.
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witching between inside 
d outside air

ormally, the intake vents use out-
de air, but when you want to avoid
st, exhaust fumes, etc., push the
esh/Recirculation switch to switch
 inside air recirculation.

 WARNING

o not use inside air recircula-
on for a long time. Doing so will
ause the air inside the cab to
ecome foul or the windshield to
g up, etc.
Air conditioner

Vent & foot
The temperature control dial is used
to adjust the air temperature, and the
fan dial is used to adjust the air vol-
ume as desired.

Defrost
Setting the mode dial in the Defrost
position will blow warm air from the
defroster vents beside the wind-
shield.

S
an
N
si
du
Fr
to

NOTE
When the mode dial is set to
the Defrost position, the com-
pressor begins to run and the
intake vents are set to fresh air.
Note that the compressor
might not turn on due to cer-
tain conditions, such as the
outside air temperature.
When the mode dial is set to
the Defrost position, the mini-
mum amount of air will blow
even if the fan dial is set to
OFF.

D
ti
c
b
fo
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Co NOTE
 not operate the switches
 dials while driving for

ety.
r maximum cooling, set the
perature to 18°C, and for

ximum heating, set the tem-
ature to 32°C. Note that the

 temperature will not be
omatically controlled at
se positions.
oling and dehumidifying
Cooling and dehumidifying can
be done by pushing the air condi-
tioner switch.
The temperature control dial is
used to adjust the air tempera-
ture, the fan dial is used to adjust
the air volume, and the mode dial
is used to select the air vents as
desired.
When you want to quickly cool
down the cab, push the Fresh/
Recirculation switch to switch
inside air recirculation.

Fully automatic air con-
ditioner♦

After setting the desired tempera-
ture, this air conditioner automati-
cally keeps the cab at that
temperature to maintain a pleas-
ant cab environment. Manual
operation can also be done when
necessary.
The following items are automati-
cally controlled.
• Air temperature (cab set tem-

perature: 18°C to 32°C)
• Airflow (freely adjustable)
• Air vent selection (Vent, Vent

& Foot, Foot)
• Switching the intake vents

between inside and outside air
• Switching ON/OFF the air

conditioner

Do
and
saf
Fo
tem
ma
per
air
aut
the
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 Function

essor. However, the fan speed is auto-
 in the Defrost position.

n speed is automatically adjusted in 

an speed.
educes airflow
Air conditioner

Operation panel

Name Position Purpose and

Dial Fan dial

OFF
To stop fan operation:
• This stops the blower fan and the compr

matically adjusted when the mode dial is

AUTO Automatically adjust the fan speed: The fa
accordance with the set temperature.

Up to HI To set the fan speed: Manually adjust the f
• Turn right: Increases airflow; Turn left: R
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D

ut passing through the heater core.

sing through the heater core.

rature is controlled to match the 

ers temperature

 of air vents is automatically con-

d to the Vent position.

 outlets are fixed to the Vent & Foot 

re fixed to the Foot position.

air outlets are fixed to the Foot & 

air outlets are fixed to the Foot & 

ost vents than from the foot vents.)

s are fixed to the Defrost position.
is introduced.
sor is operated.
rdance with the set temperature 

ction
ial

Temperature 
control dial

18 Perform maximum cooling: Blows cool air witho

32 Perform maximum heating: Blows warm air pas

18 to 32
To change the temperature setting: The tempe
temperature control dial setting.
• Turn right: Raises temperature; Turn left: Low

Mode dial

AUTO Automatically select the air vents: The selection
trolled.

Vent Sends air from the vent: The air outlets are fixe

Vent & Foot Sends air from the vent and foot vents: The air
position.

Foot Sends air from the foot vents: The air outlets a

Foot & Defrost 1 Sends air from the foot and defrost vents: The 
Defrost position.

Foot & Defrost 2
Sends air from the foot and defrost vents: The 
Defrost position.
(This divides the air to blow more from the defr

Defrost

Sends air from the defrost vents: The air outlet
The fresh air 
The compres

• The airflow is automatically adjusted in acco
even if the fan dial it set to OFF.

Name Position Purpose and Fun
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NT position.

n.
e bed are automatically selected accord-

de (light on) and heater mode (light off).

erate.

 and outside air introduction.
recirculation.
air introduction.
ce with the outside air temperature, etc.

r to the head area while warming feet by 

gh the heater is blown from the VENT 

ed.

 Function
Air conditioner

Dial Mode dial SLEEP

Used when napping in the bed.
<When the parking brake is applied>
• Set the air outlet vent to the BED and VE
<When the parking brake is released>
• Set the air outlet vent to the BED positio

(The air outlet vents other than that of th
ing to the set temperature.)

Switch

Air condi-
tioner switch

The indicator light turns 
on/off each time this 

switch is pushed.

This switches between the dehumidifier mo
• Light ON: The compressor operates.
• Light OFF: The compressor does not op

Fresh/Recircu-
lation switch

Alternates the illuminat-
ing indicator light 

between recirculation 
and fresh air introduction 
each time this switch is 

pushed.

It switches between inside air recirculation
• Inside air indicator ON: Set to inside air 
• Outside air indicator ON: Set to outside 
• OFF: Automatically selected in accordan

Fresh vent 
switch

The indicator light turns 
on/off each time this 

switch is pushed.

Used to introduce cool and fresh outside ai
the heater.
• Light ON: Cool air without passing throu

position.
• Light OFF: The Fresh Vent is not activat

Name Position Purpose and
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Au
op
tomatic air conditioner 
eration (Cool/Heat)
With the ignition switch in the ON
position, set the fan dial and
mode dial to the AUTO position.
Use the temperature control dial
to set the desired cab tempera-
ture (in the range of 18 to 32°C).
During operation, air tempera-
ture, airflow, air vents, intake
vents, and compressor ON/OFF
operation are all controlled auto-
matically. 
Set the fan dial in the OFF posi-
tion to stop the air conditioning
operation. This stops the fan and
the compressor.

Automatic heater operation
Push the air conditioner switch
(A/C) during automatic air condi-
tioner operation to switch to the
heater mode. At this time, make
sure that the A/C indicator light is
off.
Use the temperature control dial
to set the desired cab tempera-
ture (in the range of 18 to 32°C).
During operation, air tempera-
ture, airflow, air vents, and intake
vents are all controlled automati-
cally. 
Set the fan dial in the OFF posi-
tion to stop the automatic heating
operation. This stops the fan.
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e idling.

Illustration

re 

o 

-
.

p

-
t

Air conditioner

When napping in the bed or resting in the seat
Use the heater as instructed below to heat the cab in cold weather with the engin
When napping in the bed after driving

No. Operation method and description

1

Adjust the air conditioner temperature higher than normal.
• The air temperature in the cabin rises according to the adjustment of the temperatu

control dial.

2

Adjust the mode dial to the “Sleep” position to direct the air vent toward the bed.
• The air outlet and inlet are set to the optimum positions, and warm air is blown out t

the bed portion.
• The air outlet vent is secured to the “Bed” and “Vent” positions.

NOTE
The air temperature in the cabin tends to drop because the tem
perature of the engine coolant becomes low while taking a nap
Set the air conditioner temperature higher beforehand to kee
the cabin temperature comfortable.
When the temperature control dial is turned to the maximum tem
perature setting, the system does not control the temperature bu
maximize its heating performance.
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 20 Air conditioner

3

Push the air conditioner switch to turn off the A/C indicator light (heater mode).
• The air conditioner compressor stops.

ou feel cold even after performing the previous operations (1) through (3), do as follows.

4

Turn on the quick warm-up switch.
• The engine speed will rise and the engine coolant temperature will rise.

o. Operation method and description

NOTE

When the A/C indicator light is on (dehumidifier mode), the air con-
ditioner cools the incoming air before warming it. Thus, the air
temperature from the vent becomes lower.

NOTE

The quick warm-up switch is used to shorten the engine warm-up
time or to improve the performance of heater when parking for a
long time. The engine coolant temperature tends to lower when
parking for a long time. Using the quick warm-up switch assures
the sufficient heating performance.
For the precautions for the quick warm-up switch, refer to “Quick
warm-up switch” (page 5-58) in “Meters, indication lamps and
switches”.
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coolant temperature gauge may
 drop. However, performing the
Air conditioner

When resting in the seat after driving

Push the fresh/recirculation switch to illuminate the recirculation mode indicator light.
• Set the intake vents to inside air recirculation.

NOTE
The heater utilizes heat from the engine coolant. While idling, the engine 
indicate a lower value because the temperature of engine coolant tends to
steps above will allow sufficient performance of the heater.
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De
Wh
Def
to t
time
and
air 
tem
aut
Not
turn
suc

g the air volume
ir volume can be set in 25
with the fan dial (other than
nd AUTO positions).
frost 
en the mode dial is set to the
rost position, the air vents are set
he defroster vents. At the same
 the compressor begins to run
 the intake vents are set to fresh
introduction. In addition, the air
perature and air volume will be
omatically controlled.
e that the compressor might not
 on due to certain conditions,
h as the outside air temperature.

Manual operation
If you want to change the air volume,
air vents, intake vents, etc. during
automatic operation, only the speci-
fied setting(s) can be manually con-
trolled by the following operation.

Setting the operation mode
Pushing the air conditioner switch
(A/C) to switch the compressor oper-
ation mode between “Dehumidifier
Mode” and “Heater Mode”. The A/C
indicator light illuminates in dehu-
midifier mode.

Settin
The a
steps 
OFF a

NOTE
When the mode dial is set to the
“Defrost” position, the air will
blow even if the fan dial is set to
OFF. The airflow is automatically
adjusted in accordance with the
set temperature.
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formation regarding 
utomobile air condi-
oner refrigerant

The cooling performance could
drop if the refrigerant is insuffi-
cient or the air conditioner com-
pressor belt is loose.
If refrigerant is leaking, have it
inspected by the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer. Also, if
the belt is loose, have it adjusted.

 CAUTION

This system uses Freon
HFC134a for protection of
environment. Only use this
specified refrigerant to charge
the air conditioner system.
To protect the global environ-
ment, do not discharge refrig-
erant into the atmosphere.
Air conditioner

Setting the air vents
You can switch to setting any of
“Vent”, “Vent & Foot”, “Foot”, “Foot &
Defrost 1”, “Foot & Defrost 2”, and
“Defrost” by setting the mode dial to
any of these positions (other than
AUTO).

Setting the intake vents
This is used to switch the intake
vents to inside air recirculation or
outside air introduction. Each time
the Fresh/Recirculation switch is
pushed, the intake vents are alter-
nately switched to inside air recircu-
lation, fresh air introduction, and
AUTO.

In
a
ti

NOTE
Mode dial “Foot & Defrost 1”
blows more air through the foot
vents than the defrost vents, and
“Foot & Defrost 2” blows more
air through the defrost vents
than through the foot vents.

 WARNING

Do not use inside air recircula-
tion for a long time. Doing so will
cause air inside the cab to
become foul or the windshield to
fog up, etc.
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Co
ro
po
The
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coo
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pending on the outside air
perature and the coolness

rage condition, the duration
cool air flow differs. The

ration becomes extremely
rt especially when:
here is sunlight
hen the central curtain is

pen
hen coolness storage is

ot completed
prevent a dead battery, do

t use the system together
h other electrical compo-
ts.
an the air filter periodically.
olness storage bed-
om cooler (For Singa-
re)♦
 coolness storage bedroom
ler allows air conditioning refrig-
nt to pass through the coolness
age unit under the bed to freeze

 coolness storage agent while
eling. After stopping the engine,
l air can be blown by passing air
und the coolness storage agent.

NOTE
The coolness storage comple-
tion time differs depending on
the outside air temperature
and driving conditions. Also,
coolness storage does not
work when the air conditioner
switch is OFF.
Coolness storage is not possi-
ble when the outside air tem-
perature is low (about 13°C or
below).
Once the engine is stopped,
the coolness storage switch is
canceled. Turn ON the switch
again to continue coolness
storage.
Cool air can be blown even if
coolness storage is not com-
pleted, but the effect will be
limited.
The maximum cooling time is 4
hours. After 4 hours, the timer
automatically stops the fan.

De
tem
sto
of 
du
sho
• T
• W

o
• W

n
To 
no
wit
nen
Cle
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How to use the coolness 
storage bedroom cooler
Coolness storage

Start the engine and turn ON the
air conditioner switch.
Press the coolness storage
switch to turn it ON. The indicator
lights up.
After traveling for about 4 hours
in this state, the indicator blinks to
inform that coolness storage is
complete.
To stop coolness storage, press
the coolness storage switch
again to turn it OFF.

Cooling (using the coolness 
storage bedroom cooler)

Stop the engine and turn the igni-
tion switch to the ACC position.
Enter the bedroom and close the
central curtain.
Press the cooling switch. Air
blows out from the air outlet.
Each time you press the cooling
switch, the setting will cycle
between OFF → HI → LO →
OFF.
“HI” indicator ON: High air vol-
ume
“LO” indicator ON: Low air vol-
ume
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up holder
This is used to hold bottles and
cups for drinks, etc. The driver’s
seat holder can hold 2 bottles and
the assistant seat holder can hold
1 bottle.
On models with fully automatic air
conditioner, driver’s cup holder
has the warming and cooling func-
tion. For how to use this function,
refer to “Hot & cool cup holder
(Models with fully automatic air
conditioner only)♦” (page 8-6).
The cup holder can also be used
as a tray to hold small items.
Accessories

Head console

Roof center box
Use this large box with lid for light-
weight items, such as vehicle docu-
ments or magazines.

Driver and assistant♦ head 
consoles
This space can be used to store
small items, such as cards and sun-
glasses as well as storing lightweight
items such as newspaper.

Driver console
This driver console with coin
holder can be used as a tray
when its lid is closed.
On models with fully automatic air
conditioner, the hot & cool box is
equipped in this position. For how
to use this box, refer to “Hot & cool
box (Models with fully automatic
air conditioner only)♦” (page 8-5).

Center console♦

Front box
This can hold a helmet, work gloves,
etc.

Rear box
This can be used to hold small items,
such as the vehicle documents and
other documents, and it also has a
special space for cards. When its lid
is closed, it can be used as a tray to
place small items.

C

 CAUTION

The maximum weights accept-
able in the upper consoles are
indicated below. Storing objects
exceeding the following weight
limits may damage the console
or lid.

Roof center box: 3 kg or less
Driver and assistant head con-
sole: 2 kg or less
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 pocket
pocket is located on the

’s door. Use it to place road
, magazines, etc. Do not put
oot or something on it. Doing
y damage the door pocket.

D
t
c
d
t
B
b
i
a
f

Do
etc
tha
sp
ma
Card holder
This can be used to hold cards.

Door
Door 
driver
maps
your f
so ma

 WARNING

o not place heavy objects in
he driver and assistant head
onsoles. The vibration from
riving, etc. could cause them

o fall off to cause injury.
e sure to keep the roof center
ox closed while driving. Driv-

ng with its lid open could
llow the items in the box to
all over and hinder driving.

 CAUTION

 not place beverage cans,
., in any other location other
n the cup holder. If beverage

ills over the switches, they
y cause malfunction.

 CAUTION

To prevent theft, do not leave
credit cards in the card holder
when leaving the vehicle.
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ow to use the hot & cool 
ox
hen used as a hot box
It can be used as a hot box when
the air conditioner is set to any
temperature other than 18°C
(max. cool).
Turn the selection dial inside the
box all the way to HOT.
Operate the air conditioner or
heater to blow air into the box.

hen used as a cool box
It can be used as a cool box
regardless of the air conditioner
temperature setting.
Turn the selection dial inside the
box all the way to COOL.
Operate the air conditioner to
blow air into the box.
Accessories

Hot & cool box (Models 
with fully automatic air 
conditioner only)♦
The warm or cool air from the air
conditioner can be used to keep bev-
erage cans, etc. warm or cold. If 1-
liter or larger bottles are placed in
the box, align them with the mark on
the bottom of the box.

H
b
W

W

 CAUTION

The hot & cool box is just for
keeping things cool or warm,
and it cannot cool or heat
things actively.
Do not place uncooked food or
the like which easily rot in the
box.
Do not place opened beverage
cans or the like in the box.
Cans might become hot when
this is used as a hot box, so be
careful when taking them out.

NOTE
When the outside air tempera-
ture is low, things can be kept
cool just by introducing the out-
side air without operating the air
conditioner.
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Wh
 CAUTION

e hot & cool cup holder is
 keeping things cool or
rm, and it cannot cool or
t things actively.
an might become hot when

s is used as a hot cup
lder, so be careful when
king it up.
 sure to put hot & cool cup
lder dial in the SHUT posi-
n when not using it.
 not place anything but
nks in the cup holder.
en used as a storage box
It can be used as a storage box
regardless of whether the air con-
ditioner is being used.
Move the selection lever inside
the box to the center position “ ”
(OFF). No warm or cool air will
blow in.

Hot & cool cup holder 
(Models with fully auto-
matic air conditioner 
only)♦
The warm or cool air from the air
conditioner can be used to keep bev-
erage cans, etc. warm or cold.

Th
for
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thi
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Be
ho
tio
Do
dri
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lectrical outlet in the 
ab♦
e cab accessory power outlet can
 used for commercial electrical
oducts. The allowable load of the
ectrical outlet is 10A (24V–240W)
 10A (12V–120W).
Accessories

How to use the hot & cool 
cup holder
When used as a hot cup holder

It can be used as a hot cup holder
when the air conditioner is set to
any temperature other than 18°C
(max. cool).
Turn the selection dial in front of
the cup holder to HOT.
Operate the air conditioner or
heater to blow air into the cup
holder.

When used as a cool cup 
holder

It can be used as a cool cup
holder regardless of the air condi-
tioner temperature setting.
Turn the selection dial in front of
the cup holder to COOL.
Operate the air conditioner to
blow air into the cup holder.

When used as a cup holder
It can be used as a cup holder
regardless of whether the air con-
ditioner is used.
Turn the selection dial in front of
the cup holder to SHUT. No warm
or cool air will be blown in.

E
c
Th
be
pr
el
or
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U
t
i
t
a
a
i
l
l
T
w
t
U
w

 WARNING

ntinuing to push in the ciga-
te lighter could damage it or
se a fire. Never do it.

 not touch the metal part of
 lighter when in use. You
ld be burned by the hot

tal parts.
 careful not to deform the
ter. Deformed lighter could
se problems with its pop-

t function. If it does not pop
t within approx. 20 sec-
ds, it could be malfunction-
. Pull it out by hand.
ver use electrical products
t use cigarette lighter as a
wer source such as a coffee
t.
he lighter is to be replaced,
sure to replace it with a
uine part. Never use the
ters from other vehicles or

er-market lighters.
 not leave the vehicle with
 lighter pushed in.
Cigarette lighter♦
Push in the cigarette lighter, let go of
it and wait for it to pop out. After the
end of the lighter has become red
hot in about 10 seconds, it will auto-
matically pop out to its original posi-
tion. Incorrect handling of the
cigarette lighter could cause a fire.
Be very careful when handling it.

 WARNING

sing a voltage greater than
he allowable load or using an
ncorrect outlet could cause
he outlet or cord to overheat
nd cause a fire. Confirm the
llowable load and voltage
ndicated on the cap of the out-
et. Use the correct power out-
et within the allowable load.
he power outlet can be used
hen the ignition switch is in

he ACC or ON position.
nplug electrical devices
hen leaving the vehicle.
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un visors

river’s sun visor
is is used to protect the eyes

hen the direct sunlight is bright. It
n also be used to hold small things
ch as a card.

ssistant’s sun visor♦

is is used to protect the eyes
hen the direct sunlight is bright.
Accessories

Ashtray
Open the lid of the ashtray to use
it. Always close the lid after use.
To clean the ashtray, pull it
upwards and out.
Clean the ashtray before driving.

S

D
Th
w
ca
su

A
Th
w

 WARNING

Extinguish cigarettes before
discarding them in the ashtray.
Do not put paper waste, empty
cigarette cartons, etc. in the
ashtray.
Make sure that the cigarette,
etc. is extinguished and that
the ashtray lid is closed before
leaving the vehicle.
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Fir

It is
guis
Alw
ma
em
with
che
guis
fire
gas
ma
e extinguisher♦

 important that a fire be extin-
hed in the beginning stages.
ays check the fire extinguisher to
ke sure it is ready in case of an
ergency and familiarize yourself
 the proper way to use it. The
mical contained in the fire extin-
her is suitable for extinguishing

s caused by gasoline, heavy oil,
es, electricity and any other flam-
ble material.

Operation
To operate the fire extinguisher, pull
out the safety pin, direct its nozzle
toward the base of the flame and
grasp the lever. Release the lever to
stop the discharge of the chemical.
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Be
en

w to start and 
p the engine

tion switch opera-
 precautions
is vehicle is equipped with an
mobilizer which electronically
rforms the verification for theft
vention between ignition key

d the ignition switch.
ou lose your ignition key, reg-

ration of a new ignition key is
cessary. Contact the nearest
thorized UD Trucks dealer and
orm them your key number.
en the ignition switch is turned

ectly from the LOCK or ACC to
 START position, starter oper-

on may be delayed for approxi-
tely 1 second.
en the ignition switch is turned

the ON position and then to the
ART position, starter opera-
n is not delayed.
fore starting the 
gine

Check the area around the vehi-
cle to make sure that there are no
people or obstacles in the vicinity.
Confirm that the parking brake
lever is pulled up to the park posi-
tion.
Adjust the mirrors so that you can
see to check the sides and
behind the vehicle.
Wear the seat belt correctly.

Ho
sto

Igni
tion

Th
im
pe
pre
an
If y
ist
ne
au
inf
Wh
dir
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ati
ma
Wh
to 
ST
tio

 WARNING

Adjust the driver’s seat and
steering wheel so that you can
properly operate the switches
and pedals.
Keep the area around the ped-
als clean. Empty cans, gravel,
or other debris be caught by
the pedals and hinder the
return of the accelerator pedal
or cause brake dragging.
Do not run the engine in an
area with poor ventilation.
Automobile exhaust contains
harmful CO gas. If exhaust gas
leaks into the cab, immediately
stop the engine and open the
windows to ventilate the cab.
Absolutely do not drive while
exhaust fumes are still in the
cab.
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 CAUTION

Start the engine while sitting in
the driver’s seat and fully
depressing the brake pedal.
Do not start the engine while
reaching through the window.
If the vehicle suddenly starts
off, it could lead to an acci-
dent.
If the engine would not start,
wait for approx. 30 seconds
after stopping the starter to
recover the power of battery,
and then try to start the engine.
Correct driving operation

Turn and hold the ignition switch
in the START position to operate
the starter.
The starter operates for the maxi-
mum of 15 seconds and automat-
ically stops if the engine does not
run within 15 seconds.
If this occurs, return the ignition
switch to the LOCK position, and
then turn it to the START position
to operate the starter again.
The starter of this engine is
equipped with an automatic anti-
overheating device. (In principle,
the device operates when the
starter operation of approx. 15
seconds is repeated 3 to 4 times.)
When the anti-overheating device
is operated, “Starter overheated”
warning message will be dis-
played. This message indicates
the cooling time (10 to 15 minutes
regularly) required for the starter
to operate again.

If the PTO switch is in the ON
position, “Start not possible –
PTO is active” message is dis-
played, and the engine is unable
to start.
If this occurs, turn the PTO switch
to the OFF position, and then
start the engine.
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St

ES
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

matic transmission
eck that the parking brake has
en pulled up.
rn the ignition switch to the ON
sition. Check that the meters
 operating properly.
fore starting the engine, make
re that “N N” is displayed on
 digital display. The engine

n only be started when “N N” is
played; if it is not, push the N
itch to display “N N”.

press the brake pedal fully,
d turn the ignition switch to the
TART” position to start the
gine.

Wh
dis
sib
Th
ag
arting the engine

COT-VI
Make sure that the parking brake
lever is pulled to the parking posi-
tion. 
Make sure that the gearshift lever
is in the “N” position.
Make sure that the PTO switch is
in the OFF position.
Turn the ignition switch to the ON
position. Check that the meters
are operating properly. 
Check that the gear position indi-
cator indicates “N”.

6. Depress the brake pedal fully,
and turn the ignition switch to the
“START” posit ion to start the
engine.

Auto
1. Ch

be
2. Tu

po
are

3. Be
su
the
ca
dis
sw

4. De
an
“S
en

 CAUTION

en the gear position indicator
plays nothing, there is a pos-
ility that a gear is engaged.
erefore, move the shift lever
ain to the “N” position.

 CAUTION

The engine does not start if the
gear is not in the “N” position.
(Safety device)
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 CAUTION

riving a vehicle with high idle
peed may prevent the vehicle
om being started smoothly and
e gearshift being operated

moothly. Warm up the engine
ntil the idle speed lowers, and
en drive the vehicle.

NOTE
If idling is continued for a long
time, the engine protection
function operates and the
engine speed temporarily fluc-
tuates.
Failing to allow the engine to
warm up before starting off will
reduce the useful life of the
engine.
Correct driving operation

Warm-up operation
The idling speed is adjusted auto-
matically by setting the idling control
ON/OFF switch to OFF position.
Appropriate idling speed after
warm-up: 

500 to 600 rpm (GH8 Engine)
400 to 500 rpm (GH11 Engine)

(For Singapore CG series: 
450 to 550 rpm)

 CAUTION

The engine does not start if the
gear is not in the “N” position.
(Safety device)

NOTE
Also warm up the automatic
transmission. When the oil
temperature is low during win-
tertime, only N, R and the low-
est speed gear in the D range
can be used.
If the engine can be started in
any range other than N, it is a
malfunction. Contact your
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
Avoid attempting to start your
vehicle by pushing or towing.
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To

Op
1.
2.

3.

ncel operation
ncel the quick warm-up opera-
turn off the quick warm-up
. The amber illumination will

.

- 6 Correct driving operation

 warm up quickly

eration procedure
Apply the parking brake.
Set the shift lever or gear selector
in “N” position.
Start the engine and turn on the
quick warm-up switch. The switch
il luminates in amber and the
warm-up operation at high idling
speed will start.

To ca
To ca
tion, 
switch
go off

 CAUTION

Be sure to turn off the idling con-
trol ON/OFF switch before turn-
ing on the quick warm-up
switch.

NOTE
For the precautions of the quick
warm-up switch, refer to “Quick
warm-up switch” (page 5-58) in
“Meters, indication lamps and
switches”.
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NOTE
Allow the engine to idle for a
short period of time before
stopping it.
In particular, allow the engine
to idle for a few minutes after
hauling heavy loads or driving
at high speeds. At such times
the engine could overheat if
stopped without being allowed
to idle first, which will reduce
the useful life of the engine.
Correct driving operation

Stopping the engine
Turn the ignition switch to the ACC
position to stop the engine.

 CAUTION

If the engine does not stop
even though the ignition
switch has been returned to
the ACC position, there is a
problem, and therefore you
should have it inspected and
serviced by the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.
In order to prevent a vehicle
starting suddenly, always
make sure that the gear posi-
tion indicator displays “N” by
operating the shift lever or
gear selector to the “N” posi-
tion before stopping the
engine.
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Au
do

y and interruption of 
matic engine shutdown
e timer is reset under the fol-
ing conditions.
Brake pedal is pressed
Releasing parking brake
Pressing accelerator pedal
gine shutdown does not affect
y other functions, such as work
hts for example.

 CAUTION

en stopping the engine for
ng time or when leaving the

ver’s seat for loading or
loading cargo, be sure to
n the ignition switch to the
F position to prevent bat-
y discharge.
er the engine has stopped
omatically, turn the ignition
itch to the ON position and
rt the engine.
tomatic engine shut-
wn♦

The engine is switched off auto-
matically when it is running at
idling speed in order to save fuel.
This takes place 150 seconds
after the parking brake has been
applied.
At 30 seconds before automatic
engine shutdown, the system dis-
plays the message “Engine shut-
down” to alert the driver.

The following conditions must be
fulfilled before the engine is
switched off:
• Engine temperature and ambi-

ent temperature is within
range

• Vehicle is standstill
• Accelerator pedal not pressed
• The parking brake is applied
• Brake pedal not pressed
• Transmission PTO not acti-

vated
• ACC stop & go is disabled
• ACC is disabled
• UDPC (UD Particulate Clean-

ing) is disabled
The set time to alarm (30 sec-
onds) and time to automatic
engine shutdown (150 seconds)
can be adjusted. Ask your near-
est authorized UD Trucks dealer
for cleaning.
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recautions for supplying 
dBlue
The filler cap is locked by means
of a key lock.
The tank’s filler port is fitted with a
foolproofing device for receiving
only the dedicated filler gun in
order to avoid any product other
than AdBlue from being intro-
duced into the tank.

NOTE
If the solution is spilled when
filling the tank, quickly wipe it
up and then flush the area with
a large amount of water.
Do not get on the AdBlue tank
or the cover and piping on top
of the tank. Doing so could
cause a malfunction.
Correct driving operation

AdBlue® tank

Urea water solution 
(AdBlue) supply

Only add AdBlue specified by UD
Trucks that satisfies the
ISO22241-1 specifications to the
tank.
Make the effort to resupply the
tank early to always keep it full.
Also be careful to keep water and
foreign material from getting in
the tank when filling it.

P
A

 CAUTION

Be sure to fill the specified
urea water solution (AdBlue) in
the AdBlue tank. If any sub-
standard urea water solution
or water is filled in the tank, the
urea dosing system may cause
a malfunction. In addition, fill-
ing something other than the
urea water solution (such as
diesel, kerosene, or gasoline)
could cause a fire or malfunc-
tion. If something other than
the specified urea water solu-
tion is added to the tank, have
it inspected and serviced by
the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.
A vehicle cannot be operated
with the AdBlue tank empty.
This will not only worsen the
exhaust emission condition,
but the engine cannot be
restarted if stopped. Refill the
AdBlue earlier.
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Exa

rn the cap counterclockwise to
ove it and then fill the tank

h AdBlue.

hing the cap
rn the cap clockwise until it
ps. (“UD” logo becomes verti-

l.)
Remove the filler cap and fill
AdBlue until its level can be seen
in the inspection window in the
side of the filler port. Stop filling
when the level appears in the
window which means the tank is
full.

mple of 50 liter tank

Even if you continue filling after
checking the level, the level in the
inspection window will not rise
further because air remains in the
upper part of the window. Con-
tinuing refilling after checking the
level may cause an overflow from
the filler port.

Properly tighten the cap on the
filler after supplying the solution.

Handling of a filler cap
Removing the filler cap
1. When the cap is locked, the cap

turns free so that it cannot be
opened.
Insert the special key and turn it
90° counterclockwise to unlock
the cap. 

2. Remove the key in this position.
When the cap is not locked, the
cap does not turn free so that the
cap can be opened.

3. Tu
rem
wit

Attac
1. Tu

sto
ca
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Do not drive with your hand rest-
ing on the shift lever. Unexpected
gearshifting may occur.
Do not shift into the “R” position
while the vehicle is moving for-
ward. Doing so may cause a
transmission malfunction.

NOTE
hen the air pressure warning is

isplayed, charge air suffi-
iently and then drive the vehi-
le. 
Correct driving operation

2. Insert the special key and turn it
90° clockwise to lock the cap.
Remove the key in this position.

Operation of 
ESCOT

Smart operation of the 
ESCOT system
In order to operate the ESCOT func-
tions fully and safely, observe the fol-
lowing items. 

Precautions while driving
When the “Gearbox air pressure low”
warning is displayed on the multi-dis-
play, gearshift operation cannot be
performed. Park the vehicle in a safe
location and increase the air pres-
sure. Drive the vehicle after confirm-
ing that the warning has
disappeared.

NOTE
Turn the cap fully until it stops.
The key will not lock the cap if
the cap is not in this position.
To remove the key, turn it all
the way to the lock or unlock
position. Trying to force the
key out between these posi-
tions will damage it and/or the
lock.

W
d
c
c
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Op
tur
If th
insu
win
tion
cle 
tran
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If o
the
sio
ch
no
eration at a low tempera-
e
e vehicle is not warmed up or is
fficiently warmed up in a cold

ter morning, a gearshift malfunc-
 may occur while driving the vehi-
due to low temperature of the
smission oil. Warm up the
ine sufficiently before driving.

Outline of the ESCOT-VI 
operation

ESCOT-VI automatically shifts
the gear with no clutch pedal
operation. 
The ESCOT-VI doesn’t have a
clutch pedal. It can start off by
just operating the accelerator
pedal. When the shift lever is set
in the “D” position, ESCOT-VI
performs the automatic shifting in
accordance with the vehicle
speed and road condition. When
the shift lever is set in the “M”
position, shift operation can be
performed at your desired timing
by just pressing the +/− button at
the side of the shift lever.
Because improper shift opera-
tions which may cause engine
overrun is rejected by the system,
you can operate the ESCOT sys-
tem with ease.

NOTE
perating the shift lever when
 temperature of the transmis-
n oil is low, a slight gear

ange noise may occur. This is
t a malfunction.
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If the shift lever is operated with-
out depressing the brake pedal,
the starting gear will not be set,
and “Depress brake pedal” mes-
sage will be displayed on the
multi-display. Depress the brake
pedal to set the starting gear.

When the starting gear is set, the
set gear position is displayed on
the sub display.

NOTE
 the brake pedal is depressed
fter “Depress brake pedal”
essage disappeared, the start-
g gear would not be set. Per-
rm the shift operation again.
Correct driving operation

Setting of the starting gear
To set the starting gear, depress
the brake pedal, and shift the shift
lever from the “N” position to the
“D” or “M” position with its lock
switch depressed.

NOTE
The shift lever is provided with
an interlock mechanism. To
shift the shift lever from the
“N” position, depress and hold
the brake pedal and operate
the shift lever with its lock
switch depressed.
If the brake pedal is released
before the starting gear has
been engaged, the gear
engagement will not be com-
pleted.
When the shift lever is set in
the “D” or “M” position, an
optimum forward gear is
selected from the 1st to 6th
gears depending on the load of
the vehicle and inclination of
road.
If the shift lever is moved from
the “N” position to the “D”
position while pressing the “−”
button, the 1st gear is
selected.

If
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Ad
im
un
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he starting gear position is
t set, the vehicle will not
rt even if the accelerator
al is depressed. The vehi-

 may roll backward on an
hill grade. Always check the
r position indicator when

rting the vehicle before
ving your foot from the
ke pedal to the accelerator
al.

 CAUTION

the Hill Start Assist function
event the vehicle from roll-
ackward on an uphill grade
 starting the vehicle. If nec-

ry, also apply the parking
e. However, do not park the
le with the starting gear set

parking brake applied for a
 time. Doing so may cause
ature wear or damage of
lutch disc.
The starting gear can be changed
using the +/− button. Adjust the
gear as required.

Check the gear position on the
sub display, release the parking
brake, release the brake pedal,
and then gently depress the
accelerator pedal. The clutch is
automatically engaged and the
vehicle will start.

 CAUTION

just the starting gear if it is
proper just after loading or
loading the freight, etc.

NOTE
hen performing the shift-

own operation several times,
own to 1st gear can be
elected.
hen performing the shift-up

peration several times, higher
ear positions than the select-
ble starting gear positions
annot be selected. Start the
ehicle by selecting the avail-
ble gear position.

 WARNING

When the brake pedal is
released while the starting
gear position is set, the vehicle
may start moving slowly.
Depress the brake pedal firmly
while stopping. Do not depress
the accelerator pedal care-
lessly. Doing so could result in
an accident. Depress the
accelerator pedal after check-
ing the area around the vehicle
to be safe. Do not put your foot
on the accelerator pedal while
stopping except for starting
the vehicle.
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GH8 Engine: 
3rd and 4th positions
GH11 Engine: 
4th position

NOTE
Downshifting allows the
engine speed to be higher and
the engine braking effort to be
larger.
When decelerating from high
speeds, use the downshift
function to fully utilize the
engine braking effort.
When the shift lever is in the
“M” position, the shift down
function does not take place. 
Correct driving operation

Automatic gearshift driving
While the vehicle is driving with
the shift lever in the “D” position,
the transmission is automatically
shifted depending on the degree
of accelerator pedal depression
and the engine speed. 

When the accelerator pedal is
lightly depressed, the transmis-
sion is shifted up at a low engine
speed. When the accelerator
pedal is firmly depressed, the
transmission is shifted up at a
high engine speed. 
Even when the accelerator pedal
is depressed, the transmission
may shift down depending on the
driving condition.
When the auxiliary brake switch
is placed in the 4th position, the
transmission will automatically
shift down to an appropriate gear
position in conjunction with the
release of the accelerator pedal. 

 CAUTION

To avoid unexpected gearshift-
ing, set the shift lever in the “M”
position and drive the vehicle in
the manual gearshift mode
under the following conditions.
Use the +/− button on the shift
lever to change gear in this
mode.

Steep uphill or downhill grade
Severe traffic jam
Slippery road surface (com-
pacted snow, frozen road, etc.)

NOTE
While shifting up the gear, the
auxiliary brake may operate
even if the auxiliary brake switch
has not been operated. This may
occur to achieve rapid and
smooth gearshifting operation
and is not a malfunction. 
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ation of shift lever 
 driving

e gear is shifted up or down by
e position each time the +/−
tton is pressed.
hen the +/− button is pressed
ice, the transmission can be
ifted up or down two positions
one time within a range that
es not cause overrun or
derrun.
en when the vehicle is driven
h the shift lever in the “D” posi-
n, the transmission can be
ifted up or down using the +/−
tton.
en the gearshift operation is

rformed using the +/− button
ile driving the vehicle in the
tomatic transmission mode,
 transmission may not be

ifted up or down by one gear.
is is a normal gearshift opera-
n to shift to an appropriate gear
sition and is not a malfunction.
t the shift lever in the “M” posi-
- 16 Correct driving operation

When the accelerator pedal is
firmly depressed beyond the
depression force change point of
the kick down select function*,
the transmission is shifted down
to the gear position where driving
performance is maximized. 
ick down select function
hen the accelerator pedal is gently
pressed, the depression force
ange point can be noticed. The short
dal travel after this point activates

e kick down select function. As the
dal travel is short (approximately 10
rcent of the total stroke), check this

hen the engine is stopped. (For
tails, refer to the “Kick down select

nction” (page 6-127) in “Controls and
nctions”.)
The optimum gear position for
downshifting is selected from the
12 gear positions depending on
the degree of accelerator pedal
depression and the driving condi-
tions.
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 CAUTION

Even if the accelerator pedal is
depressed beyond the depres-
sion force change point, the
gear position may not be
shifted down depending on the
driving gear position or the
engine speed at that time.
If the accelerator pedal is
returned to the point before the
depression force change point
immediately after shifting
down by depressing the accel-
erator pedal over the depres-
sion force change point, the
transmission may shift up.
Keep the accelerator pedal
depressed over the depression
force change point in order to
maintain the gear position.
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topping the vehicle after 
riving (automatic setting of 
e starting gear)
While driving with the shift lever
in the “D” position (automatic
gearshifting mode), if the acceler-
ator pedal is released and the
brake pedal is depressed to
reduce the vehicle speed, auto-
matic downshifting takes place in
accordance with the vehicle
speed. 
When the vehicle is stopped, the
system automatically disen-
gages the clutch, shifts to the
starting gear position and enters
the standby state.

 CAUTION

 the starting gear position is
ot appropriate because freight
 just loaded or unloaded,
hange the starting gear posi-
on as necessary.
Correct driving operation

tion and operate the +/− button if
necessary. 
Select the appropriate gear posi-
tion before the vehicle
approaches an uphill grade.
Judging the road conditions
ahead and selecting the proper
gear enable the driver to achieve
smoother driving. 

Even the +/− button is operated,
the system does not accept gear-
shift operation that causes engine
overrun or underrun. In this case,
reconsider and perform the
proper shift operation.

S
d
th

NOTE
When decelerating or driving on
a downhill grade, use the +/−
button and downshift the trans-
mission to use effective engine
braking.

NOTE
If the gear position indicator
does not change during gear-
shifting, place the shift lever in
the “N” position, confirm the
gear position indicator shows
“N”, then return the shift lever
to the “D” position and operate
the +/− button. 
When the idle speed is high,
starting the vehicle or shifting
the gear may not be performed
smoothly. Warm up the engine
until the idle speed lowers, and
then drive the vehicle. 
If the vehicle is not warmed up
or insufficiently warmed up on
a cold winter morning or the
like, a gearshift malfunction
may occur due to low trans-
mission oil temperature. Warm
up the engine sufficiently
before driving. 
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 CAUTION

en the shift lever is moved
the “N” position, the gears
 still engaged until the shift

eration of the gearbox is
pleted. In addition, if there

no gear position indication,
 gears may still be engaged.
fore turning the ignition
itch to the “OFF” position,
ft the shift lever to “N” posi-
n and confirm that “N” is
played on the gear indica-
.
is vehicle (ESCOT-VI model)
not be parked with the gear
aged. Even when the vehi-

 is parked with the gear
aged, the system automati-

ly shifts gear to the neutral
sition after the ignition
itch is turned off. Apply the
king brake and use wheel
cks as necessary. 
Operation for long term 
parking 

When stopping or parking the
vehicle for a long period of time,
shift the shift lever to the “N” posi-
tion, make sure that the indicator
displays the “N” position and a
buzzer sounds, and apply the
parking brake.

NOTE
he engine speed increases
hen downshifting during
eceleration. This is to prevent
hift shock by adjusting
ngine speed, and is not a mal-
unction. 
he gear is automatically
hifted just before the vehicle
s stopped. A noise may be
eard when the gear is shifted.
his is to achieve smooth
earshift when starting or
ccelerating the vehicle again.
his is not a malfunction.
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 CAUTION

 the auxiliary brake switch is
rned on, the vehicle deceler-

tes abruptly. Turn the auxiliary
rake switch to the OFF position
 it is not necessary.

NOTE
 the accelerator pedal is
eturned rapidly while starting,

e vehicle may shake. This
oes not indicate a malfunction.
eep a safe distance from the
ehicle in front and avoid abrupt
peration of the accelerator
edal.
Correct driving operation

Opening the door when the 
starting gear position has 
already been set automatically
If a door is opened when the starting
gear position has already been set,
the system alerts the driver with “Put
gear selector in neutral” message.
When leaving the vehicle, shift the
shift lever to the “N” position, make
sure that the indicator shows the “N”
position, and apply the parking
brake.

Interrupted start
When the accelerator pedal is
returned while starting, clutch
engagement is automatically inter-
rupted and starting of the vehicle is
cancelled. When the accelerator
pedal is returned after the vehicle
has started, the vehicle moves in the
starting gear at idle speed. Depress
the brake pedal to stop the vehicle.

 WARNING

Never leave the vehicle while the
starting gear position is set.
Doing so may cause uninten-
tional start of vehicle.

NOTE
The “GEAR SELECTOR” in the
warning message refers to the
gear lever.

If
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Au
gra

the vehicle rolls backward on
 uphill grade when the brake
dal is released while the start-
 gear position is automatically

t, the system alerts the driver
h the main brake applied inter-
ttently for driveline protection.
riveline protection function)
the vehicle rolls backward,

press the brake pedal to stop
 vehicle.

 CAUTION

 not start to move the vehi-
 forward when the vehicle is
ling backward on an uphill
de while the starting gear

sition is automatically set.
ing so may cause damage
driveline components such
the clutch, etc.
e driveline protection func-
n only alerts the driver and
es not stop the vehicle.
tomatic start on an uphill 
de

When starting the vehicle on an
uphill grade, use the hill start
assist function and the parking
brake depending on the loading
weight or the angle of the grade. 
If starting the vehicle forcibly,
“Clutch overheating” message
appears to warn the driver of
overloaded clutch. In this case,
change the starting gear position.
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 WARNING

To prevent the vehicle from roll-
ing backward unexpectedly, pay
attention to the following items: 

The transmission of this vehi-
cle is not a torque converter
type and does not have a creep
function. Firmly depress the
brake pedal to stop the vehicle
on an uphill grade. 
When starting the vehicle on a
steep uphill grade, use the hill
start assist function and the
parking brake as necessary
depending on the loading
weight or the angle of the
grade.

NOTE
If “Clutch overheating” warning
appears, the starting gear posi-
tion is restricted to “1”. This
restriction is released when the
gear is shifted to “7” or higher.
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eversing
The reverse gear is set by operat-
ing the shift lever to the “R” posi-
tion while the brake pedal is
depressed and the vehicle is
stopped.
The gear range (high or low) can
be selected using the +/− button.

The gear positions to be set

Shifted to “R” R•LOW

“+” is pressed in 
“R•LOW” position R•HIGH

“−” is pressed in 
“R•HIGH” position R•LOW
Correct driving operation

Starting on a downhill grade
When the vehicle starts moving
on a downhill grade with the
brake pedal released while the
starting gear is automatically set,
the clutch is automatically
engaged to apply engine braking
when the vehicle speed exceeds
a specified value to prevent
excessive acceleration.

Re-acceleration from slow 
speed driving on an uphill 
grade

If the accelerator pedal is
depressed when the vehicle is
slowing down to almost stop on a
steep uphill grade, a higher gear
position may be selected and this
may result in insufficient acceler-
ation.
Use the +/− switch to shift the
gear down earlier to an appropri-
ate gear position even in the
automatic transmission mode. 

R
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en the reverse gear is set, the
ar position indicator displays
”. 
eck the gear position indicator,
ease the brake pedal, and then
ntly depress the accelerator
dal. The clutch is automati-
lly engaged and the vehicle will
rt.

A
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NOTE
 brake pedal is depressed

 “Depress brake pedal”
age disappeared, the
se gear would not be set.
rm the shift operation
.

When the shift lever is operated
without depressing the brake
pedal, “Depress brake pedal”
message is displayed. In this
case, the reverse gear has not
been set yet. Depress the brake
pedal to set the reverse gear.
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 CAUTION

 gear noise may occur when
he transmission is shifted to
he “R” position while the vehi-
le is moving forward or the
ngine speed is high. This may
ause a malfunction of the
ransmission.
efore shifting gear to the for-
ard position while backing up
r to the reverse position while
oving forward, always stop

he vehicle. Not doing so could
ause the transmission and
lutch to malfunction.

NOTE
There are cases that the
reverse gear may not be
engaged smoothly when shift-
ing gear to the “R” position. If
the gear position indicator
does not switch to “R”, move
the shift lever to the “N” posi-
tion to shift gear to neutral,
and then move the shift lever
into the “R” position. 
If the brake pedal is released
before the reverse gear is set,
the reverse gear is not
selected.

If the
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again
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peration of auto-
atic transmis-

ion
e automatic transmission auto-

atically engages and disengages
e clutch and shifts gears by elec-
nic control. Manual clutch opera-
n is not required. Automatic
ifting is performed according to
ad conditions such as heavy traffic
 urban areas, sharp curves and
opes, and slippery road surfaces.
Correct driving operation

Driving with the shift lever in 
“M” position

When the shift lever is in “M”
position, the manual gearshift
mode activates.
While driving, shift gears using
the +/− button.
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 WARNING

When the brake pedal is
released while the reverse gear
position is set, the vehicle may
start moving slowly. Depress
the brake pedal firmly while
stopping. Do not depress the
accelerator pedal carelessly.
Doing so could cause an acci-
dent. Depress the accelerator
pedal after checking the area
around the vehicle is safe. Do
not rest your foot on the accel-
erator pedal while stopping.
If the reverse gear position is
not set, the vehicle will not
start even if the accelerator
pedal is depressed. The vehi-
cle may move forward on a
downhill grade. Always check
the gear position indicator
when starting the vehicle
before moving your foot on the
accelerator pedal. 

 CAUTION

Even when the gear position
indicator displays nothing, the
gear may be engaged. Therefore,
confirm the gear position before
releasing the brake pedal.

NOTE
When the reverse (R) gear is
engaged, an intermittent buzzer
(chirp) will sound inside and out-
side the cab.
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e operation
sure reliable braking, always

on the brake pedal with your
oot.
g with the left foot can be very
rous as you may be late to
nd in an emergency if you are
ed to left foot braking.
 your left foot on the footrest
driving.
aracteristics of auto-
tic transmission 

hicles

ep phenomenon
s is a phenomenon specific to
omatic transmission vehicles.
en the gear selector is in other
n the N range (engine power is
nected), the vehicle moves
ly even if the accelerator pedal

ot depressed.
ing a temporary stop or park,
ress the brake pedal sufficiently,
f necessary move the gear selec-
to the N range, so that the vehicle
s not move.
articular, if you leave the vehicle
 the engine running and the gear
ctor outside the N range, the
icle may creep, or suddenly start
ccidentally depressing the accel-

tor pedal, causing a serious acci-
t. Make it a habit to put the gear
ctor in the N range and pull the

king brake lever fully before leav-
the vehicle.

Brak
To en
step 
right f
Brakin
dange
respo
not us
Place
while 

NOTE
Check that the digital display of
the gear selector is “N”.
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 CAUTION

If upshifts and downshifts
repeatedly occurs while driv-
ing (shift hunting), shift to a
lower speed gear range using
the   switch.
When the accelerator pedal is
gradually depressed to accel-
erate the vehicle or to maintain
a constant speed when climb-
ing slopes, kickdown may
occur, leading to an increase
of the engine speed, but this is
not a failure.
Before shifting the range from
“N” to “D” or “R” or from “D”
to “R”, allow the engine to idle.
Before shifting the range to the
position above 1st gear,
release the accelerator pedal.
Correct driving operation

Starting to move the 
vehicle

With the power mode switch,
select normal or power mode.
Keeping the brake pedal
depressed with the right foot,
push the switch and select the
range. To move the vehicle for-
ward, select D (Drive), to move
backwards select R (Reverse).

If the engine speed is high, the
gear is not engaged. Use the
idling control switch to lower the
speed.
To start the vehicle on a level
ground, select the “D” range.

Release the parking brake. Lift
your foot off the brake pedal.
When traveling forward, acceler-
ation begins from 1st gear.
According to the engine load and
speed, the transmission will auto-
matically shift from 1st gear, to
2nd, to 3rd... up to the maximum
gear for the selected range.
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ping and parking
en stopping temporarily, leave

the D (Drive) position. Be sure
keep the brake pedal

pressed with the right foot.
en it is not necessary to return
 selector switch to N (Neutral).
en stopping for 5 minutes or
ger, shift to the N (Neutral)
sition.
en parking, first stop the vehi-
, then shift to N (Neutral), then
wly release the brake pedal
d check that the lock has been
gaged. Then firmly apply the
rking brake.
ch time you park the vehicle or
ve the cab with the engine run-
g, do the following.

ing the vehicle to a complete
p using the service brake.
sure that the engine is at low
e rpm.
t the transmission in N (Neu-
l).
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SHIFT LIMIT warning 
message
On the selector digital display, the
left side (selection range) character
(“R”, “6”, “5”, “4”, “3”, “2” or “1”)
flashes when there has been an
error in operation or when the safety
circuit has been activated. It indi-
cates that it is not possible to change
from the current gear to another
specified gear.
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2. En
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3. Pu
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NOTE
hifting with the power mode
witch can be done only while
he engine running.
he engine protection func-

ion may provide torque derat-
ng to prevent the engine from
eing damaged, which may
lso cause shift shock to
ccur.

f the temperature of the auto-
atic transmission fluid rises

xcessively due to continuous
limbing on a steep slope or
ontinuous starting and stop-
ing, the engine power may be
utomatically limited to reduce
he load on the transmission.
his is not abnormal.
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r effect will cause downshifts to
cur at slightly higher speeds than
rmal automatic downshifts. If the
lector switch is accidentally
shed to reverse while traveling for-

ard, the transmission is designed
t to shift into reverse gear until the
ad speed is very low. To avoid shift
ock, always come to a complete

op before shifting from forward to
verse or from reverse to forward.

sing the engine to 
low the vehicle
 use the engine as a braking force,
ift the selector to the next lower
nge. If the vehicle is exceeding the
aximum speed for a lower gear,
e the service brakes to slow the
hicle to an acceptable speed

here the transmission may be
wnshifted safely.
Correct driving operation

4. Apply the parking brake if pres-
ent, and make sure it is properly
engaged.

5. Slowly release the service brake.
6. If the cab will be unoccupied with

the engine running, chock the
wheels and take any other steps
necessary to keep the vehicle
from moving.

Accelerator pedal con-
trol
The position of the accelerator pedal
influences the automatic shifting.
When the pedal is fully depressed,
the transmission will automatically
upshift near the engine-governed
speed. A partially depressed position
of the pedal will cause the upshifts to
occur at a lower engine speed.

Downshift or reverse 
inhibitor feature
The transmission hydraulic system
will not permit a shift into any forward
gear at a speed that would cause
excessive engine overspeed. Any
lower forward range may be selected
at any time, but the actual engage-
ment of the gears in that range will
not occur until the road speed is
reduced. Downshifting is progressive
as road speed decreases. The inhib-
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 WARNING

When depressing the accelera-
tor pedal or when the engine
speed is higher than the idling
speed, do not shift the selector
switch from N to the forward or
R range.
Doing so is very dangerous, as
the vehicle might jump suddenly
forward or backward. The trans-
mission might also be damaged.
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 WARNING

oid injury or property dam-
caused by sudden move-
 of the vehicle, do not shift
 N (Neutral) to a forward
e or R (Reverse) when the
lerator pedal is depressed.
vehicle will lurch forward or
ard and the transmission
be damaged. Avoid this

ition by making shifts from
eutral) to a forward range or
everse) only when the throt-
 closed.
rking brake
re is no park position in the
smission shift pattern. Therefore,
ays put the selector in neutral
 apply the parking brake to hold

 vehicle when it is unattended.

iving on ice or snow
e is where all of your skill as a
fessional driver is needed,
ardless of what transmission you
e. If possible, reduce speed and
ct a lower range before you lose
tion. Select the range that will not
eed the speed you expect to
intain. Accelerate or decelerate
y gradually to prevent losing trac-
. It is very important to slow down
dually when a lower range is
cted. It is important that you

ch the lower range selected
ore attempting to accelerate. This
 avoid an unexpected downshift
ing acceleration.

Rocking out
If the vehicle is stuck in deep sand,
snow, or mud, it may be possible to
rock it out. Shift to D (Drive) and
apply steady, light throttle (never full
throttle). When the vehicle has
rocked forward as far as it will go,
apply and hold the vehicle service
brakes. Allow the engine to return to
idle; then select R (Reverse).
Release the brakes and apply a
steady, light throttle and allow the
vehicle to rock in R (Reverse) as far
as it will go. Again, apply and hold
the service brakes and allow the
engine to return to idle. This proce-
dure may be repeated in D (Drive)
and R (Reverse) if each directional
shift continues to move the vehicle a
greater distance. Never make N
(Neutral)-to-D (Drive) or directional
shift changes when the engine rpm
is above idle.
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peration precau-
ons

tart-off precautions
Avoid sudden start-off or stops.
Sudden start-off not only wear out
the clutch but also cause abnor-
mal wear of the tires. Sudden
stopping also causes premature
wear of the tires and brake pads.
Correct driving operation

Automatic transmission 
maintenance informa-
tion light
This light will illuminate when the
automatic transmission should be
serviced as soon as possible to

check its components such as fluid,
filter and clutch.

If the light illuminates, contact
your nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.

O
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 CAUTION

If the wheels are stuck and not
turning, do not apply full power
for more than 30 seconds in
either D (Drive) or R (Reverse).
Full power for more than 30 sec-
onds under these conditions will
cause the transmission to over-
heat. If the transmission over-
heats, shift to N (Neutral) and
operate the engine at 1,200 to
1,500 rpm until it cools (2 to 3
minutes), and then confirm that
the warning light of the auto-
matic transmission fluid tem-
perature has gone out.  CAUTION

Do not continue driving the vehi-
cle with the automatic transmis-
sion maintenance information
light on. Doing so may cause
damage to the automatic trans-
mission.
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Au
veh

celerate before entering
rves. Braking while turning the
ering wheel makes the wheels
lock up easily, which could

use them to lose their grip on
pery roads (wet, icy, or snowy
ds, etc.). In addition, the tires
l wear out prematurely. Avoid
ing this as much as possible.
 careful of the space next to
 vehicle on the inside of
ns when turning at an inter-
ction. The rear wheels will cut
tighter radius than the front
eels, which could strike pedes-
ns or bicycles, etc. Be suffi-
ntly careful when turning.
en turning left in particular,

e the indirect field of view via
 mirrors to make sure that the

t side of the vehicle is safe.
e left-side mirror should always
 properly adjusted so that it can
 used to check that it is safe
en turning left.
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When the gear selector is moved
from the N range to another
range to start, the vehicle will
creep. When starting, be sure to
shift the range with the brake
pedal depressed or the parking
brake lever pulled fully.
Do not move the gear selector
lever or press the /  but-
ton while depressing the acceler-
ator pedal. If you do this, the
vehicle will start suddenly.
For automatic transmission vehi-
cles, the starting speed is con-
trolled only by the accelerator.
Operate the accelerator carefully.

Precautions while driv-
ing

It is normal for the warning
indicators to be off while driv-
ing. If a warning indicator illumi-
nates or a warning buzzer
sounds, it means that there is a
problem, so immediately stop the
vehicle in a safe place and take
the required measures.
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 CAUTION

en the gear selector is in
er than the N range, the vehi-
 may creep even if the accel-
tor pedal is not depressed.
 sure to use the brakes until
u start (while stopped).

 WARNING

Coasting with the engine off is
dangerous. Never do it. Com-
pressed air will not be supplied
to the brakes when the engine is
off, which will lead to inoperative
brakes. The steering assist
mechanism also will not work,
so the steering wheel operation
will become heavy, which will
hinder proper steering.
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CO MODE switch♦
The ECO MODE switch is used
to change between ECO mode
and ECO OFF mode. An
indicator illuminates on the multi-
display. In the ECO OFF mode,
an indicator goes out on the
multi-display.
In ECO mode, the acceleration
limiter is active. When the
accelerator pedal is depressed,
rapid acceleration exceeding a
predetermined level is
suppressed, resulting in a
moderate acceleration with good
fuel economy. In cases such as
when accelerating to overtake
another vehicle, you can press
the ECO MODE switch to change
to ECO OFF mode to obtain the
vehicle’s original acceleration.
Correct driving operation

Inside wheel turning radius differ-
ence

The shoulder of the road may
crumble easily, so be careful to
keep the wheels off of the road
shoulder when passing an
oncoming vehicle, when passing
a vehicle ahead of you, or when
avoiding an obstacle, etc.
The low bed models have smaller
ground clearance. Be careful not
to hit the undercarriages, etc.
when passing a stepped portion.
On front 2-axle models, there
may be a case that the wheels of
either of the front axles do not
contact the ground depending on
the surface condition. If the truck

is parked in this condition for a
long time, an excessive load is
applied to the suspensions of the
contacting axle, which can be a
cause of trouble. Do not park the
vehicle in this condition for a long
time.

E
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 careful not to overrun the
gine when driving (especially
en driving downhill).
e tachometer’s red zone
ows the overrun speed range,
 make sure that the needle
es not enter the red zone.
d Zone: 
,800 rpm and higher
GH8 Engine)
,100 rpm and higher
GH11 Engine)
When traveling down-
hill or shifting down

ESCOT-VI
When traveling downhill, use the
same gears that were used when
traveling up the hill in combination
with the exhaust brake & EEB to
ensure safe driving. If the vehicle still
runs too high speed, use the main
brake and maintain a safe speed at
all times.

Do not drive downhill with the
transmission in neutral (except
ESCOT ROLL).
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 WARNING

Use of the exhaust brake or EEB
on the slippery road (roads with
packed snow or/and ice, wet
roads and etc.) could cause the
lock-up of the rear wheels to
slip. Be careful.
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The tachometer’s red zone
shows the overrun speed range,
so make sure that the needle
does not enter the red zone.
Overrun means that the engine
runs above the maximum speed.
If the engine is used above the
allowable speed, the engine com-
ponents can be overstressed and
the engine can be damaged.
Red Zone: 
2,800 rpm and higher

If the engine speed enters the red
zone, reduce the engine speed
immediately.
Correct driving operation

Automatic transmission
When descending a slope, down-
shift to D→5→4→3→2→1
depending on the conditions of
the slope and use engine brak-
ing. In addition, use the exhaust
brake and EE brake in combina-
tion for safe driving.
When the vehicle speed is exces-
sively high, the transmission may
upshift to a higher range than the
selected range due to activation
of the safety device. In that case,
use the service brake and drive at
a safe speed.
Be careful not to let the engine
overrun while driving (especially,
descending slopes).

 CAUTION

Overrun is when the engine is
running at a speed that
exceeds the engine’s maxi-
mum rpm. Do not exceed the
maximum allowable rpm. Driv-
ing beyond this range over-
stresses the engine
components and could cause
the engine to malfunction.
The radiator cooling fan stops
when the engine speed enters
the red zone. If the engine is
operated in red zone when the
engine coolant temperature is
high, overheating may occur.
Be sure to drive the vehicle
with the engine speed not
entering the red zone.
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Br
 CAUTION

 not brake sharply except in
ergencies. Sharp braking
ses the tires and brakes to

ar out prematurely and will
rten the useful life of other
ts. In addition, abrupt brak-
 on slippery road such as
ny road is very dangerous.
en driving after washing the
icle or driving through
p puddles, etc., the braking

ect could be greatly reduced
water getting on the brakes.
akes
When braking, apply auxiliary
brakes in combination with the
main brake. The vehicle is
equipped with auxiliary brakes
that include the exhaust brake &
EEB. Shifting the shift lever into
neutral will prevent the auxiliary
brakes from working, which will
reduce the braking force and
lengthen the stopping distance.
Using the auxiliary brakes will
lengthen the life of the brake
pads. Never use the parking
brake as service brake except in
emergencies.
Before descending down steep
roads or long downhill roads,
check the brakes ahead of time
to make sure that they are
working correctly. Then,
always use the exhaust brake
& EEB to maintain a safe speed
at all times. Shifting down (while
taking care not to overrun the
engine) will also increase the
braking force of the exhaust

brake & EEB. Using the main
brake too much will cause the
brake to overheat, which will
decrease the braking effect.
If you feel that something is
wrong with the brakes while driv-
ing, immediately stop the vehicle
in a safe location and inspect
them.

 WARNING

Avoid continuously using the
main brake for a long period of
time. The brakes could overheat
and cause fading, which seri-
ously decreases the braking
effect.
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 WARNING

The brakes will become inop-
erative when the compressed
air for the brake is used up.
The braking performance will
decline as the air pressure
drops, so always keep an eye
on the air pressure gauges and
maintain the standard air pres-
sure.
Keeping the pedal depressed
deeply will stop the vehicle in a
short distance, but this will be
accompanied by a strong
shock.
If the pedal is released com-
pletely, the air in the air cham-
ber will be discharged and the
vehicle will continue to roll for-
ward, which could result in a
collision on crowded roads,
etc.
Pumping the pedal will dis-
charge the air in the air cham-
ber and the vehicle will keep
rolling forward, so do not do it.
Correct driving operation

Brake pedal operation 
method

The brakes of this vehicle are full-
air type brakes, so unlike hydrau-
lic type brakes where the foot
depression force on the pedal is
used to apply the brakes, the
amount the pedal is depressed
is used to control the air pres-
sure, and this air pressure is
applied to the brakes. The
pedal just opens and closes the
suction and discharge valves, so
powerful braking can be applied
with a very light depression force.
Therefore, do not depress the
pedal deeply except for emergen-
cies.
Follow the directions below to
smoothly stop the vehicle.
• Depress the pedal about 1/3

to 1/2 of full pedal stroke at 25
to 35 meters in front of the
planned stopping position.

• At about 5 to 6 meters in front
of the planned stopping posi-
tion, gradually allow the pedal

to return (about 1/3 to 1/2 of
the initial depressed amount).

• Depress the pedal only
slightly just before the planned
stopping position to stop the
vehicle.
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ne starting precautions
en the ignition switch is turned
, confirm that the EBS warn-
 indicator illuminates and then
ns off after lighting (system)
eck is completed (approx. 3
conds).
en starting the engine on an

hill slope, the change in battery
ltage could affect the EBS and
use the vehicle to move. Apply
 parking brake or fully depress
 brake pedal when starting the
gine.
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ke assist function
This function increases the brak-
ing force to the maximum braking
force quickly when applying sud-
den braking.
When this function operates, the
brake lights flash to warn the sud-
den braking to the following vehi-
cles.

ergency Braking Signal♦

 Emergency Braking Signal sys-
 automatically flashes the brake
ts rapidly to alert the driver of the
icle behind that you braked sud-
ly, reducing the risk of a rear-end
ision.

Precautions when driv-
ing vehicles with EBS

EBS stands for electronic braking
system, and it adds an electric
signal to the air signal of the
brake system.
EBS also has the ABS and ASR
functions. For ASR, refer to “Pre-
cautions for vehicles equipped
with ASR” (page 10-52).
EBS detects the brake pedal
stroke and uses a computer to
control the braking force to
improve operability and safety. 
It does not, however, make it pos-
sible to drive a vehicle beyond
the safety limits. Observe the fol-
lowing safety precautions and
always drive safely.
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 CAUTION

e Emergency Braking Signal
stem reduces the risk of rear-
d collisions, but cannot com-
tely prevent them. When driv-
, avoid unnecessary sudden
king and drive safely.
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of the road conditions, the follow-
ing distance, and other factors.

 WARNING

BS is a device that improves
afety by appropriately con-
olling wheel slip during brak-
g to utilize the friction between
e tires and the road surface,

ut it is not a device that makes
nsafe driving above safety lim-
s possible.

 CAUTION

epeatedly turning the ignition
witch ON and OFF will cause
e ABS warning indicator to

emain lit when the engine is
tarted. If this happens, turn off
e engine and then turn the
nition switch slowly to start
e engine. If the warning indica-
r still does not turn off, there
ight be an ABS malfunction.
Correct driving operation

EBS (ABS) operations
When the ABS is operating, the
vehicle body and brake pedal
may vibrate a little, and intermit-
tent operation sound might also
be heard, but these are not mal-
functions.
When driving on slippery roads,
the braking distance will be lon-
ger than during normal driving on
dry, paved roads even when the
ABS is operating. When the ABS
operates while braking on roads
covered with deep snow, gravel
roads, or when using tire chains,
the braking distance might be a
little farther than that of vehicles
not equipped with ABS. Always
drive at a safe speed and suffi-
cient following distance, while
taking into consideration the road
conditions, tire conditions, etc.
A greater amount of air than nor-
mal will be consumed when the
ABS operates during sharp brak-
ing at high speed or when braking
on slippery roads. If the brake
warning indicator illuminates and

the buzzer sounds, immediately
stop the vehicle in a safe location
and wait for the air pressure to
recover before continuing to
drive.
The ABS is designed to prevent
the wheels from slipping when
braking and will not operate when
the wheels slip during accelera-
tion or when cornering. In addi-
tion, when driving on very
slippery road, such as icy road,
you might lose control of the vehi-
cle and have trouble in steering it
even when ABS operates.
Always drive at a safe speed and
avoid sharp braking and sharp
steering as much as possible.
If the wheels slip when using the
auxiliary brakes (exhaust brake
and EEB) while driving on slip-
pery roads or over bumps, etc., it
could cause the auxiliary brakes
to temporarily release and their
respective indicators to go off, but
this is a normal operation of ABS
and is not a malfunction. Drive
carefully taking into consideration
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autions when driv-
vehicles with UDSC
e UDSC system is designed to
intain vehicle stability. When
 vehicle is going to lose stabil-

 due to skidding or excessive
ling while turning or during
er abrupt maneuvers, the sys-
 limits the engine output and,

ecessary, applies the brakes.
e UDSC system does not
ke it possible to drive beyond
 vehicle’s limitations. The
ver must drive safely at all
es.
e UDSC is designed to work
h the EBS. Refer to the “Pre-
utions when driving vehicles
h EBS” (page 10-36) together.
abling the ASR using the
SC/ASR cutoff switch will also
able the UDSC. Under normal
ving conditions, we recom-
nd keeping the UDSC/ASR

abled.
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S (ABS) warnings
 brake pedal will feel heavier
n the EBS warning indicator
s on, but the braking force can
increased by further depressing
 pedal. Depress the brake pedal
efully.

er precautions
en installing an electronic compo-
t such as a radio set, route its
ng carefully so that it does not
ct the EBS function. If you have
 questions, please ask an autho-
d UD Trucks dealer in advance.
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 CAUTION

the brake warning indicator
ys on, have your vehicle

mediately inspected by the
arest authorized UD Trucks
aler.

 CAUTION

If the battery voltage is low, it
may affect the operation of
EBS. Check the battery period-
ically.
When charging the battery
while the battery is still
installed in the vehicle, use a
charger with an output voltage
of 30V or less. Using higher
than 30V could damage the
EBS control unit.
If the tires other than the speci-
fied size are installed, EBS
(ABS) may malfunction. Con-
tact the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer for advice before
mounting tires that are not the
specified size.
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andling the fuel tank 
dditional tank)
Always close the connection
valve while the tank is nearly full
when fueling and immediately
after fueling. If the connection
valve is open, the fuel will flow to
one of the tanks when driving or
parking on a hill, which could
cause fuel to spill from the filler
port.
Open the connection valve after
the level of the main fuel tank has
lowered to some extent.

NOTE
“Distance to empty” value dis-
played on the multi-display is
inaccurate when the connec-
tion valve for the additional
fuel tank is closed.
If a non-UD-genuine fuel tank
is installed, displayed quantity
of remaining fuel and the “dis-
tance to empty” may be inac-
curate.
Correct driving operation

Steering wheel opera-
tion precautions
When the steering wheel is turned,
the power steering hydraulic pres-
sure change could create a sound
that sounds like someone is striking
the hydraulic pipes, but this is not a
malfunction and will not lead to any
trouble.

Following distance
There is a tendency to ignore the
following distance when follow-
ing another vehicle, but sufficient
space must be maintained
among vehicles. If a sufficient fol-
lowing distance that will allow you
to stop in time in case the vehicle
in front stops suddenly is not
kept, it could result in an acci-
dent.
Generally, when driving at under
60 km/h, the following distance
should be half the number on the
speedometer, but when driving
faster than 60 km/h, it should be
greater than the number on the
speedometer. For example, when
driving at 40 km/h, maintain a dis-
tance of 20 m or more, but when
driving at 70 km/h, maintain a dis-
tance of over 70 m. It is important
to maintain an even greater dis-
tance when it is raining, etc., to
allow extra distance for emer-
gency stopping.

H
(a CAUTION

Avoid abrupt steering, accelera-
tion, and braking even on a
UDSC vehicle. Drive safely at all
times.

 CAUTION

Do not hold the steering wheel
turned all the way for more than
10 seconds. Doing so could
damage the power steering unit.
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 WARNING

curely fasten down sheets
 ropes. The heat from the

ffler or exhaust pipe could
se sheets or ropes to catch
 while driving.
erloading will negatively
ect steering and braking,
ich could lead to an acci-
t. Never do it.
When handling freight

Do not overload the vehicle.
Overloading accelerates wear of
the vehicle components and
greatly shortens the useful life of
the vehicle.
If the load is unstable, it could
move when braking or turning, so
fasten it to the truck bed using
braces, wires, etc.

Even, low center-of-gravity 
cargo loading

Vehicle behavior is affected by
the weight of the cargo carried
and how it is loaded. These fac-
tors must be taken into consider-
ation when driving the vehicle. At
the same time, the cargo must be
loaded as evenly and low as pos-
sible.
If the cargo load is uneven, a
warning is displayed to alert the
driver.
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od Incorrect loading method
Correct driving operation

Freight loading method

 Correct loading meth

Load so that the freight is distributed equally and not unbalanced 
to one side.

When loading long objects, keep them from extending outside the 
body as much as possible, use a rack and do not support them just 
two points, front guard frame and overhanging portion.

When using racks under the freight, be careful how they are posi-
tioned so that the freight is equally supported.

Highly stacked freight could fall over when turning, so do not stack 
the freight high.

Make sure that ropes and sheets are tight and secure. Be espe-
cially sure heavy freight is securely fastened to the truck bed.
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en pulling a 
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ing phenomena 
n pulling a trailer
 driving while pulling a trailer,
actor and trailer move inde-
ntly or the force is transmitted
e coupling mutually affecting
ovements of both tractor and
. In addition, the transverse

(sideways force) generated
en the tires and the road sur-
changes during steering and
g. For this reason, when pull-
 trailer, sharp braking could
 the wheels to lock up (the
erse force changes) and cre-
e following unusual phenom-
hich are very dangerous.
loading from an air sus-
nsion vehicle
 large freight applying heavy load
the coupler is removed from an
suspension vehicle (for example,
n a large container is lifted up
 a crane), the height of the vehi-
will increase rapidly and this may
se an accident.
ore removing large freight from
 vehicle, lower the height of the
pler using the height control, and
iciently reduce the air pressure in
 air springs.

When opening the truck rear 
gate
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 WARNING

When opening the truck rear
gate while on the road to unload,
the gate will block some of the
taillights, hazard lights, and
reflectors, etc. on the back (or
front) of the vehicle. Place a sign
or reflective warning sign at the
back (or front) of the vehicle to
warn other drivers that the vehi-
cle is stopping.
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ckknife
is is the phenomenon where the
ctor folds up against the trailer.
his occurs when the tractor’s rear
heels lock up.)
hen this happens, the vehicle
ovement is very rapid, but keep
lm and quickly release the brakes
d change the vehicle direction

hile paying attention to oversteer-
g.
Correct driving operation

Drift out
This is the phenomenon in which the
tractor and trailer keep going straight
and move outside of the curve. (This
occurs when the tractor’s front
wheels lock up.)
When this happens, immediately
release the brakes (lessen the sharp
braking) and turn the steering wheel
to change the direction of the vehi-
cle.
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 CAUTION

Drive carefully even your vehicle
is equipped with UDSC.
The UDSC system restrains the
following phenomena and roll-
over, but it is not a system to
enable the driving beyond the
vehicle’s limitations. Always
drive safely.
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ration while driving

ot steer sharply.
ng sharply when passing or

changing lanes at a high
 is very dangerous because it
cause the vehicle to sway and
ver.

ot brake sharply.
g sharply when driving at a

speed, in curves, on downhill
, or on rainy, snowy, or other
ry roads is very dangerous
se it could cause the vehicle to
ife.

ot pass other vehicles 
essively.
ng other vehicle aggressively is
dangerous. When pulling a
 in particular, it must be

bered that the total vehicle
 is very long, and that extra
y should be maintained while
.

iler swing
s is the phenomenon where the
ler drifts to the right or left (it
ys far into the oncoming lane).

is occurs when the trailer’s
els lock up.)

en this happens, carefully
ase the brakes (do not apply

re than the necessary brakes)
le keeping an eye on the trailer
vement using the tractor mirrors
rview mirror, etc.).

Enforced servicing of 
tires, brakes, etc.

It is very important that the tractor
and trailer tires maintain appropri-
ate traction (force of resistance
between the road surface and the
tires).
For this reason, be sure to use
the tires with the proper tread pat-
tern, and inspections must be
performed to make sure that the
tires are at the optimum air pres-
sure and are not abnormally
worn.
Be sure to check that the braking
system is functioning normally.
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 CAUTION

Release the parking brake
before driving. The brakes
could be damaged if the park-
ing brake is not released.
Use the tractor parking brake
lever’s test position to make
sure that the tractor parking
brake is holding well enough
and can keep the vehicle in the
stopped position.
If you must park on an incline,
always apply the parking brake
and chock the wheels.
Do not keep the steering wheel
turned all the way to one side
continuously for a long time
when the engine is running.

NOTE
hen parking the vehicle, select

 location that is lawful, safe,
nd will not interfere with traffic.
Correct driving operation

Be careful of the rear right 
and left sides of the trailer 
when turning.
When driving through a tight curve,
the back of the trailer might not be
completely visible in the rearview
mirror. Sufficiently reduce speed and
drive slowly, or stop the vehicle and
check behind the trailer yourself. In
particular, be sure to check suffi-
ciently when turning left.

When backing up the vehi-
cle, check behind and right 
and left of the vehicle to 
make sure that it is safe.
When going straight back, back up
slowly while keeping the right side of
the trailer in a straight line. In addi-
tion, when backing up in a curve, use
the rearview mirror or look directly
back to watch the back of the trailer
while backing up slowly as you grad-
ually change the angle at which the
tractor and trailer are turning.

Operation when stop-
ping or parking
Park on a level ground as much as
possible.

 WARNING

Always apply the parking
brake.
Put the parking brake lever in
the test position and if the
vehicle moves, quickly return
the lever to the park position
and apply the foot brake.

W
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Sto

Wh
wh

ing techniques for 
roving fuel effi-
cy

g for too long wastes 

asteful idling. 5 to 10 minutes
icient to warm up the engine.

 at an economic speed
conomic speed is 50 km/h on
al roads and 80 km/h on high-

onscious of instanta-
s fuel consumption

u can see the fuel consumption
t when the accelerator pedal is
pressed or released on the
tantaneous fuel consumption
ter.
pping temporarily
Pull up the tractor parking brake
lever to the park position to apply
the parking brake.
When the parking brake is
applied, the trailer brake will also
be applied automatically.

en leaving the vehicle or 
en parking
Pull up the tractor parking brake
lever to the park position to apply
the parking brake.
When the parking brake is
applied, the trailer brake will also
be applied automatically.
When parking, securely apply the
parking brake and chock the
wheels.

Economical driv-
ing
Major conditions that improve fuel
efficiency depend on the engine and
transmission specifications and
whether or not wind deflectors and
air dam skirts are installed. Driving
technique and vehicle maintenance,
however, also have a large impact
on fuel efficiency.
Refer to the following points and per-
form “economical driving”.
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oasting improves fuel 
onomy
el is not consumed when the
haust brake & EEB is being used.

se slow coasting using the engine
aking and exhaust brake when
iving downhill or before stopping at
red light.
Correct driving operation

Operate the accelerator pedal
while being conscious of the
instantaneous fuel consumption.
The instantaneous fuel consump-
tion gauge is displayed in three
types: the one through “Gauges”
display, the one on Home screen,
and the one on Nenpi Coach
screen.
When stopping at idle, the value
is indicated by L/h (liters per
hour).
When running, the value is indi-
cated by the unit specified on
“Fuel unit” screen. When “km/h”
is selected, better fuel economy
is obtained when the bar is at the
right side of the gauge, and when
“L/100km” is selected, it is better
when the bar is at the left side of
the gauge.
A triangle displayed under the
gauge on Home screen or Nenpi
Coach screen indicates the aver-
age fuel consumption.

Quick start-offs and quick 
accelerations will hurt fuel 
economy.
Quickly starting off or quickly accel-
erating with the accelerator pedal
fully depressed increases accelera-
tion resistance and consumes much
fuel.
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 be careful of how the 
ht is stacked.
 sure that the freight is not
d high, or stacked unevenly.
ake sure that the sheet is not
or fluttering. Such stacking

ses air resistance and greatly
ases fuel economy.
ift up early on and shift 
wn later on
Increasing the engine speed con-
sumes much fuel. Use as high a
gear as possible to keep the
engine speed low.
When driving a vehicle equipped
with ESCOT-VI, it is recom-
mended to drive in ECO mode,
which upshifts the gears early at
low engine speeds.

 not needlessly acceler-
 and decelerate while 
ving (“wavy driving”).
eated acceleration and deceler-
n greatly decreases fuel econ-
y. Avoid changing speed as much
ossible.

Reduce the start-off and 
stopping frequency as much 
as possible.
Start-off acceleration requires
energy to get the stationary vehicle
moving, so the engine is at nearly a
full load and much fuel is consumed.
Strive to drive carefully before sig-
nals to reduce the vehicle start-off
and stopping frequency as much as
possible.
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riving under spe-
ial conditions

riving on poor roads
Drive in a low gear and maintain
constant speed when driving on
muddy or gravel roads.
As an aid for driving on snowy
and icy roads or unpaved areas,
the inter-axle differential lock is
installed on CG, and CW models
and the inter-wheel differential
lock is installed on CD and GK
models. Refer to the “Inter-wheel
differential lock switch♦ (CG, CW
and GW models)” (page 5-75) or
“Inter-wheel differential lock switch♦
(CD and GK models)” (page 5-79).

 CAUTION

o not spin a wheel for a long
me. Doing so may result in sei-
ure of the differential.
Correct driving operation

Vehicle maintenance for 
good fuel efficiency

Keep the tires at the proper 
air pressure
If the tire air pressure is low, it will
increase the rolling resistance and
decrease the fuel economy. 

Is the air cleaner free from 
clogging?
Driving with the air filter element
clogged increases the intake air
resistance and decreases power,
which decreases the fuel economy.

Is the valve clearance cor-
rect?
If the valve clearance is greater than
specified, it will decrease power and
decrease the fuel economy. Inspect
the valve clearance periodically at
the nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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Dr
ing

chains
 chains on the tires when driv-
 on snowy or icy roads when
t using snow tires or to drive
fely in muddy areas.
 the tire chains so that they do
t damage the tires, wheels,
ders, etc. during driving.

ecautions for fitting the tire
ains (typical)
Fit the chains so that they
would not become loose.
Fit the chains so that the
bends of the tire chain con-
nectors are facing away from
the tire.
Attach the chain bands
securely.
Tie down any excess chain
with wire to keep it from slap-
ping the fender, etc.
iving when it is rain-

Slipping can occur especially just
after the rain begins to fall. Drive
carefully to try to eliminate the
need to brake sharply.

Driving through puddles will
decrease the braking perfor-
mance. The brake performance
will return to normal after apply-
ing the brakes 2 or 3 times.
Avoid driving on a road flooded
by heavy rain, etc.
When driving in fog, turn on the
front fog lights (and the rear fog
lights as necessary) and watch in
front and the centerline carefully.

Driving while it is snow-
ing

When driving on snowy or icy
roads, put on tire chains or mount
snow tires and drive more slowly.
Snowy and icy roads are danger-
ous because they are easy to
slip, so drive carefully while
avoiding sharp steering and
sharp braking.

Tire 
Fit
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uel tank
Fill the fuel tank full as much as
possible. If much air is in the
tank, moisture in the air could
condensate and freeze, cause
corrosion in the fuel system, or
other problems.
Securely tighten the tank cap and
keep water and snow out of the
tank.
Be sure to use the type of fuel
which fit for the ambient tempera-
ture where you are driving.
Always use the low-sulphur die-
sel fuel (S10: Sulphur constituent
10 ppm or less).
Correct driving operation

Check the tire chains for loose-
ness after driving 5 to 10 minutes.
Always keep in mind while driving
that you are using chains.

F
 WARNING

Check the tire air pressure
before putting on the chains.
The tires could be damaged if
they are not inflated to the
proper air pressure.

Always use tire chains that
match the tire size.
When attaching chains on dou-
ble tires, use the triple chains
because they are safer.
If the tire chains are not fit cor-
rectly, they could become
loose or come off while driving
and interfere with other vehicle
components.

NOTE
There are various types of tire
chains. Please ask an authorized
UD Trucks dealer for advice
when purchasing tire chains.
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hicles equipped with ASR will
ve better start-off acceleration
d performance on slippery
ds than non-equipped vehi-
s, but the gripping force of the
s is not improved.
 very slippery icy roads, etc.,
 tire grip force is decreased,

 the vehicle might not steer
perly and could become

stable. Always drive at a safe
eed for the road surface and
 conditions and be careful not

drive too fast.
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 CAUTION

 when equipped with ASR,
ot suddenly turn the steer-
heel or depress the accel-
r pedal. Especially when

ng on slippery roads, start
arefully.
en parking
en parking for a long time in frigid
as, choose a flat place where the
icle will be out of blown snow as
ch as possible, apply the parking
ke securely and take measures
h as covering the engine com-
tment. If an appropriate place is
 available, park the vehicle so
t the wind will not strike the
ine compartment.

Precautions for vehicles 
equipped with ASR

The ASR is a safety device that
effectively uses the friction and
grip between the tires and the
road surface to increase safety
by suppressing tire spinning.
The ASR does not make it possi-
ble to exceed the safety limits
while driving. Therefore, when
driving vehicles equipped with
ASR, take the following precau-
tions and drive safely.
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 DANGER

fter fueling, make sure that
he tank cap is tightened
ecurely. Fuel leaks caused by
ibration while driving or an
ccident could cause a serious
ire.
heck the fuel tank, hoses,
nd pipes, etc. for fuel leaks.
eaks could cause a fire. If a
uel leak is found, contact the
earest authorized UD Trucks
ealer.
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ashing the vehi-
le

ehicle washing precau-
ons

When washing the vehicle, pro-
tect the electrical components
(starter motor, generator, sen-
sors, relays, electronic units,
lights, EGR valve, turbocharger
actuator, etc.) in order to prevent
them from becoming wet. 
In addition, do not allow the elec-
trical wiring, wiring connectors,
electrical components, etc. that
are located around the chassis to
be directly contacted by steam or
water from a high pressure wash-
ing machine (steam washing
machine).
Correct driving operation

The ASR is pneumatically oper-
ated, so the air pressure
decreases the more times it is
operated, and thus the brake
warning indicator might illuminate
and the buzzer might sound. If
this happens, immediately stop
the vehicle in a safe area and
restore the air pressure to the
specified value before starting to
drive again.
When inspecting vehicles
equipped with ASR using a chas-
sis dynamometer or speedometer
tester, the ASR will operate and
hinder the inspection.
To perform such inspections, set
the roller bench mode from the
multi-display. For details, refer to
“Roller bench mode” (page 5-22)
in “Meters, indication lamps and
switches”.
Contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer for advice
before mounting tires that are not
the specified size.

When washing the vehicle in cold
weather or after driving on snowy
roads, immediately remove any
water, snow, ice, etc., that is near
the EBS valve air exhaust port.
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Us
sh
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Some electrical components
incorporate an electronic circuit.
Therefore, if they become wet, a
vehicle malfunction or an
improper operation may occur.
Do not wash the engine compart-
ment and the driving cabin
directly with water because many
electrical components are con-
centrated in these areas.
Before washing the vehicle, cover
the opening of the engine air inlet
in order to prevent water or for-
eign materials from entering
through the opening.

Precautions while washing 
around the muffler
When washing around the muffler,
perform the following procedures.

High pressure washing
Spray 1.5 meters away from the muf-
fler.
Make sure that high pressure wash-
ing water does not directly hit the
transmission ECU (especially the
harness and connectors).

 CAUTION

ing a moist generator may
orten the life of the generator.
y the generator sufficiently
fore starting the engine.
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recautions when washing 
e undercarriage
hen washing the undercarriage, do
t directly apply the steam or water
m a high-pressure washer on the

eering shaft joint, front axle drag
k, tie rod dust covers, or, on vehi-
es with air suspensions, the rubber
st covers for the rear axle stabi-
er. Doing so could cause a mal-
nction.

ont undercarriage
Correct driving operation

Removing mud or snow
Use only a soft cloth or a washing
brush even if the muffler is extremely
dirty. Never use a shovel or a handle
of a washing brush for this purpose.
Doing so may damage sensors, har-
nesses, and connectors.
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NOTE
If UDPC manual regeneration
is performed after washing the
vehicle, white smoke may be
emitted from around the muf-
fler. This is the vapor of water
remained around the muffler
after washing.
When driving in an area which
has a high salt content, such
as driving on a road near the
sea or on a road where deicing
agent has been applied, rust
may occur on the surface of
the muffler. If you continue to
drive the vehicle when rust is
forming, the surface of the
muffler may be corroded. After
driving in an area which has a
high salt content, always wash
the surface of the muffler with
water.
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Rea
(Air

(Tra

autions when washing 
ront of the cab
 using a high-pressure 
ash
ray from a distance of at least
 m from the cab. Further,

ray at a right angle against the
re of the intercooler or the air
nditioner condenser (cab open-
) and do not spray aslant.
 not spray from under the front
mper.
 not spray concentrically on a
sition of the intercooler or the
 conditioner condenser.

 using tap water and 

 not apply high-pressure water
m near the cab by crushing the
d of the hose or by using the
sher nozzle.
 not wash the core of the inter-
oler directly using a car wash-
 brush, sponge, etc.
r undercarriage
 suspension vehicles)

ctors)

Precautions when washing 
vehicle lights
Follow the instructions below when
washing vehicle lights.

When using a high-pressure 
car wash

Spray from a distance of at least
1.5 m from the lights. Further, do
not spray on the same place for
more than 5 seconds. Spraying
from a closer range could allow
water to get into the lights.
When using a high-pressure
wash, use water pressure under
5 MPa {50 kgf/cm2}.

When using a car shampoo
When using a car shampoo, rinse
well with water to remove all car
shampoo from the lens. Not
doing so could cause cracks in
the lens surface.

Prec
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Correct driving operation

Precautions when washing 
around millimeter wave 
radars
Wash the vehicle without removing
millimeter wave radar covers. If
steam or water from a high-pressure
washer directly hits the internal com-
ponents, it may cause a failure.

Plated cab parts♦
Dirt attached to the front lid grille
and other plated parts can lead to
marks and rust if not removed. In
cases like those listed below,
wash the vehicle promptly.
• When bird droppings, insect

residue, soot, sap, iron pow-
der, coal tar and other sub-
stances have adhered to
those parts.

• After driving in coastal areas
or on roads covered with anti-
freeze agents.

• When the vehicle is heavily
covered with dirt or dust.

Wash the vehicle thoroughly with
car shampoo, neutral detergent
or other appropriate products.
Then, rinse the vehicle thor-
oughly with water to remove the
detergent. Finally, wipe the vehi-
cle with a dry cloth.

NOTE
Wash the vehicle’s horizontal
areas frequently as these
areas tend to collect dirt easily.
To prevent discoloration and
marks, do not use thinner, ben-
zene or other organic solvents.
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on r details of other operations, please
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11. Tra

In this chapter, 
refer to the cou
Trailer connection and disconnection

iler connection and disc

ly the method to disconnect the jumper hoses is described. Fo
r manufacturer’s manual.
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Di
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sconnection opera-
n

Pull up the tractor parking brake
lever to the park position to
apply the tractor and trailer
brakes.
Apply the trailer parking brake
and chock the wheels.

With the tractor height set at
neutral, lower the auxiliary legs
of the trailer to the ground.
When the auxiliary legs are on
the ground, adjust the height of
the coupler using the height
control to remove the coupler
load before disconnection.

Turn and disconnect the control
(service) line and supply (emer-
gency) line jumper hose cou-
plings.

 CAUTION

efore separating from the
railer, apply the tractor park-
ng brake and trailer parking
rake and chock the trailer
heels. Furthermore, when
isconnecting the jumper
oses, first disconnect the red
oupler supply (emergency)
ine before disconnecting the
ellow coupler control (ser-
ice) line to perform the work
afely.
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Trailer connection and disconnection

Attach the coupling cover to
protect the connection.

Securely attach the jumper
hose couplings to the holder on
the back of the tractor.

 CAUTION

When disconnecting the
jumper hoses, if the red cou-
pler supply (emergency) line is
disconnected first, the trailer’s
emergency brakes will be
applied at the same time, but if
the yellow coupler control (ser-
vice) is disconnected first, the
trailer main brakes that are
applied by the tractor will be
released.
Hold the coupling part when
working with the jumper
hoses. The jumper hose may
be damaged if you hold other
parts such as the hose itself.
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Ar
eas to inspect
It is important for the driver to
always be fully aware of the con-
dition of the vehicle to drive safely
and comfortably while preventing
accidents and malfunctions. For
this reason, always conduct the
daily (pre-driving) inspection
once a day before driving the
vehicle.
Conduct the inspection in the fol-
lowing order to ensure that the
daily (pre-driving) inspection is
conducted properly. The detailed
inspection instructions are
explained on the following pages.
The inspection items shown in
bold are items that are con-
ducted as appropriate based on
the vehicle’s mileage, driving
conditions, and other factors.
If an abnormality is found, have
the vehicle inspected and
adjusted or repaired at the near-
est authorized UD Trucks dealer.
Make an effort to always keep the

vehicle in safe operating condi-
tion.

 CAUTION

Check that there is no flamma-
ble remained in the engine
compartment before operation.
If the vehicle has been unused
for a long period, check that
there are no twigs, etc. brought
in by small animals or birds.
If you smell something is burn-
ing during driving, do not con-
tinue to drive because there is
a danger of fire.
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? Also, is there no crack, damage, or 

er level?
e air tanks?

er level?

ly? 
Daily (pre-driving) inspection

1. Have all problems from the previous day
been completely repaired?

2. Vehicle exterior

• Are the tires inflated to the proper air pressure
abnormal wearing?

• Is the tire tread groove depth enough?
• Is the wheel installation condition proper?
• Is the engine oil filled to the proper level?
• Is the coolant reserve tank filled to the prop
• Has water condensation been removed from th
• Is the battery fluid at the proper level?
• Is the window washer fluid filled to the prop

3. Tilt the cab.

• Is the drive belt (fan belt) tensioned proper
Does it have no damage?
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4.

5.

normal sound?
? Does it accelerate properly?
auges rise well?
edal) is depressed and released 

they not dirty or damaged?

6. ing performance even?
Lower the cab and get into it.

• Is the parking brake lever stroke proper?
• Is the window washer fluid sprayed properly?
• Do the wipers wipe properly?

Start the engine.

• Does the engine start smoothly? Is there no ab
• Does the engine operate at low speeds properly
• Does the air pressure as seen by the air pressure g
• Is the air exhausting noise when the brake valve (p

normal?
• Do the lights illuminate or flash properly? Also, are 

Drive the vehicle. • Do the brakes work well? Are the right and left brak
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NOTE
Tire pressure gradually
decreases over time. It is diffi-
cult to check the inflation con-
dition visually, especially on
low-profile tires or radial tires.
Use a tire pressure gauge to
inspect the tire pressure.
Perform tire pressure inspec-
tion when the tires are cold. Air
in the tires will expand due to
heat from the tires after driving
and tire pressure will increase
approximately 10%.
For double wheels, check that
there is no difference between
the inner and outer tire pres-
sures.
Daily (pre-driving) inspection

Inspection instruc-
tions

Tire inflation pressure, 
cracks, damage, and 
abnormal wear

Inspect the tire air pressure using
a tire pressure gauge. Do not for-
get to inspect the spare tire pres-
sure. Be sure to put valve caps
on the air valves after inspection.

 DANGER

Using tires without the correct
air pressure may not only result
in abnormal tire wear but could
also cause a flat or burst tire. If
the vehicle is driven with low tire
pressure or flat tire, wheel nuts
may loosen and drop off, or
bolts may break. This may result
in a wheel falling off.

 CAUTION

When checking the tire pressure
of the inner side of the double
wheels, use a tire gauge with
long chuck or use a valve exten-
sion. In addition, a valve cap
driver facilitates the removal of
the valve caps.
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pect the entire tire to make
re there are no cracks, dam-
e, or abnormal wear. At the
me time, check to make sure
t there are no pieces of metal,
ks, or other debris stuck in the
 tread and other surfaces.

r replacement of tires, refer to
hange of tire” (page 13-43) in
spection and maintenance”.

 WARNING

ng with tires with cracks,
ge, or abnormal wear could

lt in a flat or burst tire.
kPa kgf/cm2 kPa kgf/cm2

1R22.5 148/145K, 148/145L 850 8.50

825 8.25
/70R22.5 148/145K, 148/145L

900 9.00/80R22.5 152/148K,152/148M

315/80R22.5 156/150L
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Tire size
Proper inflation pressure Australia & New Zealand

Proper inflation pressure
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Check for broken hub bolt, loose
wheel nut and other problems
using an inspection hammer and
other tools. Touch the lower side
of the wheel nut with your finger
and tap the nut with an inspection
hammer to check if the vibration
felt with your finger is different
from that of other nuts or if the hit-
ting sound is dull.
Daily (pre-driving) inspection

Tire tread groove depth
Inspect the tire to make sure that it
has enough tread groove depth.
Each tire has 6 tread wear indicators
(at “ ” marked positions) which
appear when the tire has worn below
a certain level. Replace the tire with
a new one before the tire has worn
down to your area’s regulatory limit.

Disc wheel installation condi-
tion

Check that all the hub bolts and
wheel nuts are installed correctly.
Check the disc wheels, hub bolts
and wheel nuts for stains of rust.
Check the disc wheels for cracks
and damages.
Check the protrusion of the hub
bolt from each wheel nut. Ensure
that all the hub bolts protrude by
the same length on a wheel. Also
check that the protrusion is
almost the same for all wheels.

 WARNING

Do not drive with tires that have
a tread groove depth less than
the usage limit. Doing so could
cause slipping and hydroplaning
at high speeds.
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he oil level is too low, open the
nt lid and add oil through the
 filler port.

lid

er using the dipstick, return it
d turn the handle clockwise to
gage its stopper.
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If the initial inspection results indi-
cate the need to remove the disc
wheel for further inspection, refer
to “Change of tire” (page 13-43)
in “Inspection and maintenance”.

Engine oil level
Turn the handle of the oil dipstick
counterclockwise to release the
stopper of the dipstick and pull it
out. Wipe the oil from the gauge
surface, reinsert the dipstick,
remove it again, and check if the
oil level is between MAX and
MIN.

Front of the cab If t
fro
oil

Front 

Aft
an
en

NOTE
hen using an inspection

ammer, tap the wheel nut in
he tightening direction. All the
heel nuts are right-threaded.
bnormal vibration or a dull
ound when tapped suggests
hat the wheel nut may be
oose or the bolt may have bro-
en.

NOTE
When checking the oil level, if
the oil on the dipstick is angled,
read the center position.
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Do not drive the vehicle when
the oil level is below MIN.
Insufficient engine oil may
cause engine seizure.
Daily (pre-driving) inspection

 WARNING

Be careful not to spill the oil,
and completely wipe up any oil
that is spilt. In particular, check
to make sure that there is no
oil on the exhaust manifold or
electrical components. Oil on
these components could catch
on fire when they become hot.
Be careful not to get burned
during inspections conducted
immediately after driving
because the engine is still very
hot.

 CAUTION

Park the vehicle in a level loca-
tion for inspection. If the vehi-
cle is inclined, the correct level
may not be indicated.
Be sure to check the engine oil
before starting the engine.
When checking after stopping
the engine, wait at least 30
minutes after stopping the
engine. Otherwise, the oil is
still remaining in various parts
of the engine, so that the mea-
surement is inaccurate.
When using the oil dipstick,
make sure that no one is in the
cab.
Make sure that no one gets
into the cab while you are
using the oil dipstick. The
lower grille will move, the gap
between it and the front
bumper will become smaller
and your hand may be caught
between them.
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Co
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ery fluid inspection 
 re-supply

ry fluid level inspection
e battery fluid level is normal if
s between UPPER (or HIGH-
T) and LOWER (or LOWEST)
rkings. If the level is low, add
tilled water.

he battery fluid level cannot be
en from outside the battery
se, open the cap to inspect it.
e battery fluid level is nor-
l if it is at the level indicator
ation. If the level is low, add
tilled water.

C
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olant level
ck the coolant level in the

erve tank. It is normal if the level
etween MAX and MIN. Add cool-
 if the level is low.

Draining water conden-
sate from the air tank

Pull the drain ring of the air tank
and drain the water collected in
the tank.
If a large amount of water and/or
oil is drained out, there could be a
problem with the air dryer. Have it
inspected at the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.
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 CAUTION

ontinuing to drive with insuf-
icient coolant should abso-
utely be avoided because it
ould cause overheating. This
lso could damage the radia-
or.
or the coolant, use UD Trucks
enuine Long Life Coolant.
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dding battery fluid
If there is not enough battery
fluid, remove the caps and fill the
battery with distilled water until
the fluid level reaches the level
indicator (UPPER position) for all
cells.
Properly tighten the caps on the
battery after supplying the dis-
tilled water.
Daily (pre-driving) inspection

A

 DANGER

The battery generates flamma-
ble hydrogen gas. Do not
smoke, and keep flames and
sparks away from the battery.
Otherwise the battery may
ignite and explode, causing
injury.

Diluted sulphuric acid is used
for the battery fluid, so be
careful not to get it on your
clothes or body. If you get bat-
tery fluid on you, immediately
flush the area with water and
wash off the sulphuric acid
with soap. If you get it in your
eyes, immediately flush them
with a large quantity of water
and seek the care of a physi-
cian.

 CAUTION

Do not use the battery when the
battery fluid level is below the
LOWER LEVEL. Doing so could
cause the battery to wear out
prematurely or create heat or
explode.
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Use
imp
Ob
tion

 Engine

 WARNING

ys stop the engine first
 inspecting the drive belt.
 pure (distilled) water with no
urities to fill the battery.

serve the following precau-
s when filling the battery.

Add pure water up to the level
indicator. Overfilling the battery
could spill battery fluid, which
could damage the vehicle body or
components.
Do not add diluted sulphuric acid.
Adding diluted sulphuric acid will
raises the specific gravity of the
battery fluid, which will shorten
the life of the battery. In addition,
changing the specific gravity
makes it impossible to determine
the charging condition of the bat-
tery from the specific gravity.
Do not neglect to fill the battery
until the electrode plates are
exposed or the fluid drops below
the LOWER level. Doing so will
cause the electrode plates to
undergo sulfation, which will pre-
vent the battery from being
recharged.

Drive belt inspection
Check the front and back of the
belt for crack and peel.
Because this engine is equipped
with an automatic belt tensioner,
the adjustment of belt deflection
is not necessary. 

GH8 Engine

GH11

Alwa
when
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Check to see if the washer fluid
sprays out normally. If it does not
spray out normally, insert a thin
wire into the spray jet to adjust its
direction.

 WARNING

o not use coolant as washer
uid. Doing so will greatly impair
indshield visibility and could
ause an accident.
Daily (pre-driving) inspection

Parking brake lever 
operation

Pull the lever all the way to the
park position and confirm that
you can hear the air being
exhausted.
Check if the lever is securely set
in the park position.

Windshield washer level 
and spray performance

Open the front lid.

Check the washer tank fluid level.
If it is low, add washer fluid up to
the tank filler neck.

D
fl
w
c
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er wiping perfor-
ce

he wipers do not wipe properly,
lace the wiper blades.
ise the wiper arm.
ile pushing the clip spring,

sh the blade assembly toward
 wiper arm mount and remove

O
w
i
m
t
s
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w
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w
s
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w
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Windshield washer fluid
Use genuine UD Trucks wind-
shield washer fluid. The wind-
shield washer fluid is mixed with
water when used, so if the con-
centration is not adjusted to
match the temperature and
usage conditions, it could freeze
and could not spray from the
washer jets, or the motor could
be damaged.
As a guideline, normally, 3.5 parts
of water is mixed with 1 part of
genuine UD Trucks windshield
washer fluid. In winter, mix with 2
parts of water. If the temperature
drops to −20°C, mix with 1 part of
water. When oil due to smog, etc.
is stuck to the windshield, mix
with 1.5 parts of water.

Wip
man

If t
rep
Ra
Wh
pu
the
it.

 CAUTION

perating the windshield
asher when the washer tank

s empty could damage the
otor. Always keep the washer

ank filled with fluid to the
pecified level.
o not use soapy water or any-

hing else in place of the
asher fluid. Doing so could
ause blotches in the paint or
he fluid to freeze.
o not operate the wipers
hen the windshield is dry.
iping the windshield with the
ipers when it is dry could
cratch the glass.
o prevent damage to the
iper blades, do not use the
ipers when the windshield is

rozen.
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ngine performance 
hen running at low 
peed and when accel-
rating

With the engine warmed up,
check if it continues to run
smoothly while idling. Also, check
the tachometer if the engine idles
in the specified range.

Gradually accelerate the engine
and check if the accelerator pedal
moves without sticking and if the
engine runs smoothly without
knocking.
Daily (pre-driving) inspection

Engine starting perfor-
mance and abnormal 
sounds

Check if the engine starts quickly
and runs smoothly.
Check if there is no abnormal
sound when the engine is started
or when it is idling.

E
w
s
e

NOTE
When removing the blade
assembly, do not bend the arm
by applying more force than
necessary.
When removing the assembly,
do not allow the spring force to
slap the arm against the wind-
shield because this could
scratch the glass.
After replacement, confirm that
the wiper blade is locked
securely.
Use UD Trucks genuine parts
when replacing the wiper
blades.
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Ai
ma

ce, the regeneration and
arging may be repeated sev-
l times.
eck if the air pressure shown
 the air pressure gauges are
rmal. It is normal if the indicator
in the range shown in the table.

ard air 
re
 pressure)

1100 – 1250 kPa
{11.2 – 12.7 kgf/cm2}
r charging perfor-
nce

Check the air pressure gauges if
the air pressure increases well. If
the time for the indicator seg-
ments to rise is as shown in the
table, it is normal.

If it does not rise normally, there
could be a leak in the air system
or other trouble. Contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

On vehicles equipped with road
grip or air suspension, it might
take longer time than the stan-
dard value shown above.
The electronically controlled air
dryer performs the regeneration
of the desiccant in the air dryer
using the air in the air tanks after
charging the air tanks. During
regeneration, air is discharged
from under the air dryer.
The regeneration phase is
launched at each cut-off (unload)
of the air dryer.
The air pressure gauge indication
will drop when performing this
function but this is normal. When
large amount of air is charged at

on
ch
era
Ch
by
no
is 

Standard 
time

Engine speed
(Idling) Air pressure

Within 
approx. 
15 min.

500 to 600 rpm 
(GH8 Engine)

400 to 500 rpm 
(GH11 Engine)
(For Singapore 

CG series: 
450 to 550 rpm)

01250 
kPa

{012.7 
kgf/cm2}

Stand
pressu
(Brake
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 WARNING

eep the area around the pedals
lean. Empty cans, gravel, etc.,
ould wedge into the pedal and
terfere with braking operation.
Daily (pre-driving) inspection

Brake valve operation
The brake valve operation is nor-
mal if the pedal does not stick
abnormally when depressed, the
air exhausting sound can be
heard from the brake valve under
the floor when the pedal is
released, and the pedal returns
completely when it is released.
If you feel any abnormality in the
brake valve operation, have your
vehicle inspected at the nearest
authorized UD Trucker dealer.

NOTE
If starting to fill an empty air
tanks (0 kPa {0 kgf/cm2}), the
gauge indicators will not move
for a while after the engine is
started. Also, at times the two
gauge indicators will not start
moving at the same time. This
is because there is a pressure
protection valve between the
air compressor and the air
tanks, and is not a gauge mal-
function.
Increasing the engine idling
speed will shorten the air
charging time.

K
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Op
. The turn signals are normal if
y two persons.
eration of lights
Turn on each light switch and check if the light(s) concerned comes on or flashes
they flash 60 to 120 times per minute. The lights can be inspected faster if done b
Check if the light lenses are not dirty or damaged.
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Daily (pre-driving) inspection

Braking performance
Drive the vehicle at low speed, apply
the brakes, and check if the brakes
perform well and there is no uneven
braking.

1 Headlight

2 Front fog light 

3 Front position light/Daytime running 
light

4 End outline marker light

5 Front turn signal/Hazard light

6 Side turn signal/Hazard light

7 License plate light

8 Rear fog light

9 Back-up light

10 Rear turn signal/Hazard light

11 Rear position light

12 Stop light
NOTE

Conduct the brake test in a safe
area with good visibility, while
paying attention to surrounding
traffic.
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 CAUTION

en set to display inspection
 maintenance information

 the multi-display, a warning
 be displayed for each item

en the next inspection
iod depending on the mile-
, operating hours or
nths is approaching. Since
 distance, time and warn-
s displayed as inspection
 maintenance information
 calculated based on the
ual driving conditions, they
y not match the replace-
nt periods specified in this
nual depending on road
ditions and driving condi-

ns. If a warning is displayed
lier than the replacement
iod specified in this man-
, replace the item when the
rning is displayed.
- 2 Inspection and maintenance

ular inspection and maintenance
 extend the service life of your
icle and contribute to safe and
fortable driving. This section
cribes simple maintenance that
 be performed by customers. For
ailed inspections and mainte-
ce, or parts that cannot be ser-
d by you, contact the nearest

horized UD Trucks dealer. For
ection and replacement of lubri-
t, refer to “Service of lubricants”.
en performing inspections and
vice, pay attention to the following
s:

Select a safe location.
Maintain safe working conditions.
Use appropriate tools.
Stop the engine before inspec-
tion.
Apply chocks at the tires to stop
the vehicle. Apply the parking
brake.
Do not use the on-board jack for
any other purpose than changing
of the tire.

 WARNING

Do not touch the EGR system
parts (EGR valve, EGR pipe,
EGR cooler, cooling pipes, tur-
bocharger and actuator) when
the engine is hot (during run-
ning the engine or just after
running). Otherwise, you may
get burnt.
Do not touch the exhaust pipe,
muffler, and their surrounding
just after driving. These parts
are hot and you may get burnt
if touched. The inspection and
maintenance of the muffler and
its surrounding should be per-
formed after these parts have
become sufficiently cool.

Wh
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 CAUTION

If much condensate is dis-
charged from the air tank, des-
iccant may be deteriorated.
Replace the desiccant car-
tridge even before the replace-
ment period.
For the replacement of the air
dryer cartridge, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
Inspection and maintenance

Air dryer
Check visually that air and water
are discharged from the outlet of
the air dryer.
Discharge is performed when the
air dryer is switched from load to
unload (air discharge noise is
heard from the discharge port of
air dryer).
If oil and/or much water are found
when draining the air tank, desic-
cant in the air dryer may be
eroded. Have your vehicle
inspected at the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

When inspections and mainte-
nance are performed by the
customer, the customer should
also reset the inspection and
maintenance information
stored in the multi-display.
(See page 5-17.)
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Ai
The

Ind

tall the cover on the case and
 it with the clips.

 cleaner case
er element (for dump truck,

xer, etc.)
ter element
ver

ling precautions for air 
er
ke sure that the cover and the
ment are installed correctly. If
y are not correctly installed,
st may enter into the engine,
using malfunction.
r cleaner
 air cleaner element is dry type.

icator

Replacement
If the air filter indicator turns red,
replace the element (both outer
and inner on dump truck and
mixer).
After replacing the element, press
the reset button to reset the indi-
cator.

Inspection and replacement 
procedures
1. Release the cleaner cover fixing

clips and remove the cover.
2. Take out the element(s) toward

you.
3. Check the element and its pack-

ing. If the element damaged or
deformed, replace it with a new
one.

4. Clean the case before reinstalling
the element.

5. Ins
fix

1. Air
2. Inn

mi
3. Ou
4. Co

Hand
clean

Ma
ele
the
du
ca

 CAUTION

If the indicator turns red, replace
the element.
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utside air intake filter

on-woven filter type
ethod for removal
Hold the filter through the rectan-
gular opening in the center of the
filter case and pull it out.
Inspection and maintenance

Do not touch the element paper
of the element with hand or
object. In particular, do not attach
lubricant on the element paper.
When replacement, be sure to
keep dust away from entering the
engine-side duct.

Inspection procedures of 
element
Light the element from inside to
check it. If the element has damage,
pin hole or thin area, or if the packing
is damaged or deformed, replace the
element with a new one.

Air filter for air 
conditioner

The air filters for outside air
intake and inside air intake may
cause clogging due to dirt or dust.
Clean them.
There are two types of outside air
intake filters: non-woven filter
type and nylon mesh filter type.
The air filter is a cartridge type.
Clean the air filter with water or
air.

O

N
M
1.
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Ins
1.

2.

llation method
ld the handle at the right of the
er and insert the tab near the
ndle into the hole of the case.
ld the upper and lower centers
the filter and bend the filter
ard you.

ld the handle at the left end of
 filter and insert the tab near
 handle into the hole of the

se.

de air intake filter
ll out the upper and lower two
ers toward you.
er cleaning, insert the filters
o the filter slots of the case
til they are locked.
tallation method
Insert the filter by sliding it
through the rectangular opening
in the center of the filter case.

Make sure that there are no gaps
at the corners and sides when the
filter is installed.

Nylon mesh filter type
Method for removal
1. Hold the upper and lower centers

of the filter with right hand and
bend the filter toward you.

2. Hold the handle at the left end of
the filter with left hand and pull it
toward you.

Insta
1. Ho

filt
ha

2. Ho
of 
tow

3. Ho
the
the
ca

Insi
Pu
filt
Aft
int
un

NOTE
The filter can be washed and
reused up to five times.
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 WARNING

Do not perform the replace-
ment just after stopping the
engine. You may get burnt by
hot parts.
You may get burnt by hot oil.
Be careful not to spill oil when
draining it.

 CAUTION

 a filter is clogged, dirty oil will
e supplied to the engine with-
ut being filtered or the oil sup-
ly rate will lower, shortening
e service life of the engine. Be

ure to replace the oil filter peri-
dically.
Inspection and maintenance

Engine oil filter

GH8 Engine

Replacement of oil filter
A cartridge type oil filter is used.

NOTE
Clogging of the air filter lowers
air flow, resulting in poor per-
formance of the heater and the
air conditioner.
Clean the air filter every 6
months or when performance
of the heater or the air condi-
tions is poor.

If
b
o
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Re

Re
1.

2.

move the oil filter and O-ring
m the oil filter cover and dis-
rd them. The oil filter is of the
sposable  type and should
ays be scrapped after use.

 CAUTION

il filter must not be cleaned
reused. Always replace the
ter with a new one when the
 changed.
- 8 Inspection and maintenance

placement period
Replace the oil filter when replac-
ing the engine oil.
Refer to “Service data” for the
replacement period of the engine
oil and filter.

placement procedure
Clean around the drain plug. The
drain plug is at the bottom of the
oil pan.

Remove the drain plug to drain
the oil. It is better to drain the oil
while the engine is still warm and
the oil flows smoothly.

3. Clean the outside of the filter and
filter bracket to prevent dirt from
entering when the new filter is fit-
ted.

4. Remove the existing oil filter
using a filter wrench.

5. Re
fro
ca
di
alw

The o
and 
oil fil
oil is
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. Install the oil filter using a filter
wrench.
Oil filter tightening torque:
40 ± 5 N·m {4.1 ± 0.5 kgf·m}

.Reinstall the drain plug with a
new seal. Fill oil through the oil
filler port of the engine.
Drain plug tightening torque:
50 – 70 N·m {5.1 – 7.1 kgf·m}

.Check that the oil level reaches
the upper  ha l f  o f  the range
between the MAX and MIN marks
on the dipstick.

.Start the engine and make sure
that there is no oil leakage.

.Stop the engine and check the oil
level after several minutes. Top
up as necessary.

 CAUTION

he oil level should always be
etween the MAX and MIN marks
n the dipstick.
Inspection and maintenance

6. Thoroughly clean the sealing sur-
face for the oil filter cover O-ring
and the surrounding surfaces on
the filter bracket.

7. The inside of the protective lip on
the oil filter bracket must also be
cleaned thoroughly.

8. Apply a thin film of oil to the O-
ring on the new oil filter.

9. Install a new O-ring on the oil fil-
ter cover, and apply a thin film of
oil to the O-ring.

10.Install the oil filter on the oil filter
cover.

11

12

13

14

15
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GH

Tw
typ

Re
Ele
use

cement period
ce the oil filters when replacing
gine oil.

cement procedure
an around the drain plug. The
in plug is at the bottom of the

 pan.

move the drain plug to drain
 oil. It is better to drain the oil
en the engine is still warm and
 oil flows smoothly.
an the outside of filters and fil-
 brackets to prevent dirt from
tering when the new filters are
ed.
11 Engine

o oil filter cartridge 
e 

placement of oil filter
ment cartridge type oil filters are
d. 

Repla
Repla
the en

Repla
1. Cle

dra
oil

2. Re
the
wh
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3. Cle
ter
en
fitt

 WARNING

Do not perform the replace-
ment just after stopping the
engine. You may get burnt by
hot parts.
You may get burnt by hot oil.
Be careful not to spill oil when
draining it.

 CAUTION

If a filter is clogged, dirty oil will
be supplied to the engine with-
out filtration or the oil supply
rate will lower, thereby shorten-
ing the service life of engine.
Replace the oil filters periodi-
cally.
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.Reinstall the drain plug with a
new seal and fill new oil through
the oil filler port.
Drain plug tightening torque: 
50 – 70 N·m {5.1 – 7.1 kgf·m}

.Check that the oil level reaches
the upper  ha l f  o f  the range
between MAX and MIN on the
dipstick. 

.Start the engine and make sure
that there is no oil leakage. 

.Stop the engine and check the oil
level after several minutes. Top
up as necessary.

NOTE
he oil level should always be
etween the MAX and MIN on the
ipstick.
Inspection and maintenance

4. Remove the existing oil filters
using a filter wrench and discard
them. The oil filters are of the dis-
posable type and should always
be scrapped after use.

5. Clean the sealing surface for the
oil filter seal and the surrounding
surfaces on the filter bracket thor-
oughly. 

6. The inside of the protective lip
must also be cleaned thoroughly.

7. Apply a thin film of oil to the rub-
ber seals on the new oil filters. 

8. Screw on the oil filters by hand
until the rubber seals just touch
the sealing surfaces. 

9. Then turn 3/4 to 1 turn.
10.Install the oil filter using a filter

wrench.
Oil filter tightening torque:
25+ N·m {2.5+ kgf·m}

11

12

13

14

NOTE
The filters must not be cleaned,
and replacement is the only
measure that may be taken.
Always replace the filters with
new ones when the oil is
changed.
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Th
typ

Re

cement period
ce the oil filters when replacing
gine oil.

cement procedure
an around the drain plug. The
in plug is at the bottom of the

 pan.

move the drain plug to drain
 oil. It is better to drain the oil
en the engine is still warm and
 oil flows smoothly.
an the outside of filters and fil-
 brackets to prevent dirt from
tering when the new filters are
ed.
ree oil filter cartridge 
e 

placement of oil filter
Three cartridge type oil filters are
used: two full-flow filters (long
type) and one bypass flow filter
(standard type). 
Replace the full flow filters and
the bypass filter at the same time
as the oil is changed. 

Repla
Repla
the en

Repla
1. Cle

dra
oil

2. Re
the
wh
the

3. Cle
ter
en
fitt

 WARNING

Do not perform the replace-
ment just after stopping the
engine. You may get burnt by
hot parts.
You may get burnt by hot oil.
Be careful not to spill oil when
draining it.

 CAUTION

If a filter is clogged, dirty oil will
be supplied to the engine with-
out filtration or the oil supply
rate will lower, thereby shorten-
ing the service life of engine.
Replace the oil filters periodi-
cally.

NOTE
The mounting threads for the
full-flow filter and bypass filter
are different in diameter to pre-
vent faulty installation.
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.Reinstall the drain plug with a
new seal and fill new oil through
the oil filler port.
Drain plug tightening torque: 
50 – 70 N·m {5.1 – 7.1 kgf·m}

.Check that the oil level reaches
the upper  ha l f  o f  the range
between MAX and MIN on the
dipstick. 

.Start the engine and make sure
that there is no oil leakage. 

.Stop the engine and check the oil
level after several minutes. Top
up as necessary.

NOTE
he oil level should always be
etween the MAX and MIN on the
ipstick.
Inspection and maintenance

4. Remove the existing oil filters
using a filter wrench and discard
them. The oil filters are of the dis-
posable type and should always
be scrapped after use.

5. Clean the sealing surface for the
oil filter seal and the surrounding
surfaces on the filter bracket thor-
oughly. 

6. The inside of the protective lip
must also be cleaned thoroughly.

7. Apply a thin film of oil to the rub-
ber seals on the new oil filters. 

8. Screw on the oil filters by hand
until the rubber seals just touch
the sealing surfaces. 

9. Then turn 3/4 to 1 turn.
10.Install the oil filter using a filter

wrench.
Oil filter tightening torque:
25+ N·m {2.5+ kgf·m}

11

12

13

14

NOTE
The filters must not be cleaned,
and replacement is the only
measure that may be taken.
Always replace the filters with
new ones when the oil is
changed.
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Fu

D
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Do
ca
el filter GH8 Engine

Replacement of fuel filter
Fuel must be filtered sufficiently.
If fuel is contaminated with dust,
etc., this may adversely affect the
fuel system devices and reduce
vehicle performance. If the pres-
sure in the fuel filters decreases
below a certain level while the
engine is running, the clogged
fuel filter warning will be dis-
played. When the warning is dis-
played, replace the fuel filters.
There are two fuel filters: the pri-
mary fuel filter and the secondary
fuel filter.

 WARNING

o not perform the replace-
ent just after stopping the

ngine. You may get burnt by
ot parts.
o not leave fuel spilled. There

s a risk of fire. If fuel is spilled,
ipe it clean.

 CAUTION

 not scratch filters and filter
ses. It may cause fuel leakage.
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eplacement procedure

Loosen the fuel tank cap to
release pressure in the tank. After
releasing the pressure, tighten
the fuel tank cap.

 DANGER

uel leakage may cause a fire.
he filters and hoses must be
rmly installed in order to pre-
ent leakage.

 CAUTION

he new fuel filter should be
mpty when installing it. Never
ll fuel in a new fuel filter before
stalling it to the vehicle.
Inspection and maintenance

Replacement period
Replace the fuel filters at every
other engine oil replacement.
In addition, replace the fuel filters
when any of the following occurs.
• Fuel pressure decreases.
• Engine output decreases.
• Fuel quality is uneven.
• Clogged fuel filter warning is

displayed.

R

1.

 CAUTION

Leaving the filters clogged
could damage the elements
and allow dirty fuel to enter the
fuel pump and nozzles, which
could shorten the useful life of
the engine. The fuel filters
must be replaced regularly
even if the warning is not dis-
played.
Depending on how the vehicle
is used, the warning may be
displayed even before the
replacement time. In this case,
replace the fuel filters. If the
warning is often displayed
even after replacing the fuel fil-
ters, contact the nearest UD
Trucks dealer for inspection
and maintenance.
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2.

3.

move the O-ring from the filter
ver.

oroughly clean the sealing sur-
e for the filter cover O-ring and
 surrounding surfaces on the

er bracket.
Disconnect the supply hose and
return hose from the fuel tank.

Clean around the fuel filters.

4. Remove the filter cover using a
filter wrench.

5. Remove the filter from the filter
bracket.

6. Re
co

7. Th
fac
the
filt
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.Install the filter cover using a filter
wrench.
Secondary fuel filter tighten-
ing torque:
25 N·m {2.5 kgf·m}

.Replace the primary fuel filter at
the same time as replacing the
secondary fuel filter.

.Place a container under the pri-
mary fuel filter. Loosen the drain
plug to drain the fuel.

.After draining the fuel, tighten the
drain plug.
Inspection and maintenance

8. The inside of the protective lip on
the filter bracket must also be
cleaned thoroughly.

9. Apply fuel to the O-ring on the
new filter.

10.Install the O-ring on the filter
cover, and apply fuel to the O-
ring.

11. Install the filter on the filter
bracket.

12

13

14

15
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16.

17.

tall a new O-ring on the case,
d apply fuel to the O-ring.
tall the filter to the case and

hten until the O-ring contacts
 mating surface.

rn the filter a further 1/2 to 2/3
ns by hand.
ply fuel to the O-ring of the pri-
ry fuel filter. Install and tighten
 filter until the O-ring contacts
 mating surface.
Disconnect the harness connec-
tor from the primary fuel filter.

Remove the primary fuel filter
using a filter wrench.

18.Remove the filter and O-ring from
the case.

19.Clean the inside of the case.

20.Ins
an
Ins
tig
the

21.Tu
tur

22.Ap
ma
the
the
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.Let the engine idle for about 5
minutes to bleed air from the fuel
system.

 CAUTION

o not increase the engine
peed. Air may enter the cylinder
ead and stop the engine.
Inspection and maintenance

23.Turn the filter a further 1/2 to 2/3
turns by hand.

24.Connect the harness connector
on the primary fuel filter.

25.Connect the supply hose and
return hose to the fuel tank.

26.After replacing the filters, bleed
air from the fuel system. For
details, refer to “Air bleeding of
fuel system” on page 13-33.

27.Start the engine and make sure
that there is no fuel leakage.

28

 CAUTION

Check for fuel leakage. Leaked
fuel may damage electric parts.

D
s
h
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Wa r draining procedure
rk the vehicle.
ply the parking brake.
p the engine.
ce a container under the pri-
ry fuel filter.
rn the ignition key to the ACC
sition.
osen the drain plug to drain the
ter.

it until water draining stops.
en the draining has finished,

curely tighten the drain plug by
nd.
ter draining of fuel filter
If water accumulates in the pri-
mary fuel filter, the “Water in fuel
filter” warning is displayed to
warn the driver.

If the warning is displayed, stop
at a safe place promptly and
drain water from the primary fuel
filter.
If the warning is frequently dis-
played, there is a problem with
the fuel quality. Drain fuel from
the fuel tank and refill the speci-
fied fuel.

Wate
1. Pa
2. Ap
3. Sto
4. Pla

ma
5. Tu

po
6. Lo

wa

7. Wa
8. Wh

se
ha

 CAUTION

Do not continue to drive the
vehicle with too much water in
the fuel filter. Doing so may
cause the fuel pump to seize,
resulting in engine damage.
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There are two fuel filters: the pri-
mary fuel filter and the secondary
fuel tilter.

Replace the fuel filters at every
other engine oil replacement.
In addition, replace the fuel filters
when any of the following occurs.
• Fuel pressure decreases.
• Engine output decreases.
• Fuel quality is uneven.
• “Fuel pressure low” warning is

displayed.
Inspection and maintenance

GH11 Engine

Replaceable element 
type fuel filter

Replacement of fuel filter
Fuel must be filtered sufficiently.
If fuel is contaminated with dust,
etc., this may adversely affect the
fuel system devices and reduce
vehicle performance. If the pres-
sure in the fuel filter decreases
below a certain level, the clogged
fuel filter warning will be dis-
played. When the warning is dis-
played, replace the fuel filter.

 WARNING

Be sure to catch the drained
water and fuel with a container
for safety and cleanliness.
If fuel splashes on engine
parts, wipe it off completely.

 CAUTION

In cold weather, icicles may form
under the fuel filters. Before per-
forming the draining, be sure to
check the filters and remove any
icicles.
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osen the fuel tank cap to
ease pressure in the tank. After
easing the pressure, tighten
 cap.
connect the supply hose from
 fuel tank.

I
u
d
f
p
m
v
f
l
d

 CAUTION

e new fuel filter should be
pty when installing it. Never
the fuel in a new fuel filter
ore installing it to the vehi-
.
 sure to replace the O-ring
h a new one.
Replacement procedures
1. Lo

rel
rel
the

2. Dis
the

 CAUTION

f the filter is clogged but left
nattended, the element will be
amaged and contaminated

uel will flow directly to the fuel
ump and the nozzles. This
ay adversely affect the ser-

ice life of the engine. The fuel
ilter must be replaced regu-
arly even if the warning is not
isplayed.

Depending on how the vehicle
is used, the warning may be
displayed even before the
replacement time. In such a
case, replace the fuel filter. If
the warning is often displayed
even after the fuel filter was
replaced, contact the nearest
UD Trucks dealer for inspec-
tion and maintenance.

 DANGER

Fuel leakage may cause a fire.
The filters and hoses must be
firmly installed in order to pre-
vent leakage.

Th
em
fill 
bef
cle
Be
wit
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Clean the inside of the filter case,
the O-ring mounting part of the fil-
ter case, and the filter mounting
threads on the engine side.

Install a new O-ring to the filter
case.
Inspection and maintenance

3. Clean the surface of the fuel fil-
ters.

4. Remove the secondary fuel filter
using a 41 mm hex socket.

5. Turn the element clockwise to
remove it from the filter case.

6. Remove the O-ring from the filter
case.

7.

8.

 CAUTION

Be sure to use a 41 mm hex
socket to remove the filter.

 CAUTION

When removing, be careful not
to damage the filter case.
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9. place the primary fuel filter at
 same time when the second-
 fuel filter is replaced.
connect the harness connec-

 from the primary fuel filter.
Install the new element in the fil-
ter case. Align the protrusions on
the element with the grooves in
the filter case to install the filter
element, and turn it counterclock-
wise.
Do not forcibly turn if it is too
hard. It can be used as it is.

10.Using a 41 mm hex socket, install
the secondary fuel filter.
Secondary fuel filter tighten-
ing torque:
35+ N·m {3.6+ kgf·m}

11.After installation, check that there
is no gap between the filter and
the engine body side.

12.Re
the
ary

13.Dis
tor

 CAUTION

Be sure to use a 41 mm hex
socket to install the filter.

NOTE
When tightened to the specified
torque, there is no problem even
if the mark on the filter is slightly
off between the marks on the
engine body side.

5
0

0.5
0
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.Install a new O-ring to the filter
case.

.Align the protrusions on the new
filter element with the grooves in
the filter case and install the filter
element in the case.

.Using a 41 mm hex socket, install
the primary fuel filter.
Primary fuel filter tightening
torque:
35+ N·m {3.6+ kgf·m}

 CAUTION

e sure to use a 41 mm hex
ocket to install the filter.

5
0

0.5
0

Inspection and maintenance

14.Remove the primary fuel filter
using a 41 mm hex socket.

15.Remove the element from the fil-
ter case.

16.Remove the O-ring from the filter
case.

17.Clean the inside of the filter case,
the O-ring mounting part of the fil-
ter case, and the filter mounting
threads on the engine side.

18

19

20

 CAUTION

Be sure to use a 41 mm hex
socket to remove the filter.

 CAUTION

When removing, be careful not
to damage the filter case.

B
s
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21.

22.

Wh
tor
if t
off
en

 CAUTION

engine speed should not be
ased. Air may enter in the
der head and stop the
e.

NOTE

use this engine uses the
matic air bleeding system,
ir bleeding using the prim-

pump is unnecessary after
cing the fuel filter. The man-
ir bleeding using the prim-
pump is only necessary
 the whole fuel system has
 drained.
After installation, check that there
is no gap between the filter and
the engine body side.

Connect the harness connector
on the primary fuel filter. Secure
the harness with the clip on the
primary fuel filter.

23.Reconnect the supply hose to the
fuel tank.

24.Start the engine and check for
fuel leakage.

25.Let the engine idle for about 5
minutes to bleed air in the fuel
system.

NOTE
en tightened to the specified
que, there is no problem even
he mark on the filter is slightly
 between the marks on the
gine body side.

 CAUTION

Check for fuel leakage. Leaked
fuel may deteriorate the elec-
tronic parts.

The 
incre
cylin
engin
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the a
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repla
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ing 
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been
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 CAUTION

If the filter is clogged but left
unattended, the element will be
damaged and contaminated
fuel will flow directly to the fuel
pump and the nozzles. This
may adversely affect the ser-
vice life of the engine. The fuel
filter must be replaced regu-
larly even if the warning is not
displayed.
Depending on how the vehicle
is used, the warning may be
displayed even before the
replacement time. In such a
case, replace the fuel filter. If
the warning is often displayed
even after the fuel filter was
replaced, contact the nearest
UD Trucks dealer for inspec-
tion and maintenance.
Inspection and maintenance

Element cartridge type 
fuel filter

Replacement of fuel filter
Fuel must be filtered sufficiently.
If fuel is contaminated with dust,
etc., this may adversely affect the
fuel system devices and reduce
vehicle performance. If the pres-
sure in the fuel filter decreases
below a certain level, the clogged
fuel filter warning will be dis-
played. When the warning is dis-
played, replace the fuel filter.
There are two fuel filters: the pri-
mary fuel filter and the secondary
fuel tilter.

Replace the fuel filters at every
other engine oil replacement.
In addition, replace the fuel filters
when any of the following occurs.
• Fuel pressure decreases.
• Engine output decreases.
• Fuel quality is uneven.
• “Fuel pressure low” warning is

displayed.
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Re

1.

move the secondary fuel filter
ing a filter wrench.

ply fuel to the O-ring of a new
l filter.
rew the filter with your hand
til the O-ring contacts the mat-
 surface.
rn the filter an additional half
n by hand.
place the primary fuel filter at
 same time when the second-
 fuel filter is replaced.

Fu
Th
firm
ve

Th
em
fill
be
placement procedures

Loosen the fuel tank cap to
release pressure in the tank. After
releasing the pressure, tighten
the cap.

2. Disconnect the supply hose from
the fuel tank.

3. Clean the surface of the fuel fil-
ters.

4. Re
us

5. Ap
fue

6. Sc
un
ing

7. Tu
tur

8. Re
the
ary

 DANGER

el leakage may cause a fire.
e filters and hoses must be

ly installed in order to pre-
nt leakage.

 CAUTION

e new fuel filter should be
pty when installing it. Never
 the fuel in a new fuel filter
fore installing it to the vehicle.
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.Check that the discharge port at
the bottom of the water level sen-
sor is not clogged.

.Attach a new O-ring, apply fuel to
it, and then turn the water separa-
tor by hand until the O-ring con-
tacts the mating surface.
Inspection and maintenance

9. Disconnect the harness connec-
tor from the primary fuel filter.

10.Remove the primary fuel filter
using a filter wrench.

11.Remove the water separator at
the bottom of the primary fuel fil-
ter using a puller.

12.Clean the water level sensor in
the water separator.

13

14
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15.

16.

connect the supply hose to the
l tank.

rt the engine and check for
l leakage.

 CAUTION

k for fuel leakage. Leaked
may deteriorate the elec-
c parts.
Turn the water separator further
1/3 turn by hand.

Apply fuel to the O-rings of the
primary fuel fi lter. Install and
tighten the filter by hand until its
O-rings contact their mating sur-
faces.

17.Tighten the filter further 1/2 to 2/3
turns by hand.

18.Connect the harness connector
on the primary fuel filter. Secure
the harness with the clip on the
primary fuel filter.

19.Re
fue

20.Sta
fue

Chec
fuel 
troni
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ater draining procedure
Stop the vehicle.
Apply the parking brake.
Turn off the engine.
Place a container under the pri-
mary fuel filter.
Turn the ignition key to the ACC
position.

 CAUTION

o not drive with too much
ater in the fuel filter. Doing so
ay cause seizure of the fuel
ump, resulting in engine dam-
ge.
Inspection and maintenance

21.Let the engine idle for about 5
minutes to bleed air in the fuel
system.

Water draining of fuel filter
When water gathers in the pri-
mary fuel filter, “Water in fuel fil-
ter” warning and warning
indicator are displayed to warn
the driver.

If the warning is displayed, stop
at the first opportunity and drain
water from the primary fuel filter. 
If the warning frequently requires
the draining, there is a problem
with the fuel quality. Drain fuel
from the fuel tank and refill the
fuel of the correct quality.

W
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

 CAUTION

The engine speed should not be
increased. Air may enter in the
cylinder head and stop the
engine.

NOTE

Because this engine uses the
automatic air bleeding system,
the air bleeding using the prim-
ing pump is unnecessary after
replacing the fuel filter. The man-
ual air bleeding using the prim-
ing pump is only necessary
when the whole fuel system has
been drained.

D
w
m
p
a
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6.

7.

 CAUTION

ld weather, icicles may be
ed under the fuel filter.
re performing the draining,
ure to check the filter and
ve the icicles if formed.

NOTE
he engine is started before
ining is complete, the pro-
s is interrupted.

the warning message still
ears, repeat the draining
cedure until it disappears.
On the multi-display, select
“Water draining” from “Mainte-
nance” screen. Then select “Yes”
to start draining. “Water draining
in progress” message is dis-
played.

Wait until the water has stopped.

8. When the draining has finished,
“Water draining completed” mes-
sage appears on the multi-dis-
play.

 WARNING

Be sure to catch the drained
fuel and water with a container
for safety and cleanliness.
If the fuel is splashed over the
engine parts, wipe it off com-
pletely.

In co
form
Befo
be s
remo

If t
dra
ces
If 
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pro
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ir bleeding procedure

H8 Engine
Park the vehicle.
Apply the parking brake.
Stop the engine.
Place a container under the pri-
mary fuel filter.
Remove the cap. Loosen the nip-
ple 2 turns, and then connect a
hose.

Pump the priming pump attached
to the primary fuel filter bracket
until fuel without bubbles flows
out.
Inspection and maintenance

If you try to start the draining but
the draining conditions are not
satisfied, “Conditions not ful-
filled...” message appears on the
multi-display. Refer to “Water
draining procedure” to confirm
the conditions and retry the drain-
ing.

Air bleeding of fuel 
system

The engine of the GH11 Engine
vehicle is provided with an auto-
matic air bleeding system that
automatically bleeds air from the
fuel system and evacuates it to
the fuel tank while the engine is
running. Thus, on regular filter
replacement, it does not need to
bleed air using priming pump
manually.
The air bleeding procedures
using the priming pump should
be performed when the entire fuel
system has run out of fuel in any
of the following conditions.
• The engine has not been

started for a long period of
time.

• The fuel tank becomes empty.

A

G
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
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7.

8.

9.
Thi
10.

1 Engine
p the vehicle. 

ply the parking brake. 
rn off the engine. 
en the front lid.

t the cab.
mp the priming pump attached
the primary fuel filter bracket.
placeable element type fuel
er: About 200 times
ment cartridge type fuel 
er: About 100 times
ceable element type fuel filter
Tighten the nipple. Remove the
hose, and torque-tighten the nip-
ple.
Nipple tightening torque:
3.5 ± 0.5 N·m {0.4 ± 0.1 kgf·m}
Pump the priming pump until it
becomes heavy, and then wait for
15 seconds. After 15 seconds,
pump about 30 more times.
Install the cap on the nipple.
s completes the air bleeding.
Start the engine. Let the engine
idle at low speed for about 5 min-
utes.

11. If the engine is difficult to start,
repeat pumping.

12.Check for any fuel leakage.
13.Operate the engine and check

that it operates smoothly.

GH1
1. Sto
2. Ap
3. Tu
4. Op
5. Til
6. Pu

to 
Re
filt
Ele
filt

Repla

 CAUTION

Do not increase the engine
speed. Air may enter the cylinder
head.

 DANGER

After starting the engine,
check that there is no fuel leak-
age from any components of
the fuel system. A fuel leakage
can cause a fire. If a fuel leak-
age is found, contact the near-
est authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
If fuel splashes on the engine,
wipe it off completely. This
may cause a fire.
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 DANGER

After starting the engine,
check that there is no fuel leak-
age from any components of
the fuel system. A fuel leakage
can cause a fire. If a fuel leak-
age is found, contact the near-
est authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
If fuel spills over the engine, be
sure to wipe it off completely.
This may cause a fire.
Inspection and maintenance

Element cartridge type fuel filter

Thus the air bleeding has been com-
pleted.

7. Start the engine. Let the engine
idle at low speed for about 5 min-
utes.

8. If the engine does not start, per-
form air bleeding again.

9. Check for any leakage.
10.Operate the engine and check

that it operates smoothly.NOTE
Opening the air bleeding valve
or nipple is not necessary.
In cold climates, the priming
pump may be too stiff to work.
In this case, warm the priming
pump by pouring hot water
over it or move the vehicle to a
warmer location. Be careful
not to burn yourself when
pouring hot water.

 CAUTION

Do not increase the engine
speed. Air may enter into the cyl-
inder head and stop the engine.
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Ad
The
inle
the
sar
odic

r automatic transmission vehi-
s, the service icon will flash for
inutes in the digital display of

 gear selector switch when the
lacement period of the filters

approaching. If the service icon
shes, contact your nearest
thorized UD Trucks dealer.

Ad
it m
tio
sp
wi
mi
wa
Blue filter
 AdBlue filter is provided at the
t hose connection at the top of
 supply module. It is not neces-
y to replace the AdBlue filter peri-
ally.

Transmission oil 
filter

Replacement of oil filter
The transmission oil filter for
ESCOT-VI is a full-flow type filter.
The oil filters for the automatic
transmission can be disassem-
bled.

Fo
cle
2 m
the
rep
is 
fla
au

 CAUTION

Blue is a very safe liquid, but
ight cause a very slight irrita-

n for some people. If it is
illed on the body, wash it off
th water. If it is swallowed by
stake, drink 1 or 2 cups of
ter or milk.

 CAUTION

If the filter has clogged, dirty oil
may be directly distributed to the
transmission without going
through the filter or a reduction
of oil amount may shorten the
life of the transmission. Be sure
to replace the filter on a regular
basis.
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utomatic transmission
e oil pan incorporates a type of fil-

r that can be disassembled.

Clean the periphery of the filter
covers to prevent dust  f rom
entering when removing the filter.
Remove the mounting bolts of the
filter covers and pull out the cov-
ers and filters downward.
Replace the filters, O-rings and
seals with new ones and install to
the covers. When installing, apply
a light coating of clean oil to the
entire perimeter of O-rings and
seals.
Inspection and maintenance

Replacement period
Replace the oil filter together with
replacement of the transmission
gear oil.

Replacement procedure
ESCOT-VI
1. To drain oil, remove the drain

plug from the oil filter. After drain-
ing, install the drain plug to the oil
filter.
Drain plug tightening torque:
30 – 40 N·m {3.1 – 4.1 kgf·m}

2. Remove the oil filter cover and
the  gu ide  s leeve,  and  then
remove the filter. 

3. Install a new filter, and then install
the oil filter cover.
Oil  f i l ter  cover  t ightening
torque:
45 – 55 N·m {4.6 – 5.6 kgf·m}

4. After refilling the transmission
gear oil, run the engine to check
for oil leakage.

A
Th
te

1.

2.

3.
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4.

5.

 CAUTION

n the terminal at the battery
 side is cleaned, be careful
excessive polishing with a
brush may result in removal
e rust preventive plating on
urface.
Install the cover and filter com-
bined as one unit into the trans-
mission body. 
Tightening torque:
51 – 61 N·m {5.2 – 6.2 kgf·m}
After replacement, be sure to
refill fluid, then, check the fluid
level.

Battery

Handling of the battery

Cleaning the battery termi-
nal

If the battery terminal is dirty or
corrosive, clean it. White powder
at the terminal due to corrosion
can be removed by wiping with
lukewarm water. If the terminal is
heavily corroded, remove the bat-
tery cable and polish the terminal
with a wire brush or sandpaper.
After cleaning and tightening,
apply chassis grease lightly to
prevent the terminals from poor
contact or corroding.

Whe
cable
that 
wire 
of th
the s
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hen disconnecting the 
attery cables
hen replacing the battery, observe
e following procedures:

 DANGER

The battery generates flamma-
ble hydrogen gas. Keep away
from flame including lit ciga-
rettes and a spark. Explosion
of the battery may result in
injury.
Since the battery fluid is
diluted sulphuric acid, avoid
contacting with your body or
clothes. If the battery fluid
comes in contact with you,
wash it off immediately with
water and clean and then rinse
sulphuric acid with soap. If
you get it in your eyes, imme-
diately flush them with a large
quantity of water and seek the
care of a physician.
Inspection and maintenance

Be sure to connect the battery
cable terminals securely. If con-
nected improperly, the case or
the electrode may be damaged
due to vibration during driving,
resulting in deterioration of the
battery life. Tighten the clamping
bolts. After tightening, apply thin
coat of chassis grease on the bat-
tery cable terminals to prevent
corrosion.

Handling Precautions for 
Battery

When disconnecting the bat-
tery cables, be sure to discon-
nect the negative (−) terminal
first and connect the negative
(−) terminal later. With the nega-
tive (−) terminal cable connected,
if a tool contacts the battery posi-
tive (+) terminal and a frame of
vehicle, a spark will occur. It is
dangerous.
To charge the battery, remove
it from the vehicle and carry
out charging with the battery

caps removed. To charge the
battery mounted on the vehicle,
be sure to disconnect the nega-
tive (−) terminal cable before
charging.
Always keep the battery clean. If
a battery is dirty, inclusion of
impurities in the battery fluid may
damage the electrode or leakage
may occur on the upper surface
of the battery case.
After replenishing distilled water
in the battery, drive the vehicle for
charging with the generator or
remove the battery from the vehi-
cle and charge it with the battery
charger. During winter, in particu-
lar, without stirring of the battery
fluid (charging) after replenishing
distilled water, the distilled water
may freeze and damage the bat-
tery.
The urea dosing system contin-
ues to operate for few minutes
after the ignition switch is turned
off. Therefore, wait for at least 5
minutes before disconnecting the
battery cable.

W
b
W
th
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1.

2.

n replacing the battery
 replacing the battery, observe
llowing procedures:
connect the battery cables.

osen the nuts and remove the
ttery clamps.
move the battery.
unt the battery in the reverse
er of removal.

NOTE
service mode restricts the
ations of the vehicle’s elec-
c control systems to lower
power consumption of the
le. This mode is cancelled
 the ignition switch is set to

ACC” position.
Perform the following operations
to set the vehicle (its electronic
control systems) in the service
mode.

Pull off the ignition key from
the ignition switch.
Pull up the hazard switch
once.
Then, pull up and hold the
hazard switch for 5 seconds or
longer. The hazard lamps will
go out and the vehicle will
enter the service mode.

Confirm that the vehicle is in the
service mode by checking that
the room light, etc. do not illumi-
nate when opening a door.

3. If you have confirmed that the
vehicle is in the service mode,
wait for 30 seconds. 

4. Remove clamps and remove the
battery cover.

5. Disconnect the battery cable from
the negative (−) terminal.

6. Disconnect the battery cable from
the positive (+) terminal.

Whe
When
the fo
1. Dis
2. Lo

ba
3. Re
4. Mo

ord

 DANGER

Be sure to set the vehicle in the
service mode before disconnect-
ing/connecting the battery. Oth-
erwise, a spark may occur
between the battery terminal and
the battery cable terminal,
resulting in a serious accident.
Furthermore, the spark may
ignite the hydrogen gas gener-
ated by the battery and the bat-
tery may explode, leading to a
serious injury.

The 
oper
troni
the 
vehic
when
the “
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 CAUTION

Tighten the terminals together
securely so that loosening
does not occur.
Do not use other terminal than
the terminal specially
designed for power supply.
Inspection and maintenance

When power is directly 
taken from the battery
When power is directly taken from
the battery, tighten the battery cable
terminal and the additional harness
terminal together with a fixing nut.
Provide a fuse with the appropriate
capacity at the power source side of
the added equipment for safety.

Taking the power for a radio (24V)

 CAUTION

When connecting the battery
cables, make sure that the
cables do not come in contact
with pipes or edges of brack-
ets. Abrasion may cause air
leakage or sparking. This is
dangerous.
If a battery bracket or a battery
terminal becomes loose during
driving, it may cause a short-
circuit. Be sure to tighten the
bracket and terminals
securely. 
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Ti

Tir
Tire
ent
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The
tire

GK

W and GW series front and
ariant tire fitted car

ries
res

e rotation
s at each wheel are worn differ-

ly depending on road conditions,
go, brake operation, steering
ration, etc. If the spare tire is not
d for a long time, it may be
ormed. To make wear of tires
n and to extend the life of tires,
te the tire positions according to

lanned schedule.
 figure below is an example of

 position rotation.

 series

GK series front and rear variant tire
fitted car

CD, CW and GW series

CD, C
rear v

CG se
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hange of tire

 WARNING

hen changing a tire, park on a
at and hard surface, set the
nition switch in “OFF” posi-
on, and apply the parking brake
ecurely. Put chocks at the front
nd rear of the tire which is
cated diagonally opposite to
e tire to be changed.
Inspection and maintenance

Precautions for tire rotation
Do not install tires with the differ-
ence in outer diameters beyond
the specified range at double
wheels. When the difference is
within the specified range, install
the smaller tire at the inner side.

Use less worn tires with adjusted
wheel balance at front wheels.
Make sure that the turning direc-
tion is opposite to the previous
installation.
Be sure to install the same size
tire on the same axle. If tires with
different sizes are used on the
same axle, the vehicle may be
pulled either right or left when
braking or the steering wheel

may be turned. Never install tires
of different sizes.
Replenish new tires in two pairs
and install them on the front
wheels first.
When new tires are installed, per-
form a break-in drive. Perform
break-in drive for 200 km or more
at the speed of 60 km/h or less or
for 300 km at the speed of 50 km/h
or less. Check the air pressure
frequently until the vehicle has
been driven about 3,000 km.
During tire rotation, if the addi-
tionally painted surface (e.g.
body-colored flat area of the
wheel) comes in contact with the
mating part (hub or wheel), peel
off the paint of the contact sur-
face (flat area). Clean the surface
with a wire brush and install the
wheel.
Check the disc wheel. If any
crack is found, replace it.
Install double wheels so that the
air valves of the inner wheel and
the outer wheel may be diago-
nally positioned.

C

Nominal size of 
tire width

Specified range of 
outer diameter differ-
ence for double tires

Radial tire

9.00 (or equiva-
lent) or more Within 8 mm

Low-profile radial 
tire Within 6 mm

W
fl
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s
a
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oval of tire
ce the jack at the jack-up point
d jack up the vehicle to the
gree that tires are not lifted.
r the jack-up point and the
k-up procedures, refer to “Jack
” (page 13-54).

B
s
w
t
B
w
w
t
r
w

he front tires are changed
m bias tires to radial tires
 from radial tires to bias
s), toe-in must be adjusted.

k for adjustment at the near-
 authorized UD Trucks
ler.

f toe-in is not adjusted to
he appropriate value, the
teering may be unstable or
ccentric wear of the tires
ay occur. In particular, it is

angerous to drive the vehi-
le on a highway in this con-
ition. Adjust toe-in to the
ppropriate value and keep
he vehicle in safe condi-
ions.
- 44 Inspection and maintenance

Rem
1. Pla

an
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Fo
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 CAUTION

e careful not to damage the
crew portion of the hub bolt
hen removing or installing

he wheels.
e careful not to hit the disc
heel against the brake parts
hen removing or installing

he wheels. Doing so could
esult in damage to the disc
heel or brake parts.

The wheel nut for the right and
left sides of the vehicle is a
right-hand screw type. The
mark “R” that indicates a right-
hand screw is stamped on the
hub bolt. If the bolt is mistak-
enly tightened instead of being
loosened, the hub bolt may be
stretched or broken. 
If the tire size or brand needs
to be changed, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer. If tires that are not
specified are installed, differ-
ence in the outer diameter may
affect the accuracy of speed-
ometer, or they may contact
the vehicle components, caus-
ing vehicle damage.

If t
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heck for damage to the wheel 
t, hub bolt, disc wheel and 
b
When replacing a tire, check for
any abnormality in the wheel nut,
hub bolt, disc wheel and hub. If
an abnormality is found on a
wheel, check the other wheels
securely. Replace the faulty part
with a new one.

When removing the outer
wheel of the rear double
wheels, never raise the outer
wheel off the ground by posi-
tioning the inner wheel of that
double wheel over a wood
block or the like. Because the
inner and outer wheels are
tightened together, when the
wheel nuts are removed and
the outer wheel is removed,
the inner wheel may come off
or the inner wheel may shift to
damage the hub bolts or other
parts.
Inspection and maintenance

2. Loosen the nuts with a wheel nut
wrench. Loosen the nuts to the
degree that they can be turned by
hand.
The wheel nuts are common for
the right side and left side of the
vehicle. They are r ight-hand
threaded.

3. Jack up the vehicle until the tire is
lifted a little.

4. Remove the nuts and remove the
tire.

Front wheel

Rear wheel

C
nu
hu

 CAUTION

When loosening the wheel
nuts before jacking up the
vehicle, do not loosen the
wheel nuts excessively. Doing
so may result in wheel offset
and damage the thread.
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Wh ction of the hub
eck for excessive wear and
mage to the installation surface
the disc wheel.

installation
ing
an the following portions to
ove rust, mud, additional

int, etc.: Installation surface of
 disc wheel to the hub, fitting
rtion to the hub, mating surface
the disc wheel, contact surface
the wheel nut, installation sur-
e of the hub to the disc wheel,

ing portion of the disc wheel,
rew portion of the hub bolt and
 wheel nut.

a nut does not turn smoothly
en after cleaning, the threads
the hub bolt may be faulty.

 CAUTION

lacing a part, always use a
ine UD Trucks part.
eel nut and hub bolt
Check that no cracks or damage
is found, the bolt is not elongated,
and that there is no severe corro-
sion. In addition, check that there
is no collapse, wear or galling in
the screw portion. 

Check for smooth rotation of the
nut portion and the washer por-
tion of the wheel nut.
If a hub bolt is broken, the whole
hub bolts and the wheel nuts of
the wheel will require replace-
ment. Contact the nearest UD
Trucks dealer.

Inspection of the disc wheel
Check for cracks and damage to
the bolt holes, decorative holes
and welded portions. Check for
cracks, damage and wear to the
contact surface of the wheel nuts.
Also, check for wear and damage
to the installation surface of the
hub and the mating surface of the
disc wheel. If a wheel is seriously
damaged, have it inspected by
the nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

Inspe
Ch
da
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Tire 
Clean

Cle
rem
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the
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brication on thread
When tightening the wheel nut,
apply engine oil lightly to the
threads of the hub bolt and wheel
nut and the tapered portion
(clearance between nut and
washer) of the wheel nut.

 WARNING

o not use oil or grease that
cludes molybdenum disulfide.
sing such oil or grease may
ause excessive tightening and
e hub bolt may be elongated or

roken. 
Inspection and maintenance

Have your vehicle inspected at
the nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

Lu
 CAUTION

If the installation surface is
dirty, the wheel nuts may
loosen. 
Do not apply additional paint
to the installation surface. A
thick paint coat may cause the
wheel nuts to loosen and the
hub bolts to break. 
If a spare wheel is painted on
the installation surface in
order to protect corrosion,
remove additional paint when
replacing.
Always use genuine UD Trucks
wheel nuts. Do not use genu-
ine wheel nuts and non-genu-
ine wheel nuts together.

D
in
U
c
th
b
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Tig
1.

st, lower the jack until the tire
n tac ts  the  ground.  Then,
hten the wheel nuts diagonally
2 or 3 steps. Finally, tighten the
ee l  nuts  to  the spec i f ied

que.
htening Torque:

0 – 600 N·m {55 – 60 kgf·m}
ning sequence

Ne
co
an
tig
we
su
be
htening of the wheel nut
To prevent the disc wheel from
sticking to the hub, apply grease
lightly to the fitting portion of the
hub and wheel. 

2. Paying special attention to avoid
damaging the screw portion of
the hub bolt. Fit the disc wheel
down into the hub along the
guide located on the fitting potion
of the hub using a tire lever.
For the double-wheel model,
install the inner wheel and the
outer wheel in position so that the
air valves are located diagonally.

3. Install the wheel nuts. Turn the
wheel nut by hand in order to
check that it rotates smoothly. If it
does not rotate smoothly, the
screw portion may be damaged.
If a damage is found, the whole
hub bolts and the wheel nuts of
the wheel need to be replaced as
a set. Contact the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

4. Set the wheel so that each hub
bolt is positioned at the center of
the bolt hole and temporarily
tighten the wheel nuts to prevent
the wheel from shaking.
Tightening Torque (reference):
100 N·m {10 kgf·m}

5. Fir
co
tig
in 
wh
tor
Tig
55

Tighte

 CAUTION

ver apply oil or grease to the
ntact surface of the washer
d wheel. If oil is applied, over-
htening of nut, excessive
ar of the washer contacting
rface or loosening of nut may
 caused.
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alculation of specified 
rque
To tighten the wheel nut to the
specified torque, the best way is
to use a torque wrench. When
using a wheel nut wrench for
tightening, be sure to fix the grip-
ping position so that the specified
torque can be obtained. Do not
tighten the nut excessively.
Excessive tightening of a wheel
nut may cause elongation of a
bolt or may deform the contact
surface of the disc wheel with the
wheel nut, so that the specified
torque cannot be obtained.

ample: When tightened to 570
·m {57 kgf·m}
Inspection and maintenance

C
to

Ex
N

 WARNING

Be careful not to tighten the
wheel nuts insufficiently or
excessively. Doing so may
cause the hub bolt to break
and the disc wheel to crack
and may cause a wheel to fall
off. After tightening the nuts,
check if the nuts are tightened
to the specified torque to pre-
vent improper or missed tight-
ening.
Do not tighten the wheel nut
with excessive torque. 
Do not tighten the wheel nut
vigorously. Doing so may
result in excessive tightening.

If an impact wrench is used to
tighten wheel nuts, be sure not
to tighten the nuts excessively
by paying careful attention to
the compressed air pressure
and tightening time. Tighten
the nuts to the specified torque
using a torque wrench at last.
There are two types of hub
bolts: one is for the steel wheel
and the other is for the alumi-
num wheel. Be careful not to
use them together. For details,
refer to the “Aluminum disc
wheel” (page 13-52).



13 

tails regarding the retightening
ction, refer to “Check for loos-
 of wheel nuts” (page 13-50).

ck for loosening of 
el nuts
en the hub, disc wheel and
eel nuts are changed, be sure
check for loosening after driv-
 50 to 100 km.

 WARNING

eel nuts frequently become
, contact the nearest autho-
 UD Trucks dealer and have
vehicle inspected and ser-
.

- 50 Inspection and maintenance

To tighten using a wheel nut
wrench, determine the position of
force application using the previ-
ous figure.
When the tightening torque is 570
N·m {57 kgf·m}, connect the point
of 600 N {60 kgf} at the left line
with the point of tightening torque

570 N·m {57 kgf·m} at the center
line. Extend this line and obtain
the intersection point on the right
line. This point of approximately
95 cm is the position for applying
force to the wheel nut wrench.
Tightening torque (N·m {kgf·m})
is force N {kgf} multiplied by the
position (m) of force application.
The position of force application
can be obtained by calculation.
For the previously described
example:
570÷600 {57÷60} = 0.95 (m)
 95 cm

Retightening of the wheel nut

For de
instru
ening

Che
whe

Wh
wh
to 
ing

 WARNING

After tire replacement, the tight-
ening force to the wheel
decreases due to initial break-in.
After 50 to 100 km driving,
retighten the wheel nuts to the
specified torque. 

If wh
loose
rized
the 
viced
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turn the crank handle clockwise
for lifting.

If there is deformation of a
bracket, poor flatness of a con-
tact surface, fall of cushion mate-
rial or clearance between cushion
materials, seating of the tire or
disc wheel may be inaccurate.
Even if tightening is complete, it
may become loose during driving.
In this case, repair the problem at
an authorized UD Trucks dealer
before use.
After lifting, fix the wheel by tight-
ening the wheel carrier to the
specified torque of 58 to 76 N·m
{5.9 to 7.7 kgf·m} with the crank
handle. Apply a force of 294 to
Inspection and maintenance

Inspection procedures
Tightening Torque: 
550 – 600 N·m {55 – 60 kgf·m}
1. Make sure that the wheel nuts

are tightened to the specified
torque using a torque wrench.

2. Additionally tighten the wheel
nuts to the specified torque using
a torque wrench.

Handling spare wheel 
carrier

To mount or dismount a spare
wheel, insert a crank handle into
the socket of the wheel carrier
and turn the crank handle by
hand.

When a spare wheel is lifted, fit
the carrier lifting plate tab with the
disc wheel correctly. At this time,
be sure to mount the wheel with
its convex side facing upward.
When the wheel is lifted with the
chain twisted, the chain may
loosen during driving. Make sure
that the chain is not twisted, and

 CAUTION

Tighten the wheel nut gradu-
ally and gently. Do not tighten
the wheel nut vigorously.
Doing so may cause the wheel
nut to be excessively tight-
ened. 
The wheel nut for the right and
left sides of the vehicle is a
right-hand screw type. The
mark “R” that indicates a right-
hand screw is stamped on the
hub bolt.
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wheel

W
s
t
i
u
l
F
w
i
w

 CAUTION

ays use the genuine UD
cks aluminum wheels.

e hub bolts are specialized
 the aluminum wheels. If
lacing the steel wheels with
minum wheels, contact the
rest authorized UD Trucks
ler and have the hub bolts
laced. 
 not mix the aluminum
eels and the steel wheels
en performing a tire rotation
replacing a tire in the event
a flat tire, etc. 
392 N·m {30 to 40 kgf·m} at the
end of the handle for tightening.
The guideline is approximately
the degree of turning the handle
using one hand with the full force
of a normal adult.
After tightening, remove the
crank handle without turning it in
reverse.
For driving without a wheel on the
spare wheel carrier, lift the lifting
plate to the top.

Aluminum disc wheel
Front wheel

Rear 

 WARNING

hen mounting a wheel, be
ure to face the convex side of
he disc wheel upward. Mount-
ng in the opposite way is
nstable and it may result in

oosening.
it the lifting plate correctly
ith the disc wheel. Incorrect

nstallation may cause the
heel to fall.

After mounting the wheel,
press the wheel strongly with a
hand to make sure that it is
securely fixed. If it is not
securely fixed, the wheel may
fall during driving. Fall of a
wheel may not only disturb
subsequent vehicles, but it
may also cause an accident.
Mount the spare wheel
securely.

Alw
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or 
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ear wheel

NOTE
Always use the hub bolts that
are specialized for the alumi-
num wheel (the wheel nut is a
common part). Do not use the
hub bolts for the steel wheel.
On the hub bolt, there is an
identification mark that distin-
guishes the bolt for steel
wheel and that for aluminum
wheel, and there is another
identification mark that indi-
cates a right-hand screw.
When installing, check the
identification mark in order to
avoid incorrect installation.
Inspection and maintenance

When installing the aluminum
wheel on the vehicle for the first
time or reinstalling the wheel due
to flat tire or tire rotation, check
wheel nut for looseness after
driving 50 to 100 km.
When using the tire chains, the
side chains or fasteners may con-
tact and damage the aluminum
wheel.
When installing the aluminum
spare wheel on the vehicle, pay
particular attention to prevent the
wheel from being scratched. 
Do not use a sandsoap or a wire
brush when washing the alumi-
num wheel as it scratches easily.
Use mild detergent if necessary.

 WARNING

If the aluminum wheel is
installed using the hub bolt for
the steel wheel, shortage of bolt
length can cause damage to the
thread of the bolt and nut, which
may result in a wheel falling off
due to insufficient tightening
force.

Front wheel

R
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k up

-up point
wheel

ST
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R:
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R
s
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Jac

Jack
Front 

: Hub bolt dedicated for steel
wheel

: Hub bolt dedicated for alu-
minum wheel

 Right-hand screw
B BOLT

f the steel wheels with winter
ires are installed only in the
inter season on a vehicle
ith aluminum wheels and the
ub bolts for the aluminum
heel, take measures to pre-
ent the protruding section of
he bolt (the exposed area of
he thread) from rusting, such
s applying grease, etc.

For steel 
wheel

For aluminum 
wheel

ight 
ide

eft 
ide

After driving on the road where
deicing agent is applied or on
a road near the sea, wash the
wheels completely and coat
with wax.
Never process a wheel in a
way that results in shape
change and/or material
change, such as welding, heat-
ing, cutting, tapping, bending,
etc.
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ack-up procedures

 WARNING

On models with differential
lock, do not jack up the vehicle
with the differential lock switch
in ON position. If a jacked-up
wheel is turned in such a condi-
tion, engaged wheel on the
ground will also turn, and the
vehicle will move and may fall
off the jack.
Do not start the engine while
the vehicle is jacked up. The
jack may be dislocated due to
engine vibration.
Do not go underneath the vehi-
cle while it is jacked up. If the
jack is dislocated, it is very
dangerous.
Do not load or unload cargo
during jack-up. Vibration or
movement of the gravity center
may dislocate the jack.
Inspection and maintenance

Front wheel (when the jack cannot
be placed under the front axle (leaf
spring))

Rear wheel (air suspension (drive
axle))

Rear wheel (leaf spring (drive axle))

Rear wheel (tag axle)

J
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-up is performed on the road
 a flat tire, select a safe loca-
here traffic is not disturbed.

subsequent vehicles using the
d lights or warning triangles.

D
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NOTE
e only the jack equipped on
 vehicle (specified part).
e the jack when the ambient
perature is from −20°C to
C.
If jack
due to
tion w
Alert 
hazar

o not apply jack at the bottom
f banjo portion of axle hous-

ng. Doing so may cause dam-
ge or oil leaks.
n CD series, to jack up the

ear rear axle (tag axle) with the
ehicle in loaded condition,
pply a wood or steel plate to

ncrease the contact area.
hen lowering the jack, do not

pen the release valve quickly.
he vehicle will lower suddenly
nd the jack may be dislocated.
f a square piece of wood is
sed, use a wood block as wide
s possible to ensure stability.
ince the bottom surface of the

eaf is curved, be careful when
pplying a jack to it.
or vehicles with air suspen-
ion, do not set the ignition
witch to ACC or ON position
uring jack-up. The vehicle
eight is changed suddenly
nd the jack may be dislocated.

 CAUTION

While the vehicle is jacked up,
do not leave passengers in the
cabin.
Wipe off the adhered grease
from the jacking point com-
pletely before jack-up.
During jack-up, make sure that
the jack is securely engaged
with the jack-up point before
lifting a tire off the ground.
Do not apply jack to the front
underrun protection device
(FUPD).
If it is necessary to jack-up a
vehicle for a long time, support
it with a block or square piece
of wood for safety.
If the stroke of the jack is
insufficient, put the jack on a
wooden block or steel plate of
sufficient size and strength to
increase the height.

Us
the
Us
tem
70°
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Set the jack handle and move it
up and down for jack-up.

To lower the jack, turn the release
valve gradually counterclockwise
with the jack handle. Lower the
jack slowly.
Inspection and maintenance

Normal jack-up
1. To jack up wheels for replace-

ment of a wheel, park the vehicle
on flat and hard ground. Apply
the parking brake securely. Put
chocks at the front and rear of the
wheel that is diagonally posi-
t ioned  to  the  whee l  to  be
replaced.

2. Place the jack under the jack-up
point and set it securely by turn-
ing the auxiliary screw.

3. Use the jack handle to close the
release valve of the jack.

4.
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Jac
wh
If a
up 
woo
low
1.

2.

t it securely by turning the aux-
ry screw and jack it up to the
uired height.

er changing the wheel, remove
 square wood and lower the
k slowly.

-up of air suspension 
cle
 jack up the air suspension
hicle, stop the engine and set
 ignition switch to the OFF

sition.
k-up for flat tire of front 
eel
 front tire is flat, the normal jack-
point cannot be used. Use a rigid
d block for jack-up with the fol-

ing method.
Similar to the normal jack-up,
park the vehicle on flat and hard
ground and apply the parking
brake securely. Put chocks at the
front and rear of the rear wheel
that is diagonally positioned to
the wheel to be replaced.
Place the jack near the front axle
at the bottom leaf surface of the
front spring and set it securely by
turning the auxiliary screw. Oper-
ation of the jack is the same as
that of the normal jack-up.

3. Jack up the vehicle to the height
that a jack can be placed under
the front axle.

4. Put a square piece of wood under
the front axle and lower the jack
gradually. Make sure that the
front axle is supported.

5. Lower the jack completely and
move it under the front axle.

6. Se
ilia
req

7. Aft
the
jac

Jack
vehi
1. To
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po
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ights
hen changing the light bulbs, be
re to turn OFF the ignition switch
d light switches. Be sure to use
e bulb of the specified capacity.
ghten the light lens screws with
ashers uniformly so that undue
rce is not applied to the lens.

 WARNING

e sure to use the bulbs and
ses of the specified capacity. If

 bulb or fuse other than the
pecified capacity is used, it can
e a cause of malfunction, fail-
re or a fire due to overheated
ircuit.
Inspection and maintenance

2. If the ignition switch is set to the
ACC or ON position during jack-
up, the vehicle height increases
or decreases suddenly. It is very
dangerous.

3. If it is necessary to set the ignition
switch to the ACC or ON position
during jack-up, disconnect the
harness connector connected to
the air suspension solenoid valve
with the ignition switch in the OFF
position to stop operation of the
air suspension before jack-up. 

4. After servicing, when connecting
the harness connectors to the air
suspension solenoid valves,
make sure that the ignition switch
is in the OFF position.

L
W
su
an
th
Ti
w
fo

 WARNING

To jack up the air suspension
vehicle, lower the vehicle height
with the height control or dis-
connect the air pipe and release
air in the air spring before jack-
up.

B
fu
a
s
b
u
c
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Lis
t of light bulbs
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eadlight
alogen lights are used for driving
am (high beam) and LED is used
r passing beam (low beam).

NOTE
or replacement of the LED unit,
ontact the nearest authorized
D Trucks dealer.
Inspection and maintenance

Change procedures of 
lights including head-
light

H
H
be
fo

 Light name
 Bulb 
used

[V–W]

1 Headlight
Low beam LED

High beam
 (H7) 24–70

2 Front fog light LED

3 Front position light/
Daytime running light 24–5/21

4 End outline marker light 24–5

5 Front turn signal/
Hazard light 24–21

6 Side turn signal/
Hazard light 24–21

7 License plate light 24–10

8 Rear fog light LED

9 Back-up light LED

10 Rear turn signal/
Hazard light LED

11 Rear position light LED

12 Stop light LED

NOTE
When a bulb of halogen light
(headlight or front fog light) is
changed, never touch the
glass surface of the new bulb.
Oil from your hand may be a
cause of blown bulb.
For the light with waterproof
cover such as headlight and
front fog light, water-tightness
cannot be assured if there is a
gap between the cover and
light body. After working on
such light, confirm that the
cover is fully contacted with
the light body.

F
c
U
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Ha
bea
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

t fog light
lights are used for front fog

NOTE
eplacement of the LED unit,
act the nearest authorized
rucks dealer.
logen light (driving/high 
m)

From the back side of the light
housing, remove the cover and
disconnect the socket.
Release the spring holding the
halogen bulb. Pull out the bulb
slowly toward you.
Install the bulb in the reverse
order of removal.
Push in the cover securely.
Turn the cover clockwise to align
the mating marks on the cover
and housing.
After installation, visually check
that there is no gap between the
cover and housing.

Fron
LED 
lights.

NOTE
When a headlight bulb is
changed, the light axis must
be adjusted. If you inevitably
replaced it, bring the vehicle
for inspection immediately at
the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.
If the cover is hard to turn or if
the O-ring of the cover is
soiled or damaged, replace the
O-ring.

For r
cont
UD T
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ide turn signal (and haz-
d) light
Remove the small trim from the
lower inside of the door.
Turn the bulb socket counter-
clockwise and remove it from the
housing.
Turn the bulb counterclockwise
and remove it from the socket.
Push a new bulb into the socket
and install it by turning clockwise.
Install the bulb socket to the
housing by turning it clockwise.

 CAUTION

mber bulb must be used.
Inspection and maintenance

Front position light/daytime 
running light
1. Turn and take out the socket, and

remove the bulb.
2. Insert a new bulb into the socket.

Install it in the reverse order of
removal.

Front turn signal (and haz-
ard) light
1. Turn the bulb socket counter-

clockwise and remove it.
2. Remove the bulb from the socket.
3. Install a new bulb to the socket.
4. Install the bulb socket by turning

it clockwise.

S
ar
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 CAUTION

Amber bulb must be used.

A
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En
1.

2.

nse plate light
move the screw and remove
 license plate light from the
cket.
lding the base (socket assem-
), turn the bulb counterclock-
e and remove it.
sh a new bulb into the socket
d install it by turning it clock-
e.

 CAUTION

W bulb must be used. If a
bulb is used, the lamp lens
melt.
d outline marker light
Loosen the screw and remove
the lens.

Hold the bulb, pull it and remove
it.

3. Install the bulb in the reverse
order of removal.

Working light
1. Remove the screws (4 places)

from the backside of the working
light and remove the rim.

2. Disconnect 2 lead cable terminals
connected to the bulb.

3. Remove the hook of the set
spring which is fixing the bulb to
the reflector and remove the bulb.

Lice
1. Re

the
bra

2. Ho
bly
wis

3. Pu
an
wis

A 10
12W 
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oom light

Insert a flat-bladed screwdriver
and remove the lens.
Press the bulb sideway against a
contact and remove the bulb.

NOTE
hen a flat-bladed screwdriver
 used, wrap a rag around its tip
 prevent the vehicle from being

amaged.
Inspection and maintenance

4. Install the lens and the cover to
the  base  w i th  a  pack ing  in
between, taking care that the
packing does not stick out of the
cover and the base.

5. Install the bulb socket by turning
it clockwise.

Rear turn signal/hazard, 
position, back-up, stop and 
rear fog light
LED lights are used for each light.

R

1.

2.

NOTE
For replacement of the LED unit,
contact the nearest authorized
UD Trucks dealer.

W
is
to
d
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Flu
1.

2.

3.

4.

rors
ge on mirrors

 I: For Singapore
th the rear-view mirror, check if
 side and rear of the vehicle

n be viewed. On the under mir-
 and the side under mirror,
eck if the immediate front and
t (side near the left wheel) of
 vehicle can be viewed.
eck if images on mirrors are
od, and if mirrors are clean.

e figure shows the road view at
 standard driving position and
 driving posture.

W
is 
tip
be
orescent light
Open the cover with a flat-bladed
screwdriver.
Take out the clip fixing the lens
and remove the lens.
Remove the fluorescent light and
replace it with a new one.
Installation is in the reverse order
of removal.

Other lights
Loosen the screws fixing the lens
or the rim holding the lens, and
remove the light bulb by holding
and turning it counterclockwise.
Be sure to install a gasket
securely to prevent entry of water
when installing a lens.

Mir
Ima

TYPE
Wi
the
ca
ror
ch
lef
the
Ch
go

Th
the
the

NOTE
hen a flat-bladed screwdriver
used, wrap a rag around its
 to prevent the vehicle from
ing damaged.
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YPE II: For Australia/New 
ealand

Make sure that the side and rear
of the vehicle can be seen in the
main mirrors and wide angle mir-
rors, and immediate front and left
(side of the left front wheel) of the
vehicle in the front under mirror
and side close mirror.
Check if images on mirrors are
good and mirrors are clean.

For safety, the area 2 m from the
front of the vehicle and 3 m from
the left side of the vehicle must
be able to be observed using the
left main mirror, front under mirror
and side under mirror.
Inspection and maintenance

For safety, the area in the range
of 2 m at the front and 3 m at the
side of the vehicle in the figure
must be checked with the left
rear-view mirror, under mirror and
side under mirror.
To adjust the mirror image, make
sure that the mirror arm is posi-
tioned at “Drive” (“OPEN” for the
power mirror arm).

Check method of mirror arm 
drive position

The left/right mirror arms have
the mark and the positioning rub-
ber to check the drive position.
Check them visually before driv-
ing the vehicle.

T
Z
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Ch
dri
The
alig
rub
driv
bef

only the water or improperly
uted UD Trucks genuine LLC is
ed, adhesion of rust or water
ale on the units of the cooling
stem (radiator and circumfer-
ce of cylinder liner in particular)
l occur, which may cause over-
at.
this section, replenishment,
lacement and the cleaning
cedures of coolant are

scribed. For replacement or
aning, it is recommended to
k the nearest authorized UD
cks dealer.
Before adjusting the mirror
image, make sure that the mirror
arm is in the drive position.

eck method of mirror arm 
ve position
 left/right mirror arms have the
nment marks and positioning
bers to check if the arm is in the
e position. Check them visually
ore entering the cab.

Coolant

GH8 engine
For the coolant, use UD Trucks
genuine Long Life Coolant VCS2
(hereinafter referred to as UD
Trucks genuine LLC) diluted with
tap water. Use of UD Trucks gen-
uine LLC not only prevents the
engine coolant from freezing, but
also reduces boiling of coolant
because the boiling point is
raised. In addition, it is also effec-
tive for prevention of rust in the
engine or adhesion of water
scale. 
UD Trucks genuine LLC provides
many benefits as shown above,
so please use it year round. UD
Trucks genuine LLC must be
diluted with clean soft water. If the
water quality is poor, it could
cause water deposits and corro-
sion.

If 
dil
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 WARNING

Carelessly opening the reserve
tank cap could allow steam or
hot water to spray out and
burn you. Follow the handling
instructions below.
If the coolant temperature
gauge indicator is close to the
red zone or overheat warning
is displayed, keep the engine
idling and do not touch the cap
until the coolant temperature
lowers sufficiently.
Grip the cap with a thick cloth
and gradually loosen the cap.
Inspection and maintenance

Water leakage from the 
cooling units
Check if there is water leakage from
the cooling units such as radiator,
reserve tank, radiator hose, etc.
Check if there are signs of water
leakage on the ground where the
vehicle is parked. 

Replenishing the cool-
ant

Replenish the coolant if the
“Engine coolant level low” warn-
ing message is displayed and the
buzzer sounds or when the water
level in the coolant reserve tank
is below MIN level.

Raise the lever of the reserve
tank cap to release the internal
pressure and remove the cap.
Replenish the coolant to the MAX
level.
After replenishment, securely
tighten the cap.

 CAUTION

Continued use of a vehicle
with insufficient coolant may
result in damage to the radia-
tor or seizure of engine. If cool-
ant reduces frequently, have it
inspected by the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.
Water leakage may begin after
pressure is applied to the cool-
ing units (water passage) (due
to operation of the water pump
or increase of coolant tem-
perature). Check for leakage
once or twice a month while
the engine is in operation.
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Re

Dra
1.
2.

connect the water hose of the
nsmission oil cooler and drain
 coolant. (ESCOT vehicles

ly)

t the cab. Disconnect a water
se from the cylinder block and
in the coolant.
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ining coolant
Remove the reserve tank cap.
Open the drain cock under the
radiator and drain the coolant
completely from the radiator.

3. Dis
tra
the
on

4. Til
ho
dra

hen opening the reserve tank
ap, make sure that the engine

s completely cool. When the
ap is opened quickly while
he coolant is hot, steam or hot
ater may come out. This is
ery dangerous.   After the
oolant temperature becomes

ow, hold the cap with a rag
nd open it gently.

NOTE
coolant is significantly

uced, have it inspected by
 nearest authorized UD
cks dealer.

NOTE
The drain cock must be
opened and closed by hand.
Using a tool may damage the
radiator.
Turn while pushing when
opening or closing the drain
cock. Be careful as the drain
cock may fall out while turning
it and coolant may spurt out
through the hole.
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eplenishing the coolant
Close the drain cock at the bot-
tom of the radiator securely.
Connect the water hose to the
transmission oil cooler securely.
(ESCOT vehicles only)
Connect the water hose to the
cylinder block securely. Lower the
cab.
Pour coolant slowly up to the
MAX level through the filler port
of the reserve tank.

NOTE
he drain cock must be opened
nd closed by hand. Using a tool
ay damage the radiator.
Inspection and maintenance

R
1.

2.

3.

4.

NOTE
To have the coolant drained from
the engine block, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

 WARNING

Carelessly opening the reserve
tank cap could allow steam or
hot water to spray out and
burn you. Follow the handling
instructions below.
If the coolant temperature
gauge indicator is close to the
red zone or overheat warning
is displayed, keep the engine
idling and do not touch the cap
until the coolant temperature
lowers sufficiently.
Grip the cap with a thick cloth
and gradually loosen the cap.
When opening the reserve tank
cap, make sure that the engine
is completely cool. When the
cap is opened quickly while
the coolant is hot, steam or hot
water may come out. This is
very dangerous.   After the
coolant temperature becomes
low, hold the cap with a rag
and open it gently.

T
a
m
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5.

6.

en the reserve tank cap and
 drain cock at the bottom of
 radiator and drain the coolant
m the radiator.

Co
ins
da
zu
red
ins
riz

NOTE
e drain cock must be
ened and closed by hand.
ing a tool may damage the
iator.
n while pushing when

ening or closing the drain
k. Be careful as the drain
k may fall out while turning
nd coolant may spurt out

ough the hole.
Start the engine to bleed air until
the coolant level becomes stable.
If the amount of the coolant is
reduced, replenish it.
Reinstall the reserve tank cap.

Cleaning procedure of 
the cooling system
Perform the cleaning of the cooling
system if the coolant is seriously
dirty.

Cleaning procedure
Perform cleaning after warming up
the coolant temperature to 80°C or
higher. If the temperature is low, the
thermostat is closed and the coolant
does not circulate in the radiator. It is
not effective.

1. Op
the
the
fro

 CAUTION

ntinued use of a vehicle with
ufficient coolant may result in
mage to the radiator or sei-
re of the engine. If coolant
uces frequently, have it
pected by the nearest autho-
ed UD Trucks dealer.
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Start the engine and keep run-
ning at a high engine idling speed
for about 30 minutes. Pay atten-
tion to the amount of the water for
5 minutes af ter  s tar t ing the
engine. If it is reduced, replenish
tap water.
After about 30 minutes, stop the
engine and drain the water from
the radiator, transmission oil
cooler (ESCOT vehicles only)
and the cylinder block.
Inspection and maintenance

2. Disconnect the water hose of the
transmission oil cooler and drain
the coolant. (ESCOT vehicles
only)

3. Tilt the cab. Disconnect a water
hose from the cylinder block and
drain the coolant.

4. Close the drain cock and connect
the water hoses to the transmis-
sion oil cooler (ESCOT vehicles
only) and the cylinder block.
Lower the cab.

5. Pour tap water through the
reserve tank.

6.

7.

NOTE
To have the coolant drained from
the engine block, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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8.

9.

10.

rucks genuine LLC concentra-
ble

amount of coolant:
rs (ESCOT-VI)
rs (ATM)

imum outside 
perature (°C)

-25 or 
higher

-35 or 
higher

re 
(%)

UD 
Trucks 

genuine  
LLC

40 50

Water 60 50
ired 
 
ks 
ine 
(L)

ESCOT-
VI 14.4 18

ATM 18.4 23
Close the drain cock and recon-
nect the water hoses to the trans-
m iss ion  o i l  coo le r  (ESCOT
vehicles only) and the cylinder
block. Pour tap water through the
reserve tank. Start the engine
and keep running at high idling
speed until the water temperature
reaches 80°C or higher. 
Stop the engine and drain the
water. Repeat washing with water
until dirty water does not come
out.
When cleaning is completed,
close the drain cock, reconnect
the water hoses to the transmis-
sion oil cooler (ESCOT vehicles
only)  and the cyl inder block
securely. Pour the new coolant to
MAX level. Start the engine to
bleed air until the coolant level
becomes stable. If the amount of
the coolant is reduced, replenish
the coolant to the MAX level
again.

Long Life Coolant
For the coolant, use UD Trucks gen-
uine Long Life Coolant VCS2 diluted
by soft water year round. UD Trucks
genuine LLC contains additives for
rust prevention and anti-freezing. It
is not necessary to add commercially
available antifreeze or rustproof
agent.

How to use UD Trucks genu-
ine LLC
Dilute UD Trucks genuine LLC in
accordance with the table below to
match the minimum outside tem-
perature of your driving route.

UD T
tion ta

Total 
36 lite
46 lite

NOTE
If the radiator is clogged or the
coolant is heavily contaminated,
have it inspected at the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.

Min
tem

Mixtu
ratio 

Requ
UD

Truc
genu
LLC 
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If only the water or improperly
diluted UD Trucks genuine LLC is
used, adhesion of rust or water
scale on the units of the cooling
system (radiator and circumfer-
ence of cylinder liner in particular)
will occur, which may cause over-
heat.
In this section, replenishment,
replacement and the cleaning
procedures of coolant are
described. For replacement or
cleaning, it is recommended to
ask the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.
Inspection and maintenance

Precautions for use of UD 
Trucks genuine LLC

When the coolant level has
dropped due to natural water dis-
sipation, add UD Trucks genuine
LLC diluted to the same concen-
tration.
Do not use UD Trucks genuine
LLC at higher density than speci-
fied. Doing so may cause deposi-
tion.
The water to dilute UD Trucks
genuine LLC must be soft water.
Never mix UD Trucks genuine
LLC with commercially-available
antifreeze, rustproof agent or
long life coolant.

GH11 Engine
For the coolant, use UD Trucks
genuine Long Life Coolant VCS2
(hereinafter referred to as UD
Trucks genuine LLC) diluted with
tap water. Use of UD Trucks gen-
uine LLC not only prevents the
engine coolant from freezing, but
also reduces boiling of coolant
because the boiling point is
raised. In addition, it is also effec-
tive for prevention of rust in the
engine or adhesion of water
scale. 
UD Trucks genuine LLC provides
many benefits as shown above,
so please use it year round. UD
Trucks genuine LLC must be
diluted with clean soft water. If the
water quality is poor, it could
cause water deposits and corro-
sion.
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 WARNING

relessly opening the reserve
k cap could allow steam or
t water to spray out and
rn you. Follow the handling
tructions below.
the coolant temperature
ge indicator is close to the
 zone or overheat warning
displayed, keep the engine
ng and do not touch the cap
til the coolant temperature
ers sufficiently.
p the cap with a thick cloth
 gradually loosen the cap.
ter leakage from the 
oling units
ck if there is water leakage from

 cooling units such as radiator,
erve tank, radiator hose, etc.
ck if there are signs of water
age on the ground where the
icle is parked. 

Replenishing the cool-
ant

Replenish the coolant if the
“Engine coolant level low” warn-
ing message is displayed and the
buzzer sounds or when the water
level in the coolant reserve tank
is below MIN level.

Raise the lever of the reserve
tank cap to release the internal
pressure and remove the cap.
Replenish the coolant to the MAX
level.
After replenishment, securely
affix the cap.

 CAUTION

ontinued use of a vehicle
ith insufficient coolant may

esult in damage to the radia-
or or seizure of engine. If cool-
nt reduces frequently, have it
nspected by the nearest
uthorized UD Trucks dealer.
ater leakage may begin after

ressure is applied to the cool-
ng units (water passage) (due
o operation of the water pump
r increase of coolant tem-
erature). Check for leakage
nce or twice a month while
he engine is in operation.
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Disconnect the water hose of the
transmission oil cooler and drain
the coolant. (ESCOT vehicles
only)

Tilt the cab. Disconnect a water
hose from the cylinder block and
drain the coolant.
Inspection and maintenance

Replacing coolant

Draining coolant
1. Remove the reserve tank cap.
2. Open the drain cock under the

radiator and drain the coolant
completely from the radiator.

3.

4.

When opening the reserve tank
cap, make sure that the engine
is completely cool. When the
cap is opened quickly while
the coolant is hot, steam or hot
water may come out. This is
very dangerous.   After the
coolant temperature becomes
low, hold the cap with a rag
and open it gently.

NOTE
If coolant is significantly
reduced, have it inspected by
the nearest authorized UD
Trucks dealer.

NOTE
The drain cock must be
opened and closed by hand.
Using a tool may damage the
radiator.
Turn while pushing when
opening or closing the drain
cock. Be careful as the drain
cock may fall out while turning
it and coolant may spurt out
through the hole.
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rt the engine to bleed air until
 coolant level becomes stable.

the amount of the coolant is
uced, replenish the coolant.
install the reserve tank cap.
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 CAUTION

inued use of a vehicle with
ficient coolant may result in
ge to the radiator or sei-

of engine. If coolant
ces frequently, have it
cted by the nearest autho-
 UD Trucks dealer.
Replenishing coolant
1. Close the drain cock at the bot-

tom of the radiator securely.
2. Connect the water hose to the

transmission oil cooler securely.
(ESCOT vehicles only)

3. Connect the water hose to the
cylinder block securely. Lower the
cab.

4. Pour the coolant slowly up to the
MAX level through the filler port
of the reserve tank.

5. Sta
the
If 
red

6. Re

 WARNING

arelessly opening the reserve
ank cap could allow steam or
ot water to spray out and
urn you. Follow the handling

nstructions below.
f the coolant temperature
auge indicator is close to the
ed zone or overheat warning
s displayed, keep the engine
dling and do not touch the cap
ntil the coolant temperature

owers sufficiently.
rip the cap with a thick cloth
nd gradually loosen the cap.
hen opening the reserve tank

ap, make sure that the engine
s completely cool. When the
ap is opened quickly while
he coolant is hot, steam or hot
ater may come out. This is
ery dangerous.   After the
oolant temperature becomes

ow, hold the cap with a rag
nd open it gently.

NOTE
The drain cock shall be opened
and closed by hand. Using a tool
may damage the radiator.

Cont
insuf
dama
zure 
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rized
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Disconnect the water hose of the
transmission oil cooler and drain
the coolant. (ESCOT vehicles
only)

Tilt the cab. Disconnect a water
hose from the cylinder block and
drain the coolant.
Inspection and maintenance

Cleaning procedure of 
the cooling system
Perform the cleaning of the cooling
system if the coolant is seriously
dirty.

Cleaning procedure
Perform cleaning after warming up
the coolant temperature to 80°C or
higher. If the temperature is low, the
thermostat is closed and the coolant
does not circulate in the radiator. It is
not effective.

1. Open the reserve tank cap and
the drain cock at the bottom of
the radiator and drain the coolant
from the radiator.

2.

3.NOTE
The drain cock must be
opened and closed by hand.
Using a tool may damage the
radiator.
Turn while pushing when
opening or closing the drain
cock. Be careful as the drain
cock may fall out while turning
it and coolant may spurt out
through the hole.
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4.

5.

6.

en cleaning is completed,
se the drain cock, reconnect
 water hoses to the transmis-
n oil cooler (ESCOT vehicles
ly)  and the cyl inder block
curely. Pour the new coolant to
X level. Start the engine to
ed air until the coolant level

comes stable. If the amount of
 coolant is reduced, replenish

e coolant to the MAX level
ain.

g Life Coolant
e coolant, use UD Trucks gen-
ong Life Coolant VCS2 diluted

ft water year round. UD Trucks
ne LLC contains additives for
revention and anti-freezing. It
necessary to add commercially

NOTE
 radiator is clogged or the
nt is heavily contaminated,

 it inspected at the nearest
orized UD Trucks dealer.
Close the drain cock and connect
the water hoses to the transmis-
sion oil cooler (ESCOT vehicles
only) and the cyl inder block.
Lower the cab.
Pour tap water through the
reserve tank.

Start the engine and keep run-
ning at a high engine idling speed
for about 30 minutes. Pay atten-
tion to the amount of the water for
5 minutes a f ter  s tar t ing the
engine. If it is reduced, replenish
tap water.

7. After about 30 minutes, stop the
engine and drain the water from
the radiator, transmission oil
cooler (ESCOT vehicles only)
and the cylinder block.

8. Close the drain cock and recon-
nect the water hoses to the trans-
miss ion  o i l  coo le r  (ESCOT
vehicles only) and the cylinder
block. Pour tap water through the
reserve tank. Start the engine
and keep running at high idling
speed until the water temperature
reaches 80°C or higher. 

9. Stop the engine and drain the
water. Repeat washing with water
until dirty water does not come
out.
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thers

loor mat
Align the positioning rib at the
back of the floor mat with the end
of the heel pad.

Align the left side of the floor mat
with the column cover and put its
front end over the brake pedal.
Inspection and maintenance

available antifreeze or rustproof
agent.

How to use UD Trucks genu-
ine LLC
Dilute UD Trucks genuine LLC in
accordance with the table below to
match the minimum outside tem-
perature of your driving route.

Total amount of coolant: 45 liter

Precautions for use of UD 
Trucks genuine LLC

When the coolant level has
dropped due to natural water dis-
sipation, add UD Trucks genuine
LLC diluted to the same concen-
tration.
Do not use UD Trucks genuine
LLC at higher density than speci-
fied. Doing so may cause deposi-
tion.
The water to dilute UD Trucks
genuine LLC must be soft water.
Never mix UD Trucks genuine
LLC with commercially-available
antifreeze, rustproof agent or
long life coolant.

O

F

UD Trucks genuine LLC concentra-
tion table

Minimum outside
temperature (°C)

−25 or 
higher

−35 or 
higher

Mixture 
ratio 
(%)

UD Trucks 
genuine LLC 40 50

Water 60 50

Required UD Trucks 
genuine LLC (L) 18 22.5
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ive the vehicle at a low speed.
eck if braking performance is
od and if the vehicle is not
lled to one side. Insufficient
king or pulling to one side is

ry dangerous. In this case,
ntact the nearest authorized
 Trucks dealer.

5 – 25 mm
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Play of brake pedal and 
braking performance
Inspection time: Every 3 months

Press the pedal gently by a finger
to check the play. The play
means the distance until resis-
tance is felt when the pedal is
gently depressed by a finger. The
play of the pedal usually does not
change. However, if the play
reduces, it may cause drag of the
brake.

Dr
Ch
go
pu
bra
ve
co
UD

Play: 

 CAUTION

ix the floor mat securely. If
he floor mats are not secured
roperly, they may shift and

nterfere with the pedals while
riving, causing accidents
uch as unexpected speed or
ifficulty in stopping the vehi-
le.
o not place another floor mat
ver the floor mat.
heck that the floor mat is

ixed securely before driving.
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ear check
When “Upcoming service” mes-
sage is displayed on the multi-
display, brake pad thickness may
be reaching its service limit.
Inspection and maintenance

Clearance between 
brake pad and rotor and 
wear
Clearance check

The brake pad to rotor clearance
is automatically adjusted by the
built-in automatic adjuster, so you
don’t need to inspect/adjust the
clearance as daily maintenance.
Have the brake check at the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer at the specified inspection
period.
If you feel brake dragging,
uneven braking, other abnormali-
ties, or if you hear an abnormal
noise from the brakes indicating
abnormal wear of brake pads,
immediately contact the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer for
inspection and service.

W

 WARNING

Be careful that no mat or for-
eign material be trapped under
the brake pedal. If a mat or for-
eign material is trapped, the
pedal does not return com-
pletely, resulting in brake drag.
Always clean the area around
the pedal. Empty cans, gravel,
etc. could be trapped under the
pedal and interfere with brak-
ing operation.

NOTE
Be aware of the ambient traffic
conditions during the test drive
for the brake.
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 unit check
dition to the functions of ABS
SR, EBS (electronic controlled
 system) controls the braking

by converting the driver’s
 operation to electric signals. It
 system that obtains better
g response and brake feeling
d by a driver.

NOTE
en a radio unit is installed,
ect the item conforming to
 applicable laws and regula-
ns. When a unit is installed,
p it away from EBS or wir-
 to prevent the adverse

ect of noise from the radio
it.
the battery voltage is low,
eration of EBS may be dis-
bed. Check the battery on a
ular basis.
If the following message is dis-
played when “Brake pad” is
selected through the Mainte-
nance display, have your vehicle
inspected at the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

When a brake pad is almost
reaching to its service limit,
“Replace brake pads soon” mes-
sage is displayed on the multi-
display.
When this message appears,
have your vehicle inspected and
serviced at the nearest autho-
rized UD Trucks dealer.

EBS
In ad
and A
brake
force 
brake
is the
brakin
desire

 CAUTION

Do not drive the vehicle when
the operation limit is exceeded.
Operation over the limit may
damage the brake rotors. This
may greatly lower the braking
performance.

Wh
sel
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ing
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If 
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tur
reg
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S unit

peration check of EBS 
lves

hen the atmospheric temperature
 low, snow or ice stuck to the
haust outlet of the EBS units may
use EBS not to operate correctly.

heck the operation of the EBS units
ith the procedures below.

Depress the brake pedal suffi-
ciently.
Inspection and maintenance

Layout of EBS units
Since units for EBS are placed at
various parts of the vehicle, be care-
ful during inspection, service and
handling.

CD series

CG series

CW and GW series

GK series

EB

O
va
W
is
ex
ca
C
w
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ning after driving on a 
-covered road
ove snow, ice or mud on the

e when cleaning after driving
snow-covered road, be careful
 damage the EBS unit or wir-

If 
fro
de
bra
ma
Re
Release the brake pedal. Check
“discharge noise” of air emitted
from the EBS units. Check also
that the brakes are not dragging.

Washing in cold weather 
and driving on snow-cov-
ered road
Washing in cold weather and driving
on a snow-covered road may freeze
water on the EBS unit, which may
hinder its braking function. Remove
the ice immediately.

Clea
snow
To rem
vehicl
on a 
not to
ing.

 CAUTION

there is no discharge noise
m the EBS units after
pressing and releasing of the
ke pedal, the exhaust outlet
y be clogged with frozen ice.
move it.

NOTE
During washing, take measures
to keep EBS parts (sensors,
relays and electronic units) away
from water.
When the chassis parts are
washed with high-pressure
water (steam washing), be care-
ful that EBS units and harness
connectors are not directly
exposed to water.
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peration of the emer-
ency shift device 
SCOT)
ESCOT has an emergency shift
device. Always check the opera-
tion of this device as one of the
daily inspection item.
Before activating the emergency
drive function, confirm that the
automatic regeneration and PTO
are inactive.
Depress and hold the brake
pedal.
Press and hold the emergency
switch and move the shift lever
from the “N” position to the “D”
position.
(The shift lever operation must be
performed within 5 seconds after
pressing the emergency switch.)
Move the shift lever to “M” or “R”
position and set the starting gear
by the +/− switch.
Inspection and maintenance

Performance of parking 
brake
Inspection time: Every 3 months

Pull the parking brake lever to the
parking position on a dry slope
(downhill) and check if the vehicle
can stay there.

Checking axle shaft nut 
for looseness
Inspection time: Every 3 months

Tighten the axle shaft nut to the
specified tightening torque using a
torque wrench.
Tightening torque: 
135 – 165 N·m {13.8 – 16.8 kgf·m}

O
g
(E

1.

2.

3.

NOTE
Be aware of the ambient traffic
conditions.
In this check, be careful that
the vehicle may not start
abruptly.
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4. dition of reflector 
 license plate
eck for contamination or dam-
e on the reflector or license
te.
eck if the license plate is cor-
tly installed and if the letters
 clearly visible.

S
s
d
T
u
g
D
t
m
s
s
v
e
d

Check the indication of the gear
position indicator, release the
brake pedal, and depress the
accelerator pedal gradually to
start off slowly.
The emergency drive mode con-
tinues until the ignition switch is
turned to the “OFF” position.

Con
and

Ch
ag
pla
Ch
rec
are

 CAUTION

hift operation by the +/−
witch cannot be performed
uring the emergency driving.
he +/− switch can only be
sed to select the starting
ear.
o not drive for a long dis-

ance in the emergency drive
ode. When the “Transmis-

ion system malfunction” mes-
age is displayed, have your
ehicle inspected by the near-
st authorized UD Trucks
ealer immediately.

The actual gear and the indica-
tion on the gear position indi-
cator may differ or the display
of the gear position indicator
may disappear depending on
the severity of malfunction. In
such conditions, drive care-
fully.
The hill start assist function
would not operate in the emer-
gency drive mode. Use the
parking brake appropriately
when starting on an uphill.

NOTE
The selectable gears in the
emergency drive mode are:
“1”, “3”, “5” and “R (low)”.
In the emergency drive mode,
high/low changeover of the
reverse gear by the +/− switch
cannot be performed. Only “R
(low)” is selectable for reverse.
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Pull off the U-shaped cover at the
opposite side.

Open the back cover.
Inspection and maintenance

Replacement of alterna-
tor charge regulator (or 
brush)
The alternator charge regulator (or
brush) shall be replaced periodically.
Contact an authorized UD Trucks
dealer for replacement.

Battery replacement of 
keyfob
When “Keyfob battery low” is dis-
played on the multi-display, replace
the battery in the following proce-
dure.
1. Insert a flat-blade screwdriver in

a slot at the side of the keyfob
and pry to remove the side cover.

2.

3.

 CAUTION

Be sure to replace the alternator
charge regulator (or brush) peri-
odically. Otherwise worn
brushes may cause a failure of
the alternator.
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4. ission and 
ernal noise
obile emission and noise lev-

re specified in the applicable
and emission control regula-
The regulatory values must be
ed. This section describes the
 check and service for emis-
ontrol and noise control units
ay be performed by custom-
ith regular inspections and

t operations, you can contrib-
 a comfortable automobile soci-
e from pollution.
While pushing the claws holding
the battery outward, pull and
remove the battery. Then install a
new battery (CR2032).

5. Reinstall the covers in the
reverse order of removal.

Em
ext
Autom
els a
noise 
tions. 
satisfi
simple
sion c
that m
ers. W
correc
ute to
ety fre

 WARNING

The keyfob contains a button
battery. If swallowed, a lithium
button battery can cause
severe or fatal injuries within 2
hours.
Keep batteries out of reach of
children.
If you think batteries may have
been swallowed or placed
inside any part of the body,
seek immediate medical atten-
tion.
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uffler integrated with 
DPC and urea SCR system
e muffler is a catalyst integrated

uffler. It has the cleaning function
d the silencing function of exhaust
ission. If the muffler must be

placed due to damage, be sure to
e the genuine UD Trucks part.

spection procedures
Check for damage on the muffler,
nozzle and sensor on the muffler,
and also their wires and hoses.
(The positions of the sensors and
hoses differ depending on the
vehicle model.)
Inspection and maintenance

Parts for emission con-
trol

Conditions of exhaust gas
The color of exhaust gas represents
the status of combustion. Check the
exhaust gas carefully on a daily
basis.

No color or light blue: Normal
Black: Incomplete combustion or
damage on UDPC filter.
White: Engine oil is burnt. If the
temperature is low and the
engine has not warmed up, the
exhaust gas may be white.

Air cleaner
If the air cleaner element is clogged,
incomplete combustion tends to
occur, resulting in black smoke.
Check, clean or replace the element
on a regular basis.

Fuel system
If the fuel injection condition is
improper due to clogging of the noz-
zle, or if the fuel is clogged or there
is an accumulation of water, incom-
plete combustion tends to occur.
Check it on a regular basis.
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rs
e of parts related to exhaust
ion control system not only
ds the regulatory values of the
ion standards, but also causes
crease of fuel consumption,
se of oil consumption and
tion of power. If any abnormal-
found, ask for service at the
st authorized UD Trucks
r.
Replace the hose for sensor if it
is damaged or cracked. Contact
the nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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deale

 WARNING

Do not check parts around the
muffler immediately after driv-
ing. Since the exhaust pipe and
the muffler are hot, you may be
burned.

NOTE
The UDPC filter requires periodi-
cal check and service. For the
check and service, contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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uffler and exhaust pipe
Damage or corrosion to the muf-
fler and exhaust pipe may
degrade the silencing function.
Check it on a regular basis. If a
failure is found, replace the part.

NOTE
 a vehicle is driven in a salty
rea such as seashore or a road
overed with antifreezing agent,
ust-like condition may be gen-
rated on the surface of the muf-
er.
 the muffler continues to be
sed as it is, the surface of the
uffler may corrode.
 you drive in a salty area, wash
e surface of the muffler imme-

iately.
Inspection and maintenance

Parts related to external 
noise 

Noise-proof system (If 
equipped)

A cover and noise absorbing
material shown in the figure are
installed to reduce external noise
to meet the regulatory value
specified in the noise-related reg-
ulation. If it is removed for main-
tenance, be sure to reinstall it at
the original position.
Cover and noise absorbing mate-
rial are used to reduce noise. Do
not modify them intentionally or
remove them. Check them on a
regular basis to prevent the func-
tion from being degraded due to
damage, deformation or corro-
sion.
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To
Gen
che
the
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and
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Be 
time
ols
eral tools required for the daily

ck and service are installed on
 vehicle.
cial tools required for assembly
 disassembly of vehicle are sold
arately. Ask the nearest autho-
d UD Trucks dealer.
sure to carry all the tools at all
s. 1. Wheel nut wrench

2. Wheel nut wrench handle (and
jack handle)

3. Hydraulic jack
4. Wrench (for releasing spring

brake)
5. Tool bag*
6. Wrench set*
7. Pliers*
8. Flat-bladed and Phillips screw-

drivers*
* Installed on some models
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G

autions for replen-
ent and replace-
t of oil

ect service work may cause
e of oil. It is recommended to
r service at the nearest autho-
UD Trucks dealer.
 inspection and service,

ve the following items in addi-
 the precautions described in

evious chapter “Inspection and
enance”:
 sure to prepare a drain oil
n.
rform the work in a location
ere an oil disposal facility is
ailable.
ver dispose of waste oil in a
ch or vacant land.

en inspections and mainte-
ce are performed by the
tomer, the customer cannot
et the inspection and main-
ance information stored in
 multi-display.
- 2 Service of lubricants

enuine lubricant
It is important to check and
replace lubricants regularly for
long life of the vehicle and for
safe and comfortable driving. Be
sure to perform check and
replacement regularly.
This section summarizes the
check and replacement items for
lubricants which can be per-
formed by customers. Lubricants
in use are indicated on the list in
the “Service data”. Please refer to
the list.
UD Trucks genuine lubricants are
prepared for the full performance
of the UD vehicle. Be sure to use
UD Trucks genuine lubricants for
regular replenishment and
replacement.
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 CAUTION

When set to display inspection
and maintenance information
on the multi-display, a warning
can be displayed for each item
when the next inspection
period depending on the mile-
age, operating hours or
months is approaching. Since
the distance, time and warn-
ings displayed as inspection
and maintenance information
are calculated based on the
actual driving conditions, they
may not match the replace-
ment periods specified in this
manual depending on road
conditions and driving condi-
tions. If a warning is displayed
earlier than the replacement
period specified in this man-
ual, replace the item when the
warning is displayed.
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Be sure to lock the handle of oil
dipstick after the service work.

 WARNING

Be careful not to enter dirt in
the system during replenish-
ment. Be careful not to spill oil.
If it is spilled, clean it com-
pletely. In particular, check that
there is no oil on the exhaust
manifold or electrical compo-
nents. If there is spilled oil, fire
may occur due to heat or elec-
tric spark.
Be sure to cool down the
engine before inspection and
maintenance so that you may
not be burned by hot engine
oil.
Service of lubricants

Oils

Check and replenish-
ment of engine oil

Check the amount of oil and its
contamination with an oil dipstick.
To draw out the dipstick, first turn
its handle counterclockwise to
unlock it.

Front of the cab

If the oil is not sufficient, open the
front lid and replenish oil from the
oil filler port.

If the oil is heavily contaminated,
replace it.
After replenishment, make sure
that oil is filled to the specified
level using the oil dipstick.

NOTE
When checking the oil level, if
the oil on the dipstick is angled,
read the center position.
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lacement of engine 

 to “Service data” for the
nt of engine oil.
move the drain plug and drain
 oil.

place the oil filter with a new
e. (Refer to the “Inspection and
intenance”.)
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- 4 Service of lubricants

Rep
oil
Refer
amou
1. Re

the

2. Re
on
ma

 CAUTION

ark the vehicle in a level loca-
ion for inspection. If the vehi-
le is on an incline, the correct
il level may not be indicated.
hen checking using the oil

ipstick, make sure that there
s no one in the cab.

hen checking using the oil
ipstick, no person should ride
n the cab. As the lower grille
oves, the clearance with the

ront bumper becomes small,
nd your hand may be
inched.
heck the oil level before start-

ng the engine. Wait for at least
0 minutes or longer for

nspection after stopping the
ngine. Otherwise, oil still
emains at various parts of the
ngine and the correct level
annot be checked.

After replenishment of engine
oil, wait for 5 minutes before
checking oil level until the
level becomes stable. If the oil
level is checked immediately
after replenishment, the oil dip-
stick may indicate low oil level
because the oil has not
reached the oil pan yet. If the
oil is added to fill the apparent
low level, the oil quantity
becomes excessive, which will
cause excessive oil consump-
tion.
Do not drive the vehicle when
the amount of oil is lower than
“MIN”. If the amount of engine
oil is too small, the engine may
seize.
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NOTE
ngine oil must be resistant to
eat or oxidation, and the
hange of the viscosity with heat
ust be limited. The high-speed
iesel engine must use better oil
 quality than that for the gen-

ral gasoline engine. Be sure to
se the engine oil specified by
D Trucks. Note that UD Trucks
 not responsible for warranty
f any failure of the engine if an
ngine oil other than specified is
sed.
Service of lubricants

3. Install the drain plug and pour
engine oil from the oil filler port.
Drain plug tightening torque:
50 – 70 N·m {5.1 – 7.1 kgf·m}

 WARNING

Avoid direct skin contact with
used oil. If oil contacts skin,
wash the skin thoroughly with
soap and water. If irritation per-
sists, seek medical advice.

 CAUTION

Replacement period of engine
oil varies depending on the
engine oil type used. It also
varies depending on driving
conditions. If the engine is
used at high engine speed or
high load, oil is deteriorated
quicker, so that the replace-
ment interval should be
shorter.
Be careful not to enter dirt
from the oil filler port when fill-
ing engine oil. Be careful not to
spill oil. If it is spilled, clean it
completely.
Do not pour engine oil higher
than the appropriate level.
Excessive amount of oil may
result in excessive oil con-
sumption.
Check the oil level when the
level is stable, 5 minutes or
longer after engine oil is
poured.
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2.

3.

 CAUTION

ys use genuine oil. If any oil
r than genuine oil is used, a

nction of the transmission
occur or the lifespan of the
mission may be shortened. 

NOTE
easier to drain oil when it is
Therefore, drain oil after

ng the vehicle.
- 6 Service of lubricants

placement of trans-
ssion gear oil
er to “Service data” for the
ount of transmission gear oil.
To drain the oil, remove the two
drain plugs (or three drain plugs
for models with PTO).

Reinstall the two (or three) drain
plugs.
Tightening torque (common to
three plugs):
30 – 40 N·m {3.1 – 4.1 kgf·m}
Refill the transmission oil from
the f i l ler plug hole up to the
“MAX” level indicated on the
transparent oil inspection plug.

4. Shift gear to neutral and run the
engine for more than one minute. 

5. Check the oil level. If the oil level
has decreased, refill it and then
run the engine for one more min-
ute.

6. Repeat to check and refill until
the oil level does not decrease
any  more  a f te r  runn ing  the
engine.

 DANGER

Do not burn you with hot trans-
mission oil.

Alwa
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It is 
hot. 
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OLD CHECK>
Pull the fluid dipstick out of the
filler tube, wipe the fluid off the
dipstick surface, and then insert
the dipstick back in its original
position.
Service of lubricants

Replacement of auto-
matic transmission fluid

The service icon appears for 2
minutes in the digital display of
the gear selector switch when the
replacement period of the auto-
matic transmission fluid is
approaching. If the service icon
appears, contact your nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.
Refer to “Service data” for the
amount of automatic transmis-
sion fluid.

To check the automatic 
transmission fluid level
Inspection with the fluid dip-
stick

Check the fluid while the vehicle
is on level ground and the parking
brake applied. Start the engine
and run for at least one minute at
900 to 1,000 rpm to clear the sys-
tem of air.
Idle the engine.
With the engine at idle, depress
the brake pedal and shift the
range to D (Drive) or R (Reverse)
to fill the whole hydraulic circuit
with fluid.
Shift the range to N (Neutral).
With the engine at idle and the
range in the N (Neutral) position,
inspect the fluid level. <C
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<HO

ction with the electronic 
level sensor
rm up the engine, drive the

hicle for about 10 to 15 min-
s, stop on a level ground, and
n shift to the N (Neutral)
ge.

ow the vehicle to be stationary
 about 2 minutes to allow the
id to settle.
n the engine at an idle.
sh the  and  switches
the selector panel at the same
e.
 pressing the “N” button, you
n return to Oil Level Check
de.
Pull out the fluid dipstick again to
inspect the fluid level. Check (at
least twice) to make sure that the
fluid level is within the COLD
band range. If the fluid level is not
within the range, refill fluid.

T CHECK>
After warming up the engine and
driving for about 10 to 15 min-
utes, pull the fluid dipstick out of
the filler tube, wipe the fluid off
the dipstick surface, and then
insert the dipstick back in the
original position.
Pull out the fluid dipstick again to
inspect the fluid level. Check (at
least twice) to make sure that the
fluid level is within the HOT band
range.
If the fluid level is within the HOT
band range, the inspection is
completed. If the fluid level is not
within the range, refill fluid.

Inspe
fluid 
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 CAUTION

 Before the inspection, be sure
to apply the parking brake.
Then, while the engine is run-
ning at idle, conduct the
inspection. If the inspection is
conducted while the engine is
stoped, the apparent amount
becomes large.
If the fluid temperature
increases, the fluid level
increases. Be sure to conduct
a final check while the fluid
temperature is high after
warming-up.
Before the inspection, clean
around the end of the filler
tube to prevent dust, mud or
water from entering the filler
tube. If dust, mud or water
enters, transmission failure
may occur.
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If the measuring conditions have
been satisfied, the results will be
displayed on the digital display
about 2 minutes later.

Oil level is good:
“OIL LEVEL OK” is indicated.

Oil level is low:
“OIL LEVEL 2L LO” or the like is indi-
cated. If “2L LO” is indicated, it is
necessary to add 2 L of oil.

Oil level is high:
“OIL LEVEL 3L HI” or the like is indi-
cated. If “3L HI” is indicated, it is nec-
essary to remove 3 L of oil.

If the measurement criteria can-
not be satisfied, “OIL LEVEL
INVALID” is indicated, followed
by an Oil Level Code.

NOTE
To recover the fluid level check
mode, push the N switch of the
selector.
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The matic transmission fluid 
ge

the automatic transmission
hanged by an authorized UD

s dealer or other qualified ser-
acility. Use only the transmis-

fluid listed in the
mmended lubricants” on page

ection and replen-
ent of differential 

r oil
an around the level plug.
move the level plug.
eck the quality of oil. If it is
cessively dirty, replace the oil.
“SETTLING / X” Setting time too short

“ENG RPM / TOO LOW” Engine speed (rpm) too low

“ENG RPM / TOO HIGH” Engine speed (rpm) too high

“MUST BE / IN NEU” N (Neutral) must be selected

“OIL TEMP / TOO LOW” Sump oil temperature too low

“OIL TEMP / TOO HI” Sump oil temperature too high

“VEH SPD / TOO HI” Output shaft speed

“SENSOR FAILED” Sensor failure

Have 
fluid c
Truck
vice f
sion 
“Reco
16-7.
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- 10 Service of lubricants

 Oil Level Codes are explained in the following table.

Code Cause of code

Auto
chan
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eplacement of differ-
ntial gear oil

efer to “Service data” for the
ount of differential gear oil.
Clean around the drain plug and
level plug.
Remove the drain plug and drain
the oil. The drain plug has a mag-
net and it attracts steel powder in
the oil. Clean the magnet. (CG
and CW)
Reinstall the drain plug. Remove
the level plug. Pour oil until it
overflows from the level plug
hole.
Drain plug tightening torque: 
80 ± 16 N·m {8.2 ± 1.6 kgf·m}

 WARNING

heck or replace the differential
ear oil after the rear axle has
ooled down so that you do not
et burned.
Service of lubricants

4. Check if the oil level is at the
lower edge of the level plug hole.
If the oil level is low, refill the oil
until the oil flows out from the
level plug hole.
If the amount of oil to be refilled is
supposed to be over 10% of the
total oil amount, do not refill but
replace the oil completely.

5. After refilling, confirm that the oil
level is at the lower edge of the
level plug hole.

6. Reinstall the level plug.
Level plug tightening torque: 
80 ± 16 N·m {8.2 ± 1.6 kgf·m}

Always replace the level plug gasket
with a new one.

R
e

R
am
1.

2.

3.

 WARNING

Be sure to perform the inspec-
tion and replenishment of the
differential gear oil after the rear
axle is cooled down sufficiently
so that you do not to get burnt.

 CAUTION

Place the vehicle on a level
ground when inspecting the oil
level. If the vehicle is inclined,
the oil level may be incorrect.
Be careful not to enter dirt
from the filler plug hole when
pouring.
Always use genuine oil. If any
oil other than genuine oil is
used, a malfunction of differ-
ential may occur or the lifes-
pan of the differential may be
shortened.

C
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g
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4. ck and replenish-
t of power steering 

eck the amount of fluid in the
wer steering fluid reservoir. It is
propriate when its level is
tween HIGH and LOW.

t is not sufficient, replenish the
wer steering fluid.
eck that there is no leakage of
 power steering fluid from the

wer steering system.

B
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Reinstall the level plug.
Level plug tightening torque: 
80 ± 16 N·m {8.2 ± 1.6 kgf·m}

Always replace the gaskets of the
plugs with new ones.

Precautions when changing 
the type of oil
When changing from the mineral oil
to the synthetic oil, it takes 1500 km
of driving for oil seals to fit the syn-
thetic oil. During that period, it is nec-
essary to check the oil seals for
leakage carefully.

Che
men
fluid
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 CAUTION

e careful not to enter dirt
rom the filler plug hole or level
lug hole when pouring.
lways use genuine oil. If any
il other than genuine oil is
sed, a malfunction of the dif-

erential gear may occur or the
ifespan of the differential may
e shortened.

NOTE
It is easier to drain oil when it is
still warm. Therefore, drain oil
when the rear axle has cooled
down so that you do not get
burnt after driving.
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heck and replenish-
ent of power tilt 
ydraulic fluid

Remove the filler plug of the
hydraulic pump reservoir and
check the amount of the hydraulic
fluid.
It is appropriate if the fluid level is
at the bottom of the plug hole. If
the level is lower than this, add
the fluid.
Service of lubricants

C
m
h

 WARNING

Make sure that the temperature
of the steering system is low
before the check and replace-
ment of the fluid so that you do
not get burned.
If the fluid is insufficient or
dirty, the power steering may
not operate correctly. Driving
in this condition may cause a
problem for operation of the
steering wheel. Do not drive
the vehicle. Replenish or
replace the fluid immediately.

 CAUTION

Be careful not to enter dirt in the
reservoir during replenishment.
Always clean the area around
the reservoir.

NOTE
Be sure to check the amount of
the power steering fluid when
the engine is not in operation.
When the fluid is replaced,
replace the filter as well.
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- 14 Service of lubricants

Grease

Application of grease
Apply grease on a regular basis.
Clean dust or mud on the grease
nipple with a cloth before applica-
tion of grease. After application of
grease, wipe off remaining
grease. For a grease nipple with
cap, be sure to reinstall the cap.

 CAUTION

e sure to check or replenish
he fluid with the cab lowered.
e careful not to enter dirt in

he reservoir when checking.
lways clean the area around

he reservoir.

NOTE

n a new vehicle, the fluid
evel may not be at the bottom
f the plug hole, but there is no
roblem.
lways use the genuine UD
rucks hydraulic fluid.

 WARNING

Be careful not to spill grease;
wipe clean any spilled grease.
Check especially the muffler and
the exhaust piping for adhered
grease. If they are dirty with
grease, a fire may occur due to
heat.

NOTE
For greasing points, refer to
“Greasing points” (page 16-8).
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W
pr

Pr
oc

ollision occurs
the front bumper or the first
p has been impacted or dam-
ed, check if there is no problem
und the front tires.
he first step interferes with the
 (including the case of interfer-

ce when steered), the vehicle
ould not be driven. Ask for
air at the nearest authorized
 Trucks dealer.
hen there is a 
oblem

ecautions if a failure 
curs
Paying attention to subsequent
vehicles, slow down gradually
and stop the vehicle in a safe
location.
It is dangerous to stop the vehicle
in a tunnel. Stop the vehicle out-
side the tunnel.
Put signs to indicate that the vehi-
cle is broken down. Without a
sign, subsequent vehicles may
collide into the rear. Be sure to
put a sign of vehicle breakdown
by the methods below.
• Warning triangle
• Hazard lights
• Emergency signal (signal light

or flare)
• Red flag or red light

• Put a handkerchief at the door
handle or a noticeable loca-
tion at the rear.

When placing a warning triangle,
place it at a location where it is
visible from subsequent vehicles.

Check the failure. If it can be
repaired, repair while paying
attention to other traffic.
If it cannot be repaired, contact
the nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
For repair with a jack on the
shoulder of road, be careful that
the jack may be dislocated due to
wind pressure of passing vehi-
cles. Never get under the vehicle.
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e spring brakes are installed to all
e rear wheels.

Put chocks at the front and rear
of tires located diagonally.

 WARNING

Do not release the brakes man-
ually if the vehicle stops on a
slope. The vehicle will roll
when the brakes are released.
When the spring brakes are
released, the parking brake is
inoperative.
Do not perform manual release
except for emergently moving
the vehicle or towing with a
tow vehicle.
If the vehicle is stopped by the
spring brakes, the brake sys-
tem is faulty. Have it inspected
immediately by the nearest
authorized UD Trucks dealer.
Emergency procedures

Manual release of 
spring brake 
(wheel parking 
brake)
If the brake warning indicator illumi-
nates during driving, the spring
brakes may operate to stop the vehi-
cle.

Brake warning indicator

After the vehicle has stopped by the
spring brakes, manually release all
the spring brakes with the following
method and move the vehicle to a
safe location.

Th
th CAUTION

Driving with interference with
the tire may cause flat tire or
cause fire from overheating of
tire.
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Sta
Tur
wis
am
Rel
App

NOTE
e release bolt for the inter-
 release type does not stick
t like the one for the stan-
d release type. Turn the bolt

til the turning torque rises
denly. 

en if the indicator pin sticks
t, it is not the sign of the

pletion of the release. Turn
 release bolt until the turn-
 torque rises.
ndard release type
n the release bolt counterclock-
e to obtain the specified releasing
ount.
easing amount: 
roximately 85 mm

Internal release type*
When beginning to turn the release
bolt counterclockwise, the indicator
pin sticks out approximately 5 mm.
(Sign to start the mechanical
release) 
After the indicator pin sticks out, turn
the release bolt counterclockwise
further to the point where the turning
torque suddenly becomes greater
(approximately 45 turns as a guide).
* The internal release type is used for

CG, CW and GW models, on the left
wheel of the rear-front axle on air sus-
pension models and on the right wheel
of the rear-rear axle on the leaf sus-
pension models. (The standard type is
used on other wheels of CG, CW and
GW models and the models other than
CG, CW and GW model.)
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ethod to use hook
When the front hook is used, pull
the lower part of the bumper grille
toward you and remove it. The
front hook is at the back side of it.

Use a strong tow rope. Tie the
rope to the rear end hook of the
tow vehicle and to the front end
hook of the towed vehicle. There
is an impact at the start. Start
slowly to minimize the impact.
Emergency procedures

Towing

Towing

M

 WARNING

If the engine does not start, do
not tow the vehicle except with a
tow vehicle. If the engine does
not start, not only the brake does
not work, but also the power
steering does not work. There-
fore, the steering wheel
becomes heavy.

 CAUTION

For towing, be sure to remove
the propeller shaft.
Towing with the propeller shaft
installed may cause insuffi-
cient lubrication in the trans-
mission, resulting in a failure
of the transmission.
Do not disconnect the axle
shaft unless the axle is faulty.
To remove the bumper grille,
check the clip positions before
removal. Applying undue force
may damage the bumper grille.
For towing that requires large
force or sudden force (such as
when the vehicle has fallen in a
ditch or hollow), avoid towing
with a hook. Put a rope on the
axle to extract the vehicle.
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 DANGER

u continue to drive the vehi-
ith a flat tire, the tire will

heat. It may result in a fire or
t tire. Furthermore, wheel
 may become loose and fall
r wheel studs may break,

lting in falling off of a wheel.
ace the tire immediately.
- 6 Emergency procedures

w to tie the tow rope

sure to run the engine of the
ed vehicle. If the engine cannot
started, tow the vehicle with a tow
k.

When a tire 
becomes flat
If flat tire or burst of tire 
occurs while driving

Hold the steering wheel securely
and depress the brake pedal
slowly to decrease the speed
gradually.
Turn on the hazard lights to alert
subsequent vehicles and stop the
vehicle in a safe location for
changing the tire.
For the method of changing a tire,
refer to “Change of tire” (page 13-
43) in “Inspection and mainte-
nance”.
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To check the fuses in FRC-B,
push to open the fuse cover at
the upper center of the instru-
ment panel.

Confirm the location of the fuse in
question on the diagram at the
back of the fuse cover. Remove
the fuse and check if the fuse is
blown.
Emergency procedures

Blown fuse

Replacement of fuses
Fuses are stored in two fuse
boxes in the cab: FRC-A and
FRC-B.
When replacing a fuse, set the
ignition switch to the OFF posi-
tion.
To check the fuses in FRC-A,
open the dashboard in front of
the assistant seat. Put your
hands on the front (windshield)
side of the dashboard and swing
it open toward you.

 WARNING

If sudden brake is applied, the
steering wheel is strongly
pulled. This is highly dangerous.
Never apply the brake suddenly.

NOTE
When parking the vehicle, select
a location that is lawful, safe,
and will not interfere with traffic.
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Be
sp
be
a s
or 
 DANGER

 sure to use a fuse with the
ecified capacity. Using a fuse
yond the specified capacity or
teel wire may cause overheat
fire of wiring. Do not use.

 CAUTION

ISO8820 miniture-type fuse is
used.
Never connect an extra electric
accessory to the circuit other
than the circuit for the body
builder power source fuse.
Doing so could cause a failure.

NOTE
If the replaced fuse is immedi-
ately, shortly or frequently
blown, it is necessary to check
the cause for repair. Contact the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
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Emergency procedures

Layout and use of fuses

FRC-A
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N Use Capacity (A)

1 Radio 7.5

2 rumental cluster 3

3 DMS 5

4 Diagnosis 5

5 – –

6 – –

7 HMIIOM 3

8 ab tilt switch 3

9 Tachograph 3

1 Telematics 3

1 Engine load 10

1 Tachograph 3

1 Engine load 10
o. Icon Use Capacity (A) No. Icon

Engine control unit 10 14

Engine control unit 15 15 Inst

Engine control unit 15 16

ABS/EBS 20 17

DC/DC converter 15 18 –

24V power outlet or cigarette 
lighter 10 19 –

Connector for superstructure 7.5 20

ACM 20 21 C

Parking heater / cooler 20 22

0 Parking heater / cooler 10 23

1 – – – 24

2 DACU 5 25

3 Diagnosis for Allison gearbox 5 26
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– 5

– –

VMCU 15

VMCU 10

VMCU 20

Rear-view camera 20

Cargo room light 10

Seat heater 5

Room light 10

– –

– –

– –

Dump buzzer 3

Use Capacity (A)
Emergency procedures

27 Mirror heater 
(assistant's side) 10 40 –

28 Mirror heater (driver's side) 10 41 –

29 Roof light 10 42

30 CIOM 10 43

31 – – – 44

32 Rear wiper 15 45

33 Air conditioner 20 46

34 Airbag 5 47

35 – – – 48

36 Rear-view camera 3 49 –

37 – – 10 50 –

38 Connector for superstructure 10 51 –

39 Power for superstructure 20 52

No. Icon Use Capacity (A) No. Icon
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5

gine vehicle

el filter heater 20

5

ngine vehicle

-speed manual
transmission
uel filter heater

10

5 Retarder 10

5 r mirror / seat belt / 
/DC converter 5

5 Beacon roof 10

5 o / ETC / camera 5

5 d shoulder light 10

6
eter wave radar, 

 and side millimeter 
wave radar

10

6 tructure for Australia 10

6 – –

6 – –

N Use Capacity (A)
3 Power for superstructure 30

64

GH8 En

Fu

4 – – –

GH11 E

12

/ F

5 Allison transmission 15 65

6 Module for superstructure 15 66 Powe
DC

7 Air conditioner 5 67

8 TECU 20 68 Radi

9 Beacon chassis 20 69 Roa

0 Electrical outlet 15 70
Millim

camera

1 Power mirror arm 15 71 Supers

2 Wiper 15 72 –

3 Power window 20 73 –

o. Icon Use Capacity (A) No. Icon
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Emergency procedures

No. Icon Use Capacity (A)

74 – – –

75 12V power outlet 10

76 – – –

77 – – –

78 12V air conditioner control 3

79 – – –

80 Trailer cable or Electric horn
/ Beacon lamp 10

81 Cab tilt motor 40

82 Connector for superstructure 40

83 – – –

84 Door lock 10
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FR

N Use Capacity 
(A)

1 ing main switch 10
C-B

o. Icon Use Capacity 
(A) No. Icon

Wing buzzer 3 2 W
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 WARNING

Never put a metal tool in con-
tact with the positive (+) termi-
nal and a metal part of either
vehicle simultaneously.
Check the booster cables for
damage or faulty insulation.
Check the battery fluid level
before connecting the booster
cables. If charging is per-
formed when the battery fluid
is at the lower level or below,
the battery may be deterio-
rated early or heat or explo-
sion of the battery may occur.
Perform charging after replen-
ishing the fluid.

NOTE

 it seems that the battery is fro-
en or you can see ice in the cell,
o not start the vehicle using
ooster cables.
Emergency procedures

Discharged battery

Precautions for use of 
booster cable
To start the engine using battery
power of another vehicle through
booster cables because of a dis-
charged battery, a spark may occur
when the cable is connected.
Observe the following steps.
Be sure to use large capacity
booster cables for a heavy-duty vehi-
cle. For the booster cable, ask the
nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.
1. Turn off the ignition switches of

both vehicles and apply the park-
ing brakes. 

2. Connect one end of the red
booster cable to the positive (+)
terminal of the discharged battery
and the other end to the positive
terminal of the good battery.

3. Connect one end of the black
booster cable to the negative (−)

terminal of the good battery. Con-
nect the other end of the black
cable to the frame of the vehicle
with the discharged battery at a
location as away from the battery
as possible.

4. Start the engine of the vehicle
with the good battery. If it is cold,
run the engine for some minutes.
Then after increasing the engine
speed to a moderate speed, try to
start the vehicle with the dis-
charged battery.

5. If the engine can be started,
remove the booster cables in the
reverse order of connection.

If
z
d
b
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O

Co
an

the red overheat warning
pears, immediately exit the
d and park the vehicle in a

fe location, then run the engine
high idle to lower the coolant
perature.

er the coolant temperature
ps, stop the engine and check
 coolant level, and then
pect the cooling system for
ks.

D
e
S
o
u
d
e
I
E
a
i
r

 CAUTION

ot drive while the red over-
warning is displayed. The
e protection function may

ide torque derating to pre-
the engine from being dam-
.

verheat

olant temperature gauge 
d overheat warning
The coolant temperature gauge
indicates the engine coolant tem-
perature.
If the gauge indicates high tem-
perature, keep the engine at idle
until the temperature lowers to
the normal range.

If the coolant temperature further
increases, an overheat warning
with a 2-phase indication (amber:
moderate, red: severe) will
appear and a beep sounds.

If 
ap
roa
sa
at 
tem
Aft
dro
the
ins
lea

 CAUTION

o not suddenly stop the
ngine when it has overheated.
eizure of the engine may
ccur. Keep the engine idling
ntil the coolant temperature
rops before turning off the
ngine.

f an overheat occurred, any
GR system part may be dam-
ged. Have your vehicle
nspect at the nearest autho-
ized UD Trucks dealer.

Do n
heat 
engin
prov
vent 
aged
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mergency driv-
g by the ESCOT 

ystem
If the ESCOT system becomes
faulty, a warning message
“Transmission system malfunc-
tion” is displayed on the multi-dis-
play.

When the “Transmission system
malfunction” message is dis-
played, perform the following pro-
cedure to continue driving.
Emergency procedures

Replenishing the coolant
To remove the reserve tank cap,
raise the lever on the reserve
tank cap and wait until the dis-
charge sound ceases.
While the engine is hot, abrupt
pouring of cool water may cause
the cylinder block or the cylinder
head to crack. Replenish water
slowly and gradually.

E
in
s

 WARNING

Carelessly opening the reserve
tank cap could allow steam or
hot water to spray out and
burn you.
Follow the handling instruc-
tions below.

If the coolant temperature
gauge indicator is close to
the red zone or overheat
warning is displayed, keep
the engine idling and do not
touch the cap until the cool-
ant temperature lowers suf-
ficiently.
Grip the cap with a thick
cloth and gradually loosen
the cap.
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Em

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 not drive the vehicle for a
g distance in the emer-
cy drive mode. If the

ansmission system mal-
ction” message is dis-
yed, contact the nearest UD
cks dealer for inspection
 maintenance quickly.

e gear position indicator
y indicate an incorrect gear
sition or it may disappear

ending on the level of the
lfunction. In such cases,
ve the vehicle with extreme
ention.
ile driving in the emergency
ve mode, the hill start assist
ction does not work. Use
 parking brake as neces-
y.
ergency drive mode
Before activating the emergency
drive mode, confirm that auto-
matic regeneration and PTO are
inactive.
Keep the brake pedal depressed
until the emergency drive mode
(Limp home mode) is activated.
With the vehicle stopped, perform
the following procedure to enter
the emergency drive mode.
Press and hold the emergency
switch.
While holding the switch, move
the shift lever from “N” to “D”
position, then ESCOT enters in
the emergency drive mode. (The
shift operation should be per-
formed within 5 seconds after
pressing the emergency switch.)
Confirm that “Limp home mode
activated” is displayed on the
multi-display.
Set the shift lever in “M” to drive
forward or “R” to drive in reverse.
Select the starting gear using the
+/− button.

6. Confirm the gear position by the
gear position indicator. Release
the brake pedal and depress the
accelerator pedal to start gently. 

The emergency drive mode con-
tinues until the ignition switch is
set to the “OFF” position.

 CAUTION

While driving in the emergency
drive mode, gear change can-
not be performed by the +/−
button.

Do
lon
gen
“Tr
fun
pla
Tru
and
Th
ma
po
dep
ma
dri
att
Wh
dri
fun
the
sar
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hen the remote controller 
arning appears
the warning appears, the remote
ntroller is faulty. Contact the near-
t authorized UD Trucks dealer.
Emergency procedures

When the air sus-
pension warning 
appears

When the air suspen-
sion warning appears
If the warning appears, the air sus-
pension control unit is faulty. Contact
the nearest authorized UD Trucks
dealer.

W
w
If 
co
es

NOTE

The +/− switch can only be
used to select the starting
gear. The selectable starting
gears are: “1”, “3”, “5” and “R
(low)”.
The reverse gear usable in the
emergency drive mode is
“Low” range only.
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M
aintenance standard

500 to 600 rpm 
400 to 500 rpm

ore CG series: 450 – 550 rpm)

10 – 15 mm

1° to 7°
5 – 25 mm

rkets Australia &
New Zealand

Pa 
f/cm2} 825 kPa 

{8.25 kgf/cm2}Pa 
f/cm2}
 600 N·m {55 – 60 kgf·m}
65 N·m {13.8 – 16.8 kgf·m}

0+  mm

50 kPa {11.2 – 12.7 kgf/cm2}

2
0

aintenance standard
Item M

Idling speed
GH8 Engine
GH11 Engine

(For Singap
Steering wheel

Free play
(at the outer periphery of the steering wheel, with steering wheel in 
straightforward position and the power steering system operated)

Brake pedal play
Pedal angle
At the tip of pedal

Tire air pressure All Ma

11R22.5 148/145K, 148/145L
850 k

{8.50 kg

275/70R22.5 148/145K, 148/145L; 295/80R22.5 152/148K, 152/148M;
315/80R22.5 156/150L

900 k
{9.00 kg

Wheel nut tightening torque 550 –
Axle shaft nut tightening torque 135 – 1

Toe-in

Standard air pressure (brake pressure) 1100 – 12
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ing lubricants. When a lubricant is

Capacity (approx.)

27 L
27 L

28.5 L
31 L
33 L

16.0 L (17.2 L)
Add 0.8 L

29.1 L

11 L

20 L
14 L
Service data

Capacities
The values shown below are approximate values as the guideline when replac
replaced, be sure to check that the lubricant is filled to the specified level.

Item
Engine oil (Indicates the MAX level quantity) *

Oil pan capacity
GH8 Engine
GH11 Engine

Full capacity
GH8 Engine
GH11 Engine : Two oil filter cartridge type
GH11 Engine : Three oil filter cartridge type

(Full capacity = Oil pan capacity + Oil filter capacity)
Transmission [( ) : models with PTO]

ESCOT-VI
AT612F or AO612F model
Models with transmission oil cooler

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Allison 3200

Differential gear
GK, CD models
CG, CW and GW models

Rear front axle
Rear rear axle

* : The engine oil capacity is the same for models with and without PTO.
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cification label attached above

Capacity (approx.)
Pow

7.7 L
8.0 L

Hyd 1.35 L
Coo

36 L
46 L
45 L

Bat
 – 15 mm above plates

1.200 – 1.290
For the vehicle type and the types of units of your vehicle, refer to the vehicle spe
the second step at the left of cab.

Item
er steering
GK, GW, CD and CW models
CG model
raulic tilt pump (system capacity)
lant
GH8 Engine

ESCOT-VI
Automatic transmission

GH11 Engine
tery
Fluid level 10
Specific gravity (at 20°C)
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lt your nearest authorized UD Trucks

SAE Viscosity
2F 5W/30

2 10W/30
15W/40
75W/85
75W/90

–
75W/90
80W/140
85W/140
Service data

Performance of genuine lubricants

Genuine oils

* 1: Applicable engine oil varies depending on the engine type and the market; consu
dealer.

* 2: See the Allison automatic transmission fluid recommendations on page 16-7.

Purpose Name Grade

Engine *1
Genuine UD engine oil VDS-5/DH-2F VDS-5/DH-

Genuine UD engine oil VDS-4/DH-2 VDS-4/DH-

Transmission (ESCOT-VI) Genuine UD gear oil 97307 (Synthetic oil)
Genuine UD gear oil 97315 (Synthetic oil) –

Automatic transmission Automatic transmission fluid *2 –

Differential gear
Genuine UD gear oil 97312 (Synthetic oil) –

Gear oil (Mineral oil) API GL-5
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Pre
Wh r oil seals to fit the synthetic oil.
Dur

En tial gear oil
cautions when changing the type of oil
en changing from the mineral oil to the synthetic oil, it takes 1500 km of driving fo
ing that period, it is necessary to check the oil seals for leakage carefully.

gine oil Transmission oil Differen
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s
ility.

NLGI classification
No. 2, No. 3
No. 0, No. 1
Service data

Genuine grease

Allison automatic transmission fluid recommendation
The hydraulic fluid used in the transmission greatly affects its reliability and durab
Allison TranSynd fluids or TES-295 approved fluids are recommended.
This vehicle is factory filled with TranSynd fluid.

Purpose Name
Bearings Genuine UD bearing grease
Undercarriage and general Genuine UD chassis grease
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G

No. Lubricant to be 
used

2 Chassis grease
(CG models)
reasing points

Greasing point No. Lubricant to be 
used Greasing point

1 Chassis grease
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5 Bearing grease

6 Silicone grease 
spray

int No. Lubricant to be 
used
Service data

3 Chassis grease

4 Bearing grease

Greasing point No. Lubricant to be 
used Greasing po
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Greasing point No. Lubricant to be 
used

7
UD genuine molyb-

denum disulfide 
spray

8 Chassis grease
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d

t the Australian and New Zealand 
W)
Service data

Certification for Australia and New Zealan

This vehicle is equipped with radio communication devices that mee
regulations (CIOM Cab Input Output Module, Keyfob, Keys, and TG
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17

17. Ind

A
ABS warning indi
ABS (trailer) warn
indicator..............
AdBlue filler cap .
AdBlue filter........
AdBlue gauge.....
AdBlue low level 
warning...............
AdBlue quality wa
AdBlue tank........
Air cleaner ..........
Air conditioner ref
Air dryer..............
Air filter for air con
Air pressure gaug
Air suspension 
warning...............
Air tank, draining 
condensate.........
Airbag warning in

attery, disconnecting............13-39
attery, replacing ...................13-40
attery, when power is directly 

aken from the battery ............13-41
eacon lamp switch ................. 5-72
rake blending OFF switch...... 5-67
uzzers .................................... 5-26

ab tilt operation....................6-145
ab tilt warning ......................6-150
harge warning........................ 5-40
hassis number and engine 
umber....................................... 2-3
igarette lighter.................3-18, 8-8
logged fuel filter warning ....... 5-41
oasting..................................... 3-8
oolant...................................13-68
oolant level warning............... 5-31
oolant temperature gauge ....... 5-6
Index

ex

cator..............5-51
ing 
......................5-51
....................10-10
....................13-36
........................5-4

.............5-37, 5-38
rning....5-42, 5-43
......................10-9
......................13-4
rigerant.........7-23
......................13-3
ditioner ........13-5
e.....................5-3

.........6-114, 15-19
water 
....................12-10
dicator...........6-15

Alternator charge regulator 
(or brush), replacement ......... 13-89
Ashtray ...................................... 8-9
ASR OFF switch ........... 5-81, 6-108
ASR warning indicator ........... 6-107
ASR (Traction control) ........... 6-107
Auto cruise............................... 6-41
Auto levelizer warning ............. 5-46
Automatic regeneration ........... 6-27
Automatic transmission fluid 
temperature warning................ 5-33
Automatic transmission 
system warning........................ 5-36
Axle shaft nut, check for 
looseness .............................. 13-87

B
Battery fluid level 
inspection .............................. 12-10
Battery, charging .......... 3-15, 13-38
Battery, discharged................ 15-15

B
B
B
t
B
B
B

C
C
C
C
C
n
C
C
C
C
C
C
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Coo
coo

D
Diff
rep
Dig
Dis
con
Doo
Driv
Driv
Driv
Driv
Driv

E
EBS
EC
Ele
in th
Eng
indi
Eng
rep
Eng
Eng

st gas detection system 
g (For Hong Kong).........5-39

mode.............................6-119
scent light switch............5-71
t, handling ....................10-40
fog light switch ................5-69
ilter, 
ement .... 13-14, 13-21, 13-27
ilter, water 
ng .......................13-20, 13-31
auge .................................5-4
ystem, air bleeding .......13-33
ank ........... 3-14, 10-39, 10-51
utomatic air 

ioner................................7-14
, replacement..................15-7

es.......................................5-6
selector switch 

atic transmission) ............6-2
hift lever (ESCOT-VI) .......6-2
ine lubricant .....................14-2
ing points ........................16-8
- 2 Index

lness storage bedroom 
ler (For Singapore) .............7-24

erential gear oil, inspection and 
lenishment.........................14-10
ital speedometer .................5-10
c wheel, installation 
dition...................................12-7
r window (Power window)....7-2
e belt ...................... 3-13, 12-12
eline protection function...6-130
er Alert Support (DAS).......6-84
er status monitor ..............6-100
er support system ..............6-46

 unit, check......................13-84
O MODE switch..... 6-124, 10-31
ctrical outlet 
e cab.......................... 3-17, 8-7
ine control warning 
cator....................................5-49
ine oil filter, 

lacement ...... 13-7, 13-10, 13-12
ine oil level .........................12-8
ine oil level warning ...........5-31

Engine oil pressure warning .... 5-29
Engine oil temperature gauge ... 5-7
Engine oil temperature 
warning .................................... 5-30
Engine oil, check and 
replenishment .......................... 14-3
Engine overrun warning........... 5-28
Engine system warning............ 5-35
ESCOT auto shift down 
switch..................................... 6-126
ESCOT indicator.................... 6-123
ESCOT ROLL function .......... 6-129
ESCOT VI System................. 6-120
ESCOT, buzzer and operation 
messages .............................. 6-131
ESCOT, emergency drive 
function .................................. 6-134
ESCOT, emergency switch.... 6-134
ESCOT, operation ................. 10-11
ESCOT, +/− button ................ 6-123
Exhaust brake & EEB 
(Extra Engine Brake) ............... 5-64
Exhaust emission control 
system indicator....................... 6-23
Exhaust emission control 
system meter .................... 5-8, 6-25
Exhaust emission control 
system warning........................ 6-33

Exhau
warnin

F
Ferry 
Fluore
Freigh
Front 
Fuel f
replac
Fuel f
draini
Fuel g
Fuel s
Fuel t
Fully a
condit
Fuses

G
Gaug
Gear 
(autom
Gears
Genu
Greas
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enu screen ............................ 5-14
irror heater switch ................. 5-84
irrors....................................13-66
ixer lever ............................... 6-12
onitoring screen .................... 5-14
oving Off Information System 
OIS) ..................................... 6-88

ulti-display ............................. 5-10

enpi Coach ..........................6-137
ew vehicle inspection .............. 2-4
oise-proof system ................13-93
on-ABS (trailer) 
formation ............................... 5-47

dometer ................................... 5-5
do/trip changeover switch ....... 5-5
do/trip meter ............................ 5-5
ff-road mode........................6-109
verheat ................................15-16

rking brake warning ............. 5-47
ssing switch ......................... 5-61
riodic replacement parts ........ 2-5
Index

H
Hazard switch...........................5-64
Headlight levelizer switch.........5-62
Headlight position change 
switch .......................................5-61
Height control .........................6-112
High temperature warning 
indicator....................................6-25
Hill start assist function ............6-35
Hill start assist OFF switch.......6-37
Home screen............................5-14
Hook.........................................15-5
Horn switch ..............................5-68
Hot & cool box............................8-5
Hot & cool cup holder.................8-6

I
Idling control ON/OFF switch ...5-56
Idling control resume switch.....5-57
Idling control switch..................5-57
Instantaneous fuel consumption 
gauge .........................................5-8
Inter-axle differential lock 
switch .......................................5-73
Intermittent wiping time 
adjustment switch.....................5-63
Inter-wheel differential 
lock switch.......................5-75, 5-79

J
Jacking up .................... 3-17, 13-54

K
Key number plate .................... 5-55
Keyfob, battery 
replacement........................... 13-89
Keyless entry system................. 4-5
Kick down select function ...... 6-127

L
Lane Departure Warning System 
(LDWS).................................... 6-71
Light bulbs, 
replacement.................. 3-20, 13-61
Lighting switch ......................... 5-59
Long Life Coolant (UD Trucks 
genuine LLC) ..... 3-12, 13-74, 13-80
Low keyfob battery indication .... 4-5

M
Maintenance screen ................ 5-17
Manual air conditioner ............... 7-5
Manual regeneration 
operation.................................. 6-30
Manual regeneration switch..... 6-24
Master warning indicator ......... 5-53

M
M
M
M
M
M
(M
M

N
N
N
N
N
in

O
O
O
O
O
O

P
Pa
Pa
Pe
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Per
Pla
Pow
arm
Pow
Pow
Pow
rep
Pow
ope

Q
Qui

R
Rea
Reg
Rem
(ca
adju
Rev
Roa
star
Roo

S
Sea

graph............................6-143
meter ................................5-3
osition, parking brake.......6-9
d telescopic steering 
........................................4-16
hains..............................10-50
tation ............................13-42
ead groove depth............12-7
......................................13-42
lat ....................................3-10
nspection.........................12-5
......................................13-94
g.............................3-10, 15-5
 Eye Brake (Collision 
ge alleviating system)......6-46
 Eye Cruise 
tive cruise control) ..........6-59
 Sign Recognition ...........6-97
mission gear oil, 
ement .............................14-6
mission oil filter .............13-36
mission oil temperature 
.........................................5-8

mission oil temperature 
g.....................................5-33

mission PTO switch ........5-72
omputer screen ...............5-16
- 4 Index

iodical inspection ..................2-4
ted cab parts .....................10-57
er mirror retraction 
 switch ................................5-83
er mirror switch..................5-82
er mode switch ..................5-85
er steering fluid, check and 

lenishment.........................14-12
er window, 

ration .......................... 3-18, 7-2

ck warm-up switch ..............5-58

r fog light switch.................5-69
eneration stop switch.........6-24
ote controller 

rgo bed or coupler vertical 
stment switch) .................6-113
olution tachograph ...........6-143
d grip (low friction road 
t assist system) ..................6-39
m light switch .....................5-70

t belts .................................4-16

Seats ......................................... 4-8
Service information screen ...... 5-17
Service mode......................... 13-40
Setting screen.......................... 5-19
Setting2 screen........................ 5-24
Shift navigation function ........ 6-127
Smart BSIS 
(Blind Spot Information System) 
and Smart LCS 
(Lane Change Support) ........... 6-75
Spare wheel carrier................ 13-51
Speed limiter device (SLD)........ 5-2
Speedometer ............................. 5-2
Spring brake (wheel parking 
brake), manual release............ 15-3
SRS airbag system.................. 6-12
Stalk switch..................... 5-59, 5-63
Standby mode start 
method................................... 6-118
Starting the engine ........... 3-5, 10-2
Static trailer brake check 
switch....................................... 5-85
Steering switch ........................ 5-68
Stop lamp malfunction 
warning .................................... 5-40
Storage box ............................... 8-2
Stuck in a snow or mud ......... 6-125
Sun visors.................................. 8-9

T
Tacho
Tacho
Test p
Tilt an
wheel
Tire c
Tire ro
Tire tr
Tires .
Tire, f
Tire, i
Tools
Towin
Traffic
dama
Traffic
(Adap
Traffic
Trans
replac
Trans
Trans
gauge
Trans
warnin
Trans
Trip c
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Index

Trip meter...................................5-6
Turn signal switch ....................5-60

U
UDPC 
(UD Particulate Cleaning) ........6-21
UDSC OFF switch..................6-106
UDSC warning indicator.........6-105
UDSC (UD stability control)....6-104
Urea dosing system warning....5-45

V
Vehicle data screen..................5-15
Vehicle electronic control 
system malfunction warning.....5-36
Vehicle message......................5-14
Voltmeter....................................5-9

W
Washing the vehicle ...............10-53
Wheel nuts, check for 
loosening................................13-50
Window lock switch ....................7-3
Windshield wiper and 
washer...........................5-63, 12-13
Working light switch .................5-71
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